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ABSTRACT
"There is an eerie silence in the city - towering offices dominate the
streetscape but no one appears to be in them. A distant mechanical hum
and the fluttering

of litter in the wind shows the only evidence of

occupation. "
(Hirst, 1996, p.8)
By the mid-1990s, a new phenomenon of converting obsolete post-war office space into
residential use within city centres was beginning to emerge in London, Melbourne, Paris,
Toronto and other global cities. This type of development activity has been seen as a
panaceafor many problems encounteredat the end of the twentieth century, including:

"

the ability to meet the increasing demand for new homes;

"

the need to develop in a more sustainablemanner; and

"

the desireto revitalise urban and city centres.

This thesis concentratesupon such activity in England and identifies that there are five
categories of significant barriers and drivers to this process: physical or design-related;
locational; financial or economic; demand-related; and legislative factors. The latter two
dimensions of the conversion processare examined in detail to reveal the role and impact of
the planning system and the perceptions and demand for city centre living particularly in
terms of office conversions. The research reveals that the occurrences of post-war office
conversions have spread beyond London in the UK, however, its potential remains under
exploited due to the impact of the factors identified above.
This research therefore plays an important role in furthering the understanding of the
demand for and perceptions of city centre residential accommodation together with the
advantagesand disadvantagesof living in these areas. In addition, this thesis identifies the
impact of post-war office conversion at a national level and the extent to which the planning
system is facilitating or hindering this process. As such, these two potential barriers to
conversion activity that have previously been neglected areas of research are analysed in
depth and recommendationsaremade that can facilitate the developmentprocess.
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CHAPTER ONE

'METAMOFFICES':
THE CONTINUAL EVOLUTION

OF THE CITY'

I thought it would last my time Thesensethat, beyond the town,
Therewould always befields andfarms
Philip Larkin `Going, Going'

Three of the most important issuesfacing urban planning at the beginning of the twenty-first
century currently dominate the debate about the nature of future planning policy in the UK.
Theseare:

"

the challenge of meeting the projected demand for new homes (Breheny and Hall,
1996a);

"

the need to reverse urban decay through the revitalisation of towns and cities as
vibrant places in which to live and work (Urban Task Force, 1999b); and

"

the objectives of sustainability that underpin all contemporary Government policy
(Departmentof the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1998i; 1999j; 1999n).

Means of addressing these problems can clearly be complimentary. Indeed, creating the
majority of new homes on brownfield sites particularly where this brings more residents
back into town and city centres will help to support the further revival of urban areas and
help in the achievement of a sustainable environment. As such, one solution that has been
increasingly advocated by policy makers is to increase the number of homes within city
centres(Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 19991;2000b). Indeed,
the Government's recent Urban White Paper outlines a vision, which advocates "... a
strategy that uses the available land, including, in particular, brownfield land and existing
buildings in urban areas wisely to create homes which people will find attractive and
planning carefully any expansion of urban areas. " (Department of the Environment,
Transport and the Regions, 2000c, p. 29).
1 `Metacnoffices'is

a neologismused to describethe metamorphosisof office spacecoined by Wilson (1994) in
describingthe experienceof office to residential conversionsin Toronto.
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CHAPTER ONE

Since the early 1990s, official planning guidance and various reports have discussed and
promoted the creation of vital and viable urban centres (URBED et al., 1994). It has also
been argued that a more compact `high' density city is both safer and more sustainable
(Elkin et al., 1991; Jenks,et al., 1996). The Governmentbelieves that such actions will also
meet a number of economic, social and environmental objectives. In terms of
accommodating growth in a sustainable manner, Breheny (1993) describes five potential
scenarios:urban infill; urban extensions; key villages; multiple village extensions; and new
settlements.Urban infill can be better distinguished as urban intensification, the reclamation
of brownfield sites and the re-use of buildings. Many development types will clearly need to
be pursued and explored, however, this thesis will examine whether dealing appropriately
with the legacy of the past through the conversion of existing structures is the more
sustainableoption. There is a plethora of unused or underusedbuildings in the UK, many
constructed in the past 40 years. Some are waiting for local commercial markets to go
through a period of readjustment,however, their failure to be let during the recent heights in
the property market is a strong indication that their likelihood of re-occupation is poor. This
thesis is concerned,therefore, with the potential revitalisation and regenerationof town and
city centres in England through the conversion of obsolete post-war office buildings into
residential use.

The City: a processof continual evolution
The one certainty about the future of the city is continuing change as urban development
remains a hostage to urban fortune, however, successful cities often display their ability to
adjust to such changes in their environment (Cowlard, 1992; Barton et al., 1995). The
dynamicsof changein terms of the use and occupancy characteristicsof buildings or indeed
whole areas of cities have often caught policy makers `off-guard'. Indeed, substantial
planning problems arise as buildings and infrastructure age and as the social and economic
conditions under which they were createdchange.Cities are not, therefore, fixed assetsand
they constantly evolve and as Ratcliffe and Stubbs (1996, p.ix) identify: "Fluctuating
economic conditions, new legislative frameworks, political and social swings, advances in
information technology and communications, and innovations in managementtheory and
practice, all conspire to create a climate of constant change." The twentieth century has
seenpowerful sources of change and the Urban Task Force (1999b, p. 25) identify three
main factors that have emergedas central to this process within urban areasat the end of the
twentieth century:
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"

the technical revolution: centred on information technology and the
establishment of new networks connecting people from the local to the
global level;

"

the ecological threat: greater understanding of the global implication of
mankind's consumption of natural resources and the importance of
sustainabledevelopment; and

"

the social transformation: changing life patterns reflecting increasing life
expectancyand the developmentof new lifestyle choices.

Each of these factors is changing the way we think about cities and they are central to the
rationale for this thesis. First, the rapid emergence and development of information
technology has been one of the fundamental causesof the premature obsolescenceof office
space.Secondly,the increasing awarenessand promotion of a more sustainableenvironment
has led to the encouragementof urban intensification and the reuse of existing buildings and
finally changing lifestyle choices and household patternsare leading to an increaseddemand
for the product of conversion activity in cities. Indeed, the recent debate over how to
accommodate the projected growth in household numbers and the revitalisation and
regenerationof cities as well as sustainability issues have renewed interest in the potential
for re-using redundant commercial space for residential accommodation.

ObsoleteOffices: An Opportunity for Adaptive Re-Use
The conversion of post-war office space to housing is a relatively recent phenomenon,
which although initially confined to London - where a great demand for residential
accommodation was combined with a great oversupply of office space - has gradually
spread to many provincial cities in the UK. The emergenceof such conversion activity has
been strongly supported by the Government with the former Secretary of State for
Transport, Environment and the Regions, John Prescott (1998, p.20) stating that he wanted
"... to seea renaissanceof our cities. That will mean using existing empty houses,office and
warehousesfor new affordable flats - not just for City yuppies. " In addition, one of the
remits of the Urban Task Force had specific reference to the provision of housing through
both new developmentand the re-useof existing buildings.

The conversion of buildings to residential use is not new however, nor is it restricted to
offices. Indeed, from Classical Antiquity to the present day, buildings from the past have
been reconsidered and rearrangedto suit contemporary needs. Becausetheir physical fabric
tends to outlive their function, buildings have continuously been adapted to new uses,
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indeed, Fracchia (1977, p. 8) notes how: "During one of the barbarian invasions of Rome,
many citizens whose homes were either destroyed or confiscated created new ones for
themselvesin the Colosseum.Domestic use of structures originally built to function as
somethingother than places of residencehas been a recurrent factor throughout the world,
throughout history. "

The adaptive re-useof old buildings was once a causethat had to be ardently fought for by a
small number of preservationists. Conservation and recycling are now commonplace,
however, this interest only began in the 1960s,when: "People began to feel that the new
architecture was inhuman and empty of meaning. Old architecture, on the other hand,
seemedfull of human reference. Then there was the energy crisis. It becameclear to many
people that more energy was used to tear down and build anew than to fix. " (Schmertz
1982, p. 1). Ironically, many of those buildings that early `conservationists' were reacting
againstare themselvesnow being consideredfor adaptive retention.
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Figure 1.1: Misunderstandingsof office to residential (source: Hellman in Building Design, 31 May 1996).

At the beginning of the twenty-first century, most towns in the UK have examples of
buildings such as schools, churches,mills, pubs and hospitals that have been adaptively
reused for residential accommodation. Many of these buildings have proved flexible,
technically and socially, to many changing social needs. Purpose built post-war office
blocks have, however, often been thought to be a much more difficult prospect because
of
their size, scale, depth, internal layout, materials and style or poor location for social
amenities. London Property Research Limited (1996a, p. 16) suggest that: "These are
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typically the buildings that Prince Charles and like-minded souls love to hate, representing
post-war brutalism. [However)
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Figure 1.2: 'Flat out for change': the property industry recognisethe opportunity of post-war office to residential
conversions(Nottingham Evening Post Commercial Property Weekly, 7 October, 1997, p. 3).

URBED (1998, p. 38) argue that the capacity of vacant commercial buildings for conversion
to residential use falls into two categories. The first being the conversion of historic mills
and warehouses - often of considerable character - which are no longer suited to modern
commercial needs. The widespread conversion of such buildings since the early 1980s is not
part of this research, however they are important for two reasons:

"

they established the precedent for creating and selling new homes in
areas that previously had no residential component; and

"

they led to a number of development companies gaining invaluable
experience

in

the process of

converting

buildings

to

residential

accommodation.
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The second category is the conversion of more modern office space to housing "... where
the driving force is not the character of the building, but the fact that residential
conversions provide an economic use for

buildings that are unlikely to be let

commercially. " (URBED, 1998, p.38) Indeed, a growing band of developersand investors
are showing a readinessto take on the conversionof obsoletebuildings as they discover that
the potential of the existing urban fabric (Margolis, 1999). Significantly, research for the
Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions (2000a) suggeststhat all types
of conversioncould contribute about 15 per cent of new housing units in England.

The standardway to understandhow a market works is to initially split it into its constituent
parts of demandand supply which enables "... one to examinetheforces that determine and
affect these two key elementsas they work together in determining both the price of goods
and services and how much of them are traded in the market. " (Warren, 1993). This thesis
will therefore examine in detail the barriers and drivers to the processof converting obsolete
post-war office space into residential use from both a supply and demand perspective.
Following the initial overviews of this phenomenon with Applied Property Research's
(1992) Home Office Report and Barlow and Gann's (1993) Offices into flats and their
examination of the technical feasibility of conversion (Gann and Barlow, 1996) there have
been an increasing number of reports often commissioned by professional institutes or other
organisations with an active interest in this or similar conversion activity (see London
Property ResearchLimited, 1996a; London Planning Advisory Council, 1996,1997; Royal
Institute of Chartered Surveyors, 1998a; British Property Federation, 1999b; Oc and Heath,
2000). Careful analysis of this literature reveals that two of the fundamental aspectsof this
conversion process that continue to be neglected are a critical examination of the role and
influence of the planning process (supply-side) and any detailed analysis of the influences
upon the demand for such accommodation and the perceptions of city centre living
(demand-side).This thesis addressesthesetwo critical dimensions in the conversion process
through a complimentary multi-method approachoutlined in Chapter Two.
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THE RESEARCH AGENDA

This chapter will outline the conceptual and theoretical background to the researchprocess
and methodology adopted for this thesis. As such, the chapter is organised into seven
sections, firstly, the research approach and the relationship between theoretical and
empirical research is considered. Next, the research design is discussed followed by the
structure and process, and focus of the research. The gap in existing research is then
identified and the aims and objectives of this study are outlined. The penultimate section
examinesthe researchmethods employed in achieving these goals and finally the structure
and organisation of the thesis are explained.

Research Approach: Theory and Empirical Research
Social science is interested in the aspectsof human behaviour that are the result of the
context within which we live. King et al. (1994, p. 12) argue that: "Social science research
at its best is a creative process of insight and discovery taking place within a wellestablished structure of scientific enquiry. " They proceed to suggest that researchprojects
in the social sciencesshould satisfy the following two criteria:

"

posea questionthatis importantin the realworld; and

"

make a specific contribution to an identifiable scholarly literature by
increasing our collective ability to construct verified scientific explanations
of someaspectof the world.
(King et al., 1994, p. 15)

Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias (1992) suggest that the social sciencesaim to provide
general explanations to "Why? " questions, whereas King et al. (1994) argue that social
science research involves the dual goals of describing and explaining. Such, a research
approach should endeavour to answer both the why (explanatory research) and what
(descriptive research)questions and the aim should be to both describe and understand (de
Vaus, 1996). The description enables causal explanations to be constructed
and usually
before
the explanation, however, the relationship between the two is interactive.
comes
Indeed, Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias (1992, p. 9) state that: "The ultimate
goal of the
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social sciencesis to produce an accumulating body of reliable knowledge. Such knowledge
would enable us to explain, predict, and understand empirical phenomena that interest us.
Furthermore, a reliable body of knowledgecould be used to improve the human condition. "

The social sciencesas scientific disciplines exploring the study of human behaviour consist
of theory and empirical research. Such research involves both collecting data and
interpreting and explaining that data, thereby forming a theory. Indeed, social scientists
function within both the world of ideas, theories and models and the world of observation
and experience(Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias, 1992). A theory is therefore a partial or
complete explanation of a phenomenon, which in the case of social sciences means
constructing explanatory theory about people and their behaviour. As such, a social science
theory is a reasonedand precise speculation about the answer to a researchquestion which
usually implies several more specific, descriptive or causal hypotheses(King et al., 1994).
Description is concernedwith making phenomenaunderstandablewhilst at a more complex
level explanation involves finding reasonsas to why and how thesephenomenacame to be.
Theory and empirical researchare therefore intrinsically related and an ability to establish a
systematic connection between these two worlds will enhance social scientists' goals.
Indeed, May (1993, p. 20) describesa symbiotic relationship
where theory informs thinking
and researchinfluences theorising.

Achieving connections between theory and researchhas been the subject of much debate
(Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias, 1992). Indeed, Popper (1968) argued that the theory
should come first, to be followed by the researchwith knowledge advancing most rapidly
through the formulation of ideas. On the other hand, Merton (1968) is a proponent of the
researchbefore theory strategy whereby the researchsuggestsnew problems for theory or
leads to the refinement of existing theories. There is a consensuswith both approachesthat
theory is a manifestation of scientific progress,however, there is no agreementregarding the
place of theory within the research process. May (1993, p.22) describes the theory-first
approach as a deductive process where the researchis implemented to produce empirical
evidence to test or refute the hypotheses. In contrast, he suggests that the theory-after
approach is an inductive process whereby theoretic propositions are generated from the
research data. In reality, there is rarely such a clearly defined structure and the process
usually entails continuous interaction between theory and research rather than a linear
approach.
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Similar distinctions are usually made between grand theories and substantive or grounded
theories in terms of approachesto research.May (1993, p. 21) describes how some (grand)
theories appearto be unfettered by the complexities of everyday life. This may enable us to
"... locate our research findings within a general theory of the workings of society... "
however, such generality and abstract thought may have little relevance to researching
specific areas within the social sciences.The alternative as espousedby Glaser and Strauss
(1967) is to have substantive theories grounded in observations of everyday life. As such,
`grounded theory' is usually derived from multiple stages of data collection to establish
interrelationships within the study area in order to generatetheoretical propositions (Strauss
and Corbin, 1990). Merriam (1988) also refers to middle-range theories that fall between
minor working hypothesesof everydaylife and the all-inclusive grand theories.

Importantly, de Vaus (1996) identifies that research rarely conforms to textbook models,
indeed, he describes the `ideal-typical' model as not what is actually done. FrankfortNachmias and Nachmias (1992, p.49) also note that social science researchhas proceeded
despite the dilemmas as to researchapproachesand suggestthat: "Although there is a lively
controversyas to which strategy mostfruitfully enhancesscientific progress, our position is
that theory and research should interact constantly and that the contrast between the two
strategies is more apparent than real. " Indeed, examination of social science research
reveals all three approaches being adopted and in many cases the process tends to fall
between the two poles as outlined by Merriam (1988).

The research approach adopted in this thesis rather than relying upon any ideological
model - utilises appropriate methodological strategiesto examine eachparticular dimension
of the researchfrom an examination of planning, housing and sustainability policies to the
analysisof the demandfor homes createdfrom conversionsin city centres.

Research Design
The design of a research project begins with the selection of a topic and a paradigm.
Creswell (1994, p. 1) suggeststhat: "Paradigms in the human and social sciences help us
understand phenomena: They advance assumptions about the social world, how science
should be conducted, and what constitutes legitimate problems, solutions, and criteria of
proof " Paradigmstherefore encompassboth theories and methods. The two most discussed
and contested within literature are the qualitative and quantitative paradigms. Indeed,
research projects draw upon either quantitative (positivist or empiricist) or qualitative
(constructivist or interpretative) methods of data collection and analysis.
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In the social sciences, qualitative research is interpretive research that is rooted in
observation or an inquiry process of understanding a social problem through a holistic
picture drawn from reporting the detailed views of informants. Alternatively, quantitative
researchis an inquiry into a social problem basedon testing a theory composedof variables
and analysed with statistical procedures to determine the validity of certain theories
(Creswell, 1994, pp. 1-2; p. 147). One of the fundamental differences between the two
research paradigms is the relationship of the researcher to that being researched.In the
quantitative approach,the researcherremains distant and independent of the subject through
the systematicand controlled use of surveys and experiments. By contrast, in a qualitative
approach, the researcher interacts with those they study thereby minimising the distance
betweenthemselvesand thosebeing studied (Creswell, 1994, p.6).

It is common, however, for a combined method study that draws upon both qualitative and
quantitative methods to be adopted. These two fundamental researchmethods are not as
opposed as one is often led to believe, indeed, King et al. (1994, p.3) argue that the
"... differences are mainly ones of style and specific technique. The same underlying logic
provides the framework for

each research approach. " The concept of combining

quantitative and qualitative approacheswithin a single research study can be described a
mixing methods. Some authors such as Jick (1979) have argued that a combination of
methodologies in a study enablesthe triangulation of the data based on the assumption that
any biases that may be inherent in the research approach can be minimised. As such, a
combined or mixed method study is one where the researcherusesmultiple methods of data
collection and analysis.Greeneet al. (1989, cited in Creswell, 1994, p. 175) expand upon the
justifications for a mixed method approachby advancingthe following five purposes:

"

triangulation in the classic senseof seekingconvergenceof results;

"

complimentary, in that overlapping and different facets of a phenomenon
may emerge;

"

developmentally, wherein the first method is used sequentially to help inform
the secondmethod;

"

initiation, whereincontradictionsandfreshperspectives
emerge;and

"

expansion,wherein the mixed methods add scopeand breadth to the study.

This thesisadopts a `situationist' approachwhereby a certain method is felt appropriate for
a
specific situation. It also correspondswith what Creswell (1994, p. 178-179) refers to as a
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`mixed-methodology design' or Brannen (1992) terms mixing-methods. This describes a
researchprocess that works back and forth between an inductive and deductive model of
thinking. Indeed, this assumes that there is no strict interpretation of one approach to
researchversus another. In this thesis, these methods are intended to be complimentary in
that overlapping and different facets of the phenomenonmay emerge,and developmental in
that the earlier methods will help to inform the latter. In addition, it was felt that different
methods were needed to facilitate the different data required. This study therefore draws
upon both paradigms - qualitative and quantitative - as and when appropriate, for example
there is a firm grounding in the use of literature and theory common with a quantitative
approach.As such, the literature is used deductively and advancedto help guide the study
and to develop the researchquestions.

Research Structure, Process and Focus
The agendaand focus of researchprojects can be known at the outset in what Miles and
Huberman (1984, p. 16) describe as a `tight' structure or unfold as researchprogressesin a
`loose' structure. In theoretical terms, qualitative research tends to bear more towards an
unfolding nature whereas quantitative researchtends to be more pre-specified in its nature.
In practice it is important to strike a happy medium between the advantagesof a tight focus
and structure and those of flexibility and responsiveness, therefore much research falls
between the two extremesoutlined above (King et al., 1994).
Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias (1992, p.21) suggest that there are seven stages to the
researchprocess that each affect and are affected by theory, these are:problem, hypothesis,
research design, measurement,data collection, data analysis, and generalisation. They note
that an idealised research process is self-correcting and that: "The most characteristic
feature of the researchprocess is its cyclical nature. " (see Figure 2.1). As such, the research
process for this thesis was typically recursive with the theory and data being constantly
engagedand the agenda,structureand the precise focus frequently refined and reassessed.
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Figure 2.1: The main stagesof the researchprocess (Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias, 1992, p. 22)

A research focus is the central concept that will be examined in a study. This thesis was
initiated in line with Creswell's (1994, p. 3) suggestion that all researchersask themselves
the following questionsprior to undertaking a researchproject:

"

Is the topic researchable,given time, resources,and availability of data?

"

Is there a personalinterest in the topic in order to sustain attention?

"

Will theresultsfrom the studybe of interestto others?

"

Is the topic likely to be publishable in a scholarly journal?

"

Does the study (a) fill a void, (b) replicate, (c) extend, or (d) develop and
widen the scholarly literature? and

"

Will theprojectcontributeto careergoals?

Creswell (1994, p. 70) notes how in qualitative research "... one typically finds research
questions, not objectives or hypotheses..." He continues by identifying that Werner and
Schoepfle (1987) advocate these questions take the form of a `grand tour' question or a
guiding hypothesis as suggestedby Marshall and Rossman (1989), both followed by subquestions (Miles and Huberman, 1984). The `grand tour' question is a statementin its most
general form of the researchquestion being examined in the study where its generality is
intended not to limit the scope of the research being undertaken. Creswell (1994, 70)
p.
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recommends that researchersask one or two such `grand tour' questions followed by no
more than five to seven sub-questions that can narrow the focus of the researchwithout
constraining the researcher.
A hypothesisis a tentative proposition to a researchproblem, which is subject to verification
through subsequentinvestigation where the researchproblem is "... an intellectual stimulus
calling for an answer in theform of scientific enquiry. " (Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias,
1992, p. 51). Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias (1992, p.61) also suggestthat: "Hypotheses
can be derived directly from theories, directly from observations, intuitively, or in a
combination of these approaches." Developing these hypotheses provides the key
ingredient in structuring the subsequentparts of the research,which should then enablethe
hypothesesto be tested.As such, researchhypothesesor researchquestionsmust be:

"

clear and understandable;

"

value-free(withoutbiasesandpreferences);

"

specific and outline the expected direction; and

"

testable with available methods(data must be collectable and suitable for
analysis).
(adaptedfrom Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias, 1992, p.61-62)

The key difference between hypotheses and questions are that research hypotheses are
tentative and testable answers, whereas research questions are questions about relations
among variables (Frankfort-Nachmiasand Nachmias, 1992, p.63).

The Research Gap
There is a lack of academicliterature on the subject of conversions,particularly the adaptive
re-use of office buildings. The first of only a handful of major reviews was commissioned
by JosephRowntree Foundation, which resulted in the report Offices into Flats (Barlow and
Gann, 1993). This study identified the opportunity for achieving new homes in such
developments and assessed "... the feasibility of reducing the stock of unoccupied office
buildings through conversion to meet demandsfor new housing. " (Barlow and Gann, 1993,
p.5). Gann and Barlow (1996) followed this with a paper that focussed upon the technical
constraintsto the conversion of redundantoffices.
More recently, probably stimulated by an increase in conversion activity
and the
Government's encouragement of this type of development there have been three
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publications of note. The researchreport Back to the Centre (Royal Institute of Chartered
Surveyors, 1998a) by the University of Westminster, London Residential Research and
Grimley examined the conversion of commercial buildings for residential use. The study's
remit was to establish whether this phenomenon was a long-term trend, whether it was just
occurring in London, and what the consequenceswould be for the surveying profession. The
British Property Federation (1999b) published Conversion of Redundant Commercial Space
to Residential Use, which examinesthe scale of conversion activity and its prospectsfor the
future. The Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions (2000a) have also
published a research report Conversion and Redevelopment: Process and Potential by
Llewelyn-Davies, which examinesthe scopeof all types conversion activity in the UK.
In terms of the demand for city centre living there has been even less researchconducted,
with the only publication of note being the Urban Task Force commissioned attitudinal
researchreport But would you live there? Shaping attitudes to urban living from MORI,
URBED and Bristol University (Department of the Environment, Transport and the
Regions, 1999c). Significantly, this report claims that a better
understanding of people's
attitudes to urban living is fundamental to attracting new residents into urban areas.
Despite the relatively favourable context for residential conversions in
city centres (see
Chapter 3), it appears that relatively little empirical research has been
conducted which
examines this phenomenon. The demand for new city centre housing and the developers
willingness to supply such accommodation through conversions are two key issues which
must therefore be examined before the process of re-using office buildings for residential
use can be understood. There is a little more literature in the policy field, especially looking
at the strategic implications for London and also in the property press,although this is often
aimed at promotion (see Estates Gazette, 1996; 1997a; 1997b; London Planning Advisory
Council, 1996; 1997). Despite these various publications there was clearly a gap in the
existing researchrelating to the adaptive re-use of post-war office buildings and the demand
for such a product in the city centre. This is particularly the case in terms of understanding
the key barriers and drivers - the planning systemand attitudes towards and the demand for
city centre homes - to the conversion developmentprocess.

R113esearchAims and Objectives
Given the nature of this research,the mixed-qualitative and quantitative method
approach
dictated
it
that
adopted
was most appropriate to structure the thesis around a key aim and a
seriesof detailed thesis objectives as outlined below.
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This thesis will expand upon previous studiesto define the role that obsolete post-war office
spacecan have in relieving excessdemand for residential accommodation in England. The
key aim of this researchto be testedin the empirical study is:

to identify and evaluate the key barriers and drivers to the conversion

"

process as a means to make recommendations on facilitating the adaptive
re-use of redundant post-war office space in city centres.
This aim will be examinedthrough the following seven detailed thesisobjectives:

to explore the emerging phenomenon of city centre living and the part that
it can play in revitalising cities and creating more sustainable urban areas;

"

to examine the dimensions of vacancy and obsolescenceamongst post-war
office buildings and their implications for the conversion process;

"

to analyse the barriers and drivers to the post-war office to residential
conversion process;

to identify the level of post-war office to residential conversion activity in
England;

"

to critically review the policy and development control dimensions of the
local planning process in relation to city centre living and the potential to
achieve this through office to residential conversions;

"

to evaluateperceptionsfor city centre living and the nature of the demand
for such accommodation;and

"

to make recommendations that will influence both the supply- and
demandside of the development process in order to facilitate the
conversion of obsolete office stock to residential use and to propose
measures that could be taken to remove or lessenthe impact of the barriers
identified
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The empirical examination of these research questions involves the meaningful
identification of the conversion development process as it relates to post-war office
buildings. This analysis of the processesinvolved is carried out at the local and national
levels. This is necessaryfor the detailed analysis of the full range of research objectives,
particularly the interrelationships between the various actors and the key barriers and
drivers. To provide a holistic view of the adaptive re-use of post-war office buildings for
residential use it was important that the opinions were sought from the major parties having
an effect on the decision to implement such development. This enabled an appreciation of
the relationship between the strategies,interests and actions of the various agents involved
in the development process related to adaptive re-use - landowners, investors, developers,
consultants, local authority planning officers and politicians - and the organization of
economic and political activity and values about land, property, buildings and environments
which frame or structuretheir decision making.

ResearchMethods and Data Collection
The concept of triangulation is based on the assumption that any bias inherent in particular
data sources, investigator and method is neutralised when used in conjunction with other
data sources, investigators and methods (Jick, 1979 in Creswell, 1994). As such a multimethod approachwas selected for this researchto enable the appropriate mechanism to be
adoptedfor the data required.

Research

Questiamaire
Itrtervievv5
obseavations
CoatentaAalvsis
a

Questionnaire
Interviews
Observations
Contentanalysis

Figure2.2: A rangeof methodsof researchand techniques
of datacollection(adaptedfrom deVaus, 1996,p.6)
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The study commenced with a literature review that involved an extensive review of
published material and was supplementedby a number of semi-structured interviews with
those involved in the conversion process. This review set the scene for the study whilst
serving the following purposes:

"

sharing the results of other related studies;

"

relating the study to a larger, ongoing dialogue in the literature, filling in
gaps and extendingprior studies; and

"

providing a framework for establishing the importance of the study and
serving as a benchmark for comparing the results of the study with other
findings.

The literature review and interviews with key players in the development industry that
inform Chapters Four and Five were followed by a number of surveys postal questionnaire
surveys to on-street interviews and focus groups - designed to solicit detailed information
about key aspects of the barriers and drivers to the conversion process. Indeed, Herzog
(1996, p. 112) outlines a variety of survey types (see Figure 2.3) and to a greater or lesser
degreethe methods employed in this thesis are representativeof each of these types. These
surveyswere targeted at two of the main barriers and drivers to the conversion of redundant
office space into new homes: the planning process and the demand for such residential
accommodation.

The detailed methodology for the surveys will be explained in detail in the appropriate
chapter (see Chapters Seven and Chapter Nine). Creswell (1994, p. 117) suggeststhat: "A
survey design provides a quantitative or numeric description of some fraction of the
population - the sample - through the data collection process of asking questions of
people. " Marsh (1982), however, insists that a survey is not synonymouswith a particular
technique of collecting information, indeed, there are many types such as questionnaires,
interviews, observations and content analysis. These surveys have to translate the research
objectives into specific questions, as the answers will provide data for testing any
hypothesis.
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Figure 2.3: Types of surveys classified by mode of administration and physical format of items (Herzog, 1996,
p. 112).

Structure and Organisation of the Thesis
This thesis is organised into four main interconnected parts that together serve to examine
and explain the phenomenon of office to residential conversions (see Figure 2.4). The first
part is devoted to outlining the background to the study and researchmethod. Chapter One
briefly outlines the focus of the study and its importance as a research area. Chapter Two
deals with the research agenda and as such it traces the approach, design and process
adopted within this study. In addition, the research focus is described and the methods
employedare outlined.

Part two of the thesis introduces the wider context within which conversions occur and the
opportunity for realising housing demand through office conversions. Chapter Three,
therefore considers the current context within which the housing development industry is
operating and the particular influence of household projections and changing demographics,
the pressureto create a more sustainable environment, and the effect of an emerging urban
renaissance in the UK. Chapter Four examines the role of obsolescence and vacancy
amongst post-war office developments that have created the opportunity for their adaptive
re-use. As such, the background to a succession of booms and slumps in the commercial
property sector are described together with the rapidly changing demands upon such space
that have resulted in a glut of redundant office stock. The various components of
obsolescenceare then analysedtogether with the options available to the owners of post-war
office buildings.
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Figure 2.4: Outline structure of the thesis.

Part three focuses in detail on the conversion process and the barriers and drivers to
achieving the adaptive re-use of vacant office space. Chapter Five traces the evolution of
office to residential development activity in the UK and analyses the key barriers and
drivers to this conversion process. Chapters Six to Nine focus on two of the fundamental
barriers or drivers to this process: the role of the planning system in the supply of
conversions,and the demand from consumersfor the end product of conversions. Chapter
Six examines the role that the planning system plays in facilitating or impeding the
conversion of office space,whilst Chapter Seven analysesthe role and experiencesof local
planning authorities through the implementation and analysis of a questionnaire survey and
interviews with key authorities. Chapter Eight deals with the formulation of the demand for
city centre living and related perceptionsof the urban environment. These findings are then
tested in Chapter Nine through a number of survey techniques to establish the profile of
existing and potential city centre residents together with the factors that are influencing
current decisions and perceptions.Finally, Chapter Ten outlines the key conclusions of this
research and makes a number of recommendations that could facilitate the process of
achieving more new homesfrom office conversionsin city centres.
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CITY CENTRE LIVING: THE FERTILE CONTEXT
What is the city, but the people?
Coriolanus, Act III SceneI

Introduction
Towards the end of the twentieth century, the emergenceof three major phenomena
signalledthe creationof a fertile environmentin the UK for the developmentof residential
in existingurbanareas.Theseindependentyet complimentaryoccurrences
accommodation
were: the worldwide shift towards concern for the creation of a more sustainable
environment; the Government's household projections and their desire to develop
brownfieldsites;and thebeginningsof an urbanrenaissance
in anumberof cities acrossthe
country. One of the consequenceshas been the re-emergenceof city centre living
particularly through the adaptive reuse or conversionof existing buildings in order to
facilitatenew homes.Indeed,the British PropertyFederation(1999c,p.2) note that "... more
than 90 per centof theurban buildings and infrastructurewhichwill existin 30 years time
has already been built. This implies that the degreeof changeto be derivedfrom new
hasonly limitedopportunityto work on themargins."
development
It has been argued that providing more residential accommodation in urban centres,
particularly through adaptive re-use can play an important role. It is strongly believed that
increasing the numbers of households living in city centres will achieve a whole range of
social, economic and environmental goals. Indeed, URBED (1998, p. 15) argue that:
"Policies to attract people back to cities therefore have the potential to kill three birds with
one stone. They could reduce the loss ofcountryside and promote more sustainable patterns
of development, while at the same time addressing the root cause of urban decline by
making the inner city into somewhere which people no longer wish to escape." Such an
approach has gathered momentum since the mid-1990's when in the discussion paper
`HouseholdGrowth: Where shall we live? ' former Secretary of State for the Environment
John Gummer reaffirming the Government's commitment to urban regenerationsaid that:
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"For centuries, towns and cities have been the engines of civilisation and,
despite new ways of communicating, learning and doing business, they seem
likely to remain so. It is therefore right and proper that we should seek to
enhance them and their vitality by providing new homes within the existing
urban fabric with facilities and services readily available. With the right
commitmentto standards of environmental quality and the provision of homes,
jobs and services, urban regeneration can offer a highly sustainable option for
future settlements."
(Department of the Environment, 1996d, p.39)

More recently, the Urban Task Force (1999b) has distilled contemporaryideas into a
coherentand rounded vision of how to revive and regenerateurban areasthrough a
commitmentto urbancommunities.The currentGovernmentare also supportiveof such a
strategyand in Planningfor the Communitiesof the Future, Deputy Prime Minister John
Prescottdescribeshow:
"We must reclaim city centresfor people. Most people want to live in towns
and cities becauseof their work, their families and the amenities they provide.
But many people have been put off by a mixture of rundown public services,
poor transport, dilapidated streets, a fear of crime and poor standards in
schools. "

(Departmentof theEnvironment,Transportandthe Regions,1998j,p.1)
This chapterwill introducethe wider contextfor the re-emergence
of city centreliving and
identify the importanceand impact of the three phenomenonoutlined above.Within the
contextof the thesisthis chapterwill establishhow thesefactorshaveprovided the fertile
ingredientsfor thecreationof morehomesin city centresandhow this canbe perceivedasa
valid agentor tool for the attainmentof more sustainableurbanareas,the revitalisationof
our cities and help to meet the projectedneed for new homes in accordancewith the
Government'spolicies. The first section of the chapter will examine the household
that havefuelled their growthtogetherwith the
projectionsand the changingdemographics
debateaboutwhereto locatethesenew homes.Secondly,the emergence
of concernfor the
creationof more sustainablecities will be outlinedwith particularemphasisuponthe role
that city centreliving and residentialconversionscan play at both the macro and micro
level.The final sectionwill considerthe emergingurbanrenaissance
being experiencedin
manyUK citiesandtherole thatcity living is havingin their revitalisation.
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Household Projections: 4.4... 5.5... 3.8 million
The accommodation of household growth' has become a significant planning issue and
since the mid-1990s, there has been much debate on the challenges associatedwith seeking
to make adequatehousing provision for the additional households likely to form in the first
two decades of the 20

century (see Breheny and Hall, 1996; House of Commons

Environment Select Committee, 1998). This section is structured in three parts, the first
examines the role and impact of household projections while the second explores the key
influence of changing demographicsand household size. The final part analyses the debate
about where to house the projected growth in homes.

Sincethe late 1960s,theGovernmenthasregularlypublishedhouseholdprojectionsderived
by projectingpreviouspatternsor trends of population changeand householdformation.
The Departmentof the Environment,Transport and the Regionsproducesthese25-year
householdprojectionseverythreeto four yearsbasedon statisticssuppliedby the Office for
National Statistics.They are intendedto help assessand plan for the country's housing
needsbasedon pasttrendsratherthan being a forecastor prediction,however,it is difficult
to view them as anything other than an estimateof likely household formation. The
projectionshavebeenaddressedalmostexclusivelyin quantitativeterms,in what hasbeen
termedby Wenban-Smith(1999) as the `cascade'approachto strategichousingprovision.
Consequently,aggregatenational housing requirementsare apportionedto successive
subsidiarylevels of the planning hierarchy,resulting in local allocationsof land for new
by thepresentGovernmentas `predict
residentialdevelopment.This approachcharacterised
and provide', has recentlybeenreplacedby a 'plan, monitor andmanage'framework.The
processis still, however,concernedwith matchingnewhomeswith allocationsof land.
In 1990,theDepartmentof the Environmentrecommended
that its projectionsbe reworked
basedupontwo forthcomingdatasets:(i) the 1992-based
householdprojectionsto 2016;and
(ii) the set of urbanareaboundariesfor 1991producedin order to provide Censusdata for
urban areas(Departmentof the Environment,1990a).The reworking of thoseprojections
resultedin the Urbanisationin England: Projections 1991 - 2016 (Departmentof the
Environment,1995).The projectionsin this report illustrated the possibleimplicationsof
thehouseholdprojectionson urbanisationand the main finding of the report indicatedthat
theimplied land takefor new housingand relatedusesbetween1991and2016would result
IA householdis definedasonepersonliving alone,or a getupof peoplewho
sharea livingroom or a `conmion
housekeepaig'
(Departmentof the Environment,Transportandthe Regions,1998j).
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in 1.3 per cent (169,000 hectares) of England's land area changing from rural to urban uses
compared to 0.8 per cent in the 1990 study (Department of the Environment. I 996c). These
projections

served to emphasise the importance of re-using buildings

and previously

developed sites in accommodating household growth.

In 1996.1

s based on the 1992 Census estimated that 4.4 million new households (23

per cent)

d need to be housed between 1991 and 2016, compared to the 2.6 million

projected in the previous figures. The increase stemmed from awareness that changing
household structures were leading to an increase in the numbers of households even though
total population growth was predicted to be relatively low at around seven per cent over this
period. The projections showed that the number of households in England would grow from
19.2 million in 1991 to 23.6 million in 2016 (Department of the Environment.

1996d) (see

Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Household growth in England (1901-2021))(adapted from Department of the Environment, Transport
andthe Regions,2000c, p.22).

There has been a great deal of debate about whether household growth should be translated
directly into house building. Some argue that household formation is affected by rates of
house building

so that projections become self-fulfilling

represent demand rather than need (Champion

and that housing projections
et cll., 1998; Wenban-Smith, 1999). The

consequences of providing insufficient new homes, however, will have a number of effects,
the range and seriousness of which will depend on the extent of under-provision.

Indeed,

under provision is likely to lead to higher prices for residential development land and for
homes, greater demands for social housing, and increased homelessness
- these could be
offset by some reduction in household growth - although this is primarily determined by
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demographic and social factors. The figures led Breheny and Hall (1996) to pose three
important questions:

"

Are the underlying population figures reliable?

"

Are the assumptionsabout householdformation acceptable?

"

Do big increases in one person households imply a demand for small
dwelling units?

Encouragedby the projections and in an attempt to diffuse the debate,The House Builders
Federation argued that the difficulties of meeting the provision were being exaggeratedand
that the demand would be met by continuing the levels of construction of the past three
decades. Indeed, Humber (1996, p. 1) claimed that: "To accommodate 4.4 million new
households and to relieve existing shortages, we will need to build up to 200,000 private
and social housesper year in England - or up to 2 million, in each of the two decades. That
compares with 3.5 million houses that were built in the 1960s, 3 million in the 1970s and
only 2 million in the 1980s." What The House Builders Federation failed to identify in this
responseto the Government's White Paper was that much of the housing provision in these
decadeswas the result of the redevelopmentof slum clearanceand bomb damage,resulting
in a much reducednet gain of new homes. In addition, since the post-war peak in the 1960s,
housebuilding rates have been falling. During the 1950s, some 230,000 new homes were
built per year, this rose to 300,000 in the 1960s, but then fell to 260,000 in the 1970s and
180,000 a year in the 1980s (Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions,
1998j). The 1990shave seenthis figure fall further and in the late 1990s the averagenumber
of completions was around 170,000 per year which is well short of the 240,000 annual
averageneeded if the demand for new homes by 2016 is to be met (Department of the
Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1997b).

Many researchers
have questionedthe Government'shouseholdprojectionfiguresclaiming
that the numbersof people co-habitingwere underestimatedand that the figure of 4.4
million waspossibly over one million too high (Town and Country PlanningAssociation,
1998).It was also suggestedthat divorcerateswere declining and that the growth in life
expectancyhad begun to slow down (Allinson, 1998).The projectedincreasein demand
wasalso contestedby amenitygroupslike the Council for the Protectionof Rural England,
which arguedthat the figureswereextrapolatedfrom contemporarytrendsthat maynot last
forever (Wright, 1996).In 1998, however,The Houseof CommonsEnvironment Select
Committee(1998) confirmedthat the 4.4 million new householdswas the bestestimateto
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for National
assess the number of new homes required by 2016. Similarly, the Office
Statistics confirmed that new households were forming in accordance with the
Government's estimates with 20.25 million households in 1996-97. which was in line with
both their Survey of English Housing's projection of 20.23 million, and the Department of
the Environment. Transport and the Regions' forecast of 20.17 million (Blackman. 1998a).
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Figure 3.2: Permanentdwelling completions by tenure in England 1989-2000 (Department of the Environment,
Transport and the Regions, 2000i, p.96).

The 1998-based population projections, however, showed a higher rate of population growth
than indicated in the 1996-based figures. Indeed, indications

were that by 2021 the

population would he 63.6 million rather than the previously projected 62.2 million primarily
due to increased inward

migration

and a lower

death rate (Government

Actuary's

Department and Office for National Statistics, 1999). Nevertheless, in March 1999. the UK
Government released revised household projections of 3.8 million over the period between
1996-2021 compared with the previous figure of 4.4 million
(revised to 4.1 million

between 1991 and 2016

for this period). This indicated that the Government expected the

growth in households to slow down between 1996 and 2021 due to an increase in cohabiting (Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1999d: 1999i). This
revision led other organisations such as Friends of the Earth to argue that even the previous
household projections were probably an underestimate and that: "The 1995 population
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figures suggest that household growth is running ahead of projections

and that the 4.4

million households may have to he increased to 5.5 million. - (URBED. 1998, p. 3). The
Joseph Rowntree Foundation also claimed that an extra 480.000 homes were required to
meet a backlog of unmet affordable housing need and they claimed that household growth
could be as much as 6 million between 1991 and 2016 (Holmans, 1995: Holmans in Baker.
2001). In addition, a feasibility study for modelling the need for social housing by Petterson
et al. (1998) also identified that under a range of economic scenarios, household growth
over the period 1996-2006 could be higher than the projections indicated. Similarly, Rudlin
and Falk (1999. pp. 2-3) suggested that these projections could be an underestimate and that:
"Government

statisticians

have warned

that

rates of household growth

actual

are

the projections - partly as a result of inward migration from the European
.
Union - and that the estimates may he raised in the next round of projections. 11

outstripping

Changing Demographics and Household size
One of the prime causes of the projected household growth are demographic and lifestyle
changes that have caused household size to fall. These behavioural changes are identified in
the General Household Survey 1995 (Office for National Statistics, 1996) and Household
Growth: Where shall we live? (Department of the Environment, 1996d) which illustrate that
between 1971 and 1995, there was a gradual decline in the mean household size in Britain
from 2.91 to 2.4 people which was attributed to a considerable change in the types of
household in which people live (see Figure 3.3).
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Four +
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households
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(ntillions)

1996

24.11

6.74

8.39

1998

24.52 (f (.7%)

7.05 04.6"ý10

2000

24.88(f (s°)

7.278.813.68(-(.

8.65 (13,11%)

3.81
3.73 (-2.)%)
3%)

5.17

2.44

5.09

2.42

5.12(1((.6'i)

2.40

Figure 3.3: Changing Structure of UK Households 1996-2000 (adapted from MINTeI in Urban Environment
Today, 15 February2001, p. 24)

In addition to households getting smaller the report Living in Britain: Results from the 1996
General Household Survey found that there was a significant

increase in one-person

households from 17 per cent in 1971 to 27 per cent in 1996 (Office for National Statistics,
1998b). Indeed, the number of households of two people or less increased from 48 per cent
in 1971 to 61 per cent in 1996. In addition, 40 per cent of households were made
up of
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childless adults. The 1995-96 Survey of English Housing (Office for National Statistics,
1997a) supported this view. finding that there were I million single owner occupiers living
alone compared to only 370,000 in 1977. Significantly,

the Home Alone report for The

Housing Research Foundation (Hooper et al., 1998) suggests that one-person households
would make up nearly 80 per cent of the total future growth in household numbers. Whilst
the importance of divorce, separation and widowhood remained a signiticant determinant of
the growth in single-person households, the report suggested that 53 per cent of the
projected increases will be due to the growth in the numbers of never-married people living
alone. Changes in lifestyle and life cycle have made so-called non-traditional

childless

households the norm and it is expected that the fastest growth will be in both male and
female one-person households in the 35-54 age groups. Indeed, by 2016, four out of ten
households will consist of a single person and this will become the most common type in
London. These social and behavioural changes will mean that new household formation
through the 1990s and into the next century will be more diverse with a growing number of
single person households (UK Round Table on Sustainable Development, 1997; Raynsford.
2000).
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Figure 3.4: Percentageof household types in England: 1991 and 2016 (adapted from Hooper et al., 1999, p. 12).

A major consequence for housing providers of these demographic changes may be a change
in the type and location of the homes that must be built. Indeed, Hooper (1999) hypothesises
that the reduction in married couple households - from 55 per cent to 42 per cent by 2016 can be expected to have a negative impact upon suburban household preferences. The
projected growth in co-habitation, which is largely responsible for reducing the projected
growth rate in single person households in the latest household projections is likely to lead
to different

patterns of household structure,

fertility,

and housing opportunities

and

constraints than those associated with married-couple households. Nevertheless, this does
not necessarily translate into the need for small

houses/flats.

Rising

incomes and
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expectationsmean that small households may demandrelatively large homes and, many will
move into existing stock replacing existing households moving through the market and as
such they represent a diverse section of the population and they have a need for various
types of accommodationin a range of locations (Hooper et al., 1998). Hall (1999, p. 12) also
hints at the implications of these changing household structures when referring to twentieth
century housebuilding:
"The assumption was that we were building homesfor households which had
mum, dad, two or three children, and minimal space. But for the next twenty
years, as the householdprojections have shown us, we will be building new
homes principally for households that typically have one or at most two
professional people, no children (or maybe some children who are in the
custody of a divorced partner, but comeback to the other one at weekends)and
somefriends and quite a lot of needfor workspace. Ironically, these two very
different households may want the same kind of space in quantitative terms,
though it is going to be usedvery differently. "
He continues by suggestingthat these demographic changesupset
our basic assumptionsin
two ways:

"First, they alter all the relationships between dwellings per unit of area, bed
spacesper unit of area, and people per unit of area. The number of bed spaces
per unit comesdown, but not so much as you might think because of the need
to provide for those separated children or friends, and becausethe concept of
`bedspaces' completely ignores the other kinds of spaces that a home is now
increasingly required to provide, especially home offices. The resulting
equation is anyone'sguess."

HouseholdGrowth: Where shall we live?
The accommodation
of the projectedgrowth in householdshas beenthe subjectof intense
debateandwheretheextrahomesneededin Englandwill be built is a majorplanningissue.
Inspiredby EbenezerHoward's Three MagnetsDiagram- ThePeople- Wherewill they
Go? Brehenyand Hall (1996, p.41) arguethat a contemporaryquestionshould be `The
People- How should theyLive? Indeed,how can householdsbe accommodated
in a form
to thepeopleandto the protectionof the environment?Similarly,Rudlin
that is acceptable
and Falk(1999)suggestthat thepotencyof Howard'sdiagramremains,however,that times
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have changedand it is time to reversethe polarity of the magnets and develop new models
to attract people to live in cities. They advocate the urban neighbourhood as the solution to
the problems of suburbansprawl and the inner city (see Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: The three magnetsfor the 21' Century (Rudlin and Falk, 1999, p.5).

In terms of locating household growth, the former Conservative Government was adamant
that it would not tolerate the destruction of the countryside to build the 4.4 million new
homes neededby 2016 (Miller, 1996; Planning, 1996a). Instead, they attempted to turn this
daunting problem into a positive strategy for revitalising city centres in the discussion paper
`Household Growth: Where shall we live: ' (Department of the Environment, 1996d).
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Steering development towards brownfield sites2 has, indeed, been a prime concern of
regenerationpolicies for some time with former Secretaryof Statefor the Environment John
Gummer describing the demand for homes as one of the most important long-term issues
facing the country. He suggestedthat making them more attractive to live in would enable
60 per cent of new homes to be built on brownfield land (Miller, 1996). The following
Labour administration appointed in 1997 also moved quickly to support the brownfield
target with planning minister Richard Caborn insisting that "... the DETR was still looking
for ways to increase the target from the current 50 per cent and would prefer 100 per cent."
(Building Design, 1997b, p. 1)

In February 1998, the Environment Secretary John Prescott announced in Planning for
Communities of the Future (Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions,
1998j) that the proportion of new homes to be provided on previously developed land or in
existing buildings should be 60 per cent by 2008. In announcing thesechangesto the House
of Commons on 23`dFebruary,Prescott said that: "With our newpolicies in place, we expect
local planning authorities to be able to raise the
national proportion of new homes to be
built on previously developedland to 60 per cent over the
next ten years. Asfor the 75 per
cent target, I believe that 60 per cent is difficult enough to achieve. We need to assesshow
many recycled sites are available before we can judge how the policy is working. " (in
Cooke, 1998b, p.9) In advocating this target, the Government
argued that recycling
previously used land for new homes would play an important role in accommodating
household growth (Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1998j). In
his introduction to Towards an Urban Renaissance (Urban Task Force 1999b, p. 7), Lord
Rogers of Riverside supported this policy and statedthat: "Building more than 40% of new
housing on greenfield sites is both unsustainable and unacceptable." The policy of 60 per
cent of new homes on brownfield sites was then also confirmed in the revised Planning
Policy Guidance note 3: Housing (Department of the Environment, Transport and the
Regions, 2000b). Such is the importance attachedby the Government to the percentageof
new dwellings on previously developed land that it is a headline indicator in the Quality of
Life Counts- Indicators for a Strategyfor Sustainable Developmentin the UK (Department
of the Environment,Transport and the Regions, 1999n).

2 The term brownfield
site applies to those with some form of previous contamination and increasingly to land
and bu1'ldingsthat are located in nun-down areas or tertiary positions where they no longer mot current needs.
As such, brownfasld sites vary in terms of physical condition, extent of previous
use (Department of the
Environment,Transport and the Regions, 1998d, p.9; KPMG 1999; Rudlin and Falk, 1999),
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Some organisations have been critical of the Government's stance with Council for the
Protection of Rural England favouring a much more ambitious target for urban house
building (Wright, 1996). Similarly, Friends of the Earth (1998) published a comprehensive
assessmentof urban capacity Tomorrow: A Peaceful Path to Urban Reform that urged an
increase in the target for house building in urban areas. They claimed that: "... it is feasible
to aim for a 75 per cent target for new homes in urban areas by developing a new agenda
for urban renaissance." The Government's advisory body The UK Round Table on
SustainableDevelopment (1997) also recommendeda new aspirational target of 75 per cent
and claimed that this would help to support urban areas, prevent loss of countryside and
reduce the need for infrastructure and energy consumption. Their report stressed the
importance of securing the wholehearted support of the private sector and called for a more
comprehensive approach to urban revitalisation with local authorities taking a more proactive role.

In contrast, the Royal Town Planning Institute argued that the target was unreasonable
without greater support in terms of infrastructure spending and investment programmes.
Whilst others have suggested that the ability to meet the 60 per cent is likely to be
constrainedby brownfield land supply in many areas(Planning, 1996b; KPMG, 1999). The
report Brownfield Housing - 12 Years On published by the Civic Society and The House
Builders Federation (1999) also threw doubt on the feasibility of the Government's proposal
and claimed that developers were put off brownfield sites becauseof the cost of reclamation
and lack of speed and flexibility on the part of the local planning authorities. The report
examined the fate of 54 brownfield sites across the UK identified as prime locations for
housing of which after twelve years only 29 had been developed for housing with over 25
per cent still completely undeveloped.

The Government'stargetof 60 per centon previouslydevelopedland comparesto achieved
ratesof 30 per centin 1983to 49 per centin 1993(Departmentof the Environment,1994a;
Departmentof the Environment,Transportand the Regions,1997a;KPMG, 1999;Urban
Task Force,1999b).Significantly,this figure rosein 1995and 1996,to 53 per cent of new
dwellingsconstructedon previouslyusedland, whilst in 1997,this figure rose againto 55
per cent of which threeper cent were createdfrom existingbuildings (Departmentof the
Environment,Transportand the Regions,1999b;1999k).The Town and CountryPlanning
Associationsuggested,however,that the prospectsof the continueddevelopmentof urban
brownfield siteswerepoor, due to the `easy'siteshaving alreadybeendeveloped.As such,
they suggestedthat future averagefigures for housing developmenton re-usedsiteswere
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likely to be as low as 30 to 40 per cent (Breheny and Hall. 1996a). Significantly, it has also
been noted that in 1996, only 40 per cent of Brownfield developments were in urban areas
(Land Use Change Statistics: December 1998 in Urban Task Force, 1999b, p. 175). The
Department of the Environment

(1996c) has suggested that the proportion of housing

in 1985 to 49 per cent in
completions in existing urban areas has risen from 38 per cent
1993.
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The Government's

National Land Use Database` indicates that about 325,000 dwellings

could he provided at current densities on vacant or derelict land and a further 400,000 could
he accommodated through the re-use of vacant commercial buildings and brownfield

sites

still in existing use (Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1999h).
The database also suggested that over 70 per cent of vacant buildings

are suitable for

conversion to housing, however, there is no single reliable data source for vacant buildings.
Indeed, the Urban Task Force (1999h. p. 178) noted that: "Because of the difficulties

in

compiling national data, it is generally accepted that most studies probably under-estimate
the contribution made by the existing stock of buildings. " Friends of the Earth (1998)
suggest, however, that additional housing capacity from brownfield sites and buildings can
be quantified as follows:

` The National Land Use Databasewas commissionedin 1998 as an inventory of vacant and derelict sites,
and
vacant buildings in England. Historically, there was no consolidated source of information on the total amount of
previously developed land. Its real value will become apparent over time as it is updated to reflect actual
experience.
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Building on recycled land

2,217,000

Redevelopmentof council estates

22,000

Conversion of empty commercial space

80,000

Living above shops

400,000

Subdivision of existing housing

380,000

Intensification of existing housing areas

224,000

Better use of existing housing stock

325,000

Redevelopmentof car parks

160,000

Total

3,818,000

Figure IT Opportunities for providing more homesin urban areas(adapted from Friendsof the Earth, 1998,
p.43).

The policy document Planning for the Communities of the Future (Department of the
Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1998j) was the current governments response to
John Gummer's 1996 green paper Household Growth: how shall we live?. The document
outlined how Government aims to end the idea of the `predict and provide' approach to
housing need. The concept of a bottom-up approach to assessinghousing demand was
therefore introduced, with the regions and local authorities rather than central government
striking the balance between greenfield and brownfield development within a centrally
prescribed framework. (Cooke, 1998b). The Government proposed that Regional Planning
Conferencesdraw up regional targets in their draft Regional Planning Guidance in order to
sharpenthe focus of policy. The revised Planning Policy Guidance note 3 (Department of
the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000b) compels each region to adopt their
own land recycling targets consistent with the national and regional targets and with data
held by the National Land Use Database.Under this new planning strategy,local authorities
would no longer need to identify land for new homes decadesbefore they were neededand
they would have more autonomy in terms of how many houses they have to accommodate.
They will, however, also have to conduct a survey of all brownfield sites that have
previously been developed and to make greater use of derelict land (Department of the
Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000b).
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Region

Percentageof
additional households

Percentageof new

Estimated

dwellings

changeon

likely to be

accommodatedon

1994

to be accommodated

accommodatedin

recycledland in

performance

on recycledland

new dwellings on

1994

over period

under currentpolicies

recycledland under

(last available

1996-2021

(1996-2021)

currentpolicies

completeregional

(1996-2021)

statistics)

Number of

Estimateof how

households
projectedto

many additional
dwellings are likely

form (19962021)

North East

100,000

59,000

59

52

+7

North West

300,000

189,000

63

57

+6

Yorkshire &

300,000

193,000

64

50

+14

195,000

65

37

+28

Humberside
EastMidlands

300,000

242,000

81

47

+34

West Midlands

300,000

245,000

49

53

-4

81

-20

Eastern

500,000

367,000

61

London

600,000

352,000

39

47

-8

South East

900,000

245,000

49

34

+15

South West

500,000
2,087,000

55%

49%

+6

3,800,000

Total

Figure 3.8: Average percentageof projected additional householdslikely to be accommodatedin new housing on
recycled land (1996-2021) (Land Use Change Statistics from Urban Task Force 1999b, p. 189).

The developmentof new homes on urban brownfield sites will result in an intensification of
both built form and activity. Indeed, the 9 per cent of England's population who currently
live in the centres of towns and cities do so at a density of around 85 people per hectare
(Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000c; 2000d) (see Figure
3.8). Significantly, dwellings are also built at higher densities on previously developedland.
Over the 1989 to 1997 period, the averagedensity on previously developed land was 28
dwellings per hectare compared with 21 dwellings per hectare on land not previously
developed (Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1999k). Lock
(1995, p173) suggeststhat such intensification is a process that "... ensuresthat we make the
fullest use of land that is already urbanised, before taking green fields. "

Such

intensification of the physical environment can comprise of:

"

the redevelopmentof existing buildings or previously developedsites;

"

developmentat higher densities;

"

thesub-divisionor conversionof buildings;

"

thebuilding of additionsor extensionsto existingstructures;and
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"

the development on previously undeveloped urban land.

(adapted from Oxford Brookes University and Entec in Williams et u!.. 1996. p.84).

Figure 3.9: Percentage of population by urban, suburban and rural areas (Source: Department of the
Environment,Transport and the Regions, 2000d).

Rudlin and Falk (1999, p. 133) have, however, questioned the whole capacity debate and
whether it is physically feasible to accommodate household growth within
They suggest that: "There is no point arguing

that a greater proportion

urban areas.
of household

growth should he accommodated in urban areas if this is either not possible or would lead
to unacceptable conditions in those areas. "

Breheny (1992a) also points to the long-

standing policy of urban containment in Britain that has often been blamed for congestion,
loss of amenity, and a general lowering of urban quality of life. Similarly,

the potential

adverse effects that might arise if urban capacity is pushed too far or in the wrong direction
need to be understood at an early stage, as it is easy to lose sight of the fact that projected
household growth and where to house them is not just about numbers and percentages. The
provision of residential accommodation in conversions of commercial properties can help to
meet the need for new homes whilst protecting open space, playing fields and green spaces
in towns and cities.

The Sustainability Debate
The report of the Bruntland Commission placed sustainable development on the global
agendain 1987. Its description of sustainable development as "... development which meets
the needs ofthe present without comprising the ability of future generations to meet their
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own needs and aspirations " has become the popular definition for the term (World
Commission on Environment and Development, 1987, p.47). Sustainability has since
acquired an acceptance and acknowledgement as both a concept and a desirable objective
development have emerged
with such speed that the terms "... sustainability and sustainable
to occupy a primacy in the new language of the global community. " (Walker, 1997, p. 63).
In the UK, the whole sustainable debate has coincided with a longer standing debate about
the accommodation of development and URBED (1998, p. 1) have stated that: "New visions
are now required if we are to accommodate household growth while making settlements
more sustainable. "

It has been arguedthat cities have the capacity to be far more resourceful, yet contemporary
densities and building designs tend to show little regard for resource conservation. At the
beginning of the twenty-first century the use of physical resources and their impact on the
land have to be the major consideration in policy formation and development activity.
Indeed, resource conservation requires patterns of development that minimise energy
consumption, maintain the productivity of land, and encourage the re-use of buildings.
Cities must also maintain or regain their role as a focus of social activity and retain a
concentration of people and diversity of activities (Elkin et al., 1991; Blowers, 1993). The
potential to accommodatehousehold growth in existing settlementshas received increasing
attention and policies at European,national and local level are all promoting housing within
existing urban areas as a fundamental component of sustainable development objectives
(Town and Country Planning Association, 1998). This section will focus on the role that city
centre living and in particular the conversion of buildings to residential use can play in
helping to create a more sustainable city. The role of planning policy in attempting to create
more sustainable environment will be outlined together with an examination of how city
centre living and residential conversionscan contribute to a more sustainableurban form at
a macro and micro level.

The Role of Policy in the Sustainability Debate
The initial impetus behind the sustainability debate was to reduce car use as set out in the
European Green Paper on the Urban Environment (Commission of the European
Communities, 1990). This was the first structured approachto integrating social, economic
and environmental goals as outlined in Agenda 21 and other international agreements
reached at the Earth Summit in 1992. This Green Paper is a pro-cities document that
advocates policies for the development of compact high-density cities through the
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promotion of urban living and urban quality of life. It also recognised the benefits of
concentratingresidential developmentwithin existing urban areasincluding:

"

assistingtheprocessof urbanregeneration;

"

capitalising on existing investment in infrastructure and community
facilities;

"

bringing back into useredundant or under-usedbuildings; and

"

improving the range and quality of facilities available to local residents.

The need to focus investment on urban areasin order to achieve a more sustainable form of
development has been recognised by the UK Government since the early 1990s and
planning policy now incorporates sustainability as a key principle (Department of the
Environment 1997c; Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000b).
There has also been a succession of key documents concerned with the strategies and
mechanismsthat will most effectively produce an urban renaissance (Urban Task Force,
1999b; Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000c). The White
Paper This Common Inheritance: Britain's Environmental Strategy (Department of the
Environment, 1990c) was the Government's first attempt at a comprehensivestrategy on the
environment in which it set out its policy commitments in terms of the environment. The
sectionon town and country planning emphasisedthe following four key themes:

"

the need to locate new development to conserve energy, with particular
referenceto transport infrastructure;

"

the role of environmental impact assessmentas an adjunct to development
control procedures;

"

the need to consider pollution effects in relation to planning applications;
and

" the use of planning agreementsto compensatefor resourcesor amenities
damagedby construction.
Since 1993, the Town and Country Planning Association has argued that sustainable
development will best be achieved through a portfolio of planning solutions, in which
different elements are combined and adapted to satisfy local circumstances (Town and
Country Planning Association, 1998). Sustainable Development: the UK Strategy
(Department of the Environment, 1994a) took a much more comprehensive approach,
however, and in many respects echoed the European Communities Green Paper. In
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to
particular it stressed the need to make the most efficient use of existing urban areas and
live and work. The Department of the Environment's
make them more attractive places to
document Our Future Homes: Opportunity, Choice and Responsibility - the Government's
Housing Policies for England and Wales reinforced this approach and also stated that
"Encouraging more people to live and work in our cities helps support our environmental
1995a, p. 15). The report went on to state that
policies... " (Department of the Environment,
in a sustainable way requires the use of the
meeting the increased demand for housing
live in cities.
planning system and public investment to encourage people to

In 1996, the Government published a selection of key national indicators and amongst the
land and
most relevant to this thesis are those relating to the development of reused
buildings, and the vitality and viability of town centres (Department of the Environment,
1996c; 1996d). The major emphasis of these have been to minimise the amount of
developmenton greenfield land, to reduce car dependencyand to make best use of existing
assetsin urban areas. In 1998, the new Labour Government also published a number of
documentspromoting sustainable development, which refer to residential intensification in
urban areasand promote the reuse of redundant buildings (Department of the Environment,
Transport and the Regions, 1998d; 1998f; 1998h; 1998i; 1998j). Indeed, the White PaperA
New Deal for Transport: Better for Everyone advises local authorities to provide more
homes in towns and cities and along public transport routes as part of an initiative to
integrate land use planning and transport. With regard to housing, the document says that
new planning guidance will emphasise the benefits of providing new homes in towns and
cities and making the most of places or vacant buildings which can be well servedby public
transport or reachedeasily on foot or by bicycle (Department of the Environment, Transport
and the Regions, 1998f). Much of this is echoed in Planning for the Communities of the
Future, which outlines the need for local authorities to create more sustainable patterns of
development(Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1998j, para.56).
The best practice guide Planning for Sustainable Development: Towards Better Practice
aims to show how to implement these principles of sustainable development. The guide
statesthat proposalsand policies for new urban developmentshould:

"

help to restructure towns and cities to build back featureswhich promote
a higher level of local servicesand support less car-dependentlifestyles;

"

improve accessibility to make it easier to make fewer and shorter
journeys and provide for improved public transport, pedestrian and cycle
ways;
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"

help make urban areasmore competitive;

"

make more efficient use of land by maximising the re-use of already
developed land and existing buildings and by increasing residential
densities.
(adapted from Departmentof the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1998i).

In addition, to these more strategic documents, the Government has produced a series of
planning policy guidance notes that reflect changing thinking about land use and
development. Indeed, Planning Policy Guidance Note I outlines how: "Sustainable
developmentseeksto deliver the objective of achieving, now and in the future, economic
development to secure higher living standards while protecting and enhancing the
environment." (Department of the Environment, 1997c, para.4). With regard to new housing
development, this guidance is backed up by Planning Policy Guidance Note 3, which
emphasisesthe use of vacant and derelict land and buildings within existing built-up areas
and the avoidance of large-scaledevelopment peripheral to urban areas (Department of the
Environment,Transport and the Regions, 2000b).

Macro level: sustainability and justifications for city centre living
As previously identified, much of the UK Government's initiatives in terms of achieving
more sustainabledevelopment have evolved from the European Green Paper on the Urban
Environment (Commission of the European Communities, 1990). The Green Paper
emphasisedthe importance of using vacant and derelict land and buildings within existing
built-up areas and the avoidance of large-scale development peripheral to urban areas
(Sherlock, 1991; Elkin et al., 1991). The ensuing sustainabledevelopment debate produced
a number of policy stances,most notably the promotion of the `compact city' concept that
was strongly advocated in the Green Paper in an attempt to find a more sustainable urban
form. The `compact city' is, however, essentially a vague concept that encompassesideas of
a denser urban form with a propensity of mixed uses, therefore, resulting in decreased
demandfor mechanisedtransport and the need for fewer journeys. Indeed, few exponentsof
the concept describe the compact city in explicit terms and Burton et al. (1996, p.235) argue
that: "The compact city can be defined in many ways: it is not a homogenousphenomenon."
Elkin et al. (1991), McLaren (1992) and Breheny and Rookwood (1993) all promote the
intensification of mixed-use development with higher residential densities within the
boundaries of existing urban areas. Indeed, when applied to existing cities, the concept of
compaction arises through the intensification of development and the process of making
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forms of containment (Newman
cities denser.Others acknowledgethe need for a variety of
and Kenworthy, 1989a; Newman, 1992; Banister, 1992). The promotion of higher densities,
however, raises the issue of town cramming and the associateddeterioration of the quality
of life in town and city centres (Robertson, 1990; Green and Holliday, 1991). In addition,
Brehenyand Rookwood (1993, p. 155) argue that people do not want to live in cities as they
have clearly demonstratedby there past dispersal to the suburbs and the countryside and
that: "One definite problem with the compact city proposal is that it requires a complete
reversal of the most persistent trend in urban development in the last 50 years; that is,
decentralisation. " In its pure form, clearly the compact city is open to debate (see Breheny,
1992b; 1993; Goodchild, 1994; Jenkset al., 1996; Hooper, 1999). Despite Breheny (1992a;
1995) suggestingthat the concept has contradictions yet to be addressedby its advocates,it
has quickly gained momentum and is now acceptedas a legitimate policy objective in many
countries. As such, it is important that the tangible benefits such as better facilities and
services,better public transport, and a more vibrant cultural life are not outweighed by the
problems of more compact living, such as congestion and overcrowding (Williams et al.,
1996).

In Britain, the public's perception of urban areas has been very poor and during the
twentieth century we have been abandoning cities in droves. URBED (1998, p.9), however,
identify that "... in recent years there has been a resurgence of interest in urban living
driven largely by the issue of environmental sustainability. " Rudlin and Falk (1999) also
note the emergenceof an environmental consciousnessand awarenesssince the mid-1970s.
Many other authors have suggestedthat cities are potentially more environmentally friendly
than people realise and urban populations potentially have a lower environmental impact
(Jacobs, 1970; Elkin et al., 1991; Haughton and Hunter, 1994). Some commentatorsargue
that cities by there very nature can never be sustainableand Berg (1990, p. 104) for instance
arguesthat:
"Cities aren't sustainable because they have become dependent on distant,
rapidly shrinking sourcesfor the basic essentialsfor food, water, energy and
materials. At the same time they have severely damaged the health of local
systems upon which any sensible notion of sustainability must depend... In
addition, the social systems that make cities liveable, such as a sense of
community and wide civic participation, are more typically eroded than
strengthened."
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Nevertheless,it has become commonly accepted that if we can accommodatean increased
proportion of new homes in an appropriate manner within existing urban areas then there
will potentially be a number of environmental benefits including: protecting the countryside
and agricultural land from development pressures; reductions in energy use and
consumption; and reduced commuting and private car use. By contrast, it has been argued
that greenfield developmentwill lead to increasedtraffic congestion; increasedair pollution;
accelerate the depletion of natural resources; damage biodiversity; and increase social
deprivation within urban areas (Crookston et al., 1996; Suchman, 1996; Urban Task Force,
1999b). There has been little researchon the relationship between urban form, density and
energy consumption, however, the Department of the Environment, Transport and the
Regions (1998k) suggest that compact higher density layouts also use less energy than lowdensity areas with a similar population as well as facilitating thermal exchangesbetween
buildings, therebyhelping to retain warmth.
It has also been argued that urban living where there are local facilities,
easy accessto local
and national public transport, and with a wide range of employment opportunities close by,
is far more sustainable than development which encourageslong
commuting to work, shops
leisure
(Newman
and
and Kenworthy, 1989b; Banister, 1992; Bozeat et al. in McLaren,
1992; ECOTEC, 1993; Headicar in URBED 1998; Stead
et al., 2000). Indeed, Prescott
(2000, p.3) notes that: "Carefully planned developments within existing urban areas can,
for instance, increase the number of people who can easily
walk to jobs, shops, leisure and
other facilities, including public transport interchanges. This reduces traffic problems. "
This has often been promoted through proposals of higher residential densities, more public
transport and a mixture of land uses as the ingredients of a more sustainable urban form.
The overriding assumption in this philosophy has been that this will reduce the amount and
length of car journeys and promote the use of public transport, walking and cycling whilst
encouraging social interaction (Elkin et al., 1991; Crookston et al., 1996; Jones, 1996;
Suchman, 1996; Coupland, 1997a; Department of the Environment, Transport and the
Regions, 1998f; 1998i). Jane Jacobs(1961, p.230) was one of the first to advocate the idea
that mixed use and more intensive development could reduce the need to travel and its
implications, she argued that: "Lack of wide ranges of concentrated diversity can put
people
into automobilesfor almost all their needs. The spacesrequired for roads and for parking
spread everything out still farther, and lead to still greater usesof vehicles."
Some researchershave contestedthese claims, however, arguing that the decentralisation
of
both jobs and homes has shortenedjourney lengths and that congestionmay
offset any gains
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(Breheny, 1993). Breheny et al. (1998 in Hall 1999) identified a relatively weak link
between densities and energy use and concluded that more compact cities will not
is far more likely to
necessarily have the effect of reducing traffic volumes and that this
come from concentratingemployment, which will make it easier to use public transport to
get to work. To illustrate this point, Breheny (1995b) has suggestedthat if all of the UK
population were to live at the densities of metroplolitan areas,it would only save about 34
per cent of the energy used in transport. He further adds that if the urban decentralisationof
the past 30 years had not taken place, that the transport energy savings would have
amountedto just 2.5 per cent.
Significantly, in terms of the social sustainability of cities, Couch (1999, p.82) suggeststhat:
"City centre housing developments would not be environmentally sustainable if they were
merely gentrification, with middle-class in-migration displacing an indigenous workingclass population to other parts of the city. " To date, most new residential developments
have been concentratedon sites previously in non-residential use or through the conversion
of buildings accommodating other uses into homes thereby constituting an increase in the
residential stock rather than gentrification (see Cameron, 1992).

The argumentsfor urban sustainability are not confined to transport, urban regenerationand
loss of the countryside, however, even though they have been the focus for much of the
debate.There are a growing number of environmental campaignerswho are focussing on
the city as a key to environmental sustainability, arguing that cities are potentially less
damaging to the environment than other forms of development (Jacobs, 1970; Vale and
Vale, 1991; Giradet, 1992). It hasalso been suggestedthat urban living is a responseto such
concernsabout environmental sustainability and that "... urban repopulation is the only way
in which urban living environments will be improved. " (URBED, 1998, p.46).

Micro level of the building: reuse versus demolition
The way in which we construct and use buildings is important. Opportunities need to be
found to reduce resource and energy use, minimise pollution and waste, and enhance
economic opportunity. Sustainability is, however, not just an issue for new construction. A
more sustainable approachto the managementand use of the existing building stock needs
to be taken and non-renewableresourcesmust be used more efficiently. One way in which
this canbe achievedis through more efficient useof existing building stock.
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The concept of `embodied energy' has become more widely accepted as attitudes towards
sustainability have changed. The concept is concerned with calculating the energy cost of
building an existing structure and modifying it, compared to the energy costs of its
demolition and replacement, a formula that often suggeststhat the former is a more energyefficient solution. A balance needs to be considered between refurbishing and increasing
energy efficiency of existing buildings and encouraging demolition to make way for
buildings of higher environmental standard.(Department of the Environment, Transport and
the Regions, 1998h). The concept of sustainability and sustainable development clearly has
implications for building standards and specifications. Indeed, much of the existing
commercial building stock is inefficient in terms of energy consumption and domestic
energy consumption has continued to grow with carbon dioxide emissions from housing
accounting for over a quarter of UK emissions (Department of the Environment, Transport
and the Regions, 1998d). In terms of improving the energy efficiency of existing structures,
Boyd and Jankovic (1992, p. 112) note that:

"The environmental performance of a building depends heavily on the building
envelope,the disposition of internal space and the overall form and orientation
of the building. Theprincipal limiting factor of the environmental performance
is the fenestration, since it influences heat loss, solar gain, ventilation, noise
transmission and daylighting of interior spaces. This element can be changed
relatively easily although quite expensively with an external cladding system
that includes fenestration. However, this could be justified as much for
building appearance reasons thanfor performance reasons."
Resource conservation is another reason for conserving existing buildings and Elkin et al.
(1991, pp.38) note that a "... wasteful attitude towards buildings is very much part of the
current urban value system, which promotes rapid change in an accelerating cycle of
redevelopment." Reusing vacant commercial and industrial buildings would reduce the
construction industry's extensive usage of natural resources and make use of urban
infrastructure (URBED, 1998). Thus, conversion and reuse can clearly be considered as a
form of recycling that introduces less waste materials and pollution into the environment
than redevelopment.Also, the process of reuse uses less new materials and less energy in
construction than new build and therefore helps to conserve natural resources.Falk (1993,
p. 163) argues that: "... the most convincing argument of all for conserving old buildings, is
the idea of the minimization of waste. Old buildings represent past energy stored up in a
usable form. " Indeed, it is currently estimated that 70 million tonnes (16 per cent of the
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country's total waste production) of construction and demolition waste are produced each
year in the UK (Home, 1998). Boyd and Jankovic (1992, p. 107) argue that the costs of
redevelopment will also become significantly higher if growing environmental and
economic pressuresresult in the accounting of the global and local environmental impact of
demolition. They suggestthat: "This may come as a government tax on such action or as
legal restrictions on the procedures that can be used in demolition. " Despite aiding the
conversion process this would have an impact on other forms of urban intensification such
as the redevelopmentof brownfield sites where existing buildings are present.
Adaptive reuse also has implications for design of new buildings especially with regard to
the selection of materials, components and assemblies.The resilience of such structures in
terms of their long-term adaptability, deconstruction, recycling and waste reduction also
needs to become a fundamental consideration as part of the design process. Also favouring
the retention of many existing structures from the standpoint of social sustainability,
Haughton and Hunter (1994, p.27) argue that to be sustainable,a city should "... sustain its
own unique contribution to the environment, in terms of its built form in particular. " The
retention of the existing built fabric thereby enables future generations to derive a senseof
continuity and stability from their physical surroundings. The adaptive re-use of buildings
through conversion offers seeds of hope, not of a return to things past, but to renewed
vitality for tired, outmodedstructures (Cantacuzino, 1975; Campbell, 1996).

Revitalising the City - the role of residential development
It is important to understandthe roots of urbanisation and the development of city centres in
Britain to place urban and city centre living within the context of the social, economic and
technological change that cities have experienced during the last two hundred years
(Mumford, 1965; Cherry, 1981; Ravetz, 1985; Hall, 1992; Greed, 1996a). Rudlin and Falk
(1999, p.9) also recommendsuch an introduction to the processesand effects of change and
suggest that: "Any attempt to shape the future of housing must be based upon an
understanding of how we have got where we are today. Our attitudes towards new
developmentare shaped by perceptions of what has and has not worked in the past and the
cultural baggage which has becomeassociated with the home and its place in towns and
cities. " This final section will therefore examine the background to the current situation that
cities find themselves in by tracing the decline of the city and the emerging urban
renaissancewith an emphasison city living.
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The Decline of the City
City centres are multi-functional and as such provide an organic mix of functions, acting as
business and
a shopping and market place, arts, cultural and entertainment centre, and as a
transport hub. Traditionally, they are dynamic economic and social entities, which acted as
centres of population, production and consumption with a multitude of activities and
functions at the heart of urban civilisation. A series of economic, social, cultural and
demographic trends in the twentieth century, however, cast doubt upon their traditional
pivotal role (URBED, 1998; Rudlin and Falk, 1999). The powerful images of pollution,
congestion,chaos and squalid living conditions portrayed by nineteenth and early twentieth
century authors and artists have coloured views of our cities ever since with cities often
regarded as dangerous,overcrowded and polluted. The priority in such cities was to tackle
slum housing, reduce densities and to decant people from these centres often with
unfortunate results (URBED et al., 1994). As such, cities have become places of great
contrast and Berry et al. (1993, p. 110) suggeststhat: "At best the city embodies all the
positive advantages of economies of scale, concentration of resources and the associated
spin-off benefits, while at worst cities can show negative externalities, namely congestion,
environmental pollution and a negative image."
All cities are in a state of transition and the fortunes of individual areas fluctuate over time,
however, the day-to-day dynamics of decline are complex. The process of change can be so
slow as to hardly be apparent from decade to decade or it can happen extremely rapidly
having dramatic effects. The range of forces operating to change our cities and the
relationships between them are not only technological but also economic, social, political,
regulatory and environmental (Brotchic et at., 1995). In more explicit terms, Worpole
(1992, p. 1) describes how town centres have lost many of their traditional functions and
become "... simply shopping and commercial centres by day and near-desertedghost towns
by night. " Indeed, in the post-war years, the major trend has been the development of a
mature office economy in city centres. As a consequence,many cities in Western Europe
and the United States have changed from being predominantly centres of production to
become mainly centres of consumption. This urban de-concentration can be traced back to
the late 19thCentury, with residential accommodationmoving from the centre of cities to the
suburbs facilitated by the development of public transport. In contrast, employment
functions remained concentrated in the central areas of cities often within already
recognisable zones with central office and shopping districts emerging (Hall, 1995; Ward,
1994). Friedrich Engels (1975, p.84) made the following observation of such policies:
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"Manchester contains, at its heart, a rather extended commercial district,
perhaps half a mile long and about as broad, and consisting almost completely
of offices and warehouses.Nearly the whole district is abandoned by dwellers.
With the exception of this commercial district, all Manchester proper
...
[comprises] unmixed working people's quarters, stretching like a girdle,
averaging a mile and a half in breadth, around the commercial district.
Outside,beyond this girdle, lives the upper and middle bourgeoisie."
The trend in urban areassince the SecondWorld War has been the ongoing decentralisation
of population and commerceaway from the traditional centres(Hall et al., 1973; Davies and
Champion, 1982; Law et al., 1988; Healey et al., 1992; Robson et al., 2000). It has been
well documented that from 1960 to 1990, British towns and cities with over 100,000
population experienceda loss of total residential population and the magnitude of this loss
was much greater in their inner areas (Spence and Frost, 1995). Indeed, the long-term
average net out-migration from the main conurbations in the UK is 90,000 per year
(Champion et al., 1998; Champion in Bate et al., 2000). This flight of population from the
central areasof cities to peripheral suburbs left inner districts of many cities with declining
residential functions. The urban cores of Manchester, Birmingham and London, for
example, declined by 43.4,39.9 and 28.4 per cent, respectively, in the period between 1961
and 1981 (Law et al., 1988).

1961

1971

1981

1991

change

Greater London

7,993,000

7,453,000

6,696,000

6,378,000

-20.2%

Birmingham

1,183,000

1,098,000

1,007,000

935,000

Leeds

713,000

739,000

705,000

674,000

-5.5%

Glasgow

1,055,000

897,000

766,000

654,000

-38.0%

Sheffield

585,000

573,000

537,000

500,000

Liverpool

746,000

610,000

510,000

448,000

-39.9%

Edinburgh

468,000

454,000

437,000

422,000

-9.8%

Manchester

662,000

544,000

449,000

407,000

-38.5%

Bristol

438,000

427,000

388,000

370,000

-15.5%

Coventry

318,000

337,000

314,000

293,000

-21.0%

-14.5%

-7.9%

Figure 3.10: The population of major UK cities 1961-1991 (adapted from Census 1991 in Jenks et al., 1996,
p. 116).

The flight of people from the centre of cities during the late nineteenthand twentieth
centuriesleft most of Britain's city centreswith a minimal residentialpopulation,indeed,
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Ravetz (1980) referred to only a `caretaker population' being left behind. Developments in
transport that encouragedthis dispersal were exacerbatedby Modernist planning theories
and practices that sought to functionally zone cities (Hamnett, 1983). In addition, Power and
Mumford (1999) identified that good quality, modernised homes were being abandonedin
some inner city neighbourhoodsand that this depopulation had paralleled severe losses in
manufacturingemployment.

Figure 3.11: The counter-urbanisationcascade(source: Champion, A. in Bate et al., 2000, p. 14).

There have clearly been a number of push and pull factors related to the move out of cities
and the draw of suburbia. This long-term flow of residents from central cities to suburban
areashasbeen the result of numerous forces: racial and ethnic bias; the construction of high
speed roads; crime; the decline of urban schools; cultural appeal of low-density single
family housing (Moss, 1997). Lawless (1981, p.27), however, ascribes this out migration
from cities to three main and interrelated factors:

"

planning policies since 1947 specifically encouraging the decentralization
of the population;

" the growingdemandfor improvedresidentialand environmentalstandards;
and
"

the movement of employment basesout of the cities.

Breheny(1993) suggeststhat some commentatorssee the processof decentralisation
as
`counter-urbanisation'
definite
and a
rejection of urbanliving aspeoplehave clearlybeen
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Moss
choosingto live in a suburbanenvironment with all the perceived advantageson offer.
(1997, p.475) noteshow changing householdstructureshave exacerbatedthe problem with:
"Much of the post- World War II suburban housing boom was fuelled by the
breadwinner, and a
rise of the household made up of twoplus children, a male
female homemaker.This traditional household was well suited to the suburban
milieu in which one parent commuted to work and the other performed
domesticchores and supervised the children. "
Indeed,cities continued to lose the most economically active population to the leafy suburbs
less affluent, the less well
of the surrounding districts, with those who remained being the
leave for other reasons.This left a smaller
educated,the unemployed and those unable to
do
As
and less affluent population with fewer children of school age. those who were able to
so moved out of the city, the client baseand viability of many city services - such as schools
declined, whilst other amenities such as local shops and bus services were also
- further
in
affected. More householdsliving outside the city but continuing to travel to work and use
city services also worked against efforts to encourageless reliance on cars and, inevitably,
led to more congestion and pollution on the radial routes into cities. It also increased the
in its future.
number of people using the city who have a lesser stake

An Urban

Renaissance

with the Re-emergence

of City Centre Living

"Whilst the decline of urban populations is yet to be entirely stemmed,and
despite the advent of anti-urban trends such as home working, tele-shopping
and computer conferencing, many British towns and cities seem to be finding
new roles. The heavy industry and overcrowding which gave rise to the flight
from the city no longer exist, even though they may live on in people's
perceptions. Whilst there are problems of traffic pollution and urban crime it is
clear that many British towns and cities could potentially provide attractive
environmentsin which to live and work. "

(Rudlin andFalk, 1999,p.25)
In Britain and the United States, in particular, the dominant image of the residential
environment during the twentieth century has been that of suburbia. In New York around
1970, however, for certain sections of the residential market "...the bare, polished wood
floors, exposed red brick walls, and cast-iron facades of these 'artists quarters' gained
increasing public notice, the economic and aestheticvirtues of 'loft living' were transformed
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into bourgeois chic. " (Zukin, 1989, p.2). At the beginning of the twenty-first century, a
certain social cachet and air of distinction has attached itself to residing in areasof our cities
that have not always been consideredchic nor comfortable. Interestingly, it is now a quarter
of a century since the UK Government started to addresssome of the problems encountered
within cities. Peter Shore (1976) then Secretary of State for the Environment stated that:
"Twentieth century civilisation has been based upon cities, and if in the process of change
the inner areas are simply allowed to decay - and their inhabitants to languish - the country
as a whole will be poorer. " Within a year, the 1977 White Paper Policy. for the Inner Cities
provided further evidence of the concern for condition of Britain's cities. Significantly, in
1988 the government in the policy statementAction for Cities listed making areasattractive
to residents,bringing buildings back into use and making inner-city areassafe and attractive
places to live and work amongst its stated objectives (Cabinet Office, 1988). Some of the
many initiatives that have transpired during the intervening period have been more
successful than others, nevertheless,cities in Britain began to show a renewed confidence
and conditions are now much more favourable to city centre habitation. Indeed, the
Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions (1998d, p. 10) argue that:
"Urban regeneration will only succeedwhen towns becomeattractive places for people to
live. "

Since the mid- I990s, there have been numerous articles in newspapers and magazines
extolling the virtues of city centre living. Indeed in November 1996, The Observer
announced, "... urban life is sexy again. " (Harrison, 1996, p. 12). This coincided with a
gradual movement of people being attracted back into city centres where home, work and
leisure could be enjoyed within a single neighbourhood (Urban Task Force, 1999b). The
centre of towns and cities are once again an important housing location, particularly for the
growing number of single people and those without children (URBED et al., 1994). The
opportunity has arisen with the contraction and rationalisation of many of the traditional
roles of the centre such as industry and commerceproviding the spacefor this renaissancein
the provision of dwellings in city centres.

There are two principal attractions to the resurgenceof living in the city. The first is the
characterand allure of the residential space available; the second, is the convenience of the
location, placing a higher priority on the area'scentrality and accessibility. These attractions
have led to new patterns of housing demand emerging since the
early 1990s as part of a
distinct cultural shift that is generating a strong and sustainable demand.The
combination of
long working hours and the economic and social cost of commuting
on an historically
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under-funded transport system have persuaded increasing numbers of households to seek
accommodation closer to places of work where they can enjoy all the amenities of a city
centre environment (Barlow and Gann, 1993; Webb, 1997; Hurford Salvi Carr, 1999).
The impact of new residential developments in city centres has been quite dramatic and a
review of housing development in Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle and Sheffield
found that the trend for city centre living has been growing since the early 1990s
(Chesterton, 1998). In 1901, the City of London had a residential population of 30,000 but
by 1990 it had declined to a low of 4,500 mainly housed at the Barbican. This number is
estimated to have grown to 8,000 by 2000 (Hurford Salvi Carr, 1999). Similarly, the
population of Manchester's city centre has increased from 1000 in 1991 to an estimated
10,000 in 2000 (Webb, 1997; Kelly, 1998b). D'Arcy (in Tinworth, 1999, p. 60) describing
the residential renaissancenotes that: "Manchester's ahead of the game, but other cities are
catching up fast. " In Leeds, a similar trend with a city centre population which once
numberedjust 900 predicted to swell to 10,000 by 2010 (Webb, 1997). Many US cities are
experiencing a similar growth in downtown residents, from large cities like New York,
Chicago, Philadelphia, Denver and Dallas, to smaller communities such as Delray Beach in
Florida and Aiken in South Carolina. For example, Houston expects 303 per cent increase in
its downtown population by 2010 while Cleveland expects228 per cent growth (El Nasser,
1998).

This renaissanceof city centre living has seenincreasingnumbers of active retired, childless
couples and people with alternative lifestyles choose city centre living and Moss (1997,
p.474) suggeststhat: "Cities were hard pressed to compete with the suburban lifestyle that
catered to traditional middle-class households. But the rise of non-traditional households
and the growth of self-employmentput cities in a stronger position to attract residents and
businessesduring the coming decades." Coupland (1997a) also suggests that cities are
attracting significant numbers of part-time residents including people whose work requires
them to move between different locations or those whose family life is elsewhere.For city
centres to have a greater residential population their catchment must extend beyond
narrowly elite groups. There is, however, increasing anecdotal evidence that a growing
sector of city dwellers is the over 50s, retirees or empty-nesters known as the `grey
panthers' or `active seniors' seeking an urban lifestyle some of whom are buying second
homes in the city centre (El Nasser, 1996; Tinworth, 1999). More significantly, Smith
(1996, p. 52) explains the city living phenomenon as a "... trend toward fewer children,
postponed marriages and a fast-rising divorce rate, younger homebuyersand renters are
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trading in the tarnished dream of their parents for a new dream defined in urban rather
than suburban terms." Another emerging factor is the growing market for investment sales
and as a consequenceraising the demand for rental properties. Indeed, the newest type of
buyer is the investor encouragedby low interest rates and the growth in buy-to-let mortgage
packages.In addition, many companies are buying or renting flats as a cheap alternative to
hotels for visiting staff (Tinworth, 1999).

This increase in residents is making city centres more vibrant and encouraging the
developmentof other activities and facilities, thereby, making it more lively and attractive
to both residents and visitors. As new permanent residents move into city centres for the
first time since the 1960s, they are bringing a new life and vitality to the heart of our urban
areas (Heath, 1997; Heath and Stickland, 1997). Elkin et al. (1991, p. 12) argue that:
"... sustainable development must aim to produce a city that is `user friendly' and
resourceful, in terms not only of its form and energy efficiency, but also its function, as a
place for living. "
To achieve a truly living city, people must live in the heart of the city and the key is to break
down the dogma of zoning and seek an integrated mixed-use with housing being the key
ingredient of that mix (Sherlock, 1991; Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors, 1992). In
city centres,especially outside normal retail and office hours, residents are helping to create
a `living heart' and are contributing to the vitality by bringing a twenty-four hour life to the
city centre. The concept of liveability has been explored by a number of authors and
Hahlweg (1997, p. 13) argues that: "... the liveable city is a city where I can have my house
or apartment, where I can work, where my children can go to school, where we have
recreation and culture. " Significant numbers of permanent residents are actually essential
for the positive qualities of towns and cities, such as cultural life and specialised
professional services and to generate a persistently lively downtown (Freeman, 1984;
Galster, 1998). The Urban Task Force (1999b, p.40) argue that cities need to comprise of
such a mix of complimentary uses that encourage formal and informal transactions' and
sustainactivity throughout the day. This in turn should serveto strengthen social integration
and civic life whilst stimulating more diversity (Jacobs, 1961; URBED, 1994).
Haughton and Hunter (1994) also identify that increasing the resident population may help
to make the provision of these amenities and facilities economically viable. Similarly, an
indigenous demand can make it easierto maintain or re-establish important
services such as
schools, shops and public transport services which are dependent upon there being an
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adequatecatchment population (Ashworth and Tunbridge, 1990; Rudlin and Falk, 1999).
Boasberg (from Lee, 1992, p. 150) has also argued that: "We know, for example, that
downtown residents contribute twice as much in retail purchases and sales tax as daytime
office workers. " Such mixed development in city centres can also help to create a more
stable, vital and safer urban environment, indeed, Jacobs (1961, p. 14) strongly advocated
"... the need of cities for a most intricate and close-grained diversity of uses that give each
other constant mutual support, both economically and socially. " She continued to add that
cities that do not have this delicate balance tend to be unsuccessful and that: "A mixture of
uses,if it is to be sufficiently complex to sustain city safety, public contact and cross-use,
needsan enormousdiversity of ingredients." (1961, p. 144).
Increasedactivity through repopulating city centres is beginning to have a beneficial effect
on safety. There is no doubt that cities with people living near their centres feel livelier and
safer by night as well as day and that urban centres which are dilapidated and dead, tend to
be threateningplaces. Indeed, more 24-hour foot traffic and eyes-on-the-streetenhanceboth
the perception and reality of public safety due to the fact that passive or natural surveillance
reducesthe level of opportunistic crime and vandalism (Heath, 1997; Oc and Tiesdell, 1997;
Petterson, 1997). To what extent the current level of residential growth in certain city
centres will continue is open to speculation. Lever (1993, p. 282) suggests,however, that
further re-urbanisationwill occur due to:

"... the restructuring of urban economies away from manufacturing towards
personal and advanced producer services; in the changing demography of
households towards single childless and elderly households; in the changing
emphasisof policy both in physical land-use planning and in local economic
development; and in the changing technology of the built environment. As
cities approach the millennium, the oldest and earliest developedof them seem
likely to redensify."

Clearly an unknown factor is the effective demand for city centre living and the ability of
policy makers and indeed developers to create the type of residential environment that
people desire and to stimulate households to demandhomes in this location as opposed to
more traditional areas (see Chapter Eight). Indeed, some organisations such as The House
Builders Federation (1997) highlight the fact that to date most
contemporary residential
developments in the city centre have been for a
niche market and that the majority of
householdsstill prefer a suburbanenvironment.
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Conclusion
"Re-using existing buildings is important not only to revitalising declining
urban areas but also to sustainable development. They are usually supported
by existing infrastructure and, overall, their use is likely to be more energy
efficient and resourcefriendly than building newproperties. "
(Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000c, p. 56).
The social, political, economic and environmental context for city centre living in the UK particularly through the conversion of existing buildings - has become increasingly
favourable since the early 1990s. Indeed, in terms of meeting the demand for new homes in
a manner that is more sustainable than many of the other options and that can help to
breathe new life into our urban areas, the provision of residential accommodation in city
centreshasmuch to favour it. The key findings of this chapter are as follows:

Regardlessof the precise reliability or accuracy of the householdprojections

"

the facts clearly illustrate that there will be a considerable increase in the
number of new homesrequired in England for the foreseeablefuture;

"

Changing demographics and household profile - particularly the emergence
of the single-person household as the key type - together with rapidly
evolving lifestyle are beginning to have a major impact not just upon the type
of residential accommodationbut also its location;

"

Government policy has become increasingly supportive of city centre living
particularly as part of the drive to accommodate60 per cent of new homes on
brownfield sites and as part of initiatives to exploit the potential capacity of
urban areas;

"

The ambition of creating a sustainableenvironmenthas become a key
componentof all environmentaland planning policy since the early 1990s.
As such, the important role of urban housing has been increasingly
recognisedasa meansof achievinga moresustainableurbanform;
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"

The rapidly emerging urban renaissance being experienced in many UK
cities is helping to addressthe 20`x'century decline experiencedin most urban
areas;

"

City centre living can clearly have a positive impact in terms of its social,
economic and environmental impactsupon cities; and

"

The process of converting existing buildings helps to exploit the embodied
energy within the building and minimise the waste impact of the construction
industry.

While repopulating the city centre will do much to revive urban areas,however, it cannot do
it alone, and governmentpolicy must also focus on other policy areas to create fit places to
accommodate household growth. The impacts of public policies on crime, education,
transport, social exclusion, economic development and many others, will all affect the
liveability of the city centre. As such, housing can be only one piece of the regeneration
process, but it is a vital part and housing had until the mid-1990s become marginal to
debatesabout regenerationand economic development in Britain. Indeed, Binnie and Nevin
(1997, p.5) argue: "... housing must play a fuller part in regeneration activity and should
not be left as a backdrop where key decisions are left to the market and based simply on
price signals. " The significance of creating new homes from existing buildings as part of
this processof revitalisation should not be underestimatedand a number of sourcesallude to
the potential of this sourceof accommodation.The Urban Task Force (1999b) in their final
report claim that 247,000 new homes could potentially be created by converting existing
buildings whilst the Empty Homes Agency suggest a more significant estimate of 800,000
new homes (Cooke, 1998a). URBED (1998) in their report Tomorrow: a peaceful path to
real reform for Friends of the Earth referring specifically to older industrial buildings and
office conversionsassumethat the capacity nationally from both is in the order of 100,000
homes.

The relationship between the form of our cities in relation to their density and energy
consumption clearly needs to be carefully considered in order to enable high-density
residential environments and sustainable environments to be compatible. In addition, the
built fabric that evolves will have to be robust enough to withstand the continual changes
that will be imposed upon it. Measures to encourage,higher density urban living without
affecting space standards,close to city centres and public transport nodes, will potentially
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encouragemore sustainable development and the better mix of housing and other uses that
together make a city a more vibrant and exciting place to live. The very notion of what
constitutes a sustainable city will, however, inevitably change over time and as Garner
(1996, p. 15) explains: "The concept of a `sustainable city' is superficially attractive but
hard to define. In simple terms, sustainable cities for the future need to be economically
efficient, environmentally friendly and socially integrated... ". Indeed, for the revitalisation
and the rebirth of city centres as places in which to live, it is important to find a balance
between economic, social and environmental objectives and conflicts if the long-term future
is to be assured.
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THE OPPORTUNITY: OBSOLESCENCE AND VACANCY
One thing hastensinto being, another hastens out of it. Even while a thing is in
the act of coming into existence,somepart of it has already ceasedto be. Flux
and change are forever renewing the fabric of the universe, Just as the
ceaselesssweepof time isforever renewing theface of eternity.
Marcus Aurelius, Meditations, 6: 15

Introduction
The world economy is ever changing, and with it the nature and function of cities, and the
way in which work is perceived and performed. Cities, like all economically successful
fabric and they must grow and
entities, must be dynamic in both organisation and physical
change in order to embrace new kinds of work, new technologies, and new forms of
enterprise(Bryson, 1997). Indeed,Duffy and Henney (1989, p.75) note how:
"The idea of a timeless urban fabric is an illusion - the boundaries between life
Failure of
and buildings are always being renegotiated, redefined and remade.
buildings and urban spaces to correspond to changing fortunes and
technologies are either melancholy indications of redundancy or obstacles to
changeand growth. "
The potential for the conversion of a building to a new use arises from a disequilibrium
between the supply of obsolete space and the demand for residential accommodation. In
order to understand the potential for converting office space into residential use, it is
necessaryto understand the broader historical and structural context of the fluctuations of
the office development market and the emergenceof obsolescencein the built environment.
Cowan et al. (1969, p.24) describing its evolution identify that: "... the rise of the office
function as we know it is closely bound up with changing patterns of urban life, with major
economic and social developments and with a series of inventions and innovations in the
field of communications." In simple terms, the pattern of office development in Britain is a
result of interplay between the demands of office users, the requirements of office investors
and the effects of the planning system.
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Urban development is inextricably
increasingly with global economies.

linked

with

the vitality

of regional, national and

This has resulted in the built form of cities being

predominantly created in a series of phases influenced by the dynamic path of fluctuating
economic cycles of growth, decline and regeneration (Berry et al., 1993; Key et al., 1994;
Ball, 1996). The boom and bust cycles in the commercial property market can be explained
by developers' responses to current market signals where a development lag tends to leave
casualties in their wake (see Figure 4.1). Indeed, Barras (1994) and Ratcliffe and Stubbs
(1996) identify this phenomenon of recurrent yet irregular property cycles since the mid1960s in the UK with building booms generated by the interaction of the relatively short
business cycles, credit cycles and the long cycle of development in the property market.

Property Market
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Money Economy
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Creditexpansion
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Supplyshortages
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Risingrents/ fallingyields
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Increasedsupply
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Slackeningdemand
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Rising interestrates
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propertysly

10

Creditsqueeze

Figure4.1: Conceptual
modelof how thebuildingcycleworks (adaptedfrom Barras,1994,p.185).

This chapter will consider the opportunities for the conversion of post-war office space to
residential use that have arisen due to the levels of obsolescenceand vacancy experienced
by this building type. As such the chapter is organised into two main sections. The first
outlines post-war office development and the booms and slumps that have resulted in a
surplus of space unsuited to contemporary requirements. The second section examines the
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components of building obsolescence and the options available to owners in terms of
reconciling this fate.

Post-War Office Development
During the last two decades,one of the most severeproblems related to property cycles has
been the growth in surplus office space (Gann and Barlow, 1996). In the context of office
activity, economic cycles have very obvious effects with the demand for office
accommodationbeing determinedby the stateof the businesscycle. The office development
process is incapable of short-term adjustment,however, and is therefore susceptible to such
cycles of economic activity (Bateman, 1985). Consequently, the expectation of rental
income on which a development was financed may be unfulfilled due to changes in supply
and/ordemandbetween project initiation and completion.
For major office developments there may be a gestation period of up to five years during
which time market conditions and government policy are likely to have changed. As such,
the periodic office booms of the post-war years have contained large elements of `catch-up'
have been transformed by construction technology and
- in a period when offices
information technology (Barro, 1991). These lags can mean developers devising and
implementing schemeswhose time is alreadypassedand, therefore, best practice can rapidly
become redundant (Ball, 1996). Barras (1984) has even suggested that the post-war
developmentcycles in London may be the product of the systemof office development.The
time lag between the initiation and completion of developmentprojects meansthat increases
in demandcan cause rents to rise and a generalshortageof spacethat can lead to enhanced
values thereby encouraging developers to commence more schemes. As schemes are
completed, however, then shortages diminish and rents level out whilst some schemesare
still being developed.
The true office building only emerged in the mid-to-late nineteenth century and Ford (1994,
p.23) notes how: "In the early 1800s, most firms simply leased space wherever it was
available or else did business in a coffee-house,such as Lloyd's Coffee House in London. "
The commercial importance of office activity has grown rapidly during the twentieth
century with the sustained expansion of producer services such as banking, insurance,
finance, telecommunicationsand public services. This has been characterisedby the growth
of office buildings and by their increasing functional and physical importance, indeed, their
dominant physical presencehas transformed city centres in the UK (Bateman, 1985; Evans,
1997). One of the most significant changes in the office development
market since World
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War II has been the tendency for a major proportion of commercial development to occur
speculatively in order to anticipate demand. The development process has, therefore,
becomedriven by the producers of spacetrying to anticipate the needs of users rather than
by the usersthemselves(McNamara, 1990).

1954Boom
Fuelled by excessivedemand between 1955-60, there was an unprecedentedboom in office
construction with rapid growth continuing until the mid-1960s in the South-East.London's
dominance as a location for office development was already evident during the early postwar years,however, at that time as Marriott (1967, p. 170) notes: "... developers were busy
operating on bomb damaged sites and pulling down small buildings to bother with
rebuilding large and out-of-date offices. But from 1958 onwards the trend was increasingly
towards pulling down Victorian office blocks. " The strong demand for office space in the
capital was partly due to the fact that there was relatively little office building between the
wars and also wartime bombing destroyeda significant amount of stock (Moor, 1983).

Year

Annual Totals
(sq.m)

1949

330,000

1950

310,000

1951

158,000

1952

220,000

1953

279,000

1954

525,000

1955

545,000

1956

340,000

1957

438,000

1958

390,000

1959

403,000

1960

398,000

1961

412,000

1962

270,000

1963

192,000

1949-1963

5,210,000

Figure 4.2: New office floorspacepermitted in Central London 1949-1963(adaptedfrom Marriott, 1967,
Appendix3).
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The post-war development boom was fuelled by the lifting of the development charge in
1953 and the Conservativeadministration announcing the end of building licenses- which it
saw as an unjustified cost and inconvenience to architects and developers - in November
1954 (Marriott, 1967). This led to an unprecedentedboom in office developmentin London
as firms sought to locate in prestigious headquarters.The provincial phase of this office
developmentboom took place a little later and on a smaller scale.

Following the dropping of building licenses in 1954, there were various attempts to control
the boom in office development in London. In 1957, London City Council's A Plan to
Combat Congestion in Central London altered the densities allowed in different areasunder
zoning by plot ratio. This resulted in the strong demand for new offices being met by more
buildings each containing less floor space thereby increasing the pressure for
redevelopment. In addition, there was a clause in Schedule 3 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1947, which enabled office developersto make a mockery of the London City
Council's plot ratios. The Schedule - which was not revoked until 1963 - laid down that a
building could be enlargedby up to ten per cent of its cubic content without incurring the
development charge and this had a dramatic impact on the townscape of London. This
enableddevelopersto put up new office buildings with a substantial increase in floor space
of much greater than 10 per cent due to modem construction technology and a
rationalisation of the plan layout. This often tended to allow a floor area much greater than
the maximum plot ratio permitted by London City Council (Marriott, 1967; Ravetz, 1980).
As a result, development went almost unchecked and dramatically changed the urban
environment with the addition of millions of square feet of office space.By the early 1960s,
however, an oversupply of office floor spaceand an economic recessioncauseda significant
slump in demand.

Late 1960slearly1970sBoom
In 1970, the political, fiscal and economic climate of the late 1960s createdthe conditions
for a second post-war property boom as low interest rates and high inflation together with
the removal of credit controls attracted money into the property sector. Property was also
seen as a secure investment and a superior long-term hedge against inflation (Reid, 1983;
Adair, 1993). The introduction of planning restrictions, particularly Office Development
Permits also helped to fuel this boom by severelyrestricting the supply
of new office space.
This caused an increase in rental values for available
space with the City of London
experiencing a 400 per cent increasebetween 1966 and 1974. Ravetz (1980, p. 81) outlines a
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perversesituation where becauselocal authorities did not levy rates on empty buildings and
"... rents were rising sofast that it was actually more profitable to leave a building standing
empty, when it could produce more credit for its owners byfrequent revaluations, than to let
it, when the value would have beenpegged at leastfor the duration of the lease."
Burgeoning bank lending and institutional investment further fuelled this growth. In
addition, the economic recovery and credit squeeze brought together development and
insurancecompaniesthat undertook large-scalespeculative office development. A period of
uncertainty followed, however, when rising interest rates and falling demand led to a
property crash in 1974. The effects of the cyclical recession that followed the 1973-4 oil
crisis were reinforced by the introduction of information technology that led to
restructuring, downsizing and a change in type of space demanded (Ambrose, 1994).
Consequently, there was relatively little new office development right through to the
economic recessionof the early 1980s. As a result, immediately upon election in 1979, the
Conservative government withdrew the Office Development Permit and the Location of
Offices Bureau was similarly abolished in 1981.

Post-1987 Boom
The structure of commercial property markets and the property industry in the UK were
dramatically transformed during the 1980s and early 1990s. Specialist property companies
or `merchant developers' became established in the commercial property market as distinct
from the established investor-developers that pursued long-term investment programmes.
These merchantdeveloperswere more entrepreneurial in their development and acquisition
strategies than the older established companies and they specialised in developing and
selling property - often speculatively with loan financing - rather than seeking long-term
rental returns and capital growth (Beveridge, 1991). Following the stock market crash in
1987, the institutions quickly moved back into the property market and the shortage of
modem technologically friendly buildings resulted in a further boom in property returns.
This in turn led to a dramatic increase in both new development and the refurbishment of
commercial property (Barlow and Gann, 1993).

The 1980s property boom was driven by the unprecedented growth of financial
and
professional services and their exceptional requirements for dedicated, high-quality
buildings and the increase in overseasinvestment. Barras
and Clark (1996, p.76) argue that
this boom signified "... an irreversible shift in the functioning of the market. The
classic
boom was triggered by both technological
and institutional factors, in that shortages of
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space at a time of economic expansion were exacerbated by the qualitatively

new space

requirements generated by the big hang. The combination of financial deregulation and the
introduction of electronic trading networks was a potent catalyst f or a development boomDevelopments in information technology and the tendency for contracting out more work to
reduce overheads also led to the dramatic expansion of banking,

financial

services,

accountancy and legal services (Diamond. 1991; Ball. 1994). Importantly, this expansion
altered accommodation requirements and rendered much of the existing stock obsolete as
the effective demand was for buildings better adapted to contemporary office

working

practices and technology (Duffy and Henney. 1989. Key et al.. 1990).
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During this period, demand for office space was actually outstripping

supply (Diamond,

991; Barras and ('lark, 1996). Nabarro and Key (1992, p. 54) in their overview of the office
market during the 1990s explain how this demand for office space "... was in turn followed
by and eventually outstripped by a three-and-a-hall=fidd

increase in supply. " Indeed, the
.
in
1990
double
the
supply of office space
that achieved at
was
previous peak of the property
cycle in 1973 (Fainstein,

1995; Gann and Barlow, 1996; Fainstein, 2001). Interestingly,

because of the time lag between changes in demand and supply in the property market the
supply of office space reaching the market did not begin to fall until 1991 despite real rental
values beginning a downward trend in 1989. The late 1980s, also witnessed the emergence
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for the first time of significant concentrations of office development in out-of-town
locations that provided severe competition for the city centre office space. The early 1990s
saw a severecontraction of the service sector and rents plummeted just as the building boom
of the late 1980s delivered a glut of office accommodation onto the market (Blackman,
1998c).Referring to this dramatic changein fortunes, Barlow and Gann (1993, p. 8) identify
that: "The scale of boom and slump in the property indu.stry_far exceededthose experienced
previously and resulted in millions of square metres of unlettable floorspace. " The
recessionin the British economy of the early 1990s causedthree fundamental changesin the
property market:

"a
"
"a

resultantlargestockof emptyoffices;
fewer tenantsseekingaccommodation;and
dramatic reduction in rents that could be achieved even in prime
locations.

Supply of new office space continued unabated in the short-term with developers slow to
recognisethe early indicators of the worst slump since the Second World War (Key et al.,
1990; DTZ Debenham Thorpe, 1993). This oversupply had implications when the market
started to recover in the mid-1990s, by which time the requirements of users had changed
since the period of conception of many of these developments. This changing demand
provided the impetus for a new wave of office development despite the high levels of
vacancy. The improvement in the market was not across the board, however, with over 70
per cent of vacanciesbeing of Grade B stock or lower. Indeed, by 1999, second-tier offices
were still the weakestsector of the UK commercial property market.

Office Vacancies
The problem of excessive office vacancies - although not a contemporary phenomenon
came to the forefront in the early to mid-1990s. The problem was exacerbatedby the fact
that since the late 1950s, a substantial proportion of this modernist office development was
constructedon a speculativenature with little regard for enhancingthe overall quality of life
of office workers or upgrading the broader town environment (Evans, 1997). Post-war city
developersin the UK also tended to build a form of office building significantly different to
those in Northern Europe - where most large offices were purpose-built for occupiers or
in
US
those the
- where developments tended to be on a grander scale. Duffy and Henney
(1989, p.53) identify that the form of speculative office building in the UK from the 1950s
to the late 1970swere typified by:
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"

structural convenience resulting in 6 metre spans and obtrusive columns;

"

cheapness, with

minimum

floor

to floor

heights and low capacity

services;

"

small and constrainedsites resulting in small buildings;

"

developers'

and

funding

institutions'

ignorance

of

occupiers

requirements; and
"

naivety and low expectations on the part of many occupiers.

By the 1990s, however, the continuing search for increased business efficiency. especially
by trans-national companies, led to the optimization of real estate assets in terms of location.
quantity, specification and tenure. Hams (1991) and Daniels (1995) identified

that the

contemporary office tenant had become far more sophisticated than their counterpart in the
1950s and 1960s in terms of their demands and awareness of their precise requirements.
market has increasingly

Indeed, the office

become characterised by downsizing

and

upgrading resulting in the negative net absorption of the office stock as tenants improved the
quality of space they occupied by filtering through the stock available

(Waterman, 1994;

Bellos, 1995; Simmons, 1996).
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The filtering model used to explain changesin the inner city housing market in the 1960s
1970s
be
and
- can used to explain the desire of many firms to improve the quality of their
office accommodation(Lowry, 1960; Berry, 1980). The assumption is that firms possessa
set of consumerpreferences,including the preference for higher quality office space, and so
the greaterthe firms ability to pay for space then the better the quality of accommodation
acquired. The lower quality spaceis, therefore, left behind for those less able to pay (Smith
(1996). Barras and Clark (1996) identified the problem as being the
self-replicating nature
of the building cycle that created a three-tier market likely to create conditions of endemic
over-supply. As such, prime space became available at less than half of its previous peak
rent encouraging occupiers to upgrade to better accommodation, until new shortagesdrove
up top rents to a point at which speculative development again appeared profitable.
Emerging shortagesof prime spacethen encouragedoccupiers to turn to the plentiful supply
of good secondary space. The result was a prime market that switched periodically from
surplus to shortage and a secondarymarket that followed behind the prime market cycle,
and a tertiary market of vacant spacethat provided the next round of potential development
sites. The objective mechanism underlying this filtering process was the depreciation and
devalorization of capital invested in office stock outlined later in this chapter.

Demandand Rental Value
Prior to the 1980s, there was a consensusthat - for technical and constructional reasons
be
14
deep
about
metres
with two rows of cellular offices and a
office buildings should
corridor down the middle. Also, the suppliers of office space were confident that space of
any quality would eventually be let provided a building was reasonably located.
Unfortunately, the requirements of modem financial institutions did not facilitate the
occupation of such buildings. The Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (1997, p. 15)
therefore, identified that "... only 25-33% of existing second hand office space meets either
modern specifications, or the needsof current tenants."

Significantly, during the late 1980s location becamean increasingly important factor in the
decision-making process of businessesand the city centre became less attractive for many
office users. Indeed, Evans (1997, p.63) notes how: "The traditional advantages of city
centre location have been offset by the lack of room for expansion, traffic congestion,
parking problems and costly overheads." Alongside these disadvantages,there was rapid
developmentin transport and telecommunications technologies,
which diminished the need
for central locations at a time when a
more permissive planning regime led to a wider range
of potential locations including out of town business parks. Similarly, London Docklands
-
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including the 12 million square feet Canary Wharf development - albeit not in an out-oftown location, this highly speculative zone of offices to let had a dramatic and to a certain
extent a destabilising

effect upon London office

markets in the early- to mid-1990s.

Significantly. this development occurred at a time when there was over 40 million
feet of empty office space in Central London and itself proved initially
(Ambrose, 1994; Fainstein, 2001).
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Figure 4.5: Diagramof typical post-war office floor plate (Duffy and Henney, 1989, p.30).

The needs of modern office occupiers have probably had the most dramatic affect on the
value of office premises. Indeed, inadequate car parking,

IT-based working

practices,

flexibility of partitions, environmental considerations, and their impact on services provided
within the office accommodation all affect the valuation of an office property (Plimmer,
1998). Since the mid-1980s there has been a realisation that office design needed to be more
flexible and of higher quality

(Pepper and Morgan,

1986; Richard Ellis,

1987). The

importance of information technology in the office environment has risen so dramatically
that information is "... no longer an instrument. f hr producing

economic merchandise, but

has itself become the chief merchandise. " (McLuhan, cited in Eco, 1987, p. 135). Just as
information

technology

has transformed

the

day-to-day

function

of

business

and
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administration, it has also had an impact on the provision of offices. Duffy and Henney
(1989, p.23) identify the following consequencesfor cities:

"a

decline in the relative value of location and an increase in the value of
high performancebuildings;

"

rapid obsolescence:many 10 year old buildings become out of date;

" an increase in demand for premises for the burgeoning information
industry; and
"a

significant increase in electrical power consumption since the mid-1980s.

Advancementsin computer technology have had one of the most significant impacts upon
office development and the city as a whole. Initially, this allowed spacesneeded for urban
activities to be reduced, reorganised and spatially dispersed thereby having a significant
impact upon many of the relationships that have characterised the city in the past, such as
the separationbetween home and office, and urban centre and suburbanperiphery (Daniels,
1995; Leigh, 1996). As such, the integration of computer technology into everyday business
life has made many building types obsolete as the combined effect of `shrinkage' and
`dispersion' has dramatically reorganised buildings. This has called into question the
suitability of many second-handoffices to meet modern business requirements (Duffy and
Henney, 1989; Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors, 1997). Ball (1994, p. 678) notes that:
"The continuing impact of such changes [new technology] on the traditional office building
will consequentlybe substantial in the medium term... The consequencefor the demandfor
office buildings is one of continuous shifts in the quantity and type of office accommodation
required. " Significantly, Bateman(1985) identifying the future trend for office development
noted that even relatively recent offices would have to be adapted to accommodate new
technologyand rising environmental standards.

Quantities of Vacant Space
The increasinglevel of dissatisfactionwith 1960sand early 1970soffice spaceduring the
1990sled to a surplusof obsoletepost-waroffice buildings (Key et al., 1990;Merrifield,
1993). In addition, Baum (1991) noted that technologicalchange and changesin the
structureof the UK economyhaveincreasedthe structuralrisk of propertyinvestmentsince
the mid-1980s.As a result, institutional investmentin propertyslowed in the 1980sand
leadinginvestorsrestructuredtheir portfolios in the early 1990sby reducingtheir holdings
of oldersecondand third gradeoffice spaceto benefit from new sourcesof investmentsuch
as equities (Richard Ellis, 1987; Barlow and Gann, 1993; Royal Institute of Chartered
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Surveyors, 1997). Property market analysts describe this stock of unoccupied offices as
being divided by building quality, type and age into three grades of office space:

"

Grade 1: the best quality buildings, built or refurbished after the beginning
of the 1980s boom;

"

Grade 2: older (1970s) buildings in good locations in the City fringe: and

"

Grade 3: `non-marketable' buildings (constructed in the 1960s and 1970s)
deemed to be virtually un-lettable for the foreseeable future.
(Gann and Barlow, 1996, p. 57)

199n

1991

1992

19911

1904

199j

1996

199ý

199

a
figure 4.6: Office availability in Birmingham I990-1999 (adapted from Knight Frank Research, 1999b, p? 1.

In terms of quantity of vacant stock, Herring Baker Harris Research (1992) estimated that
there was 500,000 square metres of unlettable office space in London alone, representing a
`permafrost layer' of low-grade accommodation. This pattern worsened through the 1990s,
indeed, both London Property Research (Gann and Barlow,
(1997) estimated that there were 2.8 million

1997) and Barras and Clark

square metres of obsolete office space in

Central London at the beginning of 1997. Significantly, both of these studies suggested that
there was potential for an increase in the rate of obsolescence arising from the introduction
of new working practices and the emergence of endemic excess supply. The London Office
Policy Review (London Planning

Advisory

Council,

1995) also identified

a significant

structural oversupply of office buildings in parts of Central and Inner London. Barras and
Clark (1996, p. 77) argue that: "Under such conditions of endemic over-supply across the
secondary and tertiary markets, the average price of all but the best office space will he
held relatively low compared to labour and other operating costs, producing

a high rate of
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building obsolescenceand a high rate of replacement investment." In addition, as much as
75 per cent of UK office space was built prior to 1980 with up to half of this not meeting
modem specifications or tenant requirements and as much as 15 per cent being redundant
(Barlow, 1994; Daniels, 1995; Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors, 1997; Margolis,
1998).

Knight Frank Research(1997) noted that economic growth since mid-1996 led to increased
demandfor office accommodationin the major UK cities, however, Barras and Clark (1996,
p.76) suggestthat "... aggregate demand is unlikely to expand enough to eat into the thirdtier of the market - the millions of square feet of poorly located or poor quality space which
is to all intents and purposes unlettable over the next few years. " Indeed, there is a
significant over-supply of poor quality accommodation in all centres and Knight Frank
Research(I 998a, p. 5) identify that: "As with most UK cities, much of Birmingham's office
space was developedin the 1960s and 1970s, with the stock of prime, grade A space in the
city centre currently less than 10 per cent of the total. " They also suggest that upgrading
and rationalisation will result in an increasedsupply of poor quality second-handredundant
offices and a shortageof good quality new space.

Obsolescencein the Built Environment
In the 20`h century, most cities are creations of capitalism, with investment fuelling the
economy and becoming part of a cycle of wealth creation. This process usually runs counter
to any values based on aesthetic, environmental or non-quantitative criteria. As such,
property has become - in investment terms - no more than another class that competesfor
the allocation of institutional funds with alternatives such as cash and securities. Indeed, as
Merrifield (1993, p. 1247) identifies: "The shifts which occurred in the global political
economy since the mid-1970s - particularly the massive explosion of the financial sector have rendered the commercial real estatemarket a pure financial asset." As profits decline
on investment in a region then land and building values fall usually resulting in liquid assets
being pulled out and reinvested elsewhere. This withdrawal of actual
and potential
investment capital can stimulate an uncertain feeling about the future
of the area and a
gradually dilapidated or out-moded physical infrastructure. This in turn causes values and
prices in the declining region to fall further and property to be devalorized.
Smith (1996) argues that this physical deterioration
and economic devalorization of
buildings or even areas of the city
centre is seen by some as being a logical outcome of
contemporaryland and property markets. Nevertheless,the markets are social products, and
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far from being inevitable deterioration and disinvestment are: "... the result of identifiable
private and public investment decisions. ... [where] there is enough control by, and
integration of the investment and development actors in the real estate industry that their
decisionsgo beyond a responseand actually shape the market. " (Bradford and Rubinowitz,
1975, p.79). The pace of change has acceleratedto such an extent that there has been a
growing acceptanceof an ever-increasing rate of obsolescence for offices within urban
centres. (Cantacuzino, 1975; Baum, 1991; Cadman and Topping; 1995; Bryson, 1997).
Barras and Clark's (1996) cross-sectionalanalysis of the office market failed to identify any
consistent trend in the rate of obsolescence.Nevertheless, that obsolescencein the office
market might acceleratethrough to the end of the first decadeof the 21" century becauseof
the cheapeningof spaceas a result of endemic over-supply and changing patterns of demand
as a result of new working practices.
Obsolescence,or diminished utility, is the reduction in the useful life of a capital good. In
the main, it is a consequenceof change - either expected or unexpected - and the relative
fixed nature of the built fabric and its location. When a building is commissioned and built,
it is usually `state of the art' in terms of its functional requirement, built to contemporary
construction standardsand be appropriately located for its intended function. Nevertheless,
from their inception "... most urban resources have limited life and go through life cycles
from inception to exhaustion. [It is therefore approaching the state when it will have
become] completely uselesswith respect to all the usesit might be called upon to support. "
(Lichfield, 1988, pp. 19-22). Obsolescenceis clearly a relative term with regard to a terminal
state,however, and unlessdesigned for a very specific purpose, it is difficult to conceive of
a building having no residual physical utility and being impossible to be adapted to another
use. Thus, a state of total obsolescence is rarely reached, indeed, for most practical
purposes,obsolescenceis not an absolute concept but is always relative to other buildings
and areas(Tiesdell et al., 1996).

The theoretical model of obsolescenceimplies a direct relationship between the age of
a
capital good and its technological potential. This is a reasonable assumption with goods
such as computer systems, however, it is not so simple in the case of buildings. Indeed,
Barras and Clark (1996) confirm that there is no direct relationship between the
age of a
building and its degreeof obsolescenceas factors such as specification, location
and design
are to varying degrees independent of age. In the late 1980s, it was assumed that only
buildings with large floor to ceiling heights could accommodatethe
cabling for information
technology,however, subsequentdevelopmentshave meant that the
spacerequired hasbeen
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diminished. Consequently. many buildings considered technically obsolete just a few years
ago have become serviceable for the installation of computer networks.
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There are several interrelated dimensions of obsolescence. Some of these are attributes of
the buildings and their functions while others relate to the area as a whole and the degree of
obsolescence will be different for each building or area. There is no consensus as to the
classification

of these interdependent

forms of obsolescence and various authors have

attempted to identify both the terminology and categorisation of building obsolescence The
various forms have included: economic; structural; functional;
aesthetic; design, legal; and social obsolescence (Bowie.

environmental;

locational;

1982; Salway, 1986; Lichfield,

1988; Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors, 1988). For the purposes of this thesis, the
dimensions of obsolescence are organised into the overriding

economic

or financial

obsolescence. This is then separated into physical obsolescence with its sub-set of image
obsolescence and functional

obsolescence with its three sub-sets of locational, social and

legal obsolescence (see Figure 4.7). It should be noted that these typologies are considered
to be inter-dependant and can rarely be experienced in isolation.

Economic or Financial Obsolescence
Rather than being terminally obsolete, it is more likely that the building is economically
obsolete. This is the situation where a building

is not obsolete in its current use but the

potential value of the site for redevelopment is higher than the value of the site as it stands.
As Lichfield (1999, p. 131) states "... the building may not he obsolete in the sense of being
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'completely uselesswith respect to all usesit might be called upon to support' and may still
be maintained to support its current use. But it can be regarded as economically obsolete
and on economicgrounds ... it will not be renewed but allowed to deteriorate in anticipation
of its next phase in the life cycle. " Thus, if the redevelopment value of a site is sufficiently
higher, by at least the developer's profit, the building and the site could be described as
being economically obsolete in its current use. This might therefore result in the demolition
of buildings - that are not obsolete in an absolute sense - simply for the purposes of
replacing them with new stock. Indeed, the physical life of a building can be very long,
however, in economic terms it may have exceededits useful (profit maximizing) life only
after a relatively short period of time.
A number of investment models have been formulated to assist in the determination of the
economic life of a building. Essentially they all recommend that property should undergo
change when the present value of expected future net returns from the existing building
becomesless than the net value of the next best use that the site could be put to, after taking
all the development costs into consideration (Warren, 1993). Indeed, Barras and Clark
(1996, p.63) referring to the economic life of capital goods suggest that: "Once they no
longer generate a surplus over operating costs,they becomeeconomically obsolete and are
due for scrapping. " Economic obsolescencetherefore occurs at the point when capital
goodscan no longer be operatedprofitably or a site is under-utilised (Fraser, 1984).

Obsolescencemay also occur in investment terms, where if the cost of investing in a
building is higher than alternatives then consequently these will be more attractive. This
introduces the concept of relative obsolescenceor obsolescencewith regard to the cost of
alternate opportunities. A building must, therefore, have greater economic value than the
next best alternative and the cost of its utilization has to be lower than the competitive
supply (Rypkema, 1992). In the long term, through the interaction of supply and demand,
land in the private sector will generally transfer to the highest value use. Similarly, the
users
or potential users,who are willing to pay the highest rents or prices, will generally be those
capable of realising the greatestbenefit from their use of land. In a free market economy,
once a building has become economically obsolete then it would simply be abandoned and
left to deteriorate, or if the site retained some value it
- might be demolished and the site
redeveloped.In the caseof commercial buildings, this model is most directly applicable to
owner-occupiers. In the letting market, special complications arise from the relationships
between the producers of the capital good (developer)
and the end-user (occupier).
Obsolescencerarely affects the rental value of premises in
a uniform manner, partly because
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the adjustmentof rents payable to the owner tends to lag behind the obsolescencebecauseof
leaseor tenancyterms.
Faced with approaching obsolescence, an occupier and owner will be faced with
calculations of financial costs and returns for rehabilitation and redevelopment.The decision
to alter the building will not be made, however, unless the additional expected returns
exceed the costs of coping with the obsolescence.In such casesthe building may not be
obsolete in the sense of being completely useless with respect to all uses, consequently,
when a building becomesobsolete in one use it may still be profitable in another with lower
operating costs.Nevertheless,it can be regardedas economically obsolete and it will not be
refurbished but allowed to deteriorate in anticipation of its next phasein the life cycle. If the
building is not economically obsolete, however, then measureswill be taken to alleviate the
obsolescenceand extend the remaining life, in both years and quality. Should the potential
value of the site for redevelopmentbe higher than the value of the property as it stands,
however, then the site could be describedas being economically obsolete in the current use.
This would usually result in the demolition of the building and redevelopmentregardlessof
whether it is economically obsolete (Lichfield, 1988; Barras and Clark, 1996).
In simple terms, the mismatch between the services offered by the fabric (the supply) and
the needs seenthrough contemporaryeyes (the demand) results in obsolescence.Buildings,
which lose their attraction through obsolescence,will also lose their rental value. Indeed,
Baum (1991, p. 185) notes that the: "... increasingly regular need for the refurbishment
dissatisfaction with the quality of 1960soffice buildings, led to falls
...coupled with growing
in real value..."A filtering-down processmay then see lower rents attract those preparedto
offset the disadvantage of obsolescence. Smith (1979; 1996) argues that land and the
buildings upon it are commodities that are fixed in space but their value is anything but
fixed. The buildings on a piece of land, as well as neighbouring developments,can influence
the ground rent that a landlord can demand. Nevertheless, since they are inseparable, the
price at which buildings are traded also reflects the ground rent level., however, the land,
unlike the buildings upon it, does not require upkeep in order to continue its potential for
use. If the value of a site falls relative to the value of the buildings on it, then this will tend
to extend the economic life of the buildings if they remain in active use. Equally, it might
shortenit, if as a consequencethey fall into vacancy and dereliction.
The existence of older buildings may not be helped by accounting and taxation
procedures
that introduce an 'artificial' or financial obsolescence.In accounting, depreciation is used to
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take into account expected or anticipated obsolescence and is therefore the projected
reduction in the value of a fixed assetsuch as land and buildings over time. Depreciation is
used to ensure that the cost of capital assets is included in the calculation price of the
company's goods and in assessing its turnover and profitability. While the rationale for
depreciation procedures is acceptable, it can have some undesirable side effects. For tax
purposes,buildings are capital assetsthat are assigneda depreciable life or period when it is
assumedthey will have economic value and can therefore be used to offset tax. Once this
period has expired a building no longer appears on a companies balance sheet as its
depreciable life has ended and, although a building still has an intrinsic value, it no longer
hasany value for tax purposes. Rypkema (1992, p. 210) suggeststhat this "...begins to mould
ones thinking; it makes the asset disposable. Depreciation is Justified on real estates
definition as a 'wasting' asset'. Thus it becomesa wasted asset, razed generations before its
physical life is over. Buildings are torn down not because their physical life is over but
becausetheir remaining economic life is deemedto he limited. " Thus, there is an argument
for depreciation of buildings to be eliminated altogether, so that real estate becomes a
renewablecapital assetrather than a'wasting' one.

Physical or Structural Obsolescence
Obsolescencecan arise through the physical or structural deterioration of the building. This
occurs as the building's fabric deteriorates through the effects of time, the weather, earth
movement, traffic vibration, or through poor maintenance.The building then requires repair
and maintenance over and above that offered by regular, ongoing maintenance due to the
continuous process of wear and tear (Barras and Clark, 1996). Without such refurbishment
the physical condition of the building would interfere with occupation of the building.
Obsolescenceof this nature is likely to be - at least initially gradual. Baum (1991, p. 188)
identifies external appearance, internal specification and configuration as the three
fundamental determinants of physical obsolescencewhere "... internal specification is the
most important to both occupiers and investors and henceas an explanation of depreciation
in capital values."
Maintenanceand refurbishment can lengthen the physical life of a building but often before
it reaches exhaustion the fabric usually becomes obsolete. At this point some form of
renewal can be implemented, thereby enabling the fabric to enter a new stage of life. This
process is often repeated, once or more, before the degree of obsolescence is such that
redevelopmentoccurs (Lichfield, 1988). Seldom is the deterioration of a building's physical
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fabric the main reason why it becomes redundant and although a property becomes
redundant for their current occupiers it may not become economically redundant.

Image, Style or Aesthetic Obsolescence
This is a product of the perception of the building's

image and is a value judgement that

may - in reality - lack any underlying substance. Indeed, over time the fixed fabric can
become less suitable in contemporary eyes for the needs it serves as the human, social,
economic or natural environment changes and therefore such buildings

or areas become

outmoded in terms of expectations of style or image. Image obsolescence might be generic
or specific to a particular use. Perceptions, however, can change over time, for example, in
the immediate post-war period, older buildings were demolished to build new ones whose
image would be suitably redolent of their modernity. In more recent times, values have
changed and older buildings

are often seen as more desirable because of the values of

stability, tradition and discernment that they might communicate. However unsubstantial the
underlying reality, perceptions are important in shaping values and attitudes. Image can also
lead to an appreciation of the value of a building, as older styles can once again become
fashionable and therefore more sought after.

Figure 4.8: Style gurus: the comments of influential figures such as HRH Prince C'harles' 67sirrn Britain
of
.4
(1999) - can affect the image of particular buildings or building styles (source: Hellman in Architects Journal, 22
January 1999,p. 14).
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Functional or Technological Obsolescence
Functional obsolescencecan be seen as a product of progress and Salway (1986) confirms
that most commercial buildings are likely to reach the end of their functional lives well
before they reach the end of their physical lives. Obsolescenceof the functional qualities of
a building can arise becauseof the building itself, or indeed its physical location. Indeed, it
may be that by contemporary standards or occupier requirements that an attribute of the
building is no longer suited for the function for which it was designed or is currently used.
This inadequacy can relate to the fabric itself, for example, the building does not have
central heating, air conditioning or lifts, or the building may be unable to accommodate
modern telecommunications facilities. As a consequence of functional obsolescence, a
technological disadvantagemay arise with the premises being less efficient and the occupier
correspondingly less competitive. Functional obsolescence may also arise from factors
external to the building itself such as the attributes of the area in which it is located but on
which the function depends. It is unlikely that there will be uniform rate of obsolescence
over time. Indeed, functional obsolescenceclearly speedsup at times of rapid technological
advance. Similarly, it does not follow that the degree of obsolescence will follow a
continuing downward curve.

Locational Obsolescence
Locational obsolescenceis primarily an attribute of the area in which a building is located.
When the building is originally built its location is usually determined in terms of the
accessibility to other uses, markets, suppliers and transport infrastructure. Over time, this
location may become obsolete for the activities for which the building was constructed.
Indeed,as the pattern of other economic activities evolves and develops, the area or building
might become increasingly less appropriately sited. Locational obsolescence therefore
occurs due to the fixed nature of a particular location relative to a wider pattern of
economic, environmental, political and social changes. This state of obsolescenceoperates
at various scales - internationally between countries or within cities between central and
peripheral sites, for example, where firms move from the city centre to more accessible
locations on suburbanindustrial estates.
Specific changes could also introduce locational obsolescence,for
example, shops built
around a hospital or railway station that becomes defunct (Lichfield, 1988). This form of
obsolescencemight also arise from the migration of the central business district. Indeed, the
introduction of modern building codes from the
early 1900s encouragedthe rebuilding of
central areas.In Europe, this rebuilding was largely done in-situ, however in America it was
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often easier for the downtown area to migrate to a new location. In American cities, without
the anchor of a major public square or cathedral square, the peak land value intersection of
the office core could often migrate considerable distances Thus, the original core can be
considered as a `zone of discard'

which,

therefore,

suffers from

relative

locational

obsolescence (Ford, 1994).

Social Obsolescence
Social obsolescencecan be the result of increasing demands by occupiers for improved
facilities and services in buildings. Similarly, employeeshave since the early-1980s become
much more discerning in terms of the quality of their working environment and as such
employers have increasingly become aware of the need to satisfy their workforce. One
example is the individuals' ability to control the comfort - lighting, heating and ventilation of a personalworkspace.

Legal or Official Obsolescence
Legal obsolescenceis related to the functional and physical dimensions of a building or area
and occurs, for example, where a Government or public agency determines certain
minimum standardsof functionality. Thus, the introduction of new standards in health and
safety, fire or building controls can render a building obsolete. Alternatively, a building may
be legally obsolete because a local planning authority would permit a larger or more
profitable building on the site. Similarly, 'official' obsolescence can occur where, for
example, an areaor building is officially declared for comprehensive redevelopment by the
public sector. In the interim between the announcement of the project and its
implementation - if, indeed, it ever is - the areabecomes blighted and medium to long-term
investment is deterred. This official obsolescencemight also be reinforced by institutional
unwillingness to provide insurance or funding for the rehabilitation - or maintenance - of
properties within the area.

Depreciation versusObsolescence
Bowie's (1982) article on the issue of depreciation stimulated the attention
of the UK
commercial property market and led to the CALUS report Depreciation of Commercial
Property which was devoted to building depreciation
and its various effects. The report
responded to Bowie's concerns that the useful life of many commercial buildings was
becoming shorter and that the prices
paid for buildings were not fully reflecting potential
problems of depreciation. It suggestedthat depreciation factors needed to be
accounted for
in life-cycle costing techniquesbecause in
most casesthe economic or functional life span
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life span (Salway, 1986). Indeed, Baum
of buildings was shorter than the potential physical
(1991, p. 185) noted that: "The early 1980s saw a rapid development of interest in property
depreciation

and obsolescence. " In turn, from the mid-1980s,

there was a growing

realisation that depreciation and obsolescence had to be accounted for in property appraisal
models (Debenham Tewson and Chinnocks, 1985).

In 1975, a major UK pension fund bought a 10-year old office block in
North London for £2.825m. In 1977 the building had increased in value by
23.9% (or 11.3% per annum) and was valued at £3.5m. It was ten years
it
old, and showing some signs of age. Nonetheless, was performing quite
later, the building
well in a relatively quiet market. By 1985, eight years
was valued at only £3.2m. Had it kept pace with the index, its value would
have been £7.28m. Instead, it had fallen in value by 8.6%, or 1% per
annum, and as a result was now worth only 44% of the index value for
averageprime offices in the UK. The building was now 18 years old. The
relative attractiveness of the location had not changed very much, but
1960's office buildings had become highly unpopular within a very weak
market for office investments, and in addition this building had developed
structural problems which were not evident at the time.

Figure 4.9: An exampleof depreciation and economic obsolescencein the UK office market (Baum, 1991, p. 1).

Bowie (1982, p.405) defines depreciation as "... the measureof wearing out, consumption or
other loss of value of a fixed asset, whether arising from use, effluxion of time, or
(1986) also distinguishes
obsolescencethrough technology and market changes." Salway
depreciation as the effect and obsolescenceas the cause. Indeed, depreciation is the loss in
the real existing use value of property from any causewith obsolescencebeing one of these
causes.Obsolescenceon the other hand, can be described as a value decline not directly
related to physical usage.This includes the action of the elements or the passageof time such as its inability to perform the job for which it is designed - or a loss in value due to
factors outside the property itself. As such, building depreciation is a result of the physical
deterioration of the fabric of building as a function of use and the passageof time (Wofford,
1983). Baum (1991, p. 64), however, argues that: "... it is difficult to see how the passage of
time creates deterioration other than as a result of use or the action of the elements." He
therefore argues that it is better to define deterioration of the physical fabric as a function of
use and the action of the elements. In other words, obsolescenceresults from changes that
are extraneous to the building.

As such, depreciation is a generic term, whereas
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obsolescenceis a contributing factor. It may occur as a result of technological advance or
from change, which is extraneousto the building such as changing market perception about
such factors as quality and design (Baum, 1991).
Much of the perceived complexity surrounding the concept of depreciation is due to the fact
that an obsolescent property investment can increase in value, whereas the popular
understanding of obsolescenceis that it causes a decreasein value. Indeed, obsolescence
may be reflected not in falling values but in under-performancerelative to inflation or to an
index of prime property values that results in a loss in real value. Obsolete property can also
rise in value as a result of advantageousplanning decisions. On the other hand, depreciation
in the real existing value may result from tenure-specific (results of leases and tenancies
which restrict or encumber the investment) or property-specific factors (which affect the
property regardlessof tenure). Wofford (1983) categorisesthe three sourcesof depreciation
as physical deterioration, functional obsolescenceand economic or locational obsolescence.
Bowie (1982) goes further by describing how depreciation can be divided into two
categories- curable and incurable. He describesworks such as painting and pointing being
curable whilst incurable depreciation or obsolescenceinvolves the insidious wearing out of
a building.

Reconciling Obsolescence:Options for Building Owners
The obsolescenceof buildings is expressedin a mismatch between supply and demand or
"...the services offered by the fabric and the needs seen through contemporary eyes."
(Lichfield, 1988, p.25). Efforts to addressthe various dimensions of obsolescencein order
to extend the useful life of buildings can demand building and/or area-based renewal.
Determining the particular course of action to addressthe obsolescenceor diminished utility
of buildings is usually a rational economic process, which assessesthe costs and benefits of
the various courses of action. Unless the additional expected returns for any future useof the
building exceed the costs of remedying the obsolescence,those actions will generally not
occur. In addition, the return on the investment must be consideredrelative to other possible
investments, hence there must be a commercial rationale to undertake actions to address
obsolescence.Where the mismatch is not reconciled through the normal operation of the
commercial market, there might be a case for public intervention to changethe supply or to
alter the pattern of demand.
As outlined earlier in the chapter, most office buildings constructedbefore the early-1980s
have become outdated and in desperateneed of refurbishment. Ratcliffe
and Stubbs (1996)
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bring such
and Slavid (1996) describe the extensive remedial measures required to
for contemporary office use, including:
accommodation up to a satisfactory standard
false
recladding; renewing heating and plumbing; renewing windows; and providing
ceilings and/or floors. The rehabilitation of a building takes place when works are carried
functional
out to overcome at least some of the obsolescence, normally structural and
(Lichfield, 1988). The utility can be increased either by adapting to contemporary
for a
requirements through refurbishment for the existing use or by conversion and reuse
different purpose or function. Traditionally, it was common to refurbish office
accommodation to meet contemporary specifications, however, the technological advances
since the 1980s,have been so dramatic that it has become increasingly difficult to upgrade
existing structures. Hence, in the 1990s, new construction was generally favoured over the
refurbishment of existing buildings (Longcore and Rees, 1996).
The viability of redevelopment of the site over the rehabilitation of the existing building
relates to the relationship between the capital value of the cleared site (for its best use) less
the costs of demolishing the existing and constructing a new building compared to the
capital value of the existing building and site (in its best use) less the cost of refurbishment
or conversion. The owners of poor quality unlettable space, therefore, have to make
decisions basedupon an assessmentof future possible returns set against current costs. Due
to the dynamic nature of property markets, this relationship is likely change over time. They
have the option of.

" demolition, if investors are financially capable of holding onto the vacant
site until it is ripe for development in a future market upturn;
" renting or leasing the spaceat a loss in the short-term;
"

selling the building, if possible and potentially at a loss;

" refurbishment to upgrade third-class buildings to more desirable secondgrade offices;
"

`constructive vandalism' and later reinstatementto reduce costs'; and

"

conversion of the spaceto other uses- if finance can be arranged.

1 Vacant

office buildings attract 50 per cent of the full Uniform Business Rate. This can significantly affect
owners' cash flows. If, however, the building is rendered `incapable of beneficial use' or `uninhabitable',
exemption from the Uniform BusinessRate can be obtained. Taking a building out of beneficial use requires the
removal of major facilities that in itself can be expensive. This activity is known as `constructive vandalism'
(from Barlow and Gann, 1993, p.22).
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Conversion to residential use: the emergence of a rent gap
It is important to understand the relationship between land value and the value of buildings
to begin to appreciate why certain buildings

become available for re-use. As such, the

concept of rent-gaps provides an analytical tool for understanding the financial aspects of
changes in the built environment, such as cycles of depreciation and reinvestment as well as
gentrification and patterns of land use. The rent-gap theory that was originally proposed by
Smith (1979) assumes that, over time, as an urban area develops and changes, that the
potential land value of the site rises and the value of the building depreciates. Over time this
depresses the actual land value and the rent-gap grows. As the gap increases, the incentive
for the landowner to redevelop the site or convert buildings to other uses will rise. When
this eventually occurs, the actual and potential land values are brought back into line, and
the cycle begins again (Habraken, 1972; Smith, 1979; Hamnett, 1984). Barlow and Gann
(1993, p. 6) suggest therefore that the concept of the rent-gap is where "... the disparity
between the potential land value which could he capitalised under the land's

'highest and

best' use and the actual capitalised land value in its present use. 11
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figure 4.10: the dcvalorization cycle and the evolution of the rent gap (adapted from Smith, 1996, p. 65: 1979,
p. 544)

Smith (1996, p. 61) disaggregates site value into four separate but related categories:
building value; sale price; capitalised ground rent; and potential ground rent. He argues that
these "... categories remain fully

or partially

obscure and indistinguishable

under the

umbrella concepts land value and property value. " Capitalized ground rent being the actual
quantity of ground rent that is appropriated by the land owner under the current land use,
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while, potential ground rent being the amount that could be capitalized under the land's
highest and best use. A rent gap arises when there is a disparity between the potential
ground rent level and the actual ground rent capitalized under the present land use. Only
when this rent gap emerges can adaptive re-use be expected to occur, since if the present use
succeeded in capitalizing all or most of the ground rent, little economic benefit could be
derived from conversion to another use. Conversion occurs when the gap is wide enough
that developers can purchase the buildings, pay the costs of conversion including interest on
any loans, and can sell the end product for a sale price that leaves a satisfactory return.
When this occurs, then the entire ground rent. or a large portion of it, is now capitalized and
the building begins a new cycle of use. This cycle of devalorization

is not inevitable, or

indeed common to all areas, however, it normally precedes the opportunity for buildings to
he converted to other more profitable uses with this devalorization producing the objective
economic conditions that make building re-use a rational market response.
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Figure 4.11: The rent gap between office and residential accommodation in London1990-1993 (adapted from
Barlow and Gann. 1993, p. 17).

In the context of the London property market, Hamnett and Randolph (1984; 1986) have
identified what they call a 'value gap' between the 'vacant
possession value' of a building
and its 'tenanted investment value'. Where the value-gap becomes sufficiently large, the
property owner is encouraged to transfer the building to other forms of tenure or use. Smith
(1996) argues that this value-gap would more
properly be defined as a 'price-gap', although
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Clark (1991a, p.24), argues that the value-gap can be seen as a refinement of the rent-gap
and that: "... a property will not have a value gap without also having a rent gap. " Barlow
in
and Gann (1993) note that one of the most significant motivating factors behind the surge
office to residential conversionssince 1990 was the emergenceof such a rent-gap between
what owners could expect to get for their buildings in the commercial sector and private
be
sector housing prices. Indeed, by the end of 1993, the return on housing was thought to
88 per cent higher than that for commercial rented property (Building, 1994). This situation
degrees- continued throughout the 1990s and Knight Frank Research,(2000,
- to varying
p.2) identified that:
"The competition betweencommercial and residential values has continued to
have an effect on the supply of development land. The shortage of land and
sites for residential use in some areas has meant that moribund office
buildings, are now being considered by residential developers, particularly
those constructed in the 1960s and 1970swhich have become too expensiveto
update to current day IT requirements."

In the mid-to late-1990s, it became apparent that non-prime office locations such as Smithfield and Clerkenwell - were experiencing a transition from being
secondary office locations to the focus residential and live-work development
activity. These changesoccurred because:
1. Reasonablequality office space could barely attract rental levels of £8-10
per sq. ft as recently as 1994;
2. Yields fell to 10% or worse;
3. When old buildings fell empty they were virtually unlettable as they were
and prevailing rental levels rendered refurbishment non-viable;
4. Freeholds could be acquired for £25 sq.ft or less and, in the strengthening
residential market at that time, when converted to residential use or "Loft
Space" they were saleableat £150 sq.ft or better; and
5. Councils were happy to see a stimulus to the local economy and gave
planning permissionsreadily.
m
Figure 4.12: Example of an increasein residentialconversion activity as a result of structural changeswithin the
office market (adaptedfrom The House Builders Federation, 1998, p.3).

Whether the office market will improve in real terms - with increasedreal rents and capital
values - and whether the developers,agents,funders and occupiers expect the office market
to improve are two key variables in terms of office market conditions and therefore the
potential for conversion to residential use. Answers to thesequestions are not always easily
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identifiable let alone predictable. Indeed, commenting on the same time period, King (1996,
p. 19) identified that continued economic growth had led to a resurgence in commercial
property development - especially in London - where office rents began to rise in 1996. By
contrast, however, Gann and Barlow (1997, p. 26) suggest that: "Demand for office space
fell further, with firms staying put to weather the recession. The inevitable streamlining

and

insolvencies left yet more space available and some of those,firms that could affhrd to move
were locked into lease agreements. "

The Property Industry and Conversion Activity
In addition to the detailed literature

review examining

the opportunity

for conversion

activity from a property market perspective a number of in-depth semi-structured interviews
with senior members of organisations involved in office to residential conversion activity.
This series of interviews drew out the views, experiences and expectations of key players in
the development process in order to further an understanding of the likelihood of post-war
office to residential conversions. As such, these interviews were an integral component of
the analysis of the opportunity for conversion (Chapter Four) and the conversion process
(Chapter Five). In relation to the opportunity the aim of these interviews was:

"

to examine more deeply the opportunities for post-war office to
residential conversion as a result of building obsolescenceand vacancy;

"

to further understand why obsolescence occurs and its impact upon
vacancy rates;

"

to explore the property markets expectationsof future trends; and

"

to collect supplementary information and to understand more fully the
context within which conversion activity takesplace.

Despite an overriding structure for these interviews a much more fluid and conversational
approach was adopted which was able to draw upon the experiences and views of these
professionalswithin the property industry (Eyles, 1988; Silverman, 1993; Valentine, 1997).
The semi-structuredinterviews were implemented as a flexible researchtechnique to enable
a greater and clearer insight into the opportunities2. The interviewees were chosen to
represent: previous and current conversion experience; different types of conversion;
different geographic regions; and different roles in the development process (see Figure
4.13). To retain the confidentiality of those persons interviewed, the names of the
2A detailed
methodology and theoretical discussionof the role of in-depth semi-structuredinterviews is outlined
for the in-depth semi-structuredinterviews with local planning authorities in Chapter Seven.
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individuals and organisations concerned have generally been suppressed. The interviews
were conducted between January 1998 and June 1998. The interviews informed the
understandingof vacancy and obsolescence- the opportunity for conversion - analysed in
this chapter,however, someof the key issuesand findings are also outlined in this section.

Type of Organisation

Responsibility of

Location

Interviewee
Housing Association

Development Manager

Housing Association

Area Development
Manager

National House Builder

Development Director

Regional House Builder

Technical Director

Regional House Builder

SalesDirector

Regional House Builder

Development Director

Regional House Builder

Land Director

Local Developer

Managing Director

Residential and
Commercial Land and
Property Agents

Managing Director

Conversion Experience
(at time of interview)

South
Yorkshire

Considering two post-war
office buildings for
conversion to affordable
housing.
East
One existing post-war
Midlands
office conversion and
another in the planning
process.
London
Three completed post-war
office conversions and two
others on-site.
Birmingham One post-war office
(Midlands)
conversion currently being
developed.
London
One completed office
conversion and two more
in planning process.
London
Two completed office
(South East) conversions and two
others on-site.
London
One completed post-war
(South-East) office conversion and
three othersunder
consideration.
Nottingham Conducting feasibility
study of post-war office to
residential conversion.
East
Handling sale of new
Midlands
residential units in a
former office building and
dealt with sale of another
post-war office building to
a residential developer.

Figure 4.13: Profile of intervieweesfor semi-structuredinterviews (opportunity for conversion).

One of the fundamental reasons for the sudden glut of obsolete office spacearising during
the 1990swas the significant number of office buildings completed and let during the midto-late 1960s and early 1970s on 25-year leases.In a buoyant office property market many
of these buildings would have been redeveloped, however, tight profit margins and a
significant rent-gap made this unfeasible particularly in regional cities. As a result as the
leasesterminated, many property owners were left with obsolete
office stock that required
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extensive refurbishment if it was to have a chance of being re-let. In addition. these 25-year
leases also actually encouraged obsolescence because of the lack of incentive for tenants to
increase in the
refurbish the property they occupied. Another major factor in the sudden
availability of office space was a significant readjustment of their portfolios by UK
insurance and pension funds, which account for nearly 50 per cent of all office property in
the country.

Nevertheless, most of the interviewees noted that economic growth in the mid- to late-] 990s
had led to an increased demand for office accommodation in the major UK cities. It was
suggested, however, that the demand is unlikely to increase sufficiently

to `take-up' the

millions of square feet of poorly located or poor quality space. Indeed, it was commonly
thought that the majority of the empty Grade C stock would be unlettable for the foreseeable
future. The House Builders Federation (1998) concurred with these findings and claimed
that if the market stayed in equilibrium

or better, that Grade B space would probably be

refurbished and re-let whereas Grade C space would not re-let and would therefore be
available for refurbishment or redevelopment.
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Figure 4.14: Perecnta!_e of redundant uiticc , pacc that c ttld he converted to either uses (adapted from Rc al
Institute of Chartered Surveyors, 1997, p. 29).

The interviewees emphasised the pressure that the owners of many secondary office
buildings would be placed under to carefully consider alternative options for their buildings.
It was felt, however, that in many locations the rents and capital values would be too low to
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warrant redevelopmentthereby making refurbishment or conversion to another use more
likely. Another factor mitigating against the redevelopment option was thought to be that
demolition is rarely a viable proposition in the caseof post-war office buildings becausethe
amount of floor space in the existing building is usually far in excess of that likely to be
permitted in any redevelopment. Indeed, despite many local amenity groups often desiring
to see such buildings demolished the planning system often inadvertently precludes this
approach thereby acting as a driver in the refurbishment or conversion process.
Significantly, the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (1997) suggest that up to half of
redundant office spacecould be converted to residential accommodation (see Figure 4.14).

The availability of office buildings for conversion to residential use is clearly dependenton
a number of interrelated factors particularly the relative competition between commercial
and residential values. Any particular case will also depend on the motives of the particular
building owner, however, the basis for developers' decision-making is commonly based on
severalkey factors:

"

the current and projected capital value of the building if retained and
refurbished to secureoffice letting taking into account the letting risk;

"

the current value of the building if sold for residential conversion, compared
with the income stream and value of the building if retained or sold for
redevelopment;

"

the physical capacity of the building for conversion to residential use;

"

the estimated capital value of the buildings in residential use, after all
developmentcostsand relevant market factors have been taken into account;

"

the propensity to sell - many owners can afford to `sit and wait'; and

"

the effects of planning policy including developmentplan policies.

A strong consensusemerged from the interviews that poor geographic location was the
single most important restraint on the suitability of a property for refurbishment.
Significantly, a high proportion of secondaryand tertiary grade post-war office stock was
constructed on the fringe of the historic core of cities - often alongside inner ring-road
schemes- rather than being in more favourable prime locations, therefore, decreasing the
likelihood of attracting occupiers at a market rent. Not surprisingly, developersreported that
in terms of location, office to residential conversion schemescan and do happen anywhere,
but there is a strong emphasis on secondaryand tertiary office locations. Indeed, many
of
the most successfulpost-war office to residential conversions were of buildings that did not
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commandhigh rental value in their previous use and had low interest paymentson the initial
capital investment.

The British Property Federation (1999b) also identify that most obsolete office stock is
concentrated in secondarylocations. Interestingly, the report goes on to identify, however,
that "... most conversion activity has in fact taken place in primary or fringe locations and
this trend is continuing. This suggeststhat conversion activity is not necessarily related to
redundancy. Rather conversions are taking place where an opportunity is identified by
developers regardless of whether the building is technically redundant. " As such, they
found that there was no simple relationship between the redundancy of a building and
conversion activity. Indeed, they note that long-term vacancy can be a deterrent to
conversion because of remedial works needed to the building and also location is a key to
the attractivenessof an investment.

Conclusions
The built environment is constantly evolving in economic, political,
social, physical and
technological terms - and this createsthe opportunities to exploit new ideas and initiatives.
Indeed, Jane Jacobs(1961, p. 189) recognisedthat: "Time makes the high building
costs of
bargains
following
the
one generation
of a
generation. Time pays off the original capital
costs, and this depreciation can be reflected in the yields expectedfrom a building. Time
makes certain structures obsolete for some enterprises, and they become available to
others. " Harvey (1985, p. 25) portrays a similar view in relation to an office development
market that is typified by short-termism whereby: "Under capitalism, there is a perpetual
...
in
builds
landscape
its
which
capital
struggle
a physical
appropriate to
own conditions at a
time ... only to have to destroy it, usually in the course of a crisis, at a subsequentpoint in
time. " As such, the physical form of our cities is at the mercy of the dynamic nature of
economic cycles.

During the twentieth century there has been unprecedentedgrowth in the provision of office
space to accommodatea burgeoning service sector. The pace of this expansion quickened
dramatically after the SecondWorld War, however, the rapidly changing nature of demand
since the 1980s has led to increasing quantities of obsolete and vacant space. The most
significant dimension of this problem is the high quantity of poor quality grade 3
accommodation representedin the supply of vacant office stock. Although the take-up of
office space varies depending upon market conditions, there is a constant `permafrost' of
accommodation that is unable to meet contemporary requirements. A greaterunderstanding
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of the dimensions of depreciation and obsolescencewithin the built environment since the
early 1980s has only served to highlight the critical problem faced by many property
owners. Indeed, an owner or occupier faced with approaching obsolescenceclearly needsto
decide upon actions to cope, however, only some kinds of obsolescenceare within their
control. Indeed, owners and occupiers of buildings can only addressthe curable dimensions
of obsolescencesuch as the structural, functional and image dimensions. Attempts to re-use
post-war office buildings must therefore addressand/or remedy obsolescenceand extend the
economic life of the building stock and consider the easeof curability of its deficiencies in
order to accommodatenew activities.
The owners of obsolete office buildings have four fundamental options for which the
viability inevitably changes over time depending upon economic and market conditions.
Each of these involve different strategies for maximising the profits obtainable from
buildings once they have passed out of their former, more profitable activity. The first,
involves waiting for the office market to improve in the hope that the building can be re-let.
Secondly, owners can refurbish the accommodation to delay the
physical or functional
obsolescenceof the building - in order to attract new occupiers. Thirdly, the building could
be demolished and redeveloped as new contemporary office accommodation indeed
or
other
finally,
building
the
uses and
could be converted to another use. It is this option, due to the
emergenceof a significant rent-gap due to the relative strengths of the office and residential
markets that has increasingly proved attractive to owners and developers since the mid1990s. As such, the market value of suitable buildings for conversion are, therefore,
depressedin relation to both past or future uses and to comparable prices elsewhere often
enabling an investor to purchasea building relatively cheaply.

Despite the generally supportive context and abundant opportunities there are a number of
factors that serve to encourage/discouragethe conversion process. Chapter Five will
therefore proceed to examine the difference between potential capacity outlined in this
chapter(i. e. the total number of new dwellings that would be created if all vacant floorspace
were to be given over to residential use) and probable capacity (i. e. the number of units
likely to be created, after a range of explicit and implicit

factors are taken into

consideration).
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CONVERSION PROCESS:A PALIMPSEST'
I believe thefuture is only the past again entered through another gate.
Sir A. W. Pinero, TheSecond Mrs Tanqueray, 1893:4

Introduction
Chapter Three has outlined why cities need more homes and Chapter Four has defined the
opportunities for providing some of this residential accommodation through the conversion
of office buildings. There are, however, a number of barriers to this, not least the shortageof
land available for development in cities. This lack of land is compounded by the fact that
much of the land that is available is brownfield or previously used land. This is often
characterised by additional development costs such as fragmented ownership,
contamination, or excessive site preparation costs. Record levels of office vacancy in
Britain's cities, nevertheless represent an opportunity to reinvent the way business and
residential accommodation are provided in city centres. Indeed, such empty and underused
buildings blight urban areas and waste the resources already invested in towns and cities.
There are also those who take a more lenient view of the post-World War II office buildings
that have come in for extensive criticism, so that where: "... the location is good and the
building sound, the standard 1960s office building has proved more flexible than we are
todayprepared to credit. " (Elwood, 1988, p.92).
Conversion activity over the past 25 years has been the demonstration that there is an
alternate use for virtually every kind of structure with buildings designed to suit the
exigencies of one period being adapted for another. Indeed, Cantacuzino (1975, p.ix)
suggeststhat: "In the absenceof economicpressurefrom rising land values, new uses in the
past tended to happen quite casually. " The process of adaptively re-using a building
involves converting it into a new economic entity - other than that for which it was designed
likely to succeedin the future. Indeed, the conversion of post-war office space will
- that is
restore its utility by changing the building's function. This is hard to achieve without some
1 The term

palimpsestrefers to any written surface that has been erasedand used for a new text - this can be

appliedmetaphoricallyto recycled buildings.
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wastageof previous investment, however, Gwilliam (1993, p. 33) argues that: "The reuse of
existing buildings may sometimesbetter reflect sustainability criteria than their destruction
and replacement." This chapter will identify how this opportunity is being exploited and
examine the factors impeding or assisting the conversion process. As such, the chapter is
organised into two main sections, the first traces the evolution of office to residential
development activity in the UK, whilst the second section focuses on the impact of and
meansof addressingthe key barriers and drivers to this conversion process.

Methodology
To develop a deep and critical understandingof the conversion process it was necessaryto
implement two complimentary researchmethods: a detailed literature review and in-depth
semi-structuredinterviews with key players in the development industry (see also Chapter
Four and Chapter Seven).
The interviewees were chosen to represent: previous and current conversion experience;
different types of conversion; different geographic regions; and different
roles in the
development process (see Figure 5.1). To retain the confidentiality
of those persons
interviewed, the names of the individuals and organisations concerned have
generally been
suppressed(see sample letter and topic guide in Appendices A and B).
Type of Organisation

Responsibility of

Location

Interviewee

Conversion Experience
(at time of interview)

National House Builder

Building Surveyor

London

National House Building
Council

Regional Building

South-East

Three completed post-war
office conversions and two
others on-site.
Handled NHBC

Region

applicationsfor four post-

Surveyor

RegionalHouseBuilder

SeniorArchitect

London

City PlanningOffice

SeniorPlanningOfficer

Toronto,
Canada

ArchitecturalPractice

SeniorPartner

Toronto,
Canada

war office to residential
conversions.
One completed office
conversion and two more
in planning process.
Initiated policy reviews
and a programme of office
conversions.

Projectarchitectfor four
completedoffice
conversionsandthreeonsite.

Figure 5.1: Profile of additional intervieweesfor semi-structuredinterviews into the conversion process
(see also intervieweeslisted in Figure 4.13 and Figure 7.3).
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In relation to the conversion processthe two main aims of these interviews were:

"

to understandthe current market situation in terms of conversion activity;
and

"

to identify and examine the key barriers and drivers to post-war office to
residential conversion.

Conversion Activity
"During the 1960s, a consensus slowly grew that [nineteenth century]
industrial buildings should not be torn down to make room.fbr new, high-rise
construction that bore little relation to the area or people around it. "
(Zukin, 1989, p.59).

Though far from the majority view, this reaction to indiscriminate redevelopment led to the
conservationof many of theseobsolescentindustrial edifices, some of which found new life
as residential conversions. Ironically, many of the post-war developments that replaced
those which were demolished have in the 1990sbecome obsolete themselves,and are being
proposed as residential conversions. Where in the 1960s, cities were seeking to replace a
traditional base in declining industries with wealth derived from the service sector, in the
1990s,cities are having to react to a rationalisation of this service sector.As a consequence,
many post-war redevelopment's have prematurely become obsolete and in need of new uses
to occupy them. Zukin (1989, p. 14) describes how in the 1960s, a building could be
"... liberated - or forcibly vacated - to change its use to a more profitable one ", whereas in
the 1990s, uses with far lower profit margins than their predecessors are often being
deencouragedto occupy vacant properties. Indeed, at the close of the twentieth century,
industrialisation, information technology and global economic restructuring are intertwined
in far-reachingsocial and spatial changesthat collectively define the Information Age.

The emerging trend since the mid-1990s of converting obsolete post-war office space to
residential use has not been restricted to the UK, indeed there have been a number of similar
re-use projects in Paris (Newman and Salter, 1995). Elsewhere, large cities throughout
Australia - particularly Sydney and Melbourne's central business districts - have seen a
significant amount of conversion activity (Duffy, 1994; Badcock, 1995; Williams, 1996b).
Similarly, the United States (Tapscott, 1996; Trachtenberg, 1996; Williams, 1996a; Moss,
1997) and Toronto and Vancouver in Canada (Wilson, 1994; Heath, 2001a) have also
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witnessed this phenomenon, as redundant office stock is adaptively re-used for residential
purposes.

The birth of office to residential
Throughout the 1980s, private sector interest in residential conversions focussedon former
industrial buildings - such as warehouses and mills - influenced by documents such as
Reusing Redundant Buildings prepared by URBED (1986) for the Department of the
Environment. The predominant focus of house building activity, however, was new-build
with only a small proportion occurring on brownfield sites. The idea of converting vacant
office buildings into residential use began to attract attention in the UK in 1992 when the
rent-gap between these two uses reached considerable proportions. Such conversions were
being promoted at the time by various organisations, including the Royal Institute of
Chartered Surveyors (1992) and London Planning Advisory Committee (1992). This view
was endorsed by the Government Office for London (Department of the Environment,
1996a) who also advocated the conversion of redundant offices to alternative uses on the
basis that much of this type of accommodation was unsuitable for modern business needs.
The researchby Barlow and Gann (1993) for the Joseph Rowntree Foundation should also
be mentioned because it was the first to focus upon the phenomenon of converting
redundant office spaceto residential accommodation.
The role of housing associationsin relation to adaptive reuse should not be underestimated,
indeed, as the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (1998a, p.5) argue that "... the true
pioneers in converting office buildings are not the private sector developers, but housing
associations." Conversionsof office buildings to social housing proved attractive and viable
to housing associationsin the early 1990sfor a number of reasons:

"

there was an abundant supply of vacant office space;

"

the long leaseand freehold valuesof office buildings was particularly low;

"

there was a strong demandfor flats in these areasbecauseof the location;

" due to the choice of buildings conversion was relatively easy, and offered
either construction savings over new build or a planning opportunity for a
higher density of housing units over new development;

" the availability of housing associationgrants to fund the purchaseand
conversionof suchprojects;
" there was no development pressure from competing uses or office use for
the available space; and
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from the private house
" there was little competition for these buildings
building sector because there was no established market for office to
residential conversions.
(adapted from Royal Institute of CharteredSurveyors, 1998a
and in-depth interviews with housing associations)
London Property Research (1996a, p.87) identified two fundamental issues regarding the
ability of social housing providers to provide homes from offices. First, their ability to
identify office buildings and sites that meet their development criteria and secondly, having
adequatefunds to buy those office buildings and then convert them. The semi-structured
interviews revealed that identifying the development opportunities was not a problem for
housing associations,however, funding affordable housing became extremely difficult from
the mid-1990s due to intense competition from private sector developers who increasingly
becameinvolved in commercial conversionsand in previously un-chartered locations.

In the early 1990s, a number of factors changed which led to an increasing interest in
brownfield development including conversions to residential use (see Chapter Three). The
concept of city living was re-initiated by people like The Manhattan Loft Company - who
imported the New York loft idea to London - capitalising on the abnormally high-income
levels in the City. Gradually, larger house builders like Barratt, Berkeley Homes and
St.Georgealso realised the opportunity and moved into the conversion market as developers
began to explore unconventional product ranges and find new markets. Given the shortage
of development sites in London's more established residential areas, but a plethora of too
small and outdatedcommercial buildings in its centre it is perhaps surprising that developers
took so long to recognisethe potential.

Expansionof conversionactivity
By the end of 1995, the scale of development had expanded in three ways. First, the
numbers of development companies had increased dramatically, secondly, the locations
being consideredhad expanded,and thirdly, the scale of the conversionshad grown (Royal
Institute of Chartered Surveyors, 1998a). This together with extensive marketing and
advertising raised the profile of conversion activity. Interviews with London-based
developersand planners identified the following factors as the key influences on owners and
developers,which led to the dramatic expansionconversion activity after 1995:
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"a

1980s boom,
massive oversupply of office space as a result of the
decreaseddemandfrom existing and other potential users;

"

the resultant plummeting of office values;

"

the attraction of London to overseasinvestors;

"a

boom in London's residential market;

"

demographic changesand the increase in single-personhouseholds;

"

living
shifting consumer attitudes and the growing attraction of city
amongst certain sectorsof society;

"

the increasing problems of commuting in terms of time and cost;

"

changedlegislation on letting; and

"

planning policies and controls that encouraged re-use, mixed-use and a
residential population in city centres.

Different property market conditions outside of London meant that despite the large stock of
empty office buildings developers showed less interest in converting post-war blocks until
the late-1990s (Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors, 1998a). Indeed, provincial centres
have seen far less office to residential conversion than London where the unique factors
outlined above resulted in the polarisation of conversion activity in the early to mid-1990s.
In the provincial cities thesefactors were less prevalent, however, conversions to residential
and other uses have increasingly become more evident across other cities (Knight Frank
Research, 1997). Indeed, by the mid- to late- I990s most old buildings that becameavailable
were being considered suitable for conversion. In addition, conversion activity was
becoming a dominant theme in many provincial city centres such as Leeds, Manchester and
Nottingham. Nevertheless,despite the existence of many databasessuch as the Vacant Land
Survey and the Derelict Land Survey "... there is no reliable data on conversions of
commercial buildings. " (KPMG, 1999, p.22).
The English House Condition Survey 1996 (Department of the Environment, Transport and
the Regions, 19981)suggestedthat 87 per cent of new housing was being created through
new-build and only 13 per cent through conversions.The regional imbalance highlighted in
Chapter One is also evident here, with former office sites accounting for 26 per cent of the
current supply of residential development sites in Inner and Central London (London
Residential Research Group, 1997). In addition, Westminster City Council (Planning,
1996c) identified that the conversion of offices represented some 20 per cent of total
residential completions in the borough. Indeed, London Property Research (1996a)
identified over 100 office conversionsof over ten units completed in London between 1993
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for over 4500 new residential
and 1996, which together with smaller conversions accounted
in London had
units. At the end of 1996,220,000 square metres of commercial property
by 1998 this figure had risen to nearly 400,000 square metres
changed to residential use and
(Bennett, 1997; Royal Institute of
and was predicted to quadruple over the next ten years
in
Chartered Surveyors, 1998a). This equates to 19 per cent of conversion completions
London between 1992 and 1996 (London Planning Advisory Council, 1998c).
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Figure 5.2: At Home in the Office': recognition of the office to residential phenomenon(Birmingham Evening
Mail, 23 October 1997, p

.1).
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Significantly, the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (1998a) estimated that the scope
for office conversionsacross England through the first decadeof the 21stCentury is similar
to the volume of office conversionsalready completed in Central London, which equatesto
about 15,000 new homes. The Urban Task Force (1999b) also estimate that vacant
commercial buildings could provide for approximately 100,000 new homes between 1996
and 2021. Given the current averagespace standardsof office to residential conversions of
75 square metres outlined by London Property Research (1996a) this equates to
approximately 7.5 million square metres of commercial floor space being converted to
residential use over a twenty-five year period. Indeed, Barlow and Gann (1993) note how
office conversionshave the potential to fulfil many varied types and categoriesof housing
need (see Figure 5.3).

Type of housing need

Type of conversion

Short stay/move-on,over-night shelters, or

Basic facilities; minimum impact on

winter cold shelters for off-the-street single
homeless

existing building - easyto convert back to
offices

Hostels and longer term accommodation

Medium impact on building, making use
of shared facilities such as kitchens and

for: students,nurses,young people

bathrooms - potential to convert back to
offices
Care in the community and special needs

Medium to high impact on building,

housing, including shelteredhousing for

including some shared facilities but
installation of `special needs' facilities

older people

may be required - expensiveto convert
back to offices
Housing associationstandard
accommodation

Low-costowner-occupied
housing
Medium-costowner-occupied
housing

Full conversion required - unlikely to
convert back to offices

Permanentconversion
Permanentconversionwith high
specificationfit-out

Luxury owner-occupied housing

Permanentconversion to luxury
specification fit-out

Figure 5.3: The role of office conversionsin meeting varied housing needs(Barlow and Gann, 1993, 1b).
p.
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Current Conditions
The Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (1998a, p. 13) claimed that "... the supply of
potentially convertible buildings appears to be drying up in Central London, all the easy
conversionshave been done and the ones which remain have greater technical problems,
cost more to convert, or are less attractive in design or location. " In addition, the increased
take-up of office space during this period contributed to increasedrents and rising capital
values thereby pricing residential conversion out of the market. As a result, The House
Builders Federation's report House Building in the 21" Century suggests that the high
conversion rates of offices to flats were the result of a rare `window of opportunity' when
office rental values dipped below those of residential accommodation. Indeed, from mid1997 to late-1998, office to residential conversion activity in London declined considerably
as a result of a number of factors:

"

the effect of interest rate rises;

"

the near panic which causedpeople to get into the market for fear of future
price increasessubsided;

"

sale rates slowed dramatically. A very noticeable effect was the
disappearanceof the overseas particularly Far Eastern buyer, leaving
the indigenous market to take a more measuredapproach;and

"

local planning authorities saw an opportunity to increase their financial
position by operating very onerousplanning gain.
(adapted from The House Builders Federation, 1998, p.4)

Others such as Marsh (1997, pp. 133) saw the longer term role that conversions would play
and argued that: "For developers and investors constrained by land availability especially
in inner areas, opportunities beckon in expanding conversions of existing properties. "
Similarly, many forecasterswere by 1998 predicting that the economy would slow down
and that the demand for office space had peaked (Blackman, 1998b; Building Design,
1998b). Indeed, researchsuggeststhat to meet the demand for city centre accommodation,
the current trend of converting office buildings into homeswill continue and that the limited
off-plan selling evident throughout the 1990s has begun to accelerate(Hurford Salvi Can,
1999; Knight Frank Researchin Langton, 1999). This concurs with researchby the Royal
Institute of Chartered Surveyors(1997), which claims that up to 30 per cent of all redundant
office property in the UK could be converted to other uses,most notably residential.
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In addition, the survey of local planning authorities (see Chapter Seven) highlighted a range
of conversions of offices to other activities, such as education, hotels, leisure, health
facilities and community facilities, however, the majority are overwhelmingly to residential
use. At the end of 1999, there were still many opportunities for office to residential
conversions, indeed, as Wells (in Tinworth 1999, p. 63) notes that: "There are still lots of
1960s office buildings that'll make maybe £8 per sq ft as office space, but which can he sold
for £50-E2u)Oper sq ft as residential

schemes. " Significantly,

according to the British

Property Federation (1999h) there were forty-five per cent of property developers, owners
and investors predicting that conversions were likely to continue to increase in small towns
and provincial secondary locations, however, growth in conversions in the London core was
not widely predicted.

Barriers and Drivers to the Conversion Process
The property development industry and by its nature the conversion process is both complex
and diverse. There are many agencies - public and private, large and small - undertaking
conversions in a variety of organizational forms with each having different aims, objectives
and modes of operation. Within each stage of the conversion process there are a variety of
important actors operating within the overall context of the building cycle and its interaction
with business and credit cycles (see Cadman and Topping,

1995; Harriott and Matthews,

1998). Each actor contributes to the outcome of the process and yet has very different
perspectives and expectations. The inter-relationships

between these different actors in the

conversion process are complex and differ for every project (see Figure 5.5). Isaac (1996)
identifies six main parties in the development process: the
professional advisors; the clients;
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the planning authority; the contractor; the community; and the funders. Their importance
varies from project to project and not all of them appear in every conversion scheme
(Cadmanand Topping, 1995; Ratcliffe and Stubbs, 1996).
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Figure 5.5: I)oelupment process:the pipeline diagram (Allinson and C'Iaydon, 1906, p.37).

The conversion process can be defined as the means by which the use of a building is
transformed into a more profitable or socially beneficial use. The four main elements of this
process are building acquisition; construction; marketing; and management. The literature
review and in-depth interviews revealed that there are a number of barriers and drivers that
can affect any of the stagesin this process and this section will examine thesefactors in the
success of the development. Indeed, during the interviews with various agents in the
development processa number of factors repeatedly were raised as being key considerations
when evaluating a building's potential for conversion.

The incidence of redundant and obsolete buildings within the urban environment and their
locational characteristics determine both housing conversion prospectsand the likely effect
of policy measures including fiscal incentives. As Cadman and Topping (1995, p. 29)
identify: "No amount of careful design or promotion
can totally overcome the disadvantage
of a poor locution or a lack of demand for the accommodation at an economic price
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irrespective of location. " As such, not every building is a good candidate for adaptive reuse,
however, with a few simple guidelines and the creativity to turn a negative into a unique
feature,a new value can be given to a declining asset.The existing building therefore needs
to be used efficiently and to its utmost potential to result in an efficient, aesthetic and
economic solution. From the semi-structured interviews it was suggestedthat a number of
factors are considered to be of importance when converting a building. Indeed, several
characteristicsof the building itself, such as its structure and fabric, but also external factors,
such as its surroundingsand the local infrastructure influence how quickly and economically
a building may be convertedto residential use (see Figure 5.6).
The barriers and drivers to the conversion of obsolete office space or indeed other building
types are inextricably linked to remedying many of the dimensions of obsolescenceoutlined
in the previous chapter. Heath (2001a) identifies five main categoriesof barriers and drivers
related to the conversion of offices to residential use - physical or design, locational,
financial or economic, demand, and legislative - and each of these comprises a number of
sub-components(see Figure 5.6). These critical factors in the successof adaptive re-use
projects will be analysedin detail in the next section.

PHYSICAL / DESIGN
"

depthof building;
size/height/

"
"

space/layout/access/circulation;
building structure;

"
"

buildingenvelope/cladding;
buildingservices.

LOCATIONAL
"
qualityof theenvironment;
"
safetyand security;
"
"

"

bad neighbouruses/noise;
views;

servicesandfacilities;

"

critical massof housing;

"

convenience
of carparking.

FINANCIAL/ECONOMIC
" attitudesof buildingowners;
"
attitudesof investors;
"
"

attitudes of developers;
availability of gap funding;
tax (dis)incentives.

DEMAND
levelof demand;
"
"
"
"

target market sector;
price structure;
interest rates;

"
"

aestheticappearance;
carparking;

"

facilities.

LEGISLATIVE
Planning policies:
"
"
"
"
"
"

affordable housing;
employmentspace;
parking;
density;
privacy;
amenity space.

Building regulations/codes:
fire;
"
"
access;
" heatloss;
"
acoustic separation.
Environmental policies:
"

noise legislation.

Figure 5.6: Barriers and drivers to the adaptivere-use of offices for residentialuse (Heath, 2001a, p. 182).
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The British Property Federation (1999b) also identified
deterring developers from converting

a number of factors that were

increasing amounts of redundant office

space to

residential use. They identified the main barriers as planning restrictions such as affordable
housing requirements and car parking provision, management problems and unsympathetic
taxation. In addition, they note that developers were concerned about investor and building
owner attitudes such as the residual value in surrendered leases, inflated book values and
unrealistic expectations of an office market recovery. They also identified

that building

owners and investors themselves were more concerned about issues related to domestic
tenancies and management responsibilities.

In examining the most effective ways of bringing redundant office space back into use, a
survey by the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (1997) concorded with many of the
British

Property Federation's findings and indicated that planning,

taxation and owner

attitudes were the key areas that needed to be addressed (see Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.7: Most effective way of bringing redundant office spaceback into
use (adapted from Royal Institute of
CharteredSurveyors, 1997,p. 29).

Physical and Design Factors
The reuse/conversionprocess is more complex in

physical terms than new build with more
limits and unknowns. The existing building defines
what can and cannot be done. These
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limits are determined during a building survey, however, the construction phase can reveal
further problems. Gann and Barlow (1996) examine in detail the technical feasibility of
converting redundant office space into flats and therefore this section will only serve to
outline and expandupon someof the key issuescovered in their research.
The post-war office building type is often characterisedby buildings up to 12 storeys high
with narrow floors in fringe central locations that typically have a floor area over 4,500 sq
m. Many of these post-war office blocks are aesthetically unsuccessful and functionally
redundant, however, developers have begun to recognise their potential. Increasingly,
`plastic surgery' rather than demolition is softening or even reversing the negative impact of
such buildings and indeed having a positive "... impact on the environment, with impact
measuredeconomically and socially, as well as aesthetically. " (Carey in Fairs, 1998a, p. 8).
A conversion only succeeds,however, when there is a good match between new function
and existing form. Robert (1989, p.5) emphasisesthis point and states that: "The quality of a
conversion project is always linked to the way in which existing spaces and new uses are
matched... The practice of re-utilization derives all its richness from the relationships
established between thesefactors. " Indeed,there are a number of fundamental physical and
design factors that will be outlined in this section, which affect the easeor indeed likelihood
of conversion:

"

the size and height of the building;

"

the structureof the building;

" thebuilding envelope,claddingand fenestration;
" the depth of the building, internal space,layout and access;and
"

the building services including fire safety, means of escape and acoustic
separation.

(adapted from Barlow and Gann, 1993, p. 32; Wilson, 1994, pp. 1-3; City of Toronto
et al.,
1996,p.2; Gann and Barlow, 1996, p.59).
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PHYSICAL
DESIGN

"

Size/height of building:
Depth of building:

"

"

Building structure:

"

/"

"

Space/layout/access/circulation:

"

"
"
"
"

"

Building envelope/cladding:

"
"

"
"
"

Building services:

"
"

Is the floor plate lessthan 1Sm.deep to
enabledaylight and natural ventilation?
Is the floor to ceiling height of
2.3m.minimum?
Are there acoustic transmission
problems?
Is there asbestosfireproofing?
Can the internal spacebe sub-divided
into appropriate unit sizes?
Is there suitable internal and external
spacefor communal and parking areas'?
Is the vertical/horizontal circulation
appropriate?
Is disabled accessfeasible'?
Is there double glazing or thermally
broken frames (essential due to higher
humidity)?

Are thereopenable
windows?

Will aesthetic appearancerequire
changing?
Can serviceseffectively be adapted or
provided?
Is there adequateprovision of
lifts/elevators?

Figure 5,8: Physicalor design barriers and drivers to conversion.

Building size and height
The size and height of the building has obvious implications for the density of a conversion
project in terms of the potential number of units. The building height is not likely to be a
constraint on the conversion of a building assuming there is an effective demand for the
number of units likely to be created for the given floorspace. In fact, taller building may
encourageconversion and "Developers are unlikely to demolish tall buildings unless they
can replicate, or increase, the lettable space. " (Wright in Fairs, 1998a, p.8). Indeed, height
restrictions and other regulations would in many casesmake it impossible to construct a new
building on the same site to the same height as many of these existing office blocks.
Because the building already exists, however, it is often possible to either refurbish or
convert it to another usewithin the existing building form.

Building structure
Some offices are easier to convert into residential use due to their type of construction. In
terms of building structure, nearly all offices built since the 1950s have been constructed
using either steel or concrete frames with a6 to 9 metre structural grid that allows great
flexibility in the planning of residential units. The closely spaced exterior support columns
found in many concrete framed buildings create small bay sizes, however, that are difficult
to configure and, therefore, make space use less efficient. Similarly, a greater number of
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interior support columns in older properties also make internal planning more difficult. The
main issue regarding the building structure on conversion is the need to install new service
ducts and its implications on fire protection and acoustic separation.

The floor loadings of post-war office buildings are invariably high enough to withstand
domestic use. Similarly, the floor to ceiling height in most offices is suitable for residential
use. The existenceof raised floors and suspendedceilings can however create problems in
terms of fire compartmentation and the physical relationship of the floors to window
openings.

Building envelope, cladding and fenestration
The cladding of office buildings can vary from brickwork to patent glazing systems.
Curtain-wall facadescan be problematic in conversion schemes as it may be necessaryto
reduce excessive solar heat gain from large glazed areas and also to provide adequate
natural ventilation. It is also difficult to fix internal partitioning suitable for residential use to
the inner face of the cladding. In addition, older curtain-walls systemsdo not usually have
sealed double glazed units or thermally broken frames which are essential in residential
buildings, due to much higher levels of humidity.

Creating openable windows, which are essential in residential accommodation, can also
present problems where it is intended to refurbish the existing system as opposed to
recladding. Figures5.9 and 5.10 illustrate the different conversion approachesof developers
to the existing external appearanceof office buildings, some re-clad the building in its
original style or refurbish the envelope thereby retaining the International Style, whereas
other developers will completely change the external appearanceto a more traditional or
contemporaryresidential appearancethereby losing the original `office-image'.
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Road.

London into 106 residential units for Berkeley Homes.

Figure 5.10: Changing faces.The conversion of the former Independentbuilding in Islington. The Lexington by
Metropolis comprises98 apartments
within the completely remodelledexterior of the original 1957building.
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Depth of building and internal space, layout and access
In terms of building depth, the main consideration is the core to window depth in order to
allow natural light and ventilation into all habitable rooms. Indeed, converting large
footprint buildings is usually unfeasible because of the vast amount of space remote from
windows. Significantly, office buildings designed before the 1980s usually have a shallow
floor plan that easily facilitates conversion to residential use. The overall floor area may,
however, impose restrictions due to dwelling density issues (see legislative factors and
Chapter Six). Generally speaking, the lift and stair provisions for an office are more than
adequatefor residential use with new densities of occupancy likely to be far less than those
originally envisagedin an office development. The only drawback is that vertical circulation
may not be in the most ideal location in terms of apartment layout. Similarly, with the
increased fire safety standards due to people sleeping within the building, the means of
escapemay need improving.

Building services including fire safety and acoustic separation
Providing services to each new residential unit in a conversion is one of the most difficult
and expensive technical aspects. Existing services within office buildings are usually
restricted to the central core of the building and heating is usually distributed from one
central boiler or provided as part of an air-conditioning system. These obviously have to be
replaced with systems for each individual unit. Steel-framed buildings can be more
problematic in terms of greater acoustic transmission and vibrations. The design of sound
insulation in apartmentshas to account for sound transmitted in three ways: noise coming
from outside of the building; unit-to-unit noise from floor-to-floor; and unit-to-unit noise
from adjacent units. Steel-framed buildings from this era also usually contain asbestos
fireproofing, pipe wrap and ceiling tiles. The building services element can therefore have a
major impact on the feasibility of conversion and Barlow and Gann (1996) identify that
thesecan account for up to 60 per cent of the cost of refurbishment.

Key PhysicalCharacteristics of Buildings for Conversion
As the building actually exists, some of the general design parameters are clearly fixed.
These technical limitations imposed on a conversion
scheme can clearly affect the economic
viability of the project, or restrict the feasibility of conversion to a particular type of
residential development. Indeed, although there are solutions to most of the technical
problems related to conversion, the cost of remedying deficiencies

might affect the financial

viability of a scheme.Wilson (1994) identifies that conversionsof `B' and `C' class offices
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in New York have generally been of buildings up to 100 units in size and that those creating
30 to 40 units appearedto offer the best. Perry (in Pritchard, 1995, p. 14), however, suggests
that the most important factors are that buildings need to have: "... a sound structure, be
limitation
easily dividable into apartments and [have] secure parking. " The degrees of
highlighted
related to different physical limiting factors for the refurbishment of office space
by Boyd and Jankovic (1992) indicate similar parallels to the potential difficulties in terms
design factors as key
of conversion projects. Developers see the following physical or
elements in enabling an office to residential conversion:

"

traditional floor to ceiling heights (not less than 2.3m);

"

floorplate of maximum 18 metres depth;

"

external aesthetics which appeal to the target market - 1960s curtain
walling will need cosmetic improvement or recladding;

"

windows should be openableand of domestic appearance;

"a

structure which enables Building Regulations to be met, especially
regarding fire escapesand sound insulation;

"

separate street entrances and lifts for different tenures (due to service
charge considerations).

"

generousinternal spacestandards;and

"

no asbestosin building.

Interestingly, although the physical characteristicsof somebuildings facilitate conversion to
new uses, those developers interviewed all agreed that if a project was financially viable
then any physical constraints could be overcome. The condition, design and construction of
a building need not be a major consideration in the decision as to whether or not a
conversion apart from the monetary and planning implications of making alterations.

Locational Factors
The greatestphysical asset of city centre buildings in terms of conversion potential is often
their location and interviews with developersall stressedthe importance of location, usually
placing it above the physical characterof the individual buildings as a factor in conversion.
One of the drawbacks to office conversions is that business and retail centres often lack
essential amenities, especially convenience shops, schools and health facilities. Indeed, in
most cities a critical mass has yet to be achieved and where developmenthas occurred it has
been on too small a scale to create a sustainablecommunity.
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LOCATIONAL

"

Quality of the

"

How attractive is the public realm?

environment:

"

Is the environment conducive to living'?

"

What is the proximity to open space?

"

What is the public's perception of safety?

"

What is the incidenceof crime and

"

Are neighbouring usessources of

Safety and security:

"

vandalism?
Bad neighbouruses/noise:

"

unacceptablelevels of noise, disturbance
or smells?
"

Views:

"

Are the views from the building
acceptable?

"

Servicesand facilities:

"

What is the proximity to facilities
(shopping, public transport, health,
leisure and education)?

"

Critical mass of housing:

"

Is there a critical mass of existing homes?

"

Convenienceof car

"

Is off-site parking convenient and safe'?

parking:

m
Figure 5.11: Locational barriers and drivers to conversion.

As many central areasdo not have an infrastructure that would support residential uses, the
initial residents are pioneers. For mainstream private sector developments, successful
conversionshave to be "... within easy reach of communications, services and where other
facilities are available, for example shopping." (King in Pritchard, 1995, p. 14). As such, it
is likely that only limited segmentsof the housing market will initially find city centre living
attractive. Indeed, Zukin (1989, p14) notes: "Originally, it seemedthat loft living attracted
two types of residents: suburban parents whosechildren had grown up andfled the nestand
those grown up children who were setting up their first apartments. " Creating a vibrant
range of amenities in an area without a tradition of residential population needs a critical
massof developmentand takes a number of years to occur.

The lack of an existing residential identity can however be beneficial in terms of marketing
and promoting a new location for urban dwelling as there are few area-based stigmas
attached.Indeed, Zimmerman and Volk (1996, p.2 in Lang et al., 1997, p.459) argue that
the lack of connection to any established neighbourhood is actually an advantage.They see
the development as an opportunity to define itself "... rather than being hostage to the
market perception. " There are often problems, however, with negative attitudes and
perceptions. Indeed, an expectation of an urban environment that is not conducive to
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residential living in terms of safety, security and crime is common (see Chapter Eight). In
addition, there is the likelihood of some bad neighbour uses or infrastructure such as
industry, nighttime functions and noisy roads (London Property Research Limited, 1996a;
Reeves, 1997). Significantly, many post-war office buildings are located on inner ring roads
or arterial roads that were built during the sameperiod.
The conversion of individual buildings can also have a positive 'spin-off'

enefit on an area

by alleviating any blighting effect that redundant buildings can have and adding a sense of
vitality and vibrancy to an area. In isolation it may not have a significant effect on an area's
economy, however, buildings are interdependent assets and the quality, condition,
maintenance,and managementof neighbouring properties and the immediate environment
has a direct effect on the value of any given building. Rypkema (1992, p.21ß) suggeststhat:
"The value of real estate comes primarily from the investments others have made:
taxpayers, other property owners, employers. Take away a community's sidewalks, streets,
sewage disposal system, waterplant, police protection, jobs, and people, and what is the
value of any building? Virtually zero. The generation of economic value in real estate is
largely external to the lot lines. " Indeed, as buildings are in effect composite or
interdependentassets,the increase in value of one building also increasesthe value of other
buildings around it. Indeed, Burchell and Listokin (1981, p.2) describe conversion as the
"... adaptation of properties with little or no economic value to new uses which directly or
indirectly enhance their ownlor neighbouring structures current value. "

Financial and EconomicFactors
Converting post-war office buildings is rarely a major problem in physical terms as
the physical fabric is generally relatively robust and the structure sturdy. What might
be a more important problem is the financial or economic feasibility of conversion.
As such, the Department of the Environment (1992a, para.1.1) note that: "No
developmenttakesplace unlessthe market and other considerations persuade owners
and developers to comeforward with proposals ". Indeed, in the private sector, unless
there is a clear economic rationale for a particular course of action that action is
unlikely to occur. Financing conversion schemes,however, no longer appearsto be
an insurmountable problem and many companies like Barratt Homes, Galliard,
Berkeley and St. Georgehave initiated projects costing
millions of pounds in the past
few years. Nevertheless,it is important to
consider measuresthat will encouragethe
market so that it moves in the samedirection as planning policy.
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FINANCIAL

/"

Attitudes of owners:

Are the building owners insulatedfrom market

"

fluctuations by long leasesor financial security'?

ECONOMIC
Attitudes of investors:

"

Attitudes of developers:

"

"

What is the investment return versus risk factor?

"

Is mixed tenure or mixed use acceptable'?

"

Pioneerdevelopment or track record?

"

Is there an establishedmarket for such units'?

"

Gap funding:

"

Is gap funding available?

"

Tax incentives:

"

Are there supply- or demand-sidetax incentives?

"

Competing land values:

"

Will office rental values rise in relation to
housing?

"

Can developersof competing uses`outbid'
residential'?

"

Housing management:

"

Are there companiesprepared to take on the
long-term managementof the conversion?

Figure 5.12: Financial or economic barriers and drivers to conversion.

Both supply and demand are affected by factors external to the conversions themselves,
additionally, the market in office to residential conversions is also shapedby the needs of
investmentcapital. KPMG (1999, p.6) suggest that: "A combination offiscal incentives and
reducedlevels of gap funding may be more effective than gap funding on its own. " As such,
taxation system needs to be used proactively to incentivise investment in particular urban
areaswhilst deterring development in other locations. Due to significant regional and intraregional variations it is essential that future fiscal measuresare carefully targeted rather than
applied universally. Indeed, KPMG's (1999, pp. 7-8) report for the Urban Task Force argues
that fiscal incentives will have the most impact in:

"

privateinnerurbanresidentialareas;

"

run-down inner city industrial and commercial areas where the supply of
conversion or redevelopment opportunities needs to be accelerated and
where increasing levels of occupier demandcanbe sustained;and

"

satellite and secondarytowns.

A key reason for choosing adaptive reuse is for financial reasons as an unmarketable older
building may have little or no value in its current condition. In the traditionally conservative
property investment and development market, however, it is very difficult to change
traditional practices and attitudes. It is therefore important to consider the conversion
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process with regard to financial and economic influences and as such, this section is in two
main parts, the first considers the attitudes of the main players in the property industry owners, developers and investors - who have direct involvement in the development
process. The second section examines the role that fiscal measurescan have in stimulating
or depressinginterest and the financial feasibility of office to residential conversions.

The property industry - attitudes of building owners
An uncertain supply of office buildings for conversion is obviously a major barrier to the
achievement of new homes through this method. A significant factor in the likelihood of
redundant offices becoming available for conversion, therefore, is the perception of the
prospectsfor property trends amongst building owners. The aspirations and expectations of
pension funds and insurance companies are particularly important as their ownership of
commercial property is extensive and consequentlytheir attitudes are major determinants of
property value. As a result, land and property markets in the UK have seen a tendency for
some owners who are prepared and able to sit out oversupply situations and wait - often
unrealistically - until commercial rents become more attractive. This may be despite the
security, maintenance and finance costs that may be involved in keeping a building empty.
This also has a tendency to mask a downward creep in property values. As such, what an
owner thinks a building is worth - known as `hope value' - can be a significant constraint to
conversionprocess.
Although some owners harbour an outdated notion of what their property is worth, others
often have little vision of the potential for alternative uses (Building, 1994). As such, in
many buildings with potential for conversion, the passive behaviour of property owners can
prove to be the stumbling block. Other causesof inertia by site owners placing a significant
constraint on the conversion process include where landlords have occupants assigned to
long leasesthat require them to reassign to another tenant if they vacate the accommodation.
These leases often contain built-in rent review clauses based on the property's changing
capital value rather than changes in the profitability of the business. Indeed, head
leaseholdersoften have a long sub-leaseguaranteeing income even though a building has
been empty for several years. Such terms effectively insulate building owners from shortterm fluctuations in trading conditions and hence remove any incentive for them to be
actively involved in re-useprojects.
In 1998, the London Borough of Islington
agreed a planning brief for the Archway area in
north London, involving the demolition of 1960s office and retail development. The brief
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describedthe complex as "... an architectural failure with nondescript buildings with multilevel entranceslinked by confusing and illogical spaces."A stumbling block, however, was
that the head leaseholderhad a long sub-leaseguaranteeingincome until 2008, even though
the buildings had been empty for several years(Urban Environment, 1998). As such, KPMG
(1999) argue that measures to discourage owners from holding such obsolete property
indefinitely need to be an important focus for fiscal measures.This would then help to place
obsolete buildings on an even playing field with other segmentsof the land and property
market and attack the continuing problem of `hope value' that stultifies many development
initiatives in the city centre.

Attitudes of developers
There have been many claims about the relative cost of conversion versus new-build,
indeed, Rypkema (in Campbell 1996, p.26) claims that: "a total building rehab will cost
approximately 16 per cent less in construction costs and 18 per cent less in construction
time than comparable new construction even if asbestosis present. " More objectively, Pugh
(1990) argues that refurbishment is competitive with demolition and new build when:
refurbishment significantly extends the life of the building; the differences in rental value
between new and refurbished buildings are narrow; interest rates are high; and
redevelopment costs are high. King (1997), however, argued that conversion and
refurbishment were in principle not as attractive to developers as new build with estimates
of cost being generally less accurate and conversions often having many unknowns. In
addition, the conversion market is a relatively new phenomenon and the development
industry has a relatively conservativeapproach and therefore prefers establishedmarkets. As
such, there are a number of factors in terms of risk assessmentthat have initially proved
detrimental to the expansion of office to residential conversion activity:

"

the market is immature and only beginning to establish itself;

"

there is a short track record of success;

" there are few experienceddevelopers- private or public - in this area;
" it is difficult to assessthe demandfor the product;

" theuncertaintyof propertyvalues;
" therobustness
of rentalincome;
"

the political

risk of changing policy stances by local or national

government;
"

low valuation of existing building; and
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"

the limited

number

of management companies able to take on the

responsibilities of the completed scheme.

Any analysis of the financial viability

of conversions clearly needs to consider building

costs, relative time-scales and returns on investment. The conversion timescale including
sales period also affects costs because of interest charges that may accrue. Projects tend to
fail when the organisational basics - the legal structures, tax status, governance, leverage
and liabilities, etc - are not right from the beginning.

Feasibility

=

Saleable

value of residential

units

minus

('ost or value of existing building
minus
('ost

of obtaining

permissions

minus

Conversion

costs and fees

minus
Purchase

and Sales costs

minus

Development

finance costs

minus
'lax

payments

minus
Developers
minus
Planning

(net)

profit
gain to the local planning

authoritN

Figure 5. I3: Feasibility equation for residential conersions.

Because of the factors outlined above, developers will normally be required to `pioneer'
new forms of development such as office to residential conversions in city centres. This will
usually involve arranging appropriate short-term funding and carrying all the risk. Once the
market becomes established and is seen to be successfully performing,

then investor

involvement becomes more realistic (Marsh, 1997). Indeed, the Royal Institute of Chartered
Surveyors (1998a, p. 18) argue that "... the reason why conversion activity has been limited
(or non-existent) is the lack of'a developer willing to test the market. Obviously, the. Trst
conversion is a risk. " The behaviour of developers and house builders varies enormously
and for some, conversions form no part of their development portfolio whereas for others,
conversions

form

a core part of their

business. Since

1999, however,

changes to

Government policy and to a lesser degree fiscal incentives have served to encourage a
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greater interest in conversion opportunities. To further this evolution of attitudes, KPMG
(1999, p. 14) suggest that developers are most likely to be attracted to a package of
incentives that have the combined effect of removing landownership barriers, reducing
developmentcosts and stimulating occupier demand.

In addition to the immature nature of the office to residential market another restriction upon
its expansion has been the initial reluctance of many developers and investors to become
involved in mixed-use development. As many redundant office buildings due to their
location or building form have the potential to provide viable alternative uses - such as retail
at ground floor or other commercial space - in addition to residential this has proved to be
an obstacle. Indeed, the development and investment industry has traditionally preferred a
fragmented approach with developers usually involved in one type of structure housing,
offices or retail. As such, they are advised by companies with expertise in a particular part
of the market, with little knowledge or interest in other parts (Coupland, 1997b). Funding
investors have also tended to prefer a `clean' investment, preferably with a single tenant
whilst many tenants themselves prefer to occupy an identifiably separatebuilding, with no
contact or interference from other users. A related issue is that many suitable buildings with
the potential for conversion have over time been subject to a variety of leasesand sub-leases
all expiring at different times. This can prove to be problematic for potential developerswho
often have to acquire theseleasesbefore development can be considered.
For many potential occupiers having differing neighbouring users within the samebuilding
will be seen as potentially problematic with each having different needs and expectations,
This can also cause problems in terms of service charges, all of which increases
management responsibilities and thus costs. There are signs, however, that a change in
attitude towards mixed-use developments on the part of the property market, property
investors,developersand occupiersis beginning to emerge(Marsh, 1997).

Attitudes of investors and funding organisations
The successof conversion projects hinges on securing adequate funding whether from
both
itself
depends
the private or public sector which
either or
on the viability of a project
compared with other investment opportunities. Indeed, funding and profitability

are
deciding
issue
is
both
initiated and comes to fruition.
commonly the
as to whether a scheme
Traditionally, conversion projects have not fallen into the category of mainstream
development and it has therefore usually been more difficult to obtain private sector finance
for such projects. Financial institutions often considered conversion schemesas high
risk
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because of the unknown costs associated with such projects and therefore projects have
rarely been fully financed by lending institutions with the developer usually required to raise
a large amount of equity in order to proceed with the project. This potentially made the
if
have been
cash-flow situation unfavourable for the developer even the project would
Limited
profitable. Significantly, since the mid-1990s, however, London Property Research
(1996a, p.50) identify that: "... the investment market is now taking the office to residential
conversionprocess seriously. "
No two properties are alike in investment terms. Indeed, prime locations are not necessarily
fixed and buildings unlike other forms of investment can be refurbished or ultimately
Some building types - as with
redeveloped and thereby reinstating investment prospects.
sectors of the property market - will be more attractive than others at any point in time. In
financial terms, an important factor in any new form of development such as office to
residential conversion will be the level of investment returns versus the risk factor. Lenders
and investors tend to attach a higher return or risk premiums to non-standard investments
such as conversions than for prime property investments (British Property Federation
(1999c; Gyourko and Rybczynski, 2000). Indeed, as Bevan (1997, p. 33) states: "Investment
in the building type on a large scale is likely to emergeonly after investing institutions have
seen what pioneer developers achieve in the medium term. With pension funds and the like
investing less than two per cent of their funds in the residential market there is a long way to
go before [conversions] are established as a permanent, rather than transient dwelling
type." Since the late-1990s, however, office to residential conversion has become a known
developmenttype and the financial backing has becomemore forthcoming.

Whether it is an unfettered market or one in which there is a significant public intervention,
post-war office buildings are real estate,and real estateis a commodity; for a commodity to
attract investment capital, it must have economic value. To attract private investment it may
therefore be necessaryto create and then to enhance economic value. Rypkema (1992,
p.206) argues in relation to historic buildings that for any commodity - including real estate
- to have economic value, four characteristicsmust be in place: scarcity, purchasing power,
desire and utility. For any economic value to exist, all of these characteristics must be
present. Post-war office buildings rarely are considered to possess scarcity despite their
limited supply, however, where these buildings are converted to residential use they offer
dwellings possessingthe premium of a central location and individuality. While, generally
some level of purchasing power will exist, the problem is that it is likely to be being
invested elsewhere,however, if the other factors are in position then purchasing power will
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be available. Thus, what is most often lacking for post-war office buildings is utility and
desire. The desire has to ultimately come from one particular segment of users of real estate
in the market place and it has to be expressed through effective demand. Indeed, for
commercial desire to exist there has to be a functional and financial utility for occupiers and
investors. In other words, for investment to occur there must be a commercial rationale. For
a commercial rationale to exist, the buildings must have an economic value or the potential
for economic value to be created. The most significant dimension in the commercial
calculus to invest is the cost of alternate opportunities, such as the cost of alternate
development on the site and the cost of development on an alternate site. The converted
building, therefore, hasto have greatereconomic value than the next best alternative.

Fiscal measures: stimulants and depressants
There are a number of points in the development chain where an alternative fiscal strategy
could influence market behaviour in favour of conversion opportunities; in the sale or
acquisition of buildings, construction of dwellings, house purchase, or ongoing occupancy
costs. The current fiscal regime in relation to housing is complex. It focuses on a range of
transactionsin the development chain between landowner, developer, investor and occupier.
Non-fiscal measures associated with conversions have generally been applied selectively
based on particular circumstances of a given area or project. Land use planning policies at
national, regional and local level generally give preference to recycling of land and
buildings in urban areas and development support through, for example, specific English
Partnershipsprojects targetedto areasof need (see also legislative factors).

The government has introduced several fiscal measures that adjust the risk/reward
framework in order to make city centres more appealing to investors and Prescott (2000,
p.3) has stated that: "We will use the tax and planning systems to bring previouslydeveloped `brownfield' sites back into constructive use, turning them from eyesores into
assets." These fiscal interventions can be divided into subsidies and incentives. Measures to
improve the levels of returns to investors including subsidies in the form of `gap funding' to
make schemes viable and incentives through increased tax relief to lower development
costs. There are a number of potential fiscal options that could be targeted at specific
participants in the development chain with regard to residential conversions.
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For landowners

Incentives:

Measures:

Incentivesto easethe

Measuresinclude:

flow of convertible

"

vacant land (building) tax and capital

buildings into the
developmentchain.

gains holidays.
making it more expensiveto continue to

"

hold unused buildings; and
making it lessexpensiveto sell these

"

buildings.
For developers

Fiscal options to reduce

Measuresinclude:

developmentcosts of

"

removal/reduction of stampduty; and

conversionsand thus

"

reduced corporation tax and/or deferral of

improve returns.

the incidenceof corporation tax on
building acquisitions; and
100 per cent cost deductions against

"

corporation tax liability.
For occupiers

incentivesto reduce

Measuresinclude:

occupier costs relative

"

stamp duty removal on conversions.

to alternatives,

"

relief for insurancecosts;

"

personal tax incentiveslinked to
occupancy/purchasecosts;

"

additional personal allowancefor
brownfield residentspossibly linked to
mortgages by giving tax relief based on a
proportion of the loan; and

For Investors

"

reductionsin counciltax.

Incentivesto encourage

"

stamp duty removal on conversions;

increasedactivity in

"

tax incentives;

conversions.

"

reduction or removal of capital gains tax
on conversions;

"

tax relief on buy-to-let mortgages/loans.

Figure S.14: Fiscal incentivesand measuresto encouragebrownfield development (adapted from KPMG, 1999).

Developersare often the most difficult group to incentivise becausetheir participation in the
developmentor conversionprocess is principally dependenton sustainedmarket demand for
the product and a suitable pool of buildings. In addition, developers are already able to
obtain corporation tax deductions for practically all of their development costs leaving little
scope for tax incentives. In terms of owner-occupiers, financial considerations form only
part of their decision of where to live, therefore, fiscal incentives would need to deliver a
significant cost advantageto impact upon home purchase decisions. Institutional investors
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invest in residential properties if such
on the other hand will only be encouraged to
investmentis made financially and administratively attractive.

Subsidies
The public subsidy is the most immediate tool available to a government to promote or
facilitate development.Traditionally, such subsidies have formed the basis for much urban
between costs of
regenerationpolicy where programmeshave been used to close the gap
development and the values created. To make conversions commercially competitive
sometimes requires a public subsidy - such as gap-funding, direct grants or low interest
loans - that effectively lowers the price of utilization. Nevertheless,public subsidies have to
be justified on the basis that the resulting project produces a social or community benefit,
which in the absence of the subsidy would not have occurred. The economic case for a
subsidy is usually where the social benefit of a course of action outweighs the private
benefit and the value of the subsidy should be commensuratewith the public benefit gained.
As such, public funding is more likely to be allocated to those schemes that show an
integrated approachto regeneration including social issues. There are various government
agenciesthat have an initiating role in the development process, either through making land
available for development, providing financial assistance, or by participating directly in
development. The grant level is normally driven by an abnormal development cost or
depressed values and is intended to be the minimum necessaryto enable the project to
proceed. Nevertheless, it is significant that KPMG (1999, p.6) acknowledge: "Whilst gap
funding has generally been «r ctive in securing development in marginal cases,it is widely
acknowledgedthat fiscal incentives may he amore attractive instrumentfor developers."
In many urban areas, private investment can be discouraged due to poor environmental
conditions and lack of confidence in market prospects.In such circumstances,investment by
the public

sector in

area enhancement, including

infrastructure improvements,

environmental works, etc., has proven successful in changing the perception of an area and
stimulating private sector interest by restoring confidence in an area's long term prospects
(KPMG, 1999). The successof conversion projects and the wider regeneration of urban
areascan in part, therefore be down to the support and pro-activenessof the respective local
authority. The local authorities also need to understand the commercial logistics of
developmentprojects. Whilst lip service is frequently paid to acknowledging this, in reality
many local planning authorities do not understandthe need for commercial viability or how
it is made up and consequently, do not make allowances for it - for example, by using
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public funds to remove abnormal costs which would otherwise prejudice normal
commercial viability (British Property Federation, 1999c).

Incentives / disincentives
KPMG (1999, p.29) suggestthat "... it would appear that fiscal measures, which impact on
both demand and supply factors in the housing market with more certainty, may present a
more effective mechanism than grants in influencing market behaviour in favour of
brownfield development." The taxation system clearly needsto be more creatively used in
order to increase the demand for urban housing and the supply through incentivising
developers to target their efforts (Urban Task Force, 1999b). As such, this section is
organisedinto supply-side and demand-side measuresthat can provide incentives or indeed
dis-incentives to the conversion and habitation of former office buildings.

Supply-sidemeasures
Supply-side incentives are those targetedat either the site or building owners, house builders
or developersand investors. The main opportunities involve ensuring a sufficient supply of
suitable redundant buildings are made available for conversion and reducing the cost of
developing and investing in such projects in relation to alternative development
or
investment choices. A number of appropriate measuresand their likely impacts
are outlined
in figure 5.15.

The Government announced in the March 2001 Budget that there would be tax relief on
expenditure involving the conversion of space above commercial premises into flats for
letting in the form of 100 per cent capital allowances. Post-war offices are excluded
however, as this relief will only apply to buildings originally constructed for residential use.
There is more scope to use fiscal measures to make urban housing development more
financially attractive. Two areas have been recently promoted: the harmonising of VAT
rates on new-build housing and conversion, and the possibility of a greenfield tax. These
initiatives togetherwith the impact of planning gain will be analysedin this section.
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Measure/ Incentive

Target

Comments

Tax on vacant land holding.

Brownfield landowners

Significant disincentiveto
inactive landholding.

Limited developer interest.

Stampduty removal on

House builders and

brownfield acquisitions.

developers

Corporation tax defermenton

House builders and

Strong developer response.

brownfield acquisitionsand

developers

Requirementto establish

landbanks.

Personaltax revision to enable

critical mass.

Small investors

lossesarising from loans for
urban housingto be set against
total income.

Figure 5.15: Supply-side incentives to encourage brownfield development (adapted from KPMG, 1999, p.9;
p.71).

"

The role of ValueAdded Tax

Since March 1995, developers are able to claim back Value Added Tax (VAT) on
conversionsof commercial property to residential accommodationafter the development has
been completed (Rowland, 1995). Prior to 1995, VAT at 17.5 per cent was charged at the
full rate on the supplies and services used for "... the conversion, reconstruction, alteration
or enlargement of an existing building ... " (VAT Act 1994, Sch.8, Grp.5(9b)). In contrast,
VAT was zero rated for the "... construction of a new building designed as a dwelling or
number of dwellings ... " (VAT Act 1994, Sch.8, Grp.5 (la)). This tax difference severely
disadvantagedconversion projects comparedto new-build projects. The removal of VAT on
conversionsfrom commercial use has aided the conversion process,however, the difficulty
with this method of refunding VAT in comparisonwith zero-rating, is that the developer has
to cover the costs of the VAT when the development is complete, therefore having
implications on cash-flow. Martin (1999, p.4) also claims that the current methods of
applying VAT mean that the "... smaller schemesare getting disproportionately hit by VAT
charges." Another problem with office conversions - that often have another use at the
ground floor level - is that in the caseof mixed-useschemes,VAT is only refundable on the
residential component and therefore the developer has to separatethe costs for the different
uses. Due to the difficulties, time and expense involved in doing this, in many cases,the
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developer will simply pay the VAT and pass the extra costs onto the tenant or purchaser
(Moss, 1997).
Such anomalies have the effect of reducing the capacity of the conversion of redundant
office spaceand other such exploitation of surplus commercial accommodation.As a result,
several mutually complimentary Government policy objectives risk frustration because of
the impact of VAT. Many organisationshave suggestedthat this should be addressed,even
the House of Commons' Environment Select Committee stated that it felt that VAT on the
conversion of buildings to residential useshould be abolished or reducedto as low a rate as
possible (Lewis, 1998d). Indeed, URBED (1998, p.57) argue that: "k is anomalous that
VAT should not he changed on new-build housing whereas it is on the conversion and
improvementof existing buildings. "

VAT potentially offers a flexible means of encouraging brownfield development over
greenfield development,however, any changes in the VAT regime will be complicated by
the need to ensure compliance with the indirect tax provisions of the EC (KPMG, 1999).
The EU has, however, been pressurising member countries to harmonise VAT
on property
across Europe. The Europeanaverage for VAT on property is around seven per cent and
consequently,it has been suggestedthat harmonisation may only be possible at 5 per cent
due to constraints imposed by the EuropeanCommission. This would
obviously increase the
costsof new dwellings and conversions from other uses, therefore affecting both greenfield
and brownfield development. If this is the case then the Government may have to explore
other measuresto stimulate housing in urban areas using the increasedproceedsof this tax
(Urban Task Force, I999b).

The March 2001 Budget cut the VAT rate to 5 per cent for the conversion of residential
properties into a different number of dwellings and also to the renovation of houses that
have been vacant for three years or more, however, these measuresdo not apply to
office
conversions. Nevertheless, since the Government's Spring 2001 Budget a number of
mortgageproviders have introduced new innovative loan facilities that take advantageof the
new 5 per cent VAT rate on the costs of conversion (Heron, 2001). These facilities are
designed to encourageinvestors to exploit the current fiscal regime to take advantage the
of
growth in the lettings market within the private rented sector.These loans can provide for up
to 70 per cent of the original purchase price, with the money to fund the development
released as the conversion work progresses. Within a year upon completion of the
conversion the development finance can then be rolled into an ordinary buy to let mortgage
for up to 85 per cent loan to value of the converted units.
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"

Greenfieldtax

The option of a greenfield tax, whereby local planning authorities seek planning gain on
brownfield sites has
greenfield developmentsin order to pump-prime housing schemeson
gained significant support in recent years. The Urban Task Force (1999a; 1999b) also
propose a package of financial incentives such as a greenfield tax and tax breaks on
brownfield schemesto encouragethe development of brownfield land rather than greenfield
sites. Such a tax would operateby taxing development on greenfield sites in an attempt to
disincentivise their development and to re-direct that development to previously used sites
and buildings. It has been suggestedthat the tax could be in the form of a uniform national
rate set at a fixed amount per hectare;as a banded tax - by region or rural/urban split; or as
an ad valorem tax based upon a percentageof the land value (Urban Task Force, 1999b).
The idea of a greenfield tax has stimulated much debate. Indeed, the Civic Trust is one of
many organisations promoting the idea of a new environmental tax in the form of a
'greenfield levy' to reduce the present financial advantagesof green-field development. It
proposes that the levy would be based on the difference between the value of land as
farmland and its value after gaining planning permission for housing (Planning, 1996c;
1996d; Cooke, 1998a;Lewis, 1998a).

There are those, however, who identify many uncertainties with regard to such a form of
taxation, including whether it would actually lead to greater development on brownfield
sites or just less development. Indeed, Davidson (1995, p.vi) argues that: "Starving the
private house building industry of green fields may result in starving it to death, rather than
forcing it to survive on an unpalatable diet of re-used urban land. " Similarly, whether the
tax would just be absorbedin reduced land values. There are also concerns that a greenfield
tax could push up housing prices, thereby making it difficult for lower income groups to get
onto the home-owning ladder thus leading to an increaseddemand for subsidised housing.
In addition, a greenfield tax could presentthe Government with many problems including its
administration; the valuing of the land; claims for damagesfrom landowners; and choosing
the correct rate to levy (Planning, 1998b). Recognising many of these potential problems,
the Urban Task Force (I 999b) propose an alternative to greenfield tax with the full
environmental costs of new development being reflected through the use of economic
instruments such as the introduction of a system of environmental impact fees through the
planning system.
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"

Planning gain

The local planning authority play an important role in the development process with
referenceto securingbenefits from developmentfor the wider social and environmental gain
(Allinson and Askew, 1996). The concept of planning gain - endorsedby Circulars 1/97 and
6/98 - is also covered under legislative factors and in Chapter Six on the planning system,
however it is mentioned here becauseit is consideredby many to be a form of development
tax (The House Builders Federation, 1998). Local authorities have for many years collected
developer contributions towards highway infrastructure and more recently towards public
transport and affordable housing. Circular 6/98 has altered the national threshold for the
provision of affordable units from 40 to 25 units (or 15 units in Inner London). This has had
the effect of "catching" many conversion projects that had previously been beneath this
threshold and therefore not liable to provide affordable units. Unfortunately, Circular 6/98 like its predecessor13/96 - fails to outline the mechanismsfor calculating:

"

what percentageof the total development should be affordable?;

"

if land or homes are to be provided, how much and at what
price?; and

"

referenceto commuted sums is limited to timing rather than how much can
be levied?
(adapted from The House Builders Federation, 1998, p.5)

A related factor in the conversion process is the administration of planning fees. Although
relatively insignificant in comparison to the overall cost of a conversion project, planning
application fees can contribute to detrimental factors in the viability of development
schemes. The Town and Country Planning (Fees for Applications and Deemed
Applications) Regulations, 1997 dictate that local authorities must charge a much higher
application fee for residential changes of use than for other types of conversion. There is a
flat rate fee of £ 190.00 for `themaking of a material change in the use of a building or land'
other than a material changeof useto one or more separatedwelling houses. For a change of
use to residential, however, there is an application fee of £ 190.00 per dwelling house
(subject to a maximum of £9500.00 (Department of the Environment, 1997b). The system
of
administering planning application fees therefore discriminates quite heavily against
conversionsto residential useover other types of conversions.

Demand-side measures
Perhaps equally important in terms of facilitating the conversion
of redundant office
buildings are incentives that can stimulate the level of demand for
such accommodation.
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These would generally be targeted at owner occupiers and/or tenant occupiers in order to
make residing in the city centre generally or specifically in conversions a more attractive
proposition. A number of possible measuresand their likely impacts are outlined in figure
5.16.

Measure/Incentive

Target

Comments

Personal tax incentives in

Owner occupiers / tenant

Differential with greenfield likely to

designated

occupier

be attractive.

brownfield

Service charges can be uncertain in

areas.

new schemes and relief can lessen
risk. Higher income occupiers will
benefit through tax relief.
Stamp duty removal on

Owner occupiers

brownfield homes.

Quality

schemes generally over

£60,000. Young purchasers likely to
have restricted initial capital.

Insurance premium relief
on brownfield homes.

occupier

Discounted council tax.

Owner occupiers / tenant Reduce cost of living compared to

Owner occupiers / tenant

occupier

Link to fear of crime.

alternatives.

Figure 5.16: Demand-side incentives to encourage brownfield development (adapted from KPMG, 1999, 9;
p.
p.71).

Owner-occupiersincur no VAT on the purchase of residential property becausethe sale is
zero-rated,however they are liable to pay stamp duty on the purchase. The recent abolition
of MIRAS mortgage tax relief need not signal the end of tax incentives to influence
residential choice. Indeed, incentives to buy or rent converted properties or brownfield
developmentsthat target reductions or abolition of stamp duty, rental tax relief or tax
relief
on insurancepremiums could encourageoccupier demand and therefore increase developer
interest by reducing risk. Both owner-occupiers and tenant occupiers are liable to pay the
local government levied council tax at rates set by local authority, therefore, discount
a
incentive could encouragedemand and therefore supply of homes developed brownfield
on
sites or from convertedbuildings.
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Demand-Side Factors
The demand for residential accommodation in conversionsand the city centre is covered in
detail in Chapters Eight and Nine. Nevertheless, a brief overview of the nature and impact
of demand upon the process of conversion is outlined in this section. Market forces under
the control of the planning systemare clearly the principal drivers of housing location in the
UK and conversionstake place in the context of the local housing market. Where demandis
strong, conversions will be attractive to developers - provided abnormal costs can be
overcome - with or without public sector support. In more marginal locations, however where demand is weaker - encouraging increased conversion of obsolete buildings will
require a strategy that tackles both demand constraints, such as local environmental
conditions and value for money, as well as supply constraints, such as building (site)
availability and planning policy.

DEMAND

"

Market sector:

"

Have potential purchasersbeen identified'?

"

Level of demand:

"

Is there evidenceof the level of market
demand'?

"

Price structure:

"

Will the sale prices of the units tie in with the
intended market sector and demand level?

"

Do saleprices compare to alternative choices?

"

Will purchasershave difficulties obtaining

"

Mortgages:

"

Aesthetic appearance:

"

Does the facade/imageneedredesigning?

"

Car parking:

"

Is the demand for parking spacesachievable?

"

Facilities:

"

Will potential purchasersexpect communal

mortgages on the units?

facilities such as a gymnasium,launderette,
etc.?

Figure 5.17: Demand-relatedbarriers and drivers to conversion.

Housing demand is multi-dimensional with numerous influences that vary in importance
between households over time. These factors include family life cycle stage,
socioeconomic status, and lifestyle or personal characteristics. Indeed, the overall demand for
housing and the demand for specific types and locations are affected by
a number of
interrelated factors. A range of demographic factors including both the size
and the
composition of the population will affect demand, however, the number of households
requiring accommodationand their size will more specifically affect the level of demand for
housing. Levels of household income and its distribution throughout the
population are also
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a strong influence on demand as this clearly affects a households' ability to express its
desiresthrough the market. The price of accommodation - whether the cost of buying or the
level of rents - also therefore influences demand. This is related to the effective demand for
homesof a specific type in specific locations. This is an economic term used to describe the
situation in which housing consumers' have a desire for a particular accommodation and
have the financial resources to pay for it. Therefore, effective demand only exists if
individuals' desires or needs coincide with an ability to pay the market price (or rent) for
that accommodation.Therefore, the desire for housing, or the need for it, does not, in itself,
permit the householdto demandit.

The perceived availability of accommodation can also have an impact on levels of demand
and a major barrier to new types or locations of housing lie in the difficulty in changing
residential demand patterns. Housing is also increasingly seen as an investment asset and
not just consideredas somewhereto live and this therefore, also has an impact on ownership
decisions. Governmentpolicy is also an important variable to consider, demand
as
will also
be influenced by taxes and subsidies. Before its abolition, mortgage interest tax
relief was a
major form of general subsidy to house-buyersthat was motivated by the government's aim
of promoting home ownership. Local property taxes, such as the council tax, are levied on
the value of housing (as outlined in the section of financial and economic factors), and
therefore, can have a strong effect on the housing market. Obviously, any changes in these
taxes will impact upon the housing market, either generally or in relation to other areas,
tenure or types of housing Warren (1993).

There is a considerable time lag in the supply process of getting new homes on to the
market. With typical lead times for the construction of housing of at least two years, housebuilders have to form expectationsabout the demand for housing. Although, house-builders
may have a good appreciation of demand in different segmentsof the market and different
localities, they face in Britain a highly volatile market over time. For example, the
sudden
downturn of the market in the late 1980s was unexpected and production levels
overshot
demand(Bramley et al., 1995). The willingness of developersto build in urban areas is,
of
course,also basedon their perception of whether people want to live there. Indeed, a prime
factor inhibiting potential developers of conversion projects in city centres
until the mid1990swas the perception that there was little demand for this type of accommodationin this
location (Oc and Tiesdell, 1997). However, where city
centre residential markets have
become established
- such as Leeds, London, Manchester and Nottingham - many
developmentsnow take place without grants and major house builders have been
attracted
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into these areas.Indeed, since the mid-I 990s, city centre living has grown in popularity and
increased residential values have enhanced the viability of further conversions of vacant
is
the
offices to new housing (Knight Frank, 1999a). There also a school of thought that
developers are "...effectively creating
provision of new homes can be supply-led where
demand by offering supply." (Solesbury, 1990, p. 193). There is an implicit assumption in
this approach that property markets have an internal dynamic and that the provision of
demand, but could actually stimulate
residential property is not just a passive responseto
demand by offering a better quality of supply or by meeting a previously unmet or latent
demandfor property.

Legislative Factors
Legislative factors can be sub-divided into planning interventions in terms of policy and its
implementation

through

development

control,

building

regulatory

control

and

environmental health policies. This section will briefly examine each of these legislative
influences upon conversion activity, however, planning issues are covered in detail in
Chapter Six.

LEGISLATIVE

PlanningPolicies
Affordable housing:

"

What are the local planning authority's (LPA)

"

requirements for affordablehousing provision?
Employment space:

"

0

Does the LPA have employment space

protectionpolicies?
"

Parking:

"

What are the LPA's parking requirements?

"

Density:

"

Are there density standardsthat will apply?

"

Privacy:

"

Will meeting privacy standardsbe problematic?

"

Amenity space:

"

Can acceptableamenity spacebe provided?

"

Can fire safetyand meansof escape

Building Regulations /
Codes
0

Fire:

requirements be met?
"

Access:

"

Is disabledaccessfeasible?

"

Heat loss:

"

Can all thermal and heat loss standardsbe met?

"

Acoustic separation:

"

Can appropriate noise insulation be installed?

"

Do neighbouring usespresent potential

Environmental Policies
"

Noise legislation.

problems?

Figure5.18:Legislativebarriersanddriversto conversion.
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It is worth noting that there are several non-governmentalorganisations that act as powerful
pressure groups in terms of influencing legislative policy. Some of these represent the
business interests of their members such as The House Builders Federation and British
Property Federationwhilst others such as the professional institutes also tend to have a vocal
presence.In addition, there are organisations such as the Commission for the Protection of
Rural England, English Heritage, Civic Society who all have strong views on the built
environment and a series of voluntary bodies representing the needs of buildings from
different historical periods such as the Twentieth Century Society (Greed, 1996). The views
of many of these bodies with regard to housing provision and its location have been
discussed in Chapter Three, however, with specific regard to post-war office buildings,
English Heritage have produced a demolition hit list of 11 tall buildings within London
(London Planning Advisory Council, 1998b). With one exception these buildings are postwar towers that the report claims have a negative impact on the urban environment and
thereforeshould be replaced.

The Planning System
Land-use planning through its control of key variables, such as density, parking
requirements,affordable units, influences what a developer can afford to pay for a building
intended for conversion. Traditionally, policy and practice has been reactive rather than
proactive to the possibility of re-using existing buildings for residential purposes. The
importance of the planning systemis emphasisedin researchby Llewelyn Davies (1994) for
the London Planning Advisory Council and the Government Office for London. They
suggestedthat the capacity for more housing in cities could be achieved by combining an
innovative design-led approach to building new homes with a more flexible approach to
planning policy thereby unlocking the full potential of sites that the blanket application of
standards often prevents. More recently, the British Property Federation (1999a, p.4)
identified that: "The new emphasison local planning authorities demonstrating a sufficient
stock of developmentopportunities (whether land or buildings for conversion) for housing
over five years, rather than a five-year supply bank represents a significant effort to
encouragethe re-use of the existing building stock in new ways."

To gain planning consent for an office to residential conversion, developers will have to
satisfy the local planning authority that the schememeets the criteria establishedin the local
development plan (see Chapters Six and Seven). For purposes of planning control over
changes of use in buildings the key document is the Town and Country Planning (Use
Classes) Order 1987 (Department of the Environment, 1987b) introduced in order to
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simplify planning procedures to allow firms greater flexibility. It divides various land uses
into classeswith each separateclass consisting of a group of very similar uses (Department
of the Environment, 1991a; Oatley, 1991). Normally, a change from one use to another
within the sameuse class will not constitute development, whereas a change to a use within
another class - such as office to residential - will constitute development for which planning
permission will be necessary.Despite the fact that commercial to residential conversions
need planning permission, Barlow and Gann (1993, p. 24) indicate that the new B1 class was
welcomed by developers and investors for two reasons: "... first, the greater flexibility to
change betweenuses reduced the potential for obsolescenceand depreciation in buildings;
second, existing owners of light industrial sites experienceda potential increase in the value
of their property. "

Part A

Part B

Part C

Part D

Al

Bl

Cl

Dl

Shops
A2

Financial and ProfessionalServices

A3

Food and Drink

Business
B2

GeneralIndustrial

B3-7

Special Industrial Groups A to E

B8

Storage and Distribution

Hotels and Hostels
C2

Residential Institutions

C3

Dwellinghouses

Non-residential Institutions
D2

Assembly and Leisure

Figure 5.19: The Use ClassesOrder (England and Wales) (source: Department of the Environment, 1987b).

The Town and Country Planning (General Development) Order 1988 (Department of the
Environment, 1988) reinforced the changes in the Use Classes Order by extending the
freedom to change uses between certain classes without requiring planning permission.
Nevertheless, a change of use from B1 (business) to C3 (residential) requires planning
permission without exception (Home, 1989; Cullingworth and Nadin, 1997). There is a
clause in the General Development Order, however, that allows developers to apply for
planning permission for different types of use class for the same building, and subject to
permission apply those use classesas they seefit. The clause in Schedule2, Part 3, Class E,
essentially allows developersa flexible planning permission for a period of ten years from
the date of the permission (Mallett, 1996). This clause has allowed owners of empty office
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buildings in London to convert their property into residential use - and therefore receive an
income - while having the security of being able in theory to convert back into offices.

Importance of Planning Gain
From a developer's viewpoint, one of the most significant planning-related barriers to
conversion activity is planning gain. Indeed, Monk et al. (1995, p.23) indicate that: "Across
the board, developers viewed planning regulations as almost physical constraints on their
developmentoptions. " The 1991 Planning and CompensationAct gave local authorities the
powers to enter into Section 106 planning agreements with private developers and
landowners which would remove barriers to development. The British Property Federation
(1999c) argues that there is widespread confusion regarding what contributions towards
wider community benefits are allowable by law, and what has become accepted practice
between the growing expectationsof local authorities and the ability of developers to make
the required contributions. They suggest that the implication of emerging policy and the
existing Circular 1/97 mean that developers are increasingly expected to fund transport and
regenerationinitiatives.
Typically, in housing developments, planning gain might be used to secure facilities the
need for which arises as a direct result of the proposed development, to offset the loss of an
environmental resource or secure mixed use and social housing. Agreements can secure a
number of additional benefits from the developer or landowner to reflect additional coststo,
or impacts on, the neighbouring locality arising from the development. Planning agreements
can therefore be viewed as a form of taxation on development, albeit of a flexible and
negotiated kind. Healey et al. (1993) describe the rationale for the use of planning
agreementsas:

"

facilitating the development processby overcoming constraints in terms of
infrastructure and supporting servicesfor development;

"

compensatingto some extent for the costsimposedon a communityby
newdevelopment;
and

"

redistributing some of the gains arising from development to the wider
community, in the absenceof a more formal developmenttax.

In order to secureaffordable housing contributions, most local authorities have set threshold
numbers of units above which developers must either provide a percentage of affordable
homes or contribute financially towards provision elsewherewithin the district (Chapman,
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1998). The London Borough of Islington states that: "... affordable housing is not a
planning benefit in the same senseas other benefits that the Council may seek as part of a
development scheme. The requirement for affordable housing is grounded in specific
planning policy that is effectively endorsed in the relevant Government circular [6/98]. "
(cited in Para.11 of committee report in The House Builders Federation, 1998, p. 5). The
HouseBuilders Federation in their report House Building in the 21S`Century argue that such
policies are effectively taxing developmentand that these are causing developersto reassess
the feasibility of conversions against a re-emerging local office market. The report also
suggeststhat the Government's decision to lower the threshold for the size of developments
on which local authorities can insist on an affordable housing element is putting off builders
from converting office blocks. Indeed, they continue by arguing that the boost a new
residential development brings is in some areas a planning gain in itself and that an
unwillingness to be flexible could lead to a failure to meet the Government's 60 per cent
brownfield target (The HouseBuilders Federation, 1998).

Listed Building Status
Buildings are listed so that local authorities can control exactly what type of modifications is
made to such properties. The Department of the Environment (1990b, Section 1 (1)) define
listed buildings as: "A building or group of buildings considered
of special architectural
historic
interest,
and
which are protected from demolition, alteration or extension without
obtaining Listed Building Consent from the local planning authority. " The policy
establishesa presumption that such buildings should be preserved.Therefore, the developer
is restricted in terms of the modifications that he/she can perform on the building to make it
suitable for residential use. There are usually strict controls including the types of windows,
doors and exterior cladding that can be used, the effect of this could reduce the financial
viability of a conversion scheme.
Such status is still relatively uncommon amongst post-war office buildings, however, a few
are beginning to be designated with this status. Buildings from the period post-war to
present day are only listed if they are consideredto be outstanding. This criterion applies to
buildings more than 30 years old and if under threat of alteration/demolition, and in
exceptional cases,buildings as recent as 10 years old may be considered for listing. The
merits of listing post-war buildings has generatedfierce debate between developers,heritage
groups and members of the public. Critics argue that listing such a building can create an
obsolete structure becauseconversion or refurbishment may well alter the very fabric of the
original building that was the justification for listing (Ratcliffe and Stubbs, 1996).
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Nevertheless,it is important that some buildings from this important period in history are
protected otherwise it would not be recorded in built form. These arguments should,
however, be used to justify the careful selection of buildings, including an account of the
economicand aestheticviability of refurbishment or re-use. Many of the post-war buildings
consideredfor listing havebecome obsolete in their original use and therefore have to be put
to a new use. This conversion process often requires some adaptation of the building and
therefore potentially alters the character or appearance of the building which was the
justification for its listing.

Building Regulations and Environmental Health
A framework of building and amenity standards adopted by local authorities regulates
conversionsof offices into residential use. The general aim of these standards is to ensure
adequate standards for both the residents and neighbours of any scheme. The most
fundamentalregulatory considerationsin the change of use from offices into residential use
are meeting fire safety standards in terms of spread and means of escape and achieving
acceptablethermal properties All conversions of office to residential must conform to the
Building RegulationsAct, 1991, which stipulates that any `material alterations' to a building
need to be approved (Department of the Environment, 1992b). Conversion and indeed other
building projects must meet key criteria in the regulations associatedwith:

"

structuralintegrity;

"

fire safety (means of escape; access for fire brigade; fire detection and
alarm systems;and meansof preventing flames spreading;

"

disabled access. In forthcoming years, conversion activity is likely to
receive a boost as the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 - which is being
implemented in phases through to 2004 - begins to have an impact upon
the future use of commercial buildings. Indeed, companies may have to
move to more compliant buildings thereby releasing buildings with
potential for conversion;

"

thermal performance(insulation; heating and ventilation); and

"

acoustic transmission (sound insulation). Application of noise legislation
often is conflicting with other objectives such as repopulating city centres.
Indeed, environmental health officers are increasingly coming into conflict
with planning officers as residents of recently approved schemesbegin to
realise the nuisancecausedby other neighbouring uses, someof which may
havebeen operating for many years.
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At present, the same regulations apply for conversions as for new-build residential
developments,however, it is often more difficult to apply and meet the standardswithin an
however, local authorities will
In
existing building than in a new-build scheme. some cases,
in
to
the
relax building standardsthat do not affect the safety of occupants order encourage
re-useof vacantbuildings.

Conclusions
Many property developers have long viewed the time brownfield sites take to prepare and
bring back into profitable use as problematic. However, a growing band of developers and
investors are showing a readinessto take on the conversion of obsolete buildings. Indeed,
while it is apparent that certain common denominators may be found, and therefore used to
predict which buildings might be successfully converted, it is nonetheless apparent that a
building seen by one developer as being unsuited to conversion may be seen as presenting
opportunities to another. "The developers are discovering that the existing urban fabric can
offer great potential to add value to the final product, if the initial hurdles can be
overcome." (Margolis, 1999, p.8).
In the early 1990s,the perception was that many buildings were difficult to convert due to
installing services, meeting building

regulation requirements and meeting planning

constraints such as parking and affordable housing. Once the trend was established,
however, then solutions to these problems were commonly found. Many of the solutions
were always there, however, it took the establishmentof the principle of converting offices
to residential through a few pioneer developments to establish price levels that reassured
other developers(Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors, 1998a). This trend for converting
obsolete commercial spaceinto residential in the UK which emerged in the early 1990s can
be compartmentedinto four distinct phases:

"

initial activity by housing associations exploiting the opportunity of
relatively inexpensive office stock to provide affordable housing;

"

small-scale interest from pioneering private sector developers providing
homes in relatively small conversions in un-chartered residential locations
mainly in London;

"

the involvement of mainstream large-scale housing developers previously
engagedprimarily in new-build housing projects. This led to an increase in
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both the size of individual schemesand the scale of conversion activity
although still concentratedin London; and
the spread of office conversion activity to a wide variety of towns and

a

cities acrossthe UK.
The growth of this conversion-type was the development industries response to the
opportunity of exploiting a sudden glut of obsolete and vacant office space as outlined in
Chapter Four. There were, however, a number of other complimentary factors that
facilitated the conversionof thesebuildings to residential use, theseincluded:

the emergence of a significant rent-gap between the relative values of

"

commercial office and residential accommodation;
the Government's householdprojections that indicated a huge need for new

"

homesas examinedin ChapterThree;
"

changing demographic profiles of households especially those expected to
be createdin the near future;

"

government pressure to accommodateas many new homes on brownfield
sites - including conversions - as possible, especially in urban areas;

"

an urban renaissance being experienced in many towns and cities
throughout the UK; and

"a

rapidly increasing demand for new homes in city centres fuelled by and
contributing to the renaissance mentioned above together with the
changing nature of householdformation.

Nevertheless, a wide range of other factors - or barriers and drivers - influences the
viability and therefore realisation of conversion projects. These can be organised into five
categories: physical or design-related; locational; financial or economic; demand; and
legislative factors. All construction projects are influenced by barriers and drivers associated
with these factors, however, with conversion projects - especially those of a new type every development is unique and there are more unknowns in a physical sense and less
certainty in terms of the product.
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ROLE OF THE PLANNING SYSTEM:
THE IMPACT UPON ADAPTIVE RE-USE
Introduction
The planning system is the principal mechanism by which government policies affect the
housing market in Britain. The Government can, however, also affect markets through a
interventions (legal rules), fiscal
wide variety of other policy instruments such as regulatory
interventions (taxes and subsidies), and direct state participation in the provision of housing
(Le Grand et al., 1992). Governments employ elements of all of these strategies of
intervention, although the recent trend has been to reduce direct government involvement in
provision. Planning falls broadly into the first class of policy instrument, the regulatory
framework. The planning system plays an important role in constraining and directing the
residential development market, however, this cannot be considered in isolation from other
measures- such as fiscal - which can encouragea wider change in the market (as discussed
in Chapter Four). Indeed, Solesbury (1990) and Bramley et al. (1995) note how property
development intersects with public policy in many ways and that planning represents a
particular form of public policy intervention in the arenaof private decisions.
The case for planning is that without such intervention in the development market, defects
in market forces and the price mechanism would mean that unconstrained development
could give rise to considerablesocial costs (Richardson, 1971). One of the key roles of the
planning systemis, therefore, to ensure that new homes are provided in the right place and
at the right time (Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000b, s.3,
p.6). The Government also stressesthe importance of considering the potential of residential
development in revitalising areasand creating a more sustainable environment, and as such
argues that: "A key role of the planning system is to enable the provision of homes and
buildings, investment and jobs in a way which is consistent with the principles of
sustainable development." (Departmentof the Environment, 1997c,para.1).
The Town and Country Planning Act 1947 established the basic principles of the planning
system in England and Wales. Since 1948, successive legislative reforms have led to a
highly regulated system of land-use control in the UK. The systemoperatesthrough public
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development
control of development rights and is designed - through the preparation of
development with the need to protect the
plans - to balance the demand for new
in that any decision must have regard to the
environment. The system is plan-led developmentplan - and it is governedthrough the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 as
Planning (Listed Buildings and
amendedby the Planning and CompensationAct, and the
ConservationAreas) Act 1991.
Planning Policy Guidance notes are the form through which the Government sets out and
transmits its policies on different aspectsof planning and influences local planning policy.
The implementation of these planning controls is exercised under two distinct but
interrelated processes. First, the development plan concerned with the production of
planning policies that provides a starting point for the evaluation of various development
proposals.Local planning authorities prepare and review their development plans based on
the content of the Government's Planning Policy Guidance notes. These development plans
- known as local plans or unitary development plans - guide development proposals by
establishing a series of rules that may shape future developmentproposals and influence the
chancesof gaining planning permission. Secondly, development control whereby decisions
are made on individual planning applications (Bruton and Nicholson, 1987; Healey and
Nabarro, 1988; Cullingworth and Nadin, 1997).

This chapter examinesthe planning policy context of conversion activity at a national and
local level and as such, it is organised into two main sections. The first examines the key
dimensions of national planning policy and guidance in relation to the adaptive re-use of
buildings in urban areas.The second section identifies the role of local development plans
and major local policy issues that influence the conversion of redundant office space to
residential use.

Planning Policy and Guidance
The post-war attitudes to planning and physical intervention gained momentum in the
1950'sand 1960'swhen the typical urban policy was for slum clearanceand comprehensive
redevelopment.A significant challenge of the age was the accommodation of the car within
the city and, therefore, these policies were augmented by road building schemes. Indeed,
grand plans were made to fundamentally restructure cities in order to accommodate the
demands of modern business with efficient access for cars. These conventions of urban
planning in the late 1950s through much of the 1960s favoured rigidly-defined, functionallyzonedurban development.
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In the 1950s and 1960s, as an increasingly affluent population moved further into the
suburbs, and as a result, inner area road building schemes were proposed to meet the
increasing need for accessfrom the suburbsto the city centres.As such, Ravetz (1985, p.82)
argues that, in essence,much of planning of the 1960'swas planning for roads. By the mid1960's,however, the social effects of the destruction of urban neighbourhoodsand cherished
led to frequent and increasingly widespread
environments was becoming evident and this
public protest. The 1970s and 1980s saw planning shift from focussing upon social and
economic matters to a growing entrepreneurial approach to planning with a relaxation of
planning concerns. As such, the strategic approach to town planning was dismantled in
favour of planning through development control leading to more dispersed and uneven
patternsof urban development(Hobbs, 1996).
Since the early 1990s,however, sustainability and urban areas have been at the forefront of
planning issuesand policies. Indeed,the aim of creating a more sustainableenvironment - in
a physical, social, economic or environmental sense- has been the overarching theme of all
subsequentGovernment guidance (Town and Country Planning Association, 1998). Indeed,
Llewelyn Davies (1994, p.4) suggested that planners had increasingly become under
pressureto find solutions to urban pressureswhich:

"

uselessland;

"

generatefewer car miles;

"

use existing urban resources;and

"

conserveenergy.

The focus of government policy moved to housing following the Government's 1995
householdprojections (Department of the Environment, 1995b; 1995c) (see Chapter Three).
Indeed, accommodating this household growth in a sustainable manner utilising brownfield
sites and redundant buildings becamethe focus of most government policy and initiatives.
This has evolved into a broader debate about encouraging an emerging urban renaissance
that has a broader holistic approach including the design, environmental quality, social and
economic welfare of urban areas.The Government has advocatedan approachthat includes
a portfolio of planning solutions, indeed, Prescott (2000, p. 3) argues that: "To deliver an
urban renaissance, we must co-ordinate our efforts at all levels: national, regional and
local. "
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The Relevance of National

Planning

Policy Issues to Adaptive

Re-use

Achieving more sustainable development has clearly been the main objective of
Government planning policy and initiatives since the early 1990s (Department of the
Environment, 1997c). Indeed,in the White Paper This Common Inheritance (Department of
the Environment, 1990c), the Government insisted that all policies must be consistent with
sustainabledevelopment. One of the most important and well-publicised documents of the
late-1990s was the Urban Task Force's report Towards an Urban Renaissance. The report
recommendeda number of key proposals intended to tackle the causesof urban decline in
England and bring people back into our cities, towns and urban neighbourhoods. In relation
to this research,theseinclude:

creating designated Urban Priority Areas, where special regeneration
measures will apply, including a streamlined planning process,

"

acceleratedcompulsory purchasepowers and fiscal incentives;
"

making developing on brownfield land and recycling existing buildings
more attractive than building on greenfield land;

"

making statutory developmentplans more strategic and flexible in scope,
and devolve detailed planning policies for neighbourhood regeneration
into targetedareaplans;

"

producing dedicated Planning Policy Guidance to support an urban
renaissance;

"

adopting a sequential approach to the release of land and buildings for
housing, so that previously developedland and buildings get used first;

"

requiring local authorities to remove allocations of greenfield land for
housing from development plans where these are no longer consistent
with planning policy objectives;

"

requiring every local authority to maintain an empty property strategy
that setsclear targets for reducing levels of vacant stock;

"

ensuring sufficient public investment and fiscal measures are used to
lever in greater amounts of private investment into urban regeneration
projects;

"

introducing a new financial instrument for attracting institutional
investmentinto the residential private rented sector;

"

introducing a package of tax measures to provide incentives for
developers, investors, small landlords, owner-occupiers and tenants to
contribute to the regenerationof urban land and buildings; and
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publishing an ambitious Urban White Paper that addresseseconomic,
social and environmental policy requirements, tying in all relevant

"

governmentdepartmentsand institutions.
(adapted from Urban Task Force, 1999b, pp. l 1-12)

Many of these proposals have subsequently been initiated by the Government as part of
revised planning policy guidance,in the recent White Paper Our Towns and Cities or as part
of other policy or fiscal initiatives (Department of the Environment, Transport and the
Regions, 2000c). This section will focus upon the key implications of these - and other
recently preceding national policies - for the creation of more new homes in urban areas and
in particular the adaptive re-use of office buildings to residential use in city centres.The five
main relevant themes - which are all interlinked - that will be highlighted are:

"

to focus development within existing urban centres;

"

the encouragementof brownfield development;

"

the conversion or re-use of existing buildings;

"a

move towards the implementation of sequential tests to qualify the
suitability of development sites and the emergence of urban capacity
studies; and

"

effortsto reduceprivatecaruseandthenumbersof journeys.

Enhancing existing urban centres
One of the first statutory documents to firmly encourage local authorities advocate to
allocate more residential development in existing urban centres was the 1992-version of
Planning Policy Guidance note 3: Housing (Department of the Environment, 1992a).
Planning Policy Guidance note 6 also stressedthe importance of sustaining and enhancing
the vitality and viability of town centres.In addition, the guidance encouragedan increase in
housing in town centres and stated that a mixture of housing and other uses in the town
centre "... can increase activity and therefore personal safety, while ensuring that buildings
are kept in good repair. Residentsand workers stimulate shopping, restaurants and cafes,
and other businessesto serve them, and so in turn add to the vitality. " (Department of the
Environment, 1996b, s2.13). One of the key tasks of the Urban Task Force - established in
1998 - was to examine the causesof urban decline and to recommend solutions to bring
people back into towns and cities in order to achieve some of these perceived benefits.
Indeed, in the introduction to the Urban Task Force's report, deputy Prime Minister John
Prescott, in alluding to the then imminent Urban White Paper claimed that it "... will set out
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the framework which the Government is committed to developing to ensure that towns and
cities are not only competitive and prosperous, but offer a good quality of life for everyone
who lives there. " (Urban Task Force, 1999b, p. 4). Indeed, one of the key visions of the
White Paper Our Towns and Cities: The Future is "to encourage people to remain and
move back into urban areas ... by making them places which offer a good quality of life. "
(Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000c, s.2.36, p. 29).

Subsequentpolicy guidance has reinforced this stance and the public consultation drafts of
Planning Policy Guidancenote 3: Housing and Planning Policy Guidance note 13: Transport
both reaffirmed the Government's commitment to concentrating most additional housing
developmentat increaseddensities within existing towns and cities claiming (Department of
the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1999e, para.3; 19991, s.5). The final revised
PPG3 - that replaced the 1992 version - went further by arguing that: "To promote more
sustainablepatterns of developmentand make better use of previously developed land, the
focus for additional housing should be existing towns and
cities. " (Department of the
Environment,Transport and the Regions, 2000b, s. 1, p.5).

Facilitating brownfield development
As part of the drive to accommodategrowth within existing
urban areas, the Government
requires a significant proportion of development to occur on brownfield sites, indeed, "The
national target is that by 2008,60%

of additional housing should be provided on

previously-developedland and through conversions of existing buildings. " (Department of
the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000b, s.23, p. 11) (see also Chapter Three).
Planning Policy Guidance note 1 argues that the re-use of previously developed land is
important in supporting the objective of creating a more sustainablepattern of development.
It also adds that the Government is committed to preferring such developmentprovided that
it "... creates or maintains a good living environment." (Department of the Environment,
1997c, para.7). The recent Urban White Paper also affirms the Government's commitment
to making the best use of previously developed sites and buildings (Department of the
Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000c).

Government policy suggeststhat the reuse of urban land will help to alleviate
some of the
development pressures on suburban and green field sites. Indeed, the
previous Planning
Policy Guidance note 3 reaffirmed the key role of the planning system in identifying
and
realising "... the developmentpotential of derelict and underused land... Development of
such land can represent a real a real environmental gain, not only by providing the homes
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in which to live. "
required, but also by helping to make urban areas pleasanter places
(Department of the Environment, 1992a, p3; Para.17). Similarly, the public consultation
draft of the revised Planning Policy Guidance note 3: Housing compelled local authorities to
"... provide sufficient housing land but give priority to the re-use of previously developed
land, bringing empty homes back into use and promoting the conversion of existing
buildings within urban areas, in preference to the development of greenfield sites. "
(Departmentof the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1999e, para.4).
British Property Federation (1999a) memorandum on inquiry into the consultation draft of
Planning Policy Guidance note 3 statedthat: "It is essential that planning policy reinforces
land and buildings if ' the government's
and promotes the re-use of previously developed
target of building 60% of all new housing on brownfield sites is to be achieved. " (British
Property Federation, 1999a, p. l). As such, the final revised Planning Policy Guidance Note
3 also compels local authorities to: "Provide sufficient housing land but give priority to reusing previously developed land within urban areas, bringing empty homes back into use
and converting existing buildings, in preference to the development of Greenfield sites. "
(Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000b, s.2, p. 5). In addition, it
statesthat: "The Government is committed to maximising the re-use of previously-developed
land and emptyproperties and the conversion of non-residential buildings for housing, in
order both to promote regeneration and minimise the amount of Greenfield land takenfor
development." (Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000b, s.22,
p. 11).

Converting and re-using existing building
There is an obvious overlap between the re-use of existing buildings and encouraging
brownfield development as existing buildings are clearly on previously developed sites.
Given the nature of this research,however, it is felt prudent to look more specifically at this
category of brownfield development. Indeed, one of the remits of the Government's Urban
Task Force had specific reference to the provision of housing through the re-use of existing
buildings.

The Department of the Environment's (1987) Re-Using Redundant Buildings: a good
practice guide illustrates the Government's long-term concern with adapting a legacy of
redundant older structures for new uses. It was not until the release of Planning Policy
Guidance note 3 (Department of the Environment, 1992) that this concern for re-using
buildings began to encompass residential conversions. Significantly, this guidance and
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Planning Policy Guidance note 6: Town Centres and Retail Development mentioned the
in central areas
possibility of converting unused office space to increase housing stocks
(Department of the Environment, 1992a; 1996b, s2.14). Planning Policy Guidance note 3:
Housing also required local planning authorities in their development plans to: "... make
for expected supplyfrom
clear whether the housing provision figures include an allowance
conversions and change of use ... " and similarly that "... plans should also clearly state
what assumptionsthey makeabout the likely contribution to total housing supply resulting
use." (Department of the Environment, 1992a, Paras.I1
...conversionsand changesof
and 12).

from

Most subsequentplanning policy guidance has emphasisedthat particular priority should be
placed on the re-use or conversion of existing sites and properties (Department of the
Environment, 1994b; 1996b, s2.14). Planning Policy Guidance note 13: Transport
encourages local planning authorities to consider these conversions in relation to the
accessibility of facilities and public transport corridors (Department of the Environment,
1994b, s3.2; s.3.3). The public consultation draft Planning Policy Guidance note 3: Housing
(Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1999e) reaffirmed the new
Labour Government's commitment to continuing policy advice related to maximising the
re-useof previously developedland and the conversion and re-useof existing buildings. The
draft guidance also urged local planning authorities to formulate plans which sought to:

"... re-introduce housing to town centres by, for example, converting space above
shops and vacant commercial buildings, including housing in mixed-use
developments." [and to adopt] "... a moreflexible approach to developmentplan
standards with regard to densities, car parking, amenity space and overlooking,
recognising that such housing is likely to appeal to particular

types of

householdswho would prefer to live more centrally. "
(Departmentof the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1999e,para.8; para.34).

The final revised version of Planning Policy Guidance note 3 confirmed the need to make
more efficient use of land by maximising the re-use of previously developed land and the
conversion and re-use of existing buildings. Significantly, one section specifically relates to
conversionsand the re-useof buildings and requires local planning authorities should adopt
positive policies to:
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identify and bring into housing use empty housing, vacant commercial

"

buildings and upper floors above shops, in conjunction with the local
authority's housing programme and empty property strategy and, where
appropriate,acquire properties under compulsory purchaseprocedures;and
promote such conversions, by taking a more flexible approach to

"

development plan standardswith regard to densities, car parking, amenity
spaceand overlooking.
(Departmentof the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000b, s.41, p. 15).

The Government also reinforces the concept of re-use at regional level such as the Strategic
Guidance.for London Planning Authorities (Government Office for London, 1996). This
formal guidance on the review of unitary development plans strongly encouraged adaptive
re-use and noted surplus office space as a potential major source of new housing. Indeed,
the guidance statesthat London borough's should:

"

assess the scope for conversion of existing buildings in other uses to
residential useto meet changing housing needs;

"

set out policies and proposals to facilitate the change of use of redundant
and surplus office spaceto housing;

"

review policies so that they encouragerather than hinder the conversion of
existing dwellings; and

"

keep under review areas of existing office development and prepare
policies setting out the balance between continued office use and other
uses.
(Government Office for London, 1996)

Introducing

sequential

tests for land release and urban

capacity

studies

To achieve the level of brownfield development that the Government sought it needed to
introduce policies that strike a balance by reducing the level of greenfield development
without preventing it completely. URBED (1998) suggestedthat a sequential test - similar to
that introduced for retail development in Planning Policy Guidance note 6: Town Centres
and Retail Development- be introduced for residential development. Indeed, the guidance
introduced a sequential test for retail development where the onus was on developers
proposing out of centre retail developments to demonstrate that they had thoroughly
assessedall potential town centre options. Similarly, local authorities have to adopt a similar
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approach to designating sites for new retail development in their development plans
(Departmentof the Environment, 1996b, sl. 9).
No mechanism previously existed to translate national housing requirements into effective
land allocations within local authority areasin ways that take into account the impact on the
environment. There is also no effective mechanism in the planning system to ensure that
house builders and developers first consider sites within the urban area, before seeking
permission to develop on greenfield sites. The consultation draft of Planning Policy
Guidance note 3 (Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1999e,
para.19) introduced the Government's commitment to adopting a sequential approach to
determine the phased release of land. The draft suggestedthat local planning authorities
should consider the re-use of existing property and of previously developed land before
releasinggreenfield land for housing developmentby:

"

assessingthe capacity of urban areasto accommodatemore housing; and

"

adopting a sequential approach to the allocation of land for housing
development.

(adaptedfrom Departmentof the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000b, p. I I).
Adopting such a sequential approach is an attempt to shift the balance in favour
of town
buildings
for conversion and/or redevelopment. Implementing this policy
centre sites and
will not be without difficulties, however, due to the monitoring and assessmentnecessary
for the substantial number of residential developmentplanning applications. To put further
the emphasis upon residential development in urban areas the Government has placed a
requirement upon local authorities to produce urban capacity studies (Department of the
Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000g). Indeed, the revised Planning Policy
Guidancenote 3 statesthat:

"RPBs [Regional Planning Boards] should draw on urban housing capacity
studies in proposing the recycling target for their region which will be set in
RPG [Regional Planning Guidance]. Planning authorities will also wish to draw
on thesestudies in seeking to ensure that housing requirements are apportioned
between local authorities in a way which maximises the
use of previouslydevelopedland and buildings and minimises Greenfield land take."
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The policy guidance also outlines how at a local level, development plans should identify
for conversion and re-use sufficient to meet housing
sites for housing and buildings
(Department of the
requirements and then manage its release over the plan period.
Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000b, s.26; s.28, p. 12). The British Property
Federation (1999a) suggest that this new emphasis on demonstrating a sufficient stock of
developmentopportunities for housing over five years - rather than a five-year supply bank building stock.
representsa significant effort to encouragethe re-use of the existing

Reducing private car use and the need to travel
In 1994, the Government's introduction of Planning Policy Guidance note 13: Transport
It
was a major step in co-ordinating policies to reduce the need to travel. provided a seriesof
detailed policies designed to induce less travel by overturning much of previous government
thinking on planning and transport policy. Local authorities were guided to adopt planning
and land usepolicies, particularly for housing, which "... promote developmentwithin urban
areas, at locations highly accessible by means other than private car. " (Department of the
Environment, 1994b, sl. 8).
Planning Policy Guidance note 1 is the Government's strategic commentary on planning
policy and this also encouragesthe use of existing developed areas which have good access
to a range of transport and other facilities, conserving the natural environment, and reducing
the need to travel (Department of the Environment, 1997c,para.24). The Government White
Paper's Our Future Homes and A New Deal for Transport (Department of the Environment,
1995a; Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 19980 also advocate
locating more homes in towns and cities and along public transport routes as part of an
initiative to integrate land use planning and transport. The revised public consultation draft
of Planning Policy Guidance Note 13: Transport reinforces these earlier policies and
identifies that:

"Land use planning has a key role in delivering the Government's integrated
transport strategy. By influencing the location, scale, density, design and mix of
uses, planning can help to reduce the need to travel, reduce the length of
journeys and make it safer and easier for people to walk, cycle or use public
transport. "
(Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 19991,s.3, p. 7).
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The Role of Local Development Plan Policy
Government policies on city centre living and conversion to residential use have been
evolving through advice issued in Planning Policy Guidance notes since the early 1990s.
These are, however, only part of the policy framework that determines the basis on which
planning decisions are made. Local authority planning policies are also important, as they
often influence decisions more directly and often affect the attitude of developers and
landownersconsidering conversionsof particular buildings. The policies of local authorities
are encompassedin their development plans that provide the local context for individual
planning decisions. Local authorities must take into account national and regional guidance
in preparing theseplans and in deciding individual planning applications (Department of the
Environment,Transport and the Regions, 1999m; 2000c).
All local planning authorities are required under the 1991 Planning and Compensation Act
to prepare district-wide development plans. The Act also gives added legislative power to
development plans by requiring that decisions on development
should be made in
accordancewith the plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise (Department of
the Environment, 1991b). In preparing a development plan, local authorities have both
a
promotional and regulatory role. They must ensure that development opportunities are
seized and that existing employment uses are not compromised whilst protecting the
residential amenity of future residents. The development plan - whether in the form of a
local plan or unitary developmentplan is sometimesenhancedby
supplementaryplanning
guidance,which is used in decision-making on applications. This does not carry the same
statusas the plan, however, and should be cross-referencedto the local plan (Healey, 1983).
Local planning authority prepared planning briefs are also important in giving a lead to
developersand a degree of certainty about what is acceptable in terms of development
and
likely to take place on surrounding sites. The Urban Task Force has argued that the planning
systemhas become stultified in that it generally takes too long to plan and make decisions
within a systemthat is reactive and become too focussedon `controlling' development. As
such, it proposesthat:
"

development plans should become simpler, more flexible and strategic
documents,closely integrated with other local strategies,and avoiding the
inclusion of detailed site-level policies; and

"

the formulation of detailed planning policies for a regenerationarea is often
better dealt with as part of an areaplanning process.

(adaptedfrom UrbanTaskForce,1999b,p.191)
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Conversion Activity and the Role of Local Planning Policy
have to adopt central
In local plans or unitary development plans, local authorities
the re-use of redundant buildings for
government guidance in relation to the promotion of
housing. This includes being flexible in terms of the residential amenity, parking
to planning applications for conversions. As
requirements and density standards applied
for local planning authorities regarding the conversion of
such, four key issues of concern
office spaceto residential useare:
ensuring appropriate density of development and maintaining housing

"

amenity standards;
"

ensuring appropriate levels of parking are provided;

"

protecting floor spaceearmarked for employment purposes; and

"

providing a mix of tenure especially affordable housing.

Density and Amenity
Urban densities vary enormously even within the same city and, therefore, one important
planning consideration where there is some flexibility is the dwelling density standards
adopted by a local authority. Indeed, density controls may affect the way that land and
buildings permitted for housing development will translate into numbers of residential units
created.A study of density standards,however, revealed that: "... many authorities do not
use densitystandards at all, and where they are used it seemsto be in a rather half-hearted,
pragmatic fashion. " (Breheny, 1997a, p.87). Llewelyn Davies (1994) and more recently the
consultation draft and revised version of Planning Policy Guidance note 3: Housing all
recommend, however, that local authorities impose minimum density standards and relax
maximum standardsparticularly in and around existing centres and other areas with good
public transport (Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1999e,
para.40; 2000b, s.57). In the revised Planning Policy Guidance note 3, the Government goes
further by requiring local authorities to:

"

encourage housing development which makes more efficient use of land
(between 30 and 50 dwellings per hectarenet); and

"

seek greater intensity of development at places with good public transport
accessibility.
(Departmentof the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000b, s.58, p. 19).
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Residential densities cannot be fully reflected in dwellings per acre with person densities
likely to be much lower than in previous decadesdue to the projected decline in average
household size (see Chapter Three). Measurements of residential density based on bedspacesor habitable rooms are more accurate than those based on dwellings per hectare,
however, they are more appropriate as measures of potential housing capacity (Hooper,
1999). The use of habitable rooms per hectare is the traditional method of measuring
residential density, however, Planning Policy Guidance note 3 refers to dwellings per
hectarein setting standards for the most efficient use of housing land. Indeed, density is a
crude measureof the amount of housing development on a site that it is measuredin a very
exact way:

Habitable rooms
= density (expressedas habitable rooms per hectare)

Site area (in hectares)
0
Figure 6.1: Formula for calculating residential densities.

In the late-1990s, the Government considered dramatic increases in permitted density in
urban areasacrossthe UK by concentrating new developmentaround transport nodes (Fairs,
1998b). A report by Llewelyn-Davies (1997) for the London Planning Advisory Council
proposes that density guidelines could double or even triple as long as cars are heavily
restricted, or even banned.The report suggeststhat 500 to 700 habitable rooms per hectare
could be achieved comparedto current guidelines of 125-250 if the government backs the
proposal. The report suggeststhat residential densities in London could be increasedby as
much as 300 per cent through a mixture of conversions, infilling and back land
development.

Research by Llewelyn Davies and the Bartlett School of Planning (Department of the
Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1998k) indicates, however, that as you move from
low to medium densities you save a lot of land, but as you go even higher the density bonus
drops very rapidly. Indeed, very high densities are complicated by the need to
provide
sufficient community and social facilities like schools, open space, health centres and local
shopping. The revised Planning Policy Guidance note 3: Housing suggests that low
densitieswill have the opposite effect and that:
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"Low density development is unlikely to sustain local services or public
transport so that access to jobs, shops, education, health, leisure and social
facilities is dependent upon car use. Similarly, the loss of population in cities
through redevelopmentat lower densities combined with falling household size,
can lead to the collapse of local services and result in social exclusion of those
without accessto a car. "
(Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1999e, para.38).
Economistssuch as Evans (1988; 1991) have argued that, when planning restricts the supply
of land for housing, it tends to raise densities and that this obliges households to consume
less space than they would prefer, therefore reducing their private welfare. Both market
forces and planning intervention clearly have a powerful effect on residential densities and
Fulford (1996, p. 129) argues that: "High density development,particularly within a central
urban context, is often the most profitable option for house-builders. The main obstacle
identified by the house-builders was the disparity that currently exists between the focus of
national planning policy guidance and its application at a local level. " In terms of
conversion activity however, density may be a positive factor; the floor spaceof a converted
building may be greater than would be allowed in a redevelopment because of planning
restrictions on plot ratios.

Conversions from office to residential use usually create higher densities than local plan or
unitary development plan policies indicate as being acceptable, however, with few
exceptions, this rarely results in planning permission being refused on density or amenity
grounds. Therefore, amenity issues are often ignored in the case of conversions. Similarly,
planning authorities take a relaxed view of unit size mix, with little insistence on inclusion
of `family-sized' units, even if such a policy is specified in the development plan. Primarily,
this is due to the geographic location of office to residential conversions in very urban
settings that are traditionally more attractive to smaller households than families. London
Property ResearchLimited (1996a) suggestthat this general relaxation of policy is due to:

"

many planning policies include the word "normally", providing local
planning authorities with a reason to override policy;

"

planning committee members have a strong feel-good factor about
conversions- bringing life and vitality to an area;

"

it is not usually practical to reduce the size of
an office building to enable
lower densities; and
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"

if it is a private sector development and there are willing buyers, should
they be protected from themselveson technical planning grounds?

As such, urban density is a sensitive planning issuethat has long confounded the attemptsof
planners to use their understanding of it as a means of improving the urban environment
(Haughton and Hunter, 1994). High density is often considered as the perpetrator of less
public open space,a less attractive environment, more crime and vandalism, more nuisances
from bad neighbours, and so forth and a major concern has been the fear of town cramming
(Evans, 1991; Gosling et al., 1993). Some commentators prefer to use the term town
cramming rather than urban consolidation in discussing attempts to increase densities,
especially in older cities (Breheny, 1992b; Breheny and Rockwood, 1993).
Most literature on the economics of urban size tends to assume that larger, denser cities
generate a whole range of negative costs for their residents (Richardson, 1973; Walker,
1981). This reflects a pervasive anti-urbanism that has characterised attitudes to urban
planning in Britain since the early 1970s. Indeed, developers have claimed that although
planning officers are now willing to consider higher densities, committee members are still
often reluctant to approve them (Ballard in Willis, 2001). This traditional view of high
density may, however, be misplaced in certain circumstances with high density being
appropriate in parts of cities for certain groups (Rosenberg, 1982). Indeed, density per se is
not an indicator of urban quality and high density does not necessarily equate with
overcrowding.

Car-Parking
Local authorities can use parking policies to promote sustainable transport choices and
reduce reliance on the car for work and other journeys (Department of the Environment,
Transport and the Regions, 19991).Indeed, the car parking standards adopted by a local
authority are another planning consideration where there is a high degree of flexibility.
Llewelyn Davies (1994) were amongst the first to recommend that local authorities reduce
parking standards - especially for conversions - in areas with good public transport.
Significantly, this advice is adoptedin Planning Policy Guidance note 6 (Department of the
Environment, 1996b, s2.17), whilst the recent Planning Policy Guidance note 3, the
Government notes that: "Car parking standards for housing have become increasingly
demanding and have been applied to rigidly, often as minimum
standards. " It continues by
stating that: "Parking policies should beframed with good design in mind, recognising that
car ownership varies with income, age, household type, and type of housing and its
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locution. " (Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000b, s.60, p. 20).
As such, the Government advises local authorities to revise their standards to allow for
significantly lower levels of off-street parking, particularly in central urban locations, where
the occupants are less likely to own cars and in conversions where it is often more difficult
to incorporate parking (Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 2000b,
s.61, p. 20).

Researchby Llewelyn Davies (1998) indicates that more innovative designs and sensitive
application of planning standardscould substantially increase the number of new homes in
London. Residential flat conversionscontribution could theoretically be increasedby up to
250 per cent if off street parking requirements were abolished. The revised draft of Planning
Policy Guidance note 13 acknowledgesthis by stating that: "Car parking also takes up a
large amount of space in developments and reduces densities. " (Department of the
Environment, Transport and the Regions, 19991,s.31, p. 16). It has increasingly become the
developers, however, who are seeking higher parking ratios, indeed, Knight Frank (in
Tinworth, 1999) suggests,"... marketing a scheme with less than 75% car parking would be
difficult. " In city centre locations, however, the opportunity to develop car-free housing
could be an attractive option for somehouseholds who do not own a car, since facilities and
public transport are close by. Indeed, the Urban Task Force (1999b) identify that there is a
need to learn from the 200 or so successful car-free housing schemesoperating in different
parts of Europe.

Employment
The zoning of land or buildings for employment use - often as part of defined employment
areas - can be a major hurdle to successful adaptive re-use to residential. Indeed, according
to Barlow and Gann (1996), the most significant planning deterrent of the early 1990s was
the concern over the loss of industrial and commercial floor space. Some local authorities
are wary of the effects on employment prospects and have been known to invoke
employment protection policies in local plans to refuse consent for change of use to
residential. Even where local authorities are enthusiastic about such conversions, there are
debates on the appropriate location for residential development, and how to provide the
necessary associated facilities and amenities to the area. The response to the dramatic
increase in applications for conversion to residential
use has, however, been to look at each
proposal on its merits within the existing planning context rather than establishing a districtwide policy (Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1999e).
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Given the premium that is attached to employment uses many local authorities are resistant
to the loss of offices on employment policy grounds and some may even apply conditions
aimed to protect them. Indeed, the recent Planning Policy Guidance note 3 identifies that:
"Some local planning authorities have allocations of land for employment and other uses
which cannot realistically

he taken up in the quantities envisaged over the lifetime of the

development plan. Equally, since planning policies may have changed since some of this
land was designated, for particular
compatible

land uses, it is possible that the designation is no longer

set out in current

with policy

PPGs. " (Department

of the Environment,

Transport and the Regions, 2000b, s.42, p. 15). On the whole though, planning authorities
recognise that many post-War office buildings are unlikely to be re-let, and that a policy to
protect employment space in an obsolete building is futile. When considering the conversion
of buildings to residential use, therefore, planning authorities must consider the effect of this
change of use on the balance of uses within the buildings location. In many areas, the
addition of a residential population will provide a welcome diversification

to an otherwise

homogenous area.
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Figure 6.2: Employment versus housing in Portsmouth (Source: The Portsmouth News, 25 August 1997,
pp. 1819).
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One reason for hesitancy on the part of local authorities is that historically, housing-led
revitalisation has often led to the displacement of existing residents and employment space
from areas of the inner city (Zukin, 1989; Smith 1996). If the original inhabitants and
businessesare property owners rather than tenants, displacement is not necessarily wholly
negative and owners can then realise the value of their appreciating assets.Also where there
developer to justify why an
are existing tenants, a local authority may expect a potential
employment use is no longer appropriate. Another negative of converting obsolete offices
can be that such properties can be an important and essential seedbedof low cost start up
accommodationfor small or new businesses.

Affordability
In the fields of housing and planning policy, the need for affordable homes is a social issue
that that has been receiving increasing attention despite the fact that it has been
overshadowed by the Government's household projections (see Chapter Three).
Affordability is a major issue for the large proportion of the population who are unable to
compete in a predominantly private market and therefore alienated in the housing market
(Ball, 1996). The term `affordable housing' is used in this chapter to encompassboth lowcost market and subsidised housing (irrespective of tenure, ownership or financial
arrangements)that is accessible to people whose incomes are insufficient and generally
deny them the opportunity to afford to occupy homes available locally on the open market
(Maclennan and Williams, 1990; Departmentof the Environment, 1996).

The concept of local needs for housing has been referred to in development plans since the
1970s, however, a consistent theme through the 1980s and 1990s has been the inability of
local authorities and housing associationsto meet the housing needs of a growing number of
people who are economically inactive, unemployed or earning low or irregular wages
(Bramley et al., 1995). In the mid 1980s, authorities began to negotiate with landowners
and developers to secure a proportion of affordable housing, secured by `agreement', on
larger private sector housing developments and by the early 1990s, the Government
encouragedlocal authorities to introduce policies into their local plans to secure affordable
housing. This only had a marginal effect however, and in 1996, it was estimated that the
need for new affordable rented housing ranged from 80,000 to 120,000 units per annum
with a cumulative deficit of nearly 500,000 homes inherited from under investment in
previous years(Binnie and Nevin, 1997).
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Local authorities are required - in their capacity as both `enabling' housing authorities and
as planning authorities - to engagein facilitating the provision of affordable social housing
as well as general market housing (Department of the Environment, 1997c). The key policy
document in the provision of affordable housing is Circular 6/98 (Department of the
Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1998c), which has provided a clearer framework
for local authority planning policies than its predecessor Circular 13/96. Circular 6/98
applies to all typesof new residential proposalsand it outlines the threshold number of units
at which local authorities can demand an affordable housing element (15 dwellings for
Central London authorities and 25 dwellings for the rest of the country). Bramley et al.
(1995) indicate that negotiatedtargets for affordable social housing are typically of the order
of 20-25 per cent of total number of units within a development. This is significantly better
than was originally anticipated (Barlow and Chambers, 1992).

0

Islington's detailed policy on affordable housing essentially requires 25 per cent of all
units in a schemeof more than 15 units to be affordable. If this is not possible, Islington
require commuted sumsequal to 33 per cent of the total number of habitable rooms
multiplied by a rate of £24,750 per habitable room.
If one assumesa typical development of say 50 no. two bedroom apartments of say 60
sq.m. The formula would require payments of:
50 x3= 150 habitable rooms @ 25% = 37.5 habitable rooms
Pius 33% (12.5 rooms) for commuting off-site = 50 habitable rooms

50habitableroomsx £24,750= £1,237,500
The assumedtotal floor area of the development is 3000 sq.m., therefore, the addedcost
of the developmentas a result of the affordable housing payment is £412.5 per sq.m

Figure 6.3: An example of a commuted payment for affordable housing (adapted from The House Builders
Federation, 1998,p. 5).

In Planning Policy Guidance note 3: Housing (Department of the Environment, Transport
and the Regions, 2000b, s. 17, p.9), the Government reaffirms paragraph 10 of Circular 6/98
that states that where a local planning authority has decided that an element of affordable
housing should be provided in the development of a site that there is a presumption that
such
housing should be provided as part of the proposed development of that
site. Payment of a
commuted sum in lieu of an obligation to provide affordable housing is, however,
recognisedby Circular 6/98. Such a payment enables a developer to make a clean break
with a site, once developmenthas been completed (see Figure 6.3). Indeed, cash payments
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to local authorities for affordable housing provision have become increasingly common and
(£2.6m) and Camden (0.7m) have secured
some Inner London boroughs such as Lambeth
fairly large sums for affordable housing schemessince 1995 (London Residential Research,
1997). The onus is then on the local authority to ensure that the money is spent on the
purposesfor which it hasbeen contributed.
Many conversion schemesfall below the thresholds for affordable housing, nevertheless,
recent research for the British Property Federation on the conversion of redundant
local authorities' insistence on the form and
commercial space to residential use found that
level of the affordable housing requirement was regarded as presenting a major planning
Federation, 1999b). Office conversions
obstacle to proposed schemes (British Property
could, however, still have a role to play in terms of providing completely affordable
schemes, perhaps, with funding from contributions from market-rate developments
elsewherewithin the district.

Conclusion
Obsolete buildings in urban areasare wasted assets,however, flexible and positive planning
policies can clearly turn a perceived negative situation into an opportunity. Indeed, since the
mid-1990s the Government has through national planning policy guidance attempted to
influence development activity in favour of urban areas with the conversion of redundant
buildings being advocated as one of the key means of achieving this goal. It has also
required local planning authorities to subscribe to this approach to achieving more
sustainable development and revitalised urban areas.As such, an effective planning system
can alter the nature, quantity and location of what is built compared with a `free market'
situation. 'Be national planning system in the UK can therefore affect the supply of
converted offices in a number of distinct yet complimentary ways both in terms of
influencing the type and location of new development activity. There are three interlinked
fundamental aims of such policy instruments:

"

to concentrate developmentactivity in existing urban areasto facilitate vital
and vibrant town and city centres;

"

to ensure that the majority of new construction occurs on previously
developedsites or through the reuse of existing buildings; and

"

to decrease
relianceuponandtheneedfor car-basedtravel.
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Similarly, the local planning processthrough the implementation of a development plan and
other supplementaryplanning guidance has a significant role to play in both facilitating and
stifling conversion activity. As such, local planning authorities are at the `coalface' in terms
of implementing the Government's policy objectives. The key dimensions of local planning
policy that influence conversion activity are:

"

the imposition and extent of residential density and amenity standards;

"

the approach to and implementation of car parking standards and related
policies;

"

restrictions in terms of changing employment floor spaceto other uses; and

"

the desire to achieve a mix of dwelling types and tenure, especially the
implementation of affordable housing policies.

The planning process and the implementation of planning policy can play a significant role
in terms of influencing both the type of development that occurs and where it occurs.
Governmentguidance is clearly supportive of the conversion of redundant or obsolete office
space to residential use and the local planning process has the ability to encourage the
conversion process. The following chapter will examine the extent to which the planning
authoritiesare facilitating this type of adaptive re-use.
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LOCAL PLANNING PROCESS: POLICY ANALYSIS

The analysis was undertaken in two distinct stages. First, a country-wide survey of urban
local planning authorities - district, unitary, metropolitan and London boroughs - in
England was undertaken to assessthe current situation in planning terms of the adaptive reuse of offices to residential accommodation and the extent to which the planning system is
encouraging or impeding the conversion process and to request details of current relevant
policies and guidance.The second stageof this part of the researchinvolved more in-depth
semi-structured interviews with key senior planning officers of selected local planning
authorities reporting office to residential conversion activity. This enabled issues raised in
the responsesto the questionnaires to be further examined or clarified in detail. As such
there were five key stagesto the policy analysis:
1. Analysis of national planning policy and guidance (see Chapter Six);
2. Postal self-responsequestionnaireto local planning authorities in England;
3. Initial analysis of the responsesof the respective local authorities to the
postal questionnairesurvey;
4. Analysis of development plan and any supplementaryplanning guidance
issuedby the local planning authority; and
5. Semi-structuredinterviews with at least one senior planning officer within
the developmentcontrol section of selectedlocal authorities.

Local Planning Authority Self-Response Questionnaire
A postal questionnaire survey was administered to enable an understandingof the extent and
nature of post-war office to residential conversions and as a framework within which to
view both the breadth and magnitude of local conditions. The survey was also implemented
for a number of other key reasons,including:

"

to establish whether local authorities were responding to Government
advice (Department of the Environment, 1995a; 1997c);

"

to establish to what extent local planning authorities
were either
facilitating the conversion processor creating barriers to its
realisation;
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to examine the actual level of post-war office to residential conversion

"

activity and the geographicextent of this phenomenon;
to identify the opportunity for this type of conversion in terms of potential

"

supply of suitable buildings and current levels of vacancy; and
"

to identify what local planning authorities felt were the key deterrents to
this type of developmentactivity.

Methodology
The local planning authorities for the postal self-responsequestionnaire were selected to
meet two criteria:

"

those that had the opportunity for `city centre living' i. e. a substantial
urban area;and

"

those with the capability of providing a proportion of this accommodation
through the conversion of post-war office buildings i. e. a commercial core
to this urban area.

The survey, therefore, focused upon local planning authorities in England that contain or are
within a large town or city centre (see Figure 7.1). As such, the selected authorities have a
district population range from 75,000 (Watford) to 681,000 (Leeds) with the exception of
the Corporation of London at just 4,000. In order to ensure the availability of a potential
supply of appropriate building types, it was ensuredthat the survey included all urban types
in terms of a hierarchical classification of UK office markets:

1. Central London;

2. LondonsuburbsandM25 location;
3. metropolitan regional centres such as Birmingham, Bristol, Manchester,
Leeds;
4. major second tier centres such as Leicester, Nottingham, Newcastle,
Sheffield; and

5. minor secondtier centressuchasBrighton,PeterboroughandOxford.
(Damesick,1994,in Ratcliffe andStubbs,1996,pp.405-406)
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London

Unitary

boroughs

Hackney
Hammersmith and Fulham
Islington

London Corporation Of
Southwark
Wandsworth
\V c; tniin,, tLT ('il

Total population of responding
London boroughs

1-n. 44-t
ý1 ý. 51O
181,248
148,502
164,686
4,142
218,541
252.425
174.814

1,628,312

Authorities

7777, iI 77 Dill
\liddI Ii

uili

Total population of responding
unitary authorities

, ý,h, OOO
1-4(,.00O

402,000

Bristol
York

Ealing
Kensington and Chelsea
Lambeth
I o\ýCr I linnet;

Metropolitan

District

Areas

lion
I it-n in'lI i
Bolton
Bradford
Bury
('alderdale
Coventry
Dudley
Gateshead
Kirklees
Liverpool
Newcastle upon Tyne
Rochdale
Rotherham
Sheffield
South Tyneside
Sunderland
Walsall

')0 1.041
258,584
457.344
182,400
191.585
294,387
304,615
199,588
373,127
452,450
259.541
202,164
251,637
501,202
154,697
289,040
259,488
242,190

Wolverhampton

Total

population of responding
metropolitan authorities
Doncaster
Leeds
Manchester
North Tyneside
Oldham
SalI )rd
Sand\ýcll

6,056,017

Authorities

iSüalkhurn
Blackpool
Bournemouth
Burnley
Chelmsford
Chesterfield
Dacorum
Darlington
Derby
Exeter
Gloucester
Ipswich
Leicester
Lincoln
Norwich
Nottingham
Plymouth
Portsmouth
Stoke-on-Trent
Warrington
Worcester

Total population of responding
district authorities

I;;. (,l)ý
1 30,012
146.069
151.302
91,130
152.418
99,403
132.240
98.906
218,802
98.125
101,608
166,956
276,493
81,897
120,895
263,522
243,373
174,697
244,637
182.685
8 1,755

3,397,217

Brighton
Peterborough
Solihull
Southampton
Watford

Figure 7.1: Local planning authorities sent questionnaire survey
with total populations of responding authorities (indicated in red).
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Frankfort-Nachmiasand Nachmias (1992, pp. 216-217) examine the various advantagesand
disadvantagesof employing mail questionnaires as a survey method. They identify the
advantagesas being: low cost; reduction in biasing error; greater anonymity; considered
answers;consultation; and accessibility. On the other hand, they suggest that disadvantages
of this researchmethod include: the requirement for simple questions; no opportunity for
probing; no control over who fills out the questionnaire; and a low responserate.
For this thesis, a self-responsequestionnaire survey was chosen as a cost-effective method in terms of time and expense- of achieving a broad coverageof local authorities as well as
enabling respondentsto complete the survey at a time convenient to them and at their own
pace rather than being restricted to an interview time. It was therefore anticipated that a
better responserate would be achievedthan attempting personal or telephone interviews and
certainly result in a much quicker process. In addition, this method enabled respondentsto
collect information from other colleagues or sources prior to returning the questionnaire
(Creswell, 1994; Marsh, 1982).

Using a self-completion questionnaire did, however, mean that extra care was needed in
terms of design and layout (Herzog, 1996). A `dry-run' in order to fine-tune the
questionnairewas held with a senior planning officer in the development control section at
Nottingham City Council in November 1997. A few minor modifications were then made
from this pilot in order to clarify the phraseology so as to minimise the chance of missinterpretation or ambiguity. Key individuals within each local authority were identified
through telephone conversationswith the development control - or equivalent - section of
each authority in order to both increase the response rate and to ensure that the most
appropriate person within the authorities would be responding. This identification process
occurred between 5`hand 9th January 1998. This initial contact also enabled verification of
the presenceof post-war office buildings within the authority's boundaries, which was one
of the key criteria for the survey selection.

The questionnaire survey was then initially sent on the 15`hand 16th January 1998 with a
deadline of 6`h February 1998. A covering letter, which included a brief outline of the
research project, the usefulness of the study and an offer to provide a summary of the
findings was sent out with each questionnaire (see Appendix C). The
questionnaire was
prepared on green paper rather than white as survey methods researchindicates a higher
responseto questionnairespreparedon coloured paper presumably due to their prominence
desk
dominated
by white paper (Babbie, 1998). A stamped addressed
amongsta
commonly
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envelope was included to facilitate return, however, with hindsight due to the number who
still used their organisations own stationery this was unnecessary. The nominated
individuals at the local authorities who had not respondedby 13`hFebruary 1998 were then
telephoned again and reminded of the questionnaire and where necessary replacement
questionnaires were sent and a revised deadline of 6th March 1998 was set in order to
improve the responserate.

Questionnaire Design
The content of the questionnaire was firmly rooted in the following research objectives
under investigation in this thesis:

To analyse the barriers and drivers to the post-war office to residential

"

conversion process;
To identify the level of post-war office to residential conversion activity

"

in England; and
To critically review the policy and development control dimensions of
the local planning process in relation to city centre living and the

"

potential to achieve this through office to residential conversions.

The questionnaire was structured into three main sections (see copy of pro-forma in
Appendix D). The first explored the prevalence of city centre living and the supply or
demandpressurefor such accommodation and whether the local authorities were responding
to or initiating this. The second section examined office to residential policy issuesin more
detail whilst the third section explored local planning authorities experiences of office to
residential conversions.As such, the aims of each section were as follows:

SectionA: City CentreLiving
"

to examine whether there is pressure for town/city centre living in the
major urban areasof England and to identify the source of this pressure;

"

to identify whether local planning authorities were encouraging town/city
centre living;

"

to ascertain whether local authorities were encouraging town/city centre
living through the conversionof offices; and

"

to examine any significant differences in the above across different
authority types or by region in England.
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Section B: Policy Issues
to identify whether local planning authorities were facilitating post-war
office to residential conversionsthrough developmentplan policies; and

"

to examine the potential impact of key policy issues - density, parking,

"

employment protection and affordable housing - upon office to residential
conversions.

SectionC: Experiencesof Office to Residential Conversions
"

to understand the potential for post-war office conversion (ie the
prevalenceof this building type and the levels of vacancy);

"

to examine the number and extent of planning applications for such
conversionsacrosslocal authorities;

"

to identify the current role of housing associations- one of the initiators of
this type of conversion- in this conversion process;

"

to explore the extent of public sector initiatives that encourage these
conversions;and

"

to understandthe barriers to the conversion of obsolete office space from a
local planning officer's perspective.

In preparing the questionnaire careful attention was paid to developing clear, non-leading
and useful questions.In addition, a combination of open and closed questions were used to
help keep respondents' interest and to enable the supply of further unsolicited information.
The closed questionsprovided a number of alternative answersfrom which the respondents'
could select the appropriate one relatively quickly, whereas, the open-ended questions
enabledthe respondents'to formulate their own answers.

Survey Response Rate
The researchrequired a good responserate from the local planning authorities in order to
gauge a true picture of the national experience and approaches to conversion activity
amongst a wide range of authority types and geographic areas. The first wave of
questionnairesurveysresulted in a responserate of 57.75 per cent (41 responses),however,
by the revised response deadline some 52 of the 71 questionnaires were returned
representing a responserate of 73.24 per cent. These responsesrepresenteda significant
proportion of the urban population of England with the responding local authorities covering
a combinedpopulation of nearly 11.5 million (see Figures 7.1 and 7.2).
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Type of Local
Authority
London Boroughs

Number of questionnaires
distributed
13

Metropolitan Areas

27

Number of
respondents
9
19

Response
rate
69.23
70.37

Unitary Authorities

42

50

District Authorities

27

22

81.48

Total

71

52

73.24

Figure 7.2: Local planning authority questionnairesurvey responserates.

In-depth semi-structured interviews with local planning authorities
This stageof the researchwas undertaken using a series of interviews to directly utilise the
experienceof key planning officers.

Methodology
In-depth semi-structuredinterviews were held with one or two senior planning officers from
the selectedlocal planning authorities. Despite an overriding structure or list of themes for
this discoursea much more fluid and conversationalapproach was adoptedwhich was able
to draw upon the experiencesand views of the interviewees. This approach was seen more
as a dialogue rather than an interrogation or as Eyles (1988) describes as a `conversation
with a purpose'. This type of interview enabled a far more wide-ranging discussion than the
mail questionnaire allowed and gave the opportunity to go back over the same ground,
asking the same questions in a different way in order to explore an issue thoroughly
(Valentine, 1997). Silverman (1993) notes how this method also enables respondents to
raise issuesthat may not have originally been anticipated.

One of the disadvantages of mail questionnaires is that they allow no opportunity for
probing and therefore answers have to be accepted as final (Frankfort-Nachmias and
Nachmias, 1992). The postal questionnaire survey was therefore supplemented with a
number of interviews with senior representatives of selected local planning authorities
reporting office conversion activity in the postal survey. The aim of theseinterviews was:

"

to examine more deeply the phenomenon of post-war office conversion
from a planning perspective;
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"

to enable a more intensive analysis of the findings of the survey and
clarify any ambiguities that may have arisen in the questionnaire;

"

to understand more fully the experiences of local planning authorities in
dealing with planning applications for changes of use from office to
residential; and

"

to collect supplementary information and to understand more fully the
context within which the respectivelocal planning authority functions.

Semi-structured interviews were the chosen method to enable flexibility and to gain a
greater and clearer insight into the conversion process from a planning perspective. The
interviews were also seen as part of the multi-method approach to the research questions
described in Chapter Two. As such, drawing upon different sources such as development
plans, case files and interviews with the suppliers of residential accommodation
(developers) involved in the developmentprocess enabled triangulation of the information.
This enableda maximum understandingof the researchquestionsposed by this thesis.
Six authorities were chosen for these interviews based upon their responses to the
questionnaire survey (see Figure 7.3). The benefit of this selection method was that a
substantial amount of information was already known about the respective local planning
authorities policy approach and experience of office to residential conversions. These
authorities were deliberately chosen to reflect a variety of possible situations and
experiences. Indeed, they were selected to include varied authority types (i. e. London
boroughs,metropolitan areas and districts) and to represent different geographical regions.
In addition, each of the selected authorities - to differing degrees had experienced
developmentpressurefor the conversion of post-war offices into residential accommodation
(see figure 7.3).
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Type

Local Authority

Population

Region

Conversion
Experience
(to July 1998)

London Borough of Southwark

London borough

218,541

London

Two completed postwar office to housing
conversions
(total: 484 units).

City of Westminster

London borough

174,814

London

One completed postwar office to housing
conversion
(total: 106 units).

Bradford City Council

Metropolitan

457,344

North

Pre-planning
application
discussionsfor postwar office to housing
conversionswith
developers.

District

Nottingham City Council

263,522

East

Two current planning

Midlands

applications for postwar office to housing
conversions
(total: 98 units).

District

PortsmouthCity Council

174,697

South

One completed postwar office to housing
conversion and one
current planning
application
(total: 118 units).

WolverhamptonCity Council

Metropolitan

242,190

West

One current planning

Midlands

applications for postwar office to housing
conversions
(total: 37 units).

Figure7.3: Characteristics
of selectedlocal planningauthorities.

Conducting the Interviews
The interviews were arrangedby telephone and took place in July 1998 (see Appendix E).
These interviews were each held in the offices of the respective local authority and lasted
for approximately 90 minutes. The interviews were tape recorded to enable thorough
concentration upon the interview rather than on transcribing, however, sketch notes were
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be
taken during the meeting. The interviewees were each sent a copy of the key themes to
(see
addressedduring the interview and a copy of their responsesto the questionnaire survey
topic guide in Appendix F). Officers were also each asked to bring to the interview any
files for
relevant abstracts from the authority's development plan and any appropriate case
discussion.
The approach to conducting semi-structured interviews is important and The Survey
ResearchCenter of the University of Michigan's Institute for Social Research(FrankfortNachmiasand Nachmias, 1992, p.229) suggestthe following pointers for the introduction to
the interview:

"

tell the respondentwho you are and who you represent;

"

tell the respondentwhat you are doing in a way that will stimulate his or
her interest;

"

tell the respondenthow they were chosen;

"

keep doorstepinstructions brief;

"

adapt your approachto the situation; and

"

try to create a relationship of confidence and understanding between
yourself and the respondent.

To enable triangulation of the information gathered, the interviews were structured around
the same key themes as the questionnaire. The interviews therefore related to how the
barrier and driver to the conversion of
planning systemand process can function as both a
post-war office buildings to residential use. As such structure of the original questionnaire
was followed, however, the questions were re-formulated to enable further probing of the
subject.The benefit of probing the answerswas that it motivated the respondentto elaborate
or clarify answersand to explain the reasonsbehind the answers.To facilitate this approach,
the interviews were conducted in a relaxed and informal atmosphere.The same questions
were asked in the same order at each of the interviews and if any of the questions were
misunderstoodor misinterpretedthey were repeatedand clarified.

Survey and Interview Analysis
The questionnairesurvey and interview analysisin this sectionis organisedby the main
themesof thequestionnaire.
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Section A: City Centre Living
The first questions were concerned with the pressure for residential accommodation:

"

Is there pressure within your city / town centre for
residential accommodation?

the provision

of

If'so, is this pressure supply-led, demand-

led or both?

Encouragingly, for those advocating an urban renaissance, particularly

in terms of more

people living in the centre of our towns and cities, some 63 per cent of local authorities that
responded to the survey

indicated

that

there was pressure

to provide

residential

accommodation in these areas. Indeed. 33 of these 52 respondents recognised this situation
within their urban core (see Figures 7.4 and 7.5).

he Iwrrrnttpr
Fi! wr
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o1 I. I'A.
uuhcatme
pressure tor residential accomm(xdatton in their city
town centre.

Figure 7j
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The local planning authorities that felt there was residential pressure within their city centre
were then asked to identify the source of this pressure. In response, some 26 per cent
thought that the pressure was principally

demand-led whilst 6 per cent felt that it was

developer-driven and therefore supply-led. A combination of these sources was though by
far the most common situation with 68 per cent of authorities believing that the supply and
demand-side were coming together to drive the re-emerging phenomenon of city centre
living (see Figures 7.4 and 7.5). The London Borough of Southwark point to evidence of the
demand for post-war office conversions in that "... the two completed conversions within the
borough were either sold off plan or fully sold soon after completion. " (Interview with the
,
London Borough of Southwark: July 1998).
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eight of the nine London

Figure 7.6 highlights the regional disparities with unsurprisingly
boroughs to respond confirming

residential pressure. Other city centre living

hotspots

included East Anglia where the two significant urban areas - Ipswich and Norwich - both
identified development pressure and the West Midlands with all six urban local authorities
that responded to the questionnaire noting pressure for homes in their town or city centres.
Elsewhere in England, the pattern was more varied and the level of pressure for city living
tended to be dictated by the economic prosperity of the town or city at that particular time.

The Corporation of London was the exception amongst London boroughs due mainly to the
Borough compared to commercial
small proportion of residential development within the
activity. Nevertheless, there were still a number of new homes being created through
conversion projects within the City. Despite the beginnings of an apparent trend towards
city centre living in many of the cities, some northern industrial centres such as Barnsley,
Calderdale, Gateshead, Rotherham and South Tyneside were experiencing no residential
development pressure in their respective town; 'city centre. Interestingly, these urban centres
all have close - albeit larger - neighbours that have moved more successfully towards a
service sector based economy - such as Sheffield, Leeds and Newcastle - where residential
development pressure was occurring within the respective city centres. Bradford City
Council and Nottingham City Council both suggested that the phenomenon of city centre
living had only just begun to emerge with developers increasingly exploring the potential of
converting

redundant

nineteenth

century

former

warehouse

and industrial

buildings

(Interviews: July 1998).
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In London, with the exception of Hackney (demand-side) and Islington (supply-side) the
other boroughswere experiencing both supply and demandresidential development pressure
within their district. Interestingly, the local authorities in Bolton, Bournemouth, Kirklees,
Stoke-on-Trent and Walsall were also able to identify demand-led pressure for residential
developmentin their town/city centre without evidence of much interest - at that time from
developers.

The secondquestion focussedupon the presenceof specific planning policies:

"

Does your Local Authority have planning policies, which encourage city
I town centre living?

Further to the Government's expresseddesire to promote and secure increasedcity centre
resident populations, local authorities were asked to indicate whether their planning
documents(in the form of development plans, policies, reports or design guides) encouraged
town/city centre living. Significantly, over three-quartersof responding local authorities had
planning policies that were targeted at this aspiration. Indeed, 40 of the 52 authorities were
seento be encouraging the repopulation of their urban centres as part of their development
plans.

There was no significant variation between London boroughs, metropolitan or district
authorities, it should be noted, however, that both unitary authorities that responded had
such policies in place. This highlights the fact that those authorities with more recently
revised development plans almost wholly support such policies as part of strategies for
regeneratingtheir urban areasor making them more sustainableentities. The fact that 21 per
cent had no such policies, appearsprimarily due to the long time period involved in redrafting and securing approval of development plans and therefore in responding to either
development pressure or Government guidance (see Figure 7.16 for dates of responding
authoritiesdevelopmentplans).

The significant majority of local planning authorities had development plans
containing
encouragingstatementsthat recognised some of the benefits of securing increasednumbers
of city centre residents as part of a package of measuresto ensure that town/city centres are
busy, vibrant, economically viable
and attractive place for people to invest, work, live and
play. Despite the majority of authorities actively encouraging the re-establishment of
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few such as Barnsley, Bedford, Blackburn.
residents within the urban core of their districts a
Burnley, Plymouth and Rotherham were not attempting to achieve this at least through a
policy approach.
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By the time of the survey, many local planning authorities had begun to recognise that their
town/city centre could and should contribute to the range and quality of housing within their
district. Indeed, some such as Coventry in its Central Area Plan had recognised as long ago
as 1986 that residential accommodation could introduce extra vitality

to its city centre.

Promoting and securing a large city centre resident population was a key aspiration for some
authorities such as Leeds City Council (from questionnaire response received after deadline
for processing data). A significant proportion of responding authorities had policies that
protected existing homes within their urban areas, however, increasingly there are positive
policies aimed at increasing these numbers.
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Most policies encouraging residential development in the town/city centre advocate a
for
mixed-use approachoften suggesting the protection of existing retail or the opportunity
is mainly to protect or enhance the vitality and
new retail at ground floor level. This
to restrict the
vibrancy of the street but also to protect employment opportunities and
floor level in terms of the privacy and
amount of residential accommodation at ground
however, Chesterfield actually welcomed
amenity of potential residents. Interestingly,
housing at street level in the retail area of the town `...provided that the main shopping
frontages were not interrupted. ' Other authorities tended to concentrate more on exploiting
floors of buildings in the urban
the opportunity of vacant commercial space on the upper
core.
Someauthorities tended to be much more proactive in terms of a policy approach to secure
the change of use of buildings to residential use in order to provide a useful additional
for Town Centre Living, which is
sourceof new homes. Significantly, Bolton hasA Strategy
a draft strategy paper that is intended to examine the impact, suggest proposals and raise
in the town centre
awareness of the possibilities of increasing the resident population
(Bolton Metro, 1997). An audit in Wolverhampton had revealed that the lack of town centre
residents was having a detrimental effect upon the vitality, viability and safety of its centre.
Indeed, shops, markets and other institutions were all found to be suffering as a result and
this has led to the authority's aim of repopulating the urban core.
Selected development plan policy extracts from responding local planning authorities
related to city centre living are included in figure 7.10. Many of the policies supportive of
city centre living tend to be qualified by references to other considerations such as
protecting employment uses,parking issues and residential amenity as outlined in Chapter
Six.

Significantly, for the City of Westminster (Interview: July 1998) "... the encouragement of
residential development and the protection of existing residential amenity was a top
priority. " Other local planning authorities that were interviewed also stressed the
importance of attracting new residents to city centres as part of revitalisation or regeneration
strategiesparticularly where new homes would compliment existing land usesand enhance
the viability of services and facilities (Interviews: Bradford City Council; Nottingham City
Council; PortsmouthCity Council; and Wolverhampton Council).
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The enhancement of GatesheadTown Centre will be achieved through a range of
measuresincluding:
b) encouraging new development and changes of use for a mix of residential,
commercial and leisure useswhere appropriate.
From Policy S7, Gateshead Unitary Development Plan (May 1994), p. 127.

The change of use of buildings to residential use will normally be permitted subject to
employment, environmental, amenity and traffic considerations.
Policy HA, Kirklees Unitary Development Plan: Deposit Draft (January 1994), p. 194

Encouragement will be given to the provision of housing within and close to town,
district and local centres, provided that their retail and commercial functions are not
prejudiced. This will include the use of disused upper floors of shops and other
businesspremises.
From Policy 5.3, Walsall Unitary Development Plan (January 1995).

The provision of housing within the City Centre will be encouraged, particularly on
significant development sites.
Policy H. l(b), City of Gloucester Local Plan (October 1996), p. 10.
Figure 7. l0: City centre living policy extracts from developmentplans.

Thirdly, the attitudes and aims of the authorities in terms of city living were explored:

"

As a Local Authority are you encouraging living in the city / town
through office conversions?

Despite the prevalence of local authorities with development plan policies that advocated
residential development in their city/town centre, only 44 per cent actually encouraged
providing such accommodationthrough the conversion of office buildings. This means that
only 23 of the 40 authorities with policies in favour of city living actually had policies that
advocatednew homesbeing createdin this manner.
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The London boroughs and metropolitan authorities appeared to be most amenable to this
source of housing units (56 and 58 per cent respectively) whilst only 33 per cent of district
authorities encouraged office conversions. Despite these differences. a more major factor
than authority-type was the need and desire to secure or attract further employment to the
town/city centre of the respective authority. Hence, those authorities with more buoyant and
diverse local economies tended to be more amenable to seeing vacant office space converted
to other uses than authorities with less vibrant economies despite the fact that such space
was more likely to remain unoccupied in the medium to long-term.
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Many local planning authorities outside of London such as Blackpool, Bradford, Derby,
Gateshead,

Ipswich,

Kingston-upon-Hull,

Lincoln,

Liverpool,

Newcastle

and

Wolverhampton encouraged the provision of new homes through office conversions. More
interestingly, however, authorities like Bolton, Kirklees and Stoke-on-Trent who were only
experiencing

demand-led

pressure for homes in their town/city

centre were actively
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attempting to encouragesupply through office-to-residential re-use. In addition, Gateshead
despite no developmentpressure also encouragedthis type of development activity. Some
authorities were actually keen to see such building stock converted in preference to newbuild housing.

The changeof use of existing buildings, especially upper floors, is potentially a source
of new housing units, utilising redundant office or warehouse accommodation which
might be difficult to re-use for commercial purposes.
From Para 15.13,Kirldees Unitary Development Plan (January 1994), p. 261.

The Council will give sympathetic consideration to proposals for the conversion of
vacant or under-used floorspace above shops and other commercial premises to
residential use.
From Policy H/15, Rochdale Unitary Development Plan - Deposit Plan (Jan 1994), p.96.

The City Council will particularly welcome schemesfor the use of upper floors above
shops or offices in the City Centre and local centres. Proposals at ground floor level
will be subject to policies and development control guidelines to protect retail
frontages.
Para 3.85, Newcastle-upon-Tyne Unitary Development Plan (June 1995), p. 38.
Fiwre 7.14: Extractsfrom develonmentelan nolicies that encourageoffice to residential conversion.

Most planning authorities that did encourage office to residential conversion stressed,
however, that this applied only to buildings unsuited to continued office use or where the
likely gain would justify an exception to this condition (see Figure 7.14). Others, such as
Camden stressedthat residential accommodation or social/community uses were the only
non-employment uses that would be acceptable in a building previously used for
employment purposes. In addition, many other authorities such as South Tyneside (see
Figure 7.15) typically qualify their acceptance of the re-use of commercial buildings for
residential purposes subject to meeting various self-imposed criteria such as parking
standardsand amenity issues that may affect either potential residents or existing users of
the town/city centre. Significantly, Bolton actually had strategies in place to prioritise the
conversion of buildings in preference to new-build as part of its approach to sustainability
and others such as Bradford whilst having no formal policy structure to encourage
conversionshad an informal internal agreementto deal positively with such applications.
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The Local Planning Authority will permit the change of use, and encourage the
refurbishment, of upper floor premises in the main town and district centres for
residential purposes where:
the level of residential amenity which will be enjoyed by potential occupants
will not be significantly affected by noise or other disturbance generated by
adjoining or nearby uses;
b) the external standards of the resulting dwellings are acceptable in terms of
daylighting, outlook, privacy and refuse storagefacilities;
c) separateexternal pedestrian accessis provided to the dwelling; and
d) internal layouts and facilities are of an adequate standard to allow for the
independentfunctioning of each household.

a)

Wherever site layout and access conditions allow, provision for residents' car
parking will be made within the curtilage of the site.
Figure 7.15: Policy SI/I, SouthTynesideUnitary DevelopmentPlan: Deposit Draft Plan (1995), p. 217.

Many local planning authorities pointed to the positive role that the conversion of vacant
buildings can play in terms of addressing complimentary strategies within their districts.
Indeed, Bradford City Council (Interview: July 1998) stated that: "The Council would
encourage the conversion of redundant office space into private housing. The council is
keento promote more self-sustaining town centre communitiesto reduce the need to travel. "
Wolverhampton Council (Interview: July 1998) also noted that: "Conversions can have a
catalytic efleet in run-down areas and are therefore important components of physical
regeneration strategies." In addition, some planning officers recognised that "... re-using
redundant buildings removesthe blighting effect that they can have upon someparts of the
city centre. " (Interview with Bradford City Council: July 1998). The London Borough of
Southwark (Interview: July 1998) also claim that "... the council would welcome any type of
conversion proposal within the Borough's regeneration areas, however this would have to
he balanced against the amenity of local residents, if it is within or close to an existing
residential area. "

Some authorities that encourage conversions did, however, attempt to place restrictions
upon the housing units created.For instance in the London Borough of Southwark: "There
are policies within the UDP that encourage the re-use vacant buildings, however, the
authority does tend to discourage smaller units [.such as studios and small 1 bed flats)
because evidenceshows that there is an over supply of that type
of accommodation within
the Borough. " To achieve this objective the Borough has set a minimum floor space
standard of 32.5m2 per unit (Interview with London Borough of Southwark: July 1998).
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Some authorities are not prescriptive in terms of the locations they will consider, indeed,
Portsmouth City Council (Interview: July 1998) has "... a policy in the Local Plan which
encouragesthe conversion of vacant and underusedoffice floor space but it is not restricted
to the city centre and also covers local district centres." Bradford City Council Bradford
City Council (Interview: July 1998) also identify that "... the policy does not specifically
refer to offices but covers all vacant upper floors of buildings in the central area. "
Interestingly, Nottingham City Council did not anticipate the provision of new homes
through office conversionswhen it drafted its local plan, however, it had made provision for
conversionsgenerally and consideredformer offices along with the adaptive re-use of other
usesto be coveredunder such policies.

SectionB: DevelopmentPlan Policies
This section was designed to examine the implications of local planning authority policies
and guidance for residential conversions.Firstly, LPA's were required to identify their most
recentdevelopmentplan and any relevant supplementaryguidance.
Most guidance and policies related to residential conversions is, as expected, to be found
within development plans with only a few local planning authorities having produced
specific documents related to conversions. Croydon, for example, has supplementary
planning guidance on `ResidentialConversions' published in 1997. The London Borough of
Islington published a research report `Business to Homes' (April 1997) that analyses
previous conversion and change of use activity in addition to examining the policy
implications and making recommendation for future residential development within the
Borough. Subsequently,Islington published supplementaryplanning guidance in the form of
`Conversionsfrom Business to Residential Use' (May 1997) as a non-statutory supplement
to its unitary development plan (London Borough of Islington, 1997a; 1997b). This
document provides guidance on standards,which the authority will apply when considering
conversions and change of use from business to residential use. Such guidance can play an
invaluable role in facilitating the process of converting vacant space by giving building
owners and potential developers far more certainty in terms of the acceptability and local
authority expectations from such development activity. An extract from the key policy
issues in this guidance is contained in figure 7.17. Another exception is Wolverhampton
where rather than being in the unitary development plan guidance related to conversion and
city living was in the `Town Centre Action Plan' where it was describedas a main priority.
This was addressedin the review of the Unitary Development Plan (May 1997), however,
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and the conversion of former office buildings

was introduced

- in the section on the

provision of homes - as a specific policy (Interview: July 1998).
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Section One: Key Policy Issues
General: Surplus commercial space is a potential sourceof new housing, and planning
permission will normally be granted for change of use to residential subject to the
following: 1. The property is vacant and there is no demandfor employment use.Where the
premises are currently occupied by an employment use, the developer is
expected to provide reasons with justification why an employment use is no
longer appropriate.

2.
3.

4.

...
It

would not involve the loss of premises originally built for industrial or
warehousing use and with loading and service facilities adequatefor the full
range of BI uses.
...

5. Theproposalis not in a poorresidentialenvironment...
6. The proposal will not be detrimentalto the continuing use of adjoining
commercialareas...
7. The proposal satisfies all other relevant Council policies and standards.

Figure 7.17:Extract from London Boroughof Islington SupplementaryPlanningGuidance: 'Conversions
from Businessto Residential Use' (1997b, p. 2).

Secondly,authorities were asked to identify any specific policies related to this research:

"

Do any of your planning policies favour the conversion of vacant postWorld War II offices into residential units?

Of the fifty local authorities that respondedto this question, only nine had planning policies,
which specifically favoured the conversion of post-war offices into new homes.
Nevertheless, from the responsesto this question it is clear that the wording of policies
within development plans tends to be more generic with reference to conversions more
generally rather than specifying particular types of adaptive re-use. Clearly, for many
authorities overly prescriptive policies would not be appropriate given that post-war office
buildings only contribute a proportion of potentially convertible buildings (see Section Q.

Significantly, in terms of this researchsomelocal planning authorities had specific office to
residential conversion policies. Indeed, the fact that 17 per cent of respondents do actually
mention this type of conversion within their plans is significant in terms of local planning
authorities realisation of the potential of this supply source for new homes. This is a more
common occurrence in London boroughs where three of the nine authorities have office to
residential conversion policies within their development plans. This is probably due to the
more established nature of this type of conversion activity in London, whereas outside of
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London only 6 out of the 41 authorities (14.6 per cent) to respond had such policies. These
included the London boroughs of Camden, Hackney and Islington and outside of London
included Derby, Lincoln, Liverpool and Rochdale with policies advocating the adaptive reuse of office space.
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The creation of new dwellings by the conversion, subdivision or extension of existing
property or by change of use will be acceptable in environmentally suitable locations,
provided they meet the Council's policies and requirements for conversions and
extensions.
London Borough of Wandsworth (December 1994) Unitary Development Plan, Policy H7.

Provided an acceptable standard of accommodation can be achieved in line with
residential development standards, the Council will particularly encourage proposals
within the Wider Central Area for changes of use from offices (Bla) to residential
accommodation within ClassesC2 and C3. Planning permission for changesof use and
conversion to residential accommodation will normally only be given on a permanent
basis.
London Borough of Camden (January 1996) Unitary Development Plan, Policy CA4, p. 136.

The City Council will encourage the refurbishment and conversion of vacant upper
floors in the defined office area primarily for mixed office/housing and other
commercial uses.
From Policy SA66, City of Sunderland Unitary Development Plan - Deposit Version (April 1995),
p. 306.

The Council will encourage the provision of residential accommodation in, or with
easy accessto, the Town Centre, district centres and local shopping and community
facilities, particularly on redundant, disused or under-used land and in parts of
buildings such as upper floors, such accommodation should, wherever possible,
provide for the needs of smaller households, the elderly and those with disabilities,
together with local needsfor affordable housing.
Policy H4, Borough of Darlington Local plan (January 1995), p. 49.

Figure 7.21: Extractsfrom office to residential policies in local authority developmentplans.

Some authorities - such as the London Borough of Croydon (July 1997) have introduced
supplementaryplanning guidance on residential conversions setting out the principles for
various types of conversion to residential use. Many other local planning authorities have,
however, recognisedthat they have a substantial oversupply of obsolete second-hand
office
accommodation that is likely to continue for the foreseeable future. They identified that
many of these buildings were no longer suitable for contemporary office activity and that
they may be suitable for other uses such as residential. In addition, many note that such
changesof use could potentially help to create new or strengthen existing communities and
support the services and amenities that help to make them viable. Many of theseauthorities
Darlington
Sunderland
such as
and
- have policies that tend to concentrate upon vacant
upper floors, which are often the greatest problem within town/city centres, rather than
necessarily the reuse of whole buildings. Interestingly, Camden stresses in its unitary
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development plan that it will only normally give planning permission for permanent
conversionsto residential use (see Figure 7.21). Most authorities also put emphasis on the
amenity and related issueshighlighted in the previous section.
The final questions of this section are derived from the literature review on planning policy
in Chapter Six, which identified density standards, parking standards, employment
protection and the requirement for affordable homes as key local planning issuesin terms of
potential legislative barriers to conversion activity.

"

Does your Local Authority have minimum I maximum housing density
standards, which could affect conversions?

From the responses,the density created from conversion schemes appears to be of little
importance to local planning authorities. This is particularly the case outside of London
where only 3 of the 40 authorities (7.5 per cent) indicated that density standards would
apply to conversionsto residential use. This illustrates a pragmatic approach on the part of
most authorities. Indeed, although generally the application of density standards may be
appropriate in securing levels of amenity or ensuring a critical mass of residents,in terms of
conversions in many casesthe floor space is a given constraint upon the development. As
such, there is much less flexibility on the part of the developer in terms of the amount of
accommodation provided compared to say a new-build development. There appeared to be
much more concern on the part of London boroughs and 6 out of 9 had density standards
that could affect office to residential conversion.
Although most local planning authorities had density standards that would apply to newbuild developments the vast majority felt that density standards would be inappropriate or
difficult to implement for conversion schemes. In such cases the consensus was that
applications for conversionswould be assessedon their individual merits rather than trying
to apply pre-determined standards or criteria. The exceptions to these included
Hammersmith and Fulham, Islington, London Corporation and Middlesbrough where some
standardswould be applied (see Figure 7.25). Other authorities, such as Newcastle were far
more concerned with privacy issues and adequateprovision of daylight to residential units
than they were with achieving specific densities. Despite having no specific density policies
in their central areas, many authorities - such as Coventry and Croydon - were looking to
secure higher residential densities in their town/city centres. These authorities considered
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be accommodated without
that new homes would have good access to public transport and
damaging the character of the area.
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Most local planning authorities seem prepared to take a pragmatic view of conversions and
realise that density standards are usually inappropriate in the case of conversions and that
issues such as -... matnnnnin, iý or enhancing the streetscape are fur more important
city centre. " (Interview

with

Nottingham

City Council:

Bradford City Council and Portsmouth City Council

July

1998). In addition,

in the
both

felt that making optimal use of the

floor space was a critical concern in adaptive re-use projects regardless of conformity with
any density standards. The City of Westminster also adopted "... a flexible

approach

to

density standards is adopted in the case of conver. sion.s if' other fitctors were satisfied,
.
however, we are keen to maintain minimum standards in order to maintain the character of
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four
the area. " Interestingly, Westminster's housing density standards are ordered into
hectare.
zonesranging from 124 to as high as 618 habitable rooms per

New and converted residential developments should normally be at a density of
between 170-250 habitable rooms per hectare except that: i)

Densities in excessof 250 habitable rooms per hectare will be considered
under certain circumstances:-

b) Where a higher density is necessary ... to enable the residential potential of a
conversion schemethat has an appropriate mix of units to be realised.
Adapted from London Borough of Islington (November 1994)
Unitary Development Plan, Policy H14, p. 145.

Figure 7.25: Extract from policy on residentialdensity in London Borough of Islington's UDP.

The provision of adequate amenity space is related to the issue of density. Some local
planning authorities are keen to promote the provision of residential units suitable for
families, however, the "... conversion of office buildings often has inherent problems of
meeting amenity space standards, which is an essentialfactor for family accommodation.
The council therefore has two choices, either allow planning permission for nonfamily
units or be left with redundant buildings within the borough. " (Interview with Portsmouth
City Council: July 1998). The London Borough of Southwark also noted the difficulties of
meeting amenity space standards and although they were prepared to be flexible with
conversionsthey still expected developers to attempt to meet their standardsof 10 sq.m per
unit plus 50 sq.m. Indeed, they suggestedthat: "One of the main barriers to conversions is
the lack of space, however, the council takes a common sense approach to conversions
therefore less amenity space in the re-use of empty buildings. " (Interview with London
Borough of Southwark: July 1998).

"

Within your Local Authority are there specific car parking standards,
which would apply if conversion to residential use took place?

Car parking standards appear to be commonly applied to conversions to residential use,
indeed, many authorities appear to apply standards to conversions in exactly the same
manner as to new-build residential projects in the city centre. In fact, only 27 per cent of the
authorities had no specific car parking standards that would be applied to residential
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conversions. Again, there were significant differences between London and the rest of the
country with all nine London boroughs applying standards to conversions. Elsewhere, 65
per cent of local planning authorities applied car-parking standards and this tended to be
determined by the overall approach of the authority to transport related issues.
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A significant proportion of local authorities had car-parking standards that would be applied
to residential conversions. These included all of the London boroughs, where typically the
requirement was for between 0.5 and I on-site parking space per dwelling created, however,
the requirements in Wansdworth were far more stringent at one space per dwelling plus one
visitor parking space per five dwellings although they did stress that existing on-street
parking conditions would be taken into account in considering applications for change of
use. On the other hand, many local authorities - such as Blackburn, Blackpool, Coventry,
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Gateshead,Kingston-upon-Hull, Plymouth, Portsmouth, South Tyneside and Warrington had no standards that would be applicable to such development activity. In addition,
Kirklees had actually accepted no off-street parking on several conversion projects and
Bournemouth and Liverpool were generally flexible in their approaches and would relax
their normal requirements for developments on restricted sites or near suitable existing car
parks (see Figure 7.29). Many local planning authorities also have area-basedcar parking
policies that distinguish between areas usually dependentupon the level of public transport
provision but also occasionally due to townscape considerations such as the impact of-street
parking (London Borough of Islington, 1997b).

Changesof use should also conform to the car parking policy except in the case of
small schemes where this is impracticable and/or where other considerations take
precedence.
From Policy H11, London Borough of Wandsworth (December 1994) Unitary Development Plan.

Changesof use will be considered on their merits. Where a changeof
use of a building
would in the opinion of the Council, substantially increase the need for car parking
spaces... the applicant would normally be expected to provide additional car parking.
In these circumstances, where the car parking standards
cannot be met, the Council
would be unlikely to approve the scheme.
It may be sometimes impossible to accommodatethe necessary
car parking spaces on
the site containing the new development especially in the Town Centre. Developers
may be asked in these areas to enter into an agreement with the Council to pay an
amount of money per space into the Councils `Car Parking Account'...
From Paragraph 21 and 27, Bolton Metro (June 1997) Car and Cycle Parking Standards.

In view of the importance of encouraging more housing provision in the City Centre
and promoting re-use of vacant and under-used buildings, the City Council is prepared
to adopt a flexible approach when assessing proposals which fall outside the
established residential areasof the City Centre. Whilst the form of development will be
expected to comply with the Council's standards (particularly with regard to internal
space) the requirements in relation to amenity space, car parking and aspect will be
applied flexibly. However in all cases the City Council will need to be satisfied that
issues of amenity have been considered.
Para 5, Liverpool Unitary Development Plan: Supplementary
Conversions of Buildings into Flats or Bedsits (December 1997).

Planning Guidance Note 7-

Figure7.29:Extractsfromparking-related
policiesin development
plans.

Increasingly, local planning authorities are considering potential housing sites on their own
merits and in terms of parking provision the proximity to good public transport
infrastructure is becoming a key factor in relaxing the requirement for parking
spaces.
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Significantly, there has been an important shift in terms of the desire to see parking spaces
in conversions. Until the early 1990s it was the developer who tried to argue for fewer
parking spaceswithin city centre residential schemesdue to restricted on-site space, where
generally more parking would result in fewer residential units. More recently, however, as
sustainability issues have come to the forefront it is the local planning authority that is
attempting to minimise parking provision unless this is likely to have a detrimental impact
upon the neighbourhood in terms of pressurefor on-streetparking.
Interestingly, developers now realise that it is much more difficult in many locations,
especially outside London to sell homes without dedicated parking (Interviews with City of
Westminster; London Borough of Southwark; Nottingham City Council; Portsmouth City
Council: July 1998). Portsmouth City Council also suggested that "... often one of the
reasons why the market finds it difficult to gain new office occupiers is becauseof the lack
of car parking and a conversion is unlikely to create any additional spaces. The Council
therefore has to look carefully at the proposal and its context to see if it might exacerbate
the problems of on-street car parking. "
Some authorities had also begun to require commuted parking payments - from developers
who were unable to meet minimum standards within a development - that would then be
usedto provide on-street residentsparking as part of traffic managementschemes(Croydon;
City of Westminster and London Borough of Southwark). To date, this has yet to be
implemented on post-war office conversions, indeed these authorities identified that most
pre- l970s office buildings tended to be well serviced in terms of car parking which makes
the process of conversion relatively easy in parking terms. In an alternative solution, Leeds
City Council had a related requirement for commuted payments from developments in the
city centre towards a proposed tram system (from questionnaire response received after
deadline for processing data).

"

Does your local authority invoke employment protection policies that
could affect the likelihood of office to residential conversions?

One of the major concerns of local planning authorities identified in the literature review
(see Chapter Six) was that converting offices into residential
use would result in a loss of
potential employment floor space. The survey verifies this fact, with 82 per cent of the
authorities who responded having employment protection policies that could affect the
likelihood of such conversions. Indeed, 43 of the 49 local
authorities had policies that
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enabled them to attempt to retain space for employment purposes. There was no discernible
difference found between authority types or in terms of the geographic distribution

of those

authorities with without employment protection policies.

Some authorities such as Camden suggested however that a change of use to residential was
one of the only acceptable non-employment

uses should such a proposal be made. In

addition. others - such as Calderdale and Chelmsford - included policies within their
development plans that the loss of employment floor space would only be permitted where it
could be demonstrated that there could be no reasonable expectation of future employment
use or that the buildings were no longer capable of supporting such uses (see Figure 7.33).
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Many authorities such as the London Borough of Southwark have specified areas where
they are particular about protecting employment generating land uses. Indeed, if buildings
are:
"... located in a designated employment zone then the council has policies
which tend to protect the current use class. However, outside of employment
former
zones, developers have to prove that they have actively marketed a
commercial building. for an employment use with no successfor a minimum
period of 24 months, after which the policy will be relaxed and alternative
uses considered. Within employment zones, a minimum period of nonoccupancy of five years is expected before the authority will consider
alternatives. "
(Interview with London Borough of Southwark: July 1998)

By contrast, the City of Westminster (Interview: July 1998) takes a much more relaxed view
and does not expect developers to prove a buildings redundancy and is content that new
office stock will be provided as part of "... a natural cycle of office stock replenishment. "
Some authorities despite their encouragement of residential conversions often have
qualifying conditions such as: "Generally ground floors on busy streets are unsuitable.for
residential use and in such casesnon-residential useswill be preferred. " (London Borough
of Islington, 1997b, p.2). Interestingly, Wolverhampton acknowledged that despite having
policies that encouraged more residential accommodation in its town centre it had
contradictory policies relating to the protection of employment generating space. They
identified that:

"Certain policies are against the idea of encouraging residential conversions
of vacant and underused office or even warehouse space and they state that
they do not normally permit the loss offloor space where the land or buildings
are usedfor employmentgenerating purposes. " However, they do accept that
theseare "... criteria-based policies and where it can be argued that a building
is not bestsuited to an employmentuse and that it has been actively marketed
for new tenants with no successthen the building will be consideredfor other
uses.11
(Interview with Wolverhampton Council: July 1998).
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The Council will seek to retain sites and buildings which it considers to be suitable for
continued employment use on grounds of accessibility, size, location and condition.
The Council will not normally grant permission for the redevelopment or change of use
Town
of land and buildings from employment purposes (within classes B1-B8 of the
and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987) to non-employment use. An
exception may be made if:
(a)

the proposed change is from office use (Bla) to residential
accommodation (Use classes C2 or C3) or social and community uses.
Planning permissions for changes of use and conversion to residential
accommodation will normally only be given on a permanent basis.

London Borough of Camden (January 1996) Unitary Development Plan, Policy ECS, p. 83.

Proposalsfor non-employmentuseswhich involve the loss of scarceland resources
business,
and/or buildingshaving an existing permitted or lawful use for industrial,
(Use ClassesB1 to B8) or other employmentuses will not be permitted. Such
developmentwill be permittedwhere:
ii) it can be demonstrated that the site and or buildings are not economically or
physically capable of supporting industrial, business (Use Classes BI to B8) or other
employment generatingusesand, that the other UDP objectives can be achievedby the
development.
From Policy E13, Calderdale Unitary Development Plan(April 1997)

Change of use or redevelopment leading to the loss of employment land (within use
classes Bl, B2 or B8) within the employment policy areas will not normally be
permitted unless there is demonstrably no reasonable expectation of employment
generating usesbeing retained.
Policy EMP3, Chelmsford Borough Local Plan (April 1997), p.55.

Figure7.33:Extractsfromemployment
protection-related
policiesin development
plans.

"

Would the conversion of office buildings in the town/city centre be
affected by any affordable housing policy?

Surprisingly, given the increased importance attached to securing affordable homes there
were only 69 per cent of responding authorities with affordable housing policies that would
affect office to residential conversions. Indeed, 13 authorities had no such policies that
would impact upon a change of use from office to residential. Analysis of the different
authority types illuminates that it is generally those authorities with established city centre
resident populations and those with buoyant local economies that feel able to utilise these
policies to secure affordable units. Indeed, all nine London boroughs have affordable
housing policies in place and apply these to all residential development subject to size
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In metropolitan and district authorities, however, over
regardless of the nature of the supply.
34 per cent either did not have or would not invoke such policies for this type of
development in the city centre.
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In some cases, local planning authorities did acknowledge the presence of such policies,
however, some felt that applying these to what was an immature market location could
potentially stifle any prospects of residential development in the city centre. Some of these
authorities felt that it would be more appropriate to apply affordable housing policies
elsewhere within their borough until the feasibility of providing new homes in the city core
had been established. Recognising that the provision
community's

of affordable

housing to meet a

needs is a material planning consideration some local planning authorities
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such as Camden have an expectation that provision for affordable units will be made in all
but small residential developments(see Figure 7.37).

The Council will encourage all schemesfor housing within the Wider Central Area
(including mixed use schemes incorporating a housing component) to include an
element of affordable housing provision. In line with policy HG14, where site and
market conditions are appropriate, the Council will normally expect new housing
developments of ten or more units to make a contribution towards meeting the local
and Borough wide need for affordable housing.
London Borough of Camden (January 1996) Unitary Development Plan, Policy CA3, p. 135.
Figure 7.37: Policy extract related to affordable housingfrom Camden's UDP.

a

The London boroughs are particularly strict in imposing affordable housing conditions
although in nearly all casesthis involves commuted payments in lieu of on-site provision.
Until Circular 13/96 some authorities had no clear strategy for the use of these payments.
Indeed, the London Borough of Southwark (Interview: July 1998) was only just introducing
"... a strategy which aims to usethis money in actually providing affordable housing. " As a
result, the authority had accumulated large reserves of funds and as a result of Circular
13/96 (see Chapter Six) was now under pressureto spendthese sums within a specified time
or the money would be returned to the developers.
The City of Westminster and the London Borough of Southwark both admitted that until
recently their calculation of commuted payments was based on uninformed guesswork and
under pressurefrom developers, there was a tendency to accept relatively low payments. It
was also suggestedthat developershad been arguing that due to the relative immaturity of
office to residential schemesthat they were high-risk in terms of any sales track record and
that high commuted paymentswould be detrimental to the financial viability of the project.
Until 1998, Westminster had accepted commuted payments of £26,000 per residential unit
for developments over 15 units in size, however, this figure was then increased to over
£50,000based upon previous experienceof sales values.

Many authorities claimed that they would like to see affordable housing included within a
mixed tenure development, however, they admitted that their track record of achieving this
was very poor. In addition, it was accepted that achieving this in conversion would be
extremely difficult, as developers would normally require separate points of entry for
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different tenures. The provision of affordable homes and the requirement on developers to
make a contribution appearsto be accepted amongst planning officers, however, it can be a
contentious issue amongst local politicians and committee members. Indeed, in one of the
interviews with a local planning authority it was claimed that: "Some planning committee
membersfeel that the authority has more than enough affordable housing and that we are
importing other area's problems. " In another authority, the senior planning officer
suggestedthat "... affordable housing is a delicate local political issue and some members
were not keen to see affordable housing in certain areas and would rather it was located
within another authority. "

SectionC: Office to Residential Conversions
This section concentratesupon the possibilities for office conversions and the levels of such
activity to date. Firstly, local authorities are asked to confirm that there are post-World War
II office buildings within the authority's area.

"

How many post-World War II office buildings are there within your city/
town centre?

One of the pre-requisites of the survey distribution was that there was post-war office
accommodation within the local authorities area of jurisdiction. Nevertheless, the survey
revealedthat there is clearly a large stock of such buildings in the centre of towns and cities
in the UK. Indeed, of the 46 local planning authorities that respondedto this question, some
9 authorities (19 per cent) had in excessof 50 such buildings and 19 authorities (41 per cent)
had over 25 of thesebuildings within their town/city centre.

As might be expected, the London boroughs contained a significant number of post-World
War 11office buildings. Indeed, of the eight boroughs that responded to the questionnaire
some six authorities - Camden, Croydon, Hackney, London Corporation, Wandsworth and
Westminster - had more than 50 such buildings within their district. Outside of London,
Birmingham, Liverpool and Sheffield also had in excess of 50 post-war
office buildings.
The only authorities with less than five of this building type
were Blackpool, Bolton,
Chesterfield,Newcastle and Stoke-on-Trent.
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Secondly, LPA's are questionedabout the occupancy of these buildings and their levels of
vacancy:

"

Are any of these buildings completely vacant at the present time?

Local Planning Authority

Number

of completely vacant
post-war office buildings.

5 to 9
Birmingham

X (N)

Bournemouth

X (Y)
X (N)

Camden
Chelmsford

10+

X

Corporation of London

X (Y)

Coventry

X IN,)

Gloucester

X IN,)

Leicester

X (N

Norwich

X (Y)

Nottingham

X (N)

Sheffield

X (v)

Westminster

X (N)

Figure 7.39: LPAs with over 5 completely vacant post-war office buildings.
(Y indicatesspecific planning policies encouragingthe conversionof thesebuildings to residential)
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One of the most alarming problems within town'city centres is the number of buildings that
are completely vacant. Significantly. 36 authorities (75 per cent) were able to identify postwar office buildings within their borough that were completely vacant. Of these authorities.
four authorities identified over 10 such buildings and another eight noted between 5 and 10
empty post-war office buildings within their town; city centre.

Clearly, those local planning authorities with a significant

number of completely

vacant

buildings are likely to be those in most need of a proactive policy environment that is likely
to stimulate the use of these buildings

whether this be through

adaptive re-use or

redevelopment. Interestingly, however, there was no significant correlation between those
with high levels of such vacant buildings and the existence of facilitating planning policy
(see Figure 7.39 and Section A).
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/)o and of these buildings have less than a 50% occupancy rate?

In addition to those buildings that have no current occupants there are also a significant
number with only a small proportion of space presently being used. Some 30 authorities
responded to this question and of those buildings of this type that were not completely
vacant it was clear that a substantial number were significantly under-occupied. Indeed. 59
per cent of local authorities were able to identify buildings within their urban centres that
were suffering from such under-occupancy. Of these, seven authorities (23 per cent)
identified more than 10 post-war office buildings and another eight authorities (27 per cent)
were aware of between 5 and 10 with less than half-occupancy.
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Thirdly, authorities are examined about their experiences regarding planning applications
for office to residential conversions:

Has your Local Authority'

"

received any planning

conversion of post World War // office buildings

fir

the

into residential

use,

applications

within the last 5 years?

Interestingly,

given

the relatively

recent phenomenon

buildings to residential use, particularly,

of converting

post-war

office

outside of London, some 20 authorities (38 per

cent) had received planning applications for such a change of use within the previous five
years. Nine of these authorities were - as to be expected - London boroughs, however,
significantly there were eleven other authorities that had dealt with such applications.
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Figure 7.46: The kxauon of LPAs Hho have icceneII planning
applications for the conversion of post World War 11 office buildings
into residential use within the last 5 years.

Given the initial pioneering of this type of conversion activity in London and the prevalence
of this building type it is not surprising that all of the London boroughs had dealt with office
to residential planning applications. Outside London, only 26 per cent of local planning
authorities (I I out of 42) had dealt with applications for such conversions. Significantly, in
the City of Westminster office to residential conversions account for approximately 20 per
cent of the total new units completed each year, however, this is not exclusive to post-war
buildings (Interview: July 1998). Of those local planning authorities who were interviewed,
both Westminster and Southwark had dealt with two applications

for post-war office to

residential conversions, however, there had been a lot of recent dialogue with developers
regarding

other similar

schemes and more applications

Portsmouth

and Wolverhampton

Nottingham

and Portsmouth

were all dealing

had experienced

were expected. Nottingham,

current planning

significant

developer

applications
interest

and

in other

opportunities within their respective city. Bradford had also had pre-application discussions
with potential developers (Interviews with respective authorities: July 1998).

Fourthly,

I. PA's

are asked about the activities

of housing associations in terms of

conversions given that in many areas such organisations were often the pioneers of this type
of development activity:

Have any housing associations shown interest in office to residential
conversions within your area?

Despite housing associations being amongst the first developers of office to residential
conversions, a relatively small number of local planning authorities have experienced
interest in this type of activity by these agencies. Indeed,
only 33 per cent of responding
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authorities confirmed housing association activity and a significant proportion (over 29 per
cent) of these were London boroughs. Of those authorities outside of London the percentage
of authorities where these predominantly
enquiries to the local authority,

social housing providers

submitted planning

applications

have either made
and/or subsequently

developed office conversions was only just under 29 per cent. This appears to confirm the
literature review which identified

that social housing providers were increasingly

being

priced out the city centre market particularly in sought after locations (see Chapter Five).

Despite their pioneering role the activity of housing associations in such conversions is very
mixed. Whilst in London, some five of the nine authorities (56 per cent) identified their
involvement, elsewhere only twelve of the forty-two planning authorities (29 per cent) had
interest from social housing developers. Interestingly, however, some authorities outside of
London were able to identify other types of residential conversion from obsolete post-war
office space. These included student housing (Bournemouth,

Coventry and Lincoln) and

accommodation for the elderly (South Tyneside).
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Figure 74) the location of LI>.As here housing ass,xtations
have shown interest in the conversion of post World War II
office buildings into residential use.

Fifthly, authorities are asked to outline any initiatives in their area that encourage such
development:

"

Are there any initiatives for office to residential conversion operating in
your city / town? /f initiatives are available, are they privately or publicly
orchestrated?

Encouragingly, a number of local authorities had recognised the opportunity, potential and
benefits of this type of development activity and put measures in place to encourage this. As
such, 9 of the 49 authorities (17 per cent) that responded to this question had specific
initiatives

within

their borough or district

that facilitated

the conversion

of offices to

residential use. Interestingly, eight of these authorities were outside of London. In London,
because of the residential development pressure it was generally felt that such a pro-active
approach was unnecessary. In other cities that were proving less attractive to developers,
however, some local authorities

were introducing

measures to stimulate development

activity.

The nine authorities with initiatives to facilitate office to residential conversions were with
the exception of Westminster all outside of London. All of these other authorities, - Bolton,
Bradford, Derby, Kirklees, Liverpool, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,Rochdale and Wolverhampton
- have already been identified as planning authorities that also have policies or generally
encourage such development activity. These authorities are, therefore, pro-actively
attempting to piece together a package of measures to facilitate this objective. These
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initiatives are all public-sector funded with those in Bolton and Kirklees being part of Single
Regeneration Budget programmes and those in Bradford, Rochdale and Wolverhampton
forming part of living over the shop strategies. Liverpool and Newcastle-upon-Tyne
had identified

English Partnerships gap funding

both

resources that would be available for

conversions in their respective city centres and Derby had made available funding from its
own resources to stimulate conversion activity.
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Finally, local authorities were asked to identify what they thought were the most significant
barriers to the conversion process:

"

What do you feel are the main

barriers

to converting

offices for

residential use?
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The main barriers to post-war office to residential conversions identified by the forty-one
local planning authorities that respondedto this question were:

o

the physical adaptability of the building

- 29%
- 29%

o

the capacity to provide car parking spaces

o

the imposition of employmentprotection policies

o

the capacity to provide amenity or open space

- 20%
- 17%

o

the perceivedlevel of demand for such conversions

- 17%

Figure 7.53 is organisedinto the five key themes identified in Chapter Six and clearly shows
that local authority planning officers feel that a significant majority of these barriers are
statutory or legislative-based.This is not unexpected, however, given that this is their area
be
of expertise. Interestingly, locational and economic factors were not considered to
particularly significant in terms of presenting barriers to development.
Bradford City Council noted that one of the difficulties faced in terms of parking, density
and amenity was that: "They [post-war office building] are not able to fully comply with the
standards set by the borough, becauseof the physical constraints of the existing buildings,
for example 100per cent site coverage." (Interview with Bradford City Council, July 1998).
Some of authorities (Bradford; Nottingham; and Portsmouth) that were interviewed also
identified other competing uses such as foyers, hotels and managed workspace as a
significant barrier to redundant offices being converted to residential. Indeed, Portsmouth
City Council also identified significant pressure for student accommodation within the city
centre, some of which was being provided through post-war office conversions (Interview
with Portsmouth City Council, July 1998). In addition, the City of Westminster (Interview:
July 1998) identified that within their Borough that: "... the strength of the office market,
particularly

the demand for space from Government departments, is such that the

opportunities for conversions to residential use are few and far between." Interestingly
Portsmouth City Council felt that for some authorities the desire to approve "... planning
permission could be dependent upon the respective authority's ability to meet its housing
requirements regardless of any employmentconsiderations. "
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Figure 7.53: Factorsidentified by local planning authorities

as the main barriers to office to residential conversions.
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Discrepancies in the Responses
Some discrepancies are apparent when analysing the results and responsesin the survey.
Indeed, some of this may be due to misinterpretation of the questions or due to the time or
care taken in responding. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, for instance claimed in question Alb that
the residential development pressure was only demand-led, however, their response to
question Alb

states that "... housing associations and private developers are showing

increased confidence in city centre housing". This may, however, be explained by the fact
that the demand-ledpressurehas subsequentlyinstigated developer interest.

Bradford, Dudley and Rotherham claim in question Ala not to have policies encouraging
town/city centre living, however, in responseto question A3a they confirm that they have a
policy that encouragescity living through the conversion of offices. Subsequentverification
with these respondents revealed that they do indeed have some policies that encourage
residential development in their urban centres.

Conclusions: key findings of survey and in-depth interviews
The self-response questionnaire survey and the semi-structured interviews enabled a
detailed understandingof the extent of post-war office to residential conversions in England
and the role of the planning system in the conversion process. The responses to the
questionnaire illustrated not only a wide range of experiences in terms of city living and
conversion activity but also of the interpretation and implementation of the local strategic
planning and development control process amongst local planning authorities. On one hand,
some authorities were extremely pro-active in attempting to increase resident numbers in
their city centre - some through office to residential conversions - whilst on the other, some
authorities appeared reluctant to embrace these emerging phenomena. Clearly, however, a
number of local planning authorities are beginning to produce policies and guidance that
facilitates the process of conversion and city centre living and in so doing helping to guide
developmentand providing more certainty for owners and developers.
The results of the questionnaire survey indicate that a significant number of town and city
centres are experiencing development pressure for residential accommodation, indeed, 63
per cent of responding local planning authorities identified the potential growth in the
number of homes provided within their `city-centre'. This is encouraging for policy makers
given that the intent of the latest Planning Policy Guidance Note 3: Housing and the recent
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Urban White Paper is to concentrate more and more new homes in urban areas (Department
of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1999e; 2000c).
This research clearly indicates that many local planning authorities are increasingly
recognising that housing can play a key role in the revitalisation of town and city centres
and in terms of making them more sustainable. As such, 77 per cent - of the 52 local
planning authorities that responded- had policies that encouragedcity centre living, which
is comparable with Couch's survey of 29 local authorities, which found that 86 per cent
were "... seeking to attract more people to live in their town centres." (Couch, 1997, p. 102)
Significantly, an earlier Department of the Environment survey "...found that only 43 per
cent of towns had undertaken housing initiatives, including most major cities but also some
smaller towns, but many more were considering them. " (URBED et al., 1994, p.45).
The emergenceof office conversionshas been generally encouragedby central government
and local planning authorities, however, most development plan policies for residential and
offices were written before the collapse of the office market and when the extent of the
pressureto replace obsolete office spacewith residential accommodation was not envisaged.
Until local authorities are able to revise their planning policies, however, Planning Policy
Guidance Note 3 will be a material consideration that potentially carries more weight than a
`current' development plan. A significant number of local authorities were, however,
responding to Government advice and 44 per cent of local planning authorities already had
planning policies that encouragedthe conversion of redundant office space into residential
use.

Indeed, some urban authorities, especially in London, do have general policies on
conversion from office to residential but often they do not deal with the detailed problems
and opportunities that the conversion of post-war offices creates. Due mainly to the
contemporary nature of this phenomenon, there were only 17 per cent of responding
authorities with specific policies that covered the conversion of post-war office buildings
and many of thesewere burdened by onerousconstraints in terms of proving redundancy.
The survey of local planning authorities suggeststhat they
can be divided into three groups,
broadly characterisedby their policy stance on office conversion:

"

authorities that positively encourage city centre living including the
conversion of post-war office space into residential use
- through
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development plan policies, initiatives

and a flexible approach to

development control - as an integrated component of revitalisation and
sustainability objectives;
authorities that are seeking to increasethe number of residents within their

"

city centre but with more stringent development plan policies - such as
preserving employment-generating space, car-parking, density and
amenity standards - which may serve as a barrier to potential conversions;
and
authorities that have no development plan policies in place that relate to

"

city centre living either because the plan is `out-of-date', because there is
no development pressure for residential pressure or because the authority
has no desire to see(more) residential accommodation in this location.
This contrasts slightly with an earlier and much smaller but similar survey that found four
groups:

"

authorities favouring conversion into flats;

"

authorities concerned about the effects on employment levels;

"

authorities willing to consider conversion as an exception to policy under
certain circumstances;and

"

authoritieswith no experienceof conversion.
(adapted from Barlow and Gann, 1993, p.25)

The literature review of national and local planning policy (see Chapter Six) indicated that
there were four key factors influencing the planning process in terms of conversion activity:
density and amenity standards; car-parking standards; protection of employment-generating
floor space; and affordable housing requirements. Analysis of the survey indicates that there
are some significant differences in the potential effects of thesefactors between London and
the rest of England, indeed, local planning authorities in London tend to apply density,
parking and affordability policies much more stringently that in the rest of the country. It is
clear that these planning-related factors can provide significant barriers to the office to
residential conversion process, however, authorities are taking a realistic view in terms of
density and amenity standards especially outside
of London - with only 17 per cent
applying such standards to conversion schemes. As such, a significant proportion of local
planning authorities are prepared to be flexible and examine each application for a changeof
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use on its merits, which

is particularly

encouraging given that quantitative

planning

measures have for too long dictated the design of urban areas.

Many planning authorities are also prepared to relax car parking standards from those
specified in their development plan policies in favour of lower parking provision. There are
two main reasonsfor this relaxation, firstly, the proximity of conversions to public transport
and employment sources and because it is often very expensive or physically impossible to
provide parking spaces as part of the conversion. Nevertheless, some 67 per cent of
authorities do have parking standards that they would expect developers to meet or if not
some are accepting commuted payments in lieu of on-site provision. In terms of affordable
housing, increasingly, local planning authorities (69 per cent) are following government
guidelines and expecting provision from all but small residential developments. Commuted
paymentshave however become the norm in terms of affordable housing provision and few
local planning authorities are insisting on element of affordable housing within private
sector office to residential conversions. More authorities are producing clearer policies on
planning obligations for affordable housing and on commuted payments, which is enabling
developersto take theseinto account during the feasibility stageof a project with some level
of certainty.
The desire of many local planning authorities - particularly their elected committee
members - to protect employment generating floor space is possibly the most significant
planning-related barrier to the conversion of former post-war office buildings. Indeed, 82
per cent of authorities that responded to the questionnaire had policies that discouraged the
loss of floor space that was previously occupied by employment uses. Many had a
discretionary approach, yet ironically the conditions that developers' had to meet in order
redundancy were particularly onerous in terms of the time period of vacancy or proving
unsuccessfulmarketing of the building.
It is obvious from the survey and the interviews that there is the opportunity for post-war
office conversions in terms of an extensive stock of this building type in most towns and
cities across England, many of which are vacant or only partially occupied. This research
does identify, however, that local planning authorities have little detailed information
regarding the stock of such space and therefore potential for conversion activity. As such,
when such conversions progress through the planning process they are considered as
`windfall' developments rather than being an integral part of any
urban capacity study. At
the time of the surveys in 1998, the focus of post-war office to residential conversion
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activity was clearly London, where pioneering schemesoccurred and where all responding
authorities had dealt with such planning applications. Outside of London, only 26 per cent
of local planning authorities had processedplanning applications for this type of conversion.
The interviews indicated, however, that this development type was beginning to emerge and
increasingly pre-application discussionswere occurring elsewhere in England.
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UNDERSTANDING CITY CENTRE LIVING:
A RESEARCH GAP
People came together in cities in order to live.
They remain together in order to live the good life.
Aristotle Politics

Introduction
Thus far, emphasishas been placed upon the policy context in which conversions occur and
the supply-side aspectsof the conversion process. Little detailed attention has been given to
questions of demand. Reeves (1997), however, argues that any policy towards re-using
buildings must start from the perspective of the user (the demand-side) rather than from
availability (the supply-side) and therefore it is to this that attention is now directed. Until
recently, the level of demand for city centre housing and the locational preferences of
different groups were neglected areas of discussion in the debate about where to
accommodateprojected household growth. Indeed, throughout the debate about household
projections there has been little analysis of consumer preferences in housing, and minimal
research into the issue (Varady, 1990; Hooper, 1999). Clearly, a better understanding of
people's attitudes to urban living is fundamental to attracting new residents and retaining
those who already live in cities. Earlier chaptershave illustrated how increasing the numbers
of households living in the heart of the city can help to achieve a whole range of social,
economic and environmental goals. Despite the numerous benefits, the demand for the
product of adaptive reuse to create residential units is one of the fundamental barriers to the
processof conversion.

This chapter will, therefore, examine existing researchinto the type and quantity of demand
for residential units in the centre of our cities as well as any underlying perceptions and
attitudes that may be influencing the effective demand for such accommodation. As such,
the chapter is organised into three sections, the first examines the context for living in the
city centre; the second identifies the factors influencing the demandfor homes; and the final
section analysesattitudes and the demandfor city centre living.
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The Context for the Demand for City Centre Accommodation
Significantly, the twentieth century is ending as it began with a forecasted need for large
numbers of new homes:
`In 1900 it was to replace the slums left by the Industrial Revolution. Today it
is to accommodatea rapidly growing number of'new households, the majority
of which will be single people and couples with no children, often young or
elderly. There is general agreement that additional housing should be centred
on the re-use of existing buildings and the development of brownfield sites to
offer new life to urban areas. Yet many people have little affinity for urban life
and also have an inherent distrust of new concepts due to the failures of 1960s
housing. "
(Colquhoun, 1999, p. 1)
Indeed, for most of the twentieth century, cities have represented places of economic
decline, physical decay and social disorder (Hall, 1992). Those able to make a choice have
generally chosen to live in a suburban environment with all the perceived advantageson
offer, such as a better standard of education, less crime, and a pleasanter environment. This
residential choice has been made possible by increased reliance on the car, which has
enabled people to access the services and job opportunities of the city whilst living
elsewhere. Other equally compelling but less obvious reasons why people choose the
suburbs over the city include the lack of available land for new housing development within
cities. As such, most new homes have been built in suburban areas, thereby restricting
choice for people who might otherwise wish to live in cities. The more important
determinant of this locational choice, however, is that the public's perception of urban areas
has been very poor and during the twentieth century people have abandonedcities in droves.

In England, there appearsto be a cultural resistance to urban living and that high-density
living is incompatible with the British way of life. Both Davidson (1995) and Breheny
(1993), make this observation and KPMG (1999, p. 19) argue that: "In effect, the drive to
increase the reuse of urban land for housing runs counter to the national trends in
population movement." There are also arguments that urban intensification will result in
town cramming and all the negative effects associatedwith it as outlined in Chapter Three.
As such, current policies to encouragemore homes in urban areasclearly appear to conflict
with the expressed desires of the public and indeed to the house building industry
(Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1999c). URBED (1998, p.9)
identify, however, that there has been "... a resurgence of interest in urban living driven
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largely by the issue of environmental sustainability. " The National Housing Federation (in
Willis, 2001, p. 20) also recognise these changes in the housing market and suggest that:
"Not only is this because of increasing government pressure...,

but also because the

increasing number of young, single and couple households will find in urban living the
kinds of employment, leisure, and other day-to-day living opportunities they are looking
for. "

The results of recent research suggest that the underlying influences upon the choice of
residential location are complex, however, that many people can potentially be persuadedto
happily live in urban areas (Moss, 1997; Oakes and McKee, 1997; Oc and Heath, 2000).
Indeed, Knight Frank Research(2000, p.2) identify that "New lifestyle patterns continue to
drive the demandfor certain types of property, whilst shifting population demographics
have reawakened a desire for city living. This has been accompanied by a desire for
consumersto remain close to their place of work in the evenings and at weekendsand to
spend less time commuting. " Of greater significance is the indication from URBED et al.
(1999) that a substantial number of others can potentially be persuaded to happily live in
urban areas. As such, Davidson (1995, p.iii) argues that: "Perhaps we divide naturally into
two types: thosefor whom cities are vibrant and exciting, a focus for human activity; and
thosefor whom they are dirty, noisy and dangerous." Clearly, the crucial question with
regard to urban living is therefore, whether there is any demand for such accommodation:
Do people want to live in the city centre?

The Demandfor Homes: decision-making
Housing demand is multi-dimensional with numerous influences that vary in importance
between households and over time. These factors include family life cycle stage, socioeconomic status, and lifestyle/personal characteristics (see Harriott and Matthews, 1998)
whilst Mulholland Research Associates (1995a) suggest that life stage, environmental
reasons and financial considerations are the three major influences for moving people
choosing to move home. Obviously the overriding assumption in residential decisionmaking is that, ignoring financial considerations,households will only move providing the
benefits outweigh the costs.Although households in the samelife cycle may have the same
needs,their opportunities to achieve those needsmay vary considerably, indeed, the stage in
the life cycle and nature of lifestyle may generatehousing need, but in the housing market
resourcesare not distributed according to need. As such, changes in life cycle or lifestyle
may lead to the desire to move but for many households this may be impossible due to
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financial constraints.As such, householdsusually have to make trade-offs in deciding where
to live (seeAlonso, 1964).

The importance of life cycle
The specific factor that emergesstrongly from literature is the importance of household lifecycle stage in the choice of geographic residential location (Bell, 1958; Abu-Lughod and
Foley, 1960; Gans, 1962 and 1968; Morgan, 1976; Michelson, 1977; Kain, 1986; Varady,
1990). This refers to the stages that a household moves through from formation to death.
Each stagestrongly influences both the physical housing unit demandedand its environment
or location, however, there are other influences such as expectations and aspirations related
to social status.

In terms of life cycles, Pollakowski and Edwards (1987) found that marriage led to an
increasedlikelihood of suburbanisation,however, Varady (1990) suggeststhat the presence
of children was a family life cycle position that is an important indicator of the desire to live
in the suburbs, whereas, marital status was of limited significance in terms of choice. The
emerging model of new city dwellers is of people living in the city until they have children,
then moving to the country and returning as the children leave home (Tinworth, 1999).
Indeed, Rudlin and Falk (1995) indicate that as more people delay having children and with
a greaterproportion of active pensionersmore people inhabit the life stagewhere the vitality
and life offered by city centre living is attractive provided that it is safe and comfortable.
The final life cycle has also become increasingly relevant in the housing debate with people
living longer and often widowed. Indeed, Champion et al. (1998, p. 54) note how "... people
are retiring at an earlier age or are prepared to move earlier in anticipation of eventual
retirement ". Such demographic changes and changes in household structures have
encouragedboth planners and developers to consider providing a more diverse range of
dwellings in terms of size, type and location.

The influence of lifestyle
Another critical factor in the process of household decision-making predicting the choice of
residential location is the lifestyle of the household (Varady, 1990). Johnston (1971)
identifies the following lifestyle groups:

"

family-orientated (decisions basedon the needsof the family);

"

careerists(decisions basedon needsof job, self-image,etc.);

"

consumerist(decisionsbasedon materialbenefitsandamenities);and
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"

community seekers(decisions basedon desire for social interaction).

Despite the now historical nature of this research,there are some interesting contemporary
similarities, indeed, Johnston (1971, p. 102) notes how: "The greater the commitment to
familism, especially compared to consumerism,the less important the city centre should he
in the total activities of the household." He continues by stating that careerists and
consumeristsare those most likely to find their needsmet in the city centre. Varady (1990,
have identified a new generation of
p.23) also notes that "Since the mid-1970s, researchers
family life, and to
young people who place less emphasis on child-rearing and traditional
work-oriented women as increasing demand.for city living (Gale, 1984; 1987; Palen and
London, 1987) ". Berry (1982) argues that the impact of this trend will be minimal whereas
Alonso (1982) suggests that it will lead to the rebirth of cities. A late twentieth century
phenomenon has been the number of women that are now in the careerist category and
Skaburskis (1997, p. 275) claims that "... the continuing increase in women's income
prospects and career orientation will reduce.family formation, fertility and divorce rates
.
and change housing demand... " Consequently, Kasarda (1985) suggeststhat cities should
target householdspursuing non-traditional lifestyles or a non-family value approach.
The prevalence of single-person households as discussed in Chapter Three is increasingly
impacting upon the housing market and Kasarda (1985) and Spain (1989) argue that
younger educated singles and childless couples often prefer cities and high-density living.
The House Builders Federation (1997, p.6) claim, however, that "... single person
householdsare highly diverse and singlenessis their least relevant characteristic in terms
of housing market behaviour. Disposable income, age, gender and location are all far more
important determinants of their behaviour. " As such, these demographic changes do not
necessarilygive a clear indication of the most appropriate type of dwelling, indeed, research
by Hooper et al. (1998, p. 32) confirms that the simple equation of one-bedroom dwelling
for a one-person household is far too simplistic an approach to housing provision. Indeed,
life styles and expectations change, with experience and higher incomes and some
householdersmay wish to have sparebedrooms to accommodatevisitors, or future children,
or require home working space,or have the option of taking in a lodger.

There is a strong argument that families are still expected to represent over half the total
number of households in 2016, and that they have a predominant desire to live in suburban
and rural areas(The House Builders Federation, 1996). This should, however, be seen in the
context of the current household formation and housing provision (see Chapter Three).
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Currently, 64 per cent of householdsare families and provision is typically geared towards
this group, whereas,the new households formed in the period to 2016 will be predominantly
of other household formations. Indeed, the traditional family household is becoming less
common with three in every four households in the UK being childless with more than half
of these below retirement age (URBED et al., 1999). Indeed, the Department of the
Environment, Transport and the Regions (2000c) identified a 20 per cent increase in the
number of single person householdssince 1990 and expect a further 40 per cent increase by
2021. In addition, the UK Round Table on Sustainable Development (1997, p. 12) suggest
that: "... there is a growing number of single person households,particularly male, whose
needsand aspirations will differ from those of the traditional. family unit. " Neither does the
traditional household of male breadwinner, female homemaker and two-plus children any
longer dominate American society (Palen and London, 1987; Lang et al., 1997; Moss,
1997). Indeed, American Demographics (1995) identify that the stereotypical family now
accounts for only a quarter of all households. The majority of new housing provision,
therefore, needs to focus on providing appropriate types of housing and in appropriate
locations.

Hall (1999, p. 12) highlights the impact of these changes very
succinctly. He argues that the
assumptionin the post-war period hasbeen that:

"The assumption was that we were building homesfor households which had
mum, dad, two or three children, and minimal space. But for the next twenty
years, as the household projections have shown us, we will be building new
homes principally for households that typically have one or at most two
professional people, no children (or maybe some children who are in the
custody of a divorced partner, but come back to the other one at weekends)and
somefriends and quite a lot of needfor workspace. Ironically, these two very
different households may want the same kind of space in quantitative terms,
though it is going to be used very differently. "

Hall continuesto arguethat thesechangesupsetour basicassumptionsin two ways:
"First, they alter all the relationships between dwellings per unit of area,
bedspacesper unit of area, and people per unit of area. The number
of
hedspacesper unit comesdown, but not so much as you might think because
of
the need to provide for those separated children or friends, and because the
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concept of 'bedspaces ' completely ignores the other kinds of spaces that a
home is now increasingly

required to provide, especially home offices. The

resulting equation is anyone s guess. "

Locational or environmental factors
The quality of a particular environment can also be a significant factor in influencing a
household's choice of where to live. In relation to the decision to live in city centres, Hooper
et al. (1998, p.29) note that "... the single people who opted for the bright lights central
urban areas in which to live do so for convenience,both to save commuting time to work
and for easy access to a good range of entertainment and culture. " Referring to the
situation in the US, Michelson (1977, p. 56) stated that: "Persons moving towards city
centersare generally attracted by the convenienceof that environment, while those who are
decentralizing are attracted by aesthetic componentsof the residential environment... "
Chapter Three clearly indicates that urban areas are still suffering from a net out-migration
of residents and Champion et al. (1998, p. 52) suggest that the two predominant reasonsfor
people choosing not to live in cities are "... the advantages of living in a physically
attractive environment and the search for a dif erent type of community and lifestyle
compared to the city. " Halliday and Coombes (1995) and the Department of the
Environment, Transport and the Regions (2000d) also refer to urban `push-factors'
including crime, congestion and pollution associatedwith larger cities and towns.
-

Deterrent

Percentage

Traffic noise/danger

58%

Too busy/crowded

58%

Poor environment for children

31%

Unsafe area/crime

27%

Too noisy generally

27%

Dirty environment

18%

Housestoo cramped/close

15%

No/small garden

13%

Poor parking facilities

13%

Poor local schools

7%

Figure 8.1: Reasonsfor not living in a town or city centre
(adapted from Mulholland ResearchAssociates, 1995a, p. 14).
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The Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions (2000d, p. 11) identify that
likely to have problems with:
compared to other locations, urban areas were much more
litter/rubbish/dumping;
poor ambient air quality; heavy traffic; nuisance from street parking;
Mulholland Research Associates'
scruffy gardens; vandalism; and graffiti. In addition,
(1995a, p. 14) researchinto residential movementslisted ten reasonsthat led their sample of
624 people to not consider living in the city centre (see Figure 8.1). The report states that
traffic concerns were felt most heavily by women and those with young children whilst the
crime concernswere felt most heavily by `wealthy achievers' and new home owners.

City Centre Living: Attitudes and Demand
"The people who choose the city, in sum, are of many different kinds, but they
haveone thing in common: they like the city. Theylike the privacy, they like the
specialisation, and the hundreds of one-ref-the-kind shops; they like the
excitement - to some, the sirens at night are music - they like the
heterogeneity, the contrasts, the mixture of odd people. Even the touch of
Sodom and Gomorrah intrigues them; they may never go to a nightclub, but
they enjoy the thought that if they were of the mind, there would he something
interesting to go out to.
(William Whyte, 1993, p.40)
Much of the research into the preferencesof residential location has been undertaken for
organisationswith a vested interest in the outcome and this has often led to biased samples.
Furthermore, in both the private and rental sectors, most consumer research is
overwhelmingly concerned with the preferences of families with children, when this
household form is projected to become a minority type in the early part of the new
millennium (Rudlin and Falk, 1999).
Researchby Mulholland Research Associates (1995a) for The House Builders Federation
examined the importance of environmental factors in the decision to buy a new home. Some
818 households were surveyed with 76 per cent rejecting the idea of living in urban areas.
The main reasonswere cited as the hostile environment, traffic, noise, bustle and dirt, whilst
concern was also expressed about crime and respondents saw urban areas as a poor
environment in which to bring up children, particularly due to the poor quality of local
schools. There were also worries about the density of urban living, particularly in relation to
the size of houses, gardens and parking spaces. This survey was, however, confined to a
very specific group of people, namely families who had recently bought `brand new'
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suburbanhousing. In addition, 73 per cent of interviewees were in the 30-to-49 age group
and every householdhad children of which 94 per cent were couples with children living at
home. It was therefore not surprising that they should express a preference for the type of
housing that they had recently decided to purchase, therefore not giving a fair reflection of
the overall demand for urban living. The House Builders Federation (1996) suggest that
these views are representativeof the majority of households, confirming the view of many
in the house building industry that the typical household consists of two parents with
children, in regular employment and mobile. Rudlin and Falk (1999, p.90) argue that this
"... no longer reflects the demographic make-up ofthe country. "
In another survey of 500 people, conducted as part of the House Beautiful New Homes
Awards, 63 per cent of respondents felt that new homes should go in redeveloped urban
areas,however, only eleven per cent said they would choose to live in a town centre (NOP,
1997). These surveys, nevertheless,indicate that there is a significant minority - 24 per cent
and II per cent - who could be persuadedto live in city centre homes. These figures are all
the more encouraging for city centre housing due to the sample groups targeted by this
research.Interestingly, in a survey of 2700 households in the urban areas of Hampshire,
Llewelyn Davies and Geraldine Petterson Associates (1998) indicate that the presence of a
garden topped the list of people's key issues in urban living and choosing a home. This
together with the type of property came above issues of safety, local facilities, transport and
the environment.

Government research confirms many of the findings of these surveys, indeed the
Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions (1999c) suggest that people's
quality of life priorities are low crime rates, good health care, low pollution, low cost of
living and good shopping. The Urban Task Force report also identifies key prejudices
against urban living as being the fear of crime, dislike of modem architecture and concern
about the quality of the environment, housing and schools (Urban Task Force, 1999a).
Nevertheless, it is important to note that these aspirations are not necessarily anti-urban.
Indeed, the research report But would you live there? Shaping attitudes to urban living
commissionedby the Urban Task Force from MORI, URBED and the University of Bristol
challenges the assumption that Britain is an inherently anti-urban nation (URBED et al.,
1999). The report representsa step forward in the way people's aspirations are assessed,
going beyond the conventional approach of simply asking where they want to live. The
researchanalysedthe factors that influenced public attitudes to urban living. Focus groups
in Bristol, London and Manchester were questioned on their views of urban lifestyles and a
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significant group of urban persuadableswas identified who were willing to consider urban
living. The report claims that: "Their views about where they live are based on a balance of
what might be called suburban and urban aspirations. Thereis scope to tap into their urban
aspirations, to tip the balance of individual decisions more firmly in favour of urban areas. "
(URBED et al., 1999, p.3). Lang et al. (1997) refer to such individuals as suburban
urbanites who pursue essentially urban lifestyles and are therefore the group most likely to
relocateto the city centre.

Who moves into the city centre?
An equally unrepresentativebut contrasting survey by Robson et al. (1998; 2000) confirms
that single person households are clearly one of the most likely groups to inhabit the city
centre. Indeed a survey of 170 households in Manchester City Centre indicated that 40 per
cent were single people and that only 5 per cent of households contained children (see
Figure 8.2). Knight Frank (in Langton, 1999) also identified that the demand for city centre
housing continued to be dominated by professional single people
or couples aged between
25 and 45.

A survey of 170 households in Manchester City Centre in 1995
revealed that:
"
"

40 per cent were single-person households,and over 50 per cent
were 2-person.
Only 5 householdscontained children;

"
"
"
"

Most wereemployedin professionaloccupations;
44 per centof thoseemployedworkedin the city centre;
30 per centof householdsincludedat leastone student;
51per centwererentingtheir homes;

"
"

68 per cent of owners were first-time buyers;
25 per cent had primary residenceselsewhere.

Figure 8.2: Characteristicsof residentsin ManchesterCity Centre (adapted from Robsonet al., 2000, p. 28).

Similarly, researchby Oakesand McKee for the Joseph Rowntree Foundation supported the
view that changing household structures are resulting in different housing choices. They
claim that 60 per cent of single people working in central Leeds would welcome the
opportunity to rent apartments in the city centre. This qualitative researchproject revealed
that the highest priority for private renters is location especially safe and convenient areas
with good accessto amenities, leisure, work, public transport and roads out of town. The
researchindicated that there was a clear division between the `urbanised' who appreciated
the `buzz' and social anonymity of city life and the `country life'/'suburbanised'. The
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less time wasted in travelling, the ability
advantagesto living in the city centre were seenas
to get around easily without driving, freedom to lead a more cosmopolitan social life, with
(Oakes and McKee, 1997).
convenientaccessto shopping and leisure opportunities
Hooper et al. (1998, p. 19) identify five main types of single-person households: young
households; alone following relationship
professionals; younger less well-off one person
breakdown; lone second home buyers/renters; and elderly one-person households.
Significantly, all of thesecategoriesof single person households are shown in this research
to contain a significant proportion of people willing to live in the city centre or currently
living there (see Chapter Nine). Single person households cannot be treated as a
homogeneousgroup, however, and it is a myth that they can all be catered for by simply
unlocking space in city centres. Indeed, Hooper (1999, p. 10) argues that: "Rather than
focussing upon the absolute and relative increase in the proportion of single-person
householdsprojected for this period, it is more helpful to concentrate upon the implications
for housing provision, in terms of what is known about housing preferences." Nevertheless,
Reynolds (in Champion et al., 1998, p. 5) suggests: "City life is attractive to many and
should he celebrated - we should build on the growing mood of optimism in urban living
and support the growing number of households - including the elderly, single people, and
young professionals - who wish to live there. 11
Increasingly in the UK since the 1990s there have been examples of new `pockets' of city
centre housing such as the Bold Street/Duke Street area of Liverpool city centre where a
`creative quarter' has been created from a run-down industrial and commercial area. KPMG
(1999, p.6 1) note how the demand for apartments there has arisen mainly from the young,
more affluent professionals seeking city centre living opportunities with good access to
facilities. Significantly, many of these new residents are identified as second time buyers
moving from terraced property within the city. This concords with research on locational
choice which indicates that current urban residencestrongly predicts future urban residence
(Spain, 1989). The phenomenon of existing city dwellers occupying pioneering
developmentsin the city centre is also identified by Neil Smith's study of the gentrification
of Philadelphia's Society Hill during the 1960. Indeed, Smith (1979, p. 540) found that only
a small proportion (14 per cent) returned from the suburbs compared with 72 per cent who
moved from within the city boundaries and argued that: "This suggestsa consolidation of
upper- and middle-class white residents in the city, not a return from the present day
suburbs."A

similar pattern also emerged in two other US cities at a similar time as

indicated in the table below:
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Percent city

Percent ex-

dwellers

suburb dwellers

Philadelphia:
72

14

65.2

27

Mount Pleasant

67

18

Capitol Hill

72

15

Society Hill

Baltimore:
HomesteadProperties

WashingtonD. C.:

Figure 8.3: The origin of rehabilitators in three US cities
(Source: Baltimore City Departmentof Housing and Community Development(1977) in Smith, 1979, p. 540).

Type of accommodation
The Department of the Environment's Housing Attitudes Survey highlighted a number of
important factors in terms of residential locational preference (Hedges and Clemens, 1994).
The survey featured responsesfrom all sectors of the household population in England and
some 3285 responses were analysed to both factual and attitudinal issues concerning
housing. Unsurprisingly, it revealed that householders thought that location was as
important as the quality of the accommodation. On the basis of survey evidence - which
included all tenure types - of those respondentsanticipating a move at some point, 83 per
cent preferred a house, 8 per cent a flat and 9 per cent expressedno preference. 40 per cent
of respondentswould be willing to live in flats, with flats being relatively popular among
older people (31 per cent of people over 60 living alone prefer flats). Life cycle stagealso
strongly correlated with the preference for houses being most marked in the middle of the
life-cycle and flats more acceptableto older and younger respondents.

Holmans (1996) also arguesthat there is no evidence to suggestthat smaller households will
opt for flats rather than houses.He suggeststhat most single and divorced people are under
60 and that 77 per cent of these live in houses and that is the natural state of things. Rudlin
and Falk (1999, p.96), however, point out that he fails to recognise that they may not be
opting for flats because there are few suitable flats available and that: "Implicit in his
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argument is the idea that flat dwellers are second-classcitizens and it is therefore logical
that people will opt for a house if they can afford it. "
Research by the Office for National Statistics (Office for National Statistics, 1998b)
indicates that the householdsmost likely to occupy converted flats and maisonettesare those
living alone. Significantly, 46 per cent of one adult households aged 16-59 live in flats,
indicating the willingness of this household type to live in this type of accommodation.In
addition, 17 per cent of adults aged 16 - 59 and living alone occupy converted flats or
maisonettes(seeFigure 8.4).

Household Type

Type of accommodation
Percentage of each household
type living in a converted flat or
maisonette/rooms.

One adult aged 16-59

17

Two adults aged 16-59

6

Small family

3

Large family

1

Large adult household

1

Two adults, one or both aged 60 or over
One adult aged 60 or over

2

Total

4

5%
Figure 8.4: Type of accommodationby householdtype in England
(adapted from Office for National Statistics, 1998b,p. 32),

Conclusion
Traditionally,the residentpopulationof the city centrewas extensiveanddiversewhereas
contemporarystudiesseemto indicatethat it is small andthe currentdemographicprofile is
very narrow.Indeed,partly as a result of strongnegativeperceptionsthroughmost of the
twentiethcentury,the city centrehasnot beenseenasa popularlocationin which to live. As
such,the rebirth of the city centre as a residentialenvironment- despiteencouragement
throughplanningpolicy- hasbeena slow processthat hasyet to reachall urbanareas.
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Factorsinfluencing the decision-making process for householders in terms of where to live
be organised into three constituent
are obviously constantly changing, however, they can
indicate
types: lifecycle; life style; and locational or environmental factors. Existing studies
that in terms of lifecycle and lifestyle, the `new' city centre resident comes from a very
is typified by the young, single,
narrow socio-economic and demographic group that
in
childless and affluent professional. Significantly, various societal changes are resulting
dramatic increasesof this household type that is providing the stimulus for much city centre
development(see Chapter Three). In addition, the urban renaissancethat began to emerge in
is also beginning to result in the type of
some cities at the end of the twentieth century
location and environmental quality that will encourage further repopulation of the urban
core.
The demand for the end product is possibly the key barrier or driver in determining the
feasibility and, therefore, likelihood of development activity. An understanding of the
attitudes and perceptions that influence a householder's decision about where to live and in
what type of accommodation would therefore seem critical - from both a construction and
policy standpoint - as part of the decision-making process of both the private and public
sector. Surprisingly, there has been little previous researchinto these issues and that which
hasbeen conducted tends to be of one of the following types:

commissioned by groups with strong self-interest in the results (such as

"

The House Builders Federation);
"

place specific (see Robsonet al., 2000); and

"

not specific in terms of locational attributes (such as Department of the
Environment, 1994c; Office for National Statistics, 1998b).

As such, researchthat focusesupon the demand for city centre living and attitudes towards
this type of residential environment that is not biased by organisational interests is clearly
lacking. Clearly, the indication is that developers are conducting little systematic research
into the demand for city centre living in order to answer the following six key issues:

"

Which markets are appropriate for developersto target?

"

What is the extent of the demand- price/product/whom?

"

Is this effective demandrather than just an aspiration?

"

Are there un-tapped gaps - in terms of potential city centre dwellers - in
the market?
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"

What are the implications for the social infrastructure of the city?

"

What is stimulating demand?

In addition, policy-makers appear to be making decisions based more upon perception than
fact. In an attempt to both gauge the level and type of demand, and to investigate people's
housing aspirations,qualitative and quantitative survey methods are used in Chapter Nine to
attempt to provide answersto some of the questions above and many others relevant to the
demandfor post-war office to residential conversionsin city centres.
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DEMAND FOR CITY CENTRE LIVING:
ANALYSIS OF ATTITUDES AND PERCEPTIONS

Introduction: understanding demand
The Urban Task Force report identifies key prejudices against urban living as being the fear
of crime, dislike of modern architecture and concern about the quality of the environment,
housing and schools (URGED et al., 1999). As part of the researchfor this thesis, three
complimentary surveys were conducted in order to gain a further understanding of people's
attitudes and perceptions in relation to city centre living and what influences their decisionmaking process. The structure of this chapter is organised in three sections around the
following surveys:

an on-street questionnaire survey was conducted of 525 people in three

"

provincial UK cities;
"a

postal questionnairesurvey of residents in post-war office conversions;
and

"a

pre-surveyfocus group and a follow-up focus group of residents in postwar office conversions.

This chapter therefore addressesthe following two key research objectives as outlined in
Chapter Two:

"

To analyse the barriers and drivers to the post-war office to residential
conversion process; and

"

To evaluateperceptionsfor city centre living and the nature of the
demandfor such accommodation.
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On-Street Questionnaire Survey
An on-street questionnaire survey was chosen as a key research method for assessingthe
attitudes of thosepeople most likely to consider city centre living in this thesis for a number
of reasons:

"a

high responserate was required;

"

it was relatively inexpensive to conduct (time and cost);

"

it enabled a pre-determinedpopulation to be targeted; and

"

particular demographic quotas could be fulfilled.

On-streetinterviews are a key method for market researchersto examine public attitudes by
means of a sample survey. This method of interviewing - commonly known in the United
Statesas the `mall intercept interview' was, therefore, felt appropriate to study the attitudes
of existing city centre users. Hawkins and Tull (1994, p. 132) suggest that the mall intercept
is the "... predominant type of personal interview" and it considered to be the second most
popular technique for commercial survey research after telephone interviewing due mainly
to its relative cheapnessbecause of the faster rate of interview because of the short time
elapsed between interviews (Gates and Solomon, 1982; Andreason, 1988). One of the
underlying aims of such a survey is to be able to say something about a pre-identified
population by collecting and analysing information relating to a sample of that population
(Barnett, 1974).

There aretwo main concerns related to on-street interviews:

"

that the survey does not represent the total population and is therefore a
biased sampling frame; and

"

the interviewers may choose atypical people.

Hawkins and Tull (1994, p. 132) suggestthat although such surveys are not representativeof
an entire population "... most applied research studies do not require such a sample."
Attitudes will clearly vary from one section of a community to another and although a
random selection enables a researcherto generaliseresults to a population, one may need to
settle for a `convenience sample' because of availability (Frankfort-Nachmias and
Nachmias, 1992; Creswell, 1994). In addition, Andreason (1988, p. 165) suggests that:
"Mall intercepts are efficient because they include a very high proportion

of most

populations of interest... " As such, respondentswho representa major share of the potential
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market are selectedand are therefore assumedto be an adequatesampling universe. Careful
control procedurescan help to provide a fairly representativesample.

It was therefore decided that, although not a common survey technique amongst social
scientists, this common marketing research technique would be appropriate as part of a
multi-method approach to addressing the key researchobjectives outlined above. As such
the three main aims of this particular survey were:

"

to assessthe attitudes of potential residentsto city centre living;

"

to identify the key attractionsand deterrents; and

"

to understand the residential preferences of those amenable to such a
lifestyle.

Methodology
The three cities selected for the survey are broadly representativeof the physical, social and
economic conditions of all English cities (except London) and are located in different
geographic regions. Nottingham is at the centre of a conurbation of approximately 700,000
and is located in the East Midlands some50 miles to the east of Birmingham. Its city centre
is a major commercial, entertainment
and cultural location as well as being one of the UK's
leading retail centres.Portsmouth has a population of 175,000 with a further 500,000 living
within a 25-mile radius. The city lies on the south-coast of England and is a retail,
entertainmentand business centre with a strong maritime history having a continental ferry
port and being home to the Royal Navy for over 500 years.Wolverhampton lies in the West
Midlands about 13 miles north-west of Birmingham and has a population of 240,000. The
city was at the heart of the Industrial Revolution and therefore has a tradition of heavy
industry and manufacturing alongside more recent commercial development. These cities
provide a good range of similarities (e.g. decline in traditional industries and a small
existing city centre population) and differences (e.g. employment base) to provide a good
basefor the research.

The choice of these cities was informed by a national survey of city planning authorities
(see Chapter Seven). The survey identified that they had each attracted interest in terms
of
the possibility of increasing their residential population through city centre living from
developers and the respective local authority. The structure of the questionnaire
was
developed following a focus group held in Portsmouth consisting of six people currently
expressing different residential location choices (see later section on focus group
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methodology). The focus group and reference to other researchindicated that predominantly
those who had reason to visit the city centre either for work or leisure were the most likely
to consider living in this location. The attitudes and preferencesof the existing usersof the
city centre were therefore of most interest in relation to this research and as such it was
decided to conduct interviews that targeted people who currently have reason to visit this
location. Indeed, the city centre in each of these three English cities remains the primary
destination for employment, non-food retail and leisure and entertainment facilities for a
wide range of demographicand lifestyle groups within their respective region.

Questionnaire design
One of the key aims of this survey was to obtain a better understanding of attitudes and
perceptions of city centre living. Interestingly, Crouch and Housden (1996, p.93) suggest
that there are three componentsto attitudes:

"

cognitive component: what the individual knows or believes about an act;

"

affective component: what the individual feels emotionally about an act;
and
conative component: how the individual is disposed to behave towards an

"

act.

Becausethis survey does not focus solely upon existing city centre residents it concentrates
on the affective and conative components. The following stages in the research- the postal
questionnaire and focus groups - encompass the cognitive components where attitudes
towards city centre living are much more based on knowledge and experience.To address
the aims of this survey the on-street questionnaire was structured into the following four
sections(see questionnairepro-forma in Appendix G):

"

personal details;

"

attitude to city centre living

"

housing/lifestyle requirements; and

"

reaction to prompt cards.

The initial questions requesting personal information through classification questions were
designed to be easy so as to act as a `warming-up' exercise for the respondents. Categories
were created for these questions to preserve privacy and to speed up the process of
recording answers. In addition, many peoples' experience of being interviewed will be of
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very short answersto set questionsand therefore it was decided that this recognisable format
should be adopted to help respondents feel at ease (see Valentine, 1997). The interviews
were for the most part fully structured to enable a more controlled interview situation where
the interviewers can do little to bias answers and the response times are quicker.
Nevertheless, a number of different question types were employed to keep the interview
interesting for the respondentsand to enable different types of information to be gained. As
such, two open-endedquestions were included, firstly to enable respondents to identify
potential attractantsand deterrentsto city centre living and secondly, to gauge reactions to a
prompt card illustrating a variety of stereotypical city centre residential developments (see
Figure 9.1).

Selecting and briefing interviewers
The danger of bias is always prevalent in `face-to-face' interviews, largely because, as
Sellitz et al. (1962, p. 583) argue: "... interviewers are human beings and not machines" and
as such their manner and demeanourmay have an effect upon respondents.It was therefore
decided that a team of interviewers would be preferable, because although prone to slight
differences and idiosyncrasies,the influence on the results of any potential bias of a single
interviewer is more likely to be minimised. Three interviewers
were carefully selectedfrom
students at the University of Nottingham taking an MA or Diploma in Urban Planning who
had taken specialised planning studies in urban regeneration and therefore had an
understanding of the basic issues and some prior knowledge of the phenomenon of city
living.

The selectedinterviewers were then clearly briefed on the nature of the research and the
purpose of the questionnaireand its role in the project so that they would be more diligent
and careful in their work. As such, the interviewers were clear about how they fitted into the
overall process and were made to feel part of a research team. The interviewers were then
familiarised with the content of the questionnaire and taken through each question with its
meaning, relevance and reason for inclusion being discussed. After completion of the
survey, the interviewers were given preliminary feedback on the findings of the survey and
how this would feed into the overall project to help them understand the significance of the
role that they had played and the outcomesof the study.
Street interviewing is highly sensitive to the demeanour of the interviewer when
approaching someoneto request an interview and as such careful briefing sessions were
held not just to cover the researchmaterial and questionnaire but also their appearance
and
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approach to be adopted. It was important that the interviewers came across as pleasant,
relaxed, friendly and communicated a genuine interest in getting to know the respondents
without appearing to pry. The interviewers had to be able to react very quickly to the
different types of interviewee encountered- from the businessperson,to the student, to the
pensioner on a shopping trip - and become the type of person that the respondent would be
more comfortable with and therefore most enjoy talking to. Practice interviews were,
therefore, held with other students to attempt to simulate some of the situations that may
have arisen in the field as well as to iron-out ambiguities or sensitive questions included in
the survey. Because more than one interviewer was used they were given the same
instructions on the approach to the interview, as well as to their own general appearance.In
order to securethe trust of a potential respondentthey were instructed to show their student
identification card which includes a photograph and a covering letter from the University
explaining what they were doing and why (see Appendix H).

Selecting the respondents
The main justifications for this researchmethod are based on cost, time and the relative ease
of access to the sample concerned, however, the pitfalls

in terms of lack of

representativenessare obvious. Indeed, as outlined earlier in this chapter, the two main
criticisms of on-street surveys are that the sample is biased and that interviewees may be
atypical. Indeed, many categories of person will not be present on the streets of these city
centresand becausesomepeople may resent being approachedin the street and refuse to cooperate the on-street interviews can quite clearly lead to an unrepresentativesample due to
non-responsesand missing sections of the population. In addition, both the location and the
timing of the interviews can also lead to an imbalance.

Barnett (1974, p.4) suggests that: "Quota sampling is a technique commonly employed to
cope with such problems of representativity and non-response." In quota sampling both
accessibility and judgement can be combined. Indeed, a sample can be described as
judgemental or purposive where the researcherexercises "... deliberate subjective choice in
drawing what he regards as a `representative' sample." (Barnett, 1974, p. 13). For this to be
an acceptablesampling procedure the researchersjudgement has therefore to be sound and
based upon prior knowledge or evidence. This method of selecting a survey sample is
clearly fraught with probable sampling bias and will clearly not provide a representative
sample of the populations of thesecities.
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The objective of this survey was to gauge attitudes towards city centre living from a broad
cross-sectionof the current usersof the city centre rather than to provide any estimate of the
total level of demand for this type of accommodation. This survey method was begun,
therefore, from a point of realising that there would be a conscious sample bias by adopting
such non-probability sampling. It was felt that as the literature had highlighted that those
most likely to live in the city centre were those with another reason to visit this location such as employment, leisure, entertainment or shopping - that non-probability method
would be most appropriate and cost-effective. It was important to the survey that despite the
use of non-probability sampling that the procured sample was as representative of the city
centre users as possible. The sampling methodology was therefore based upon a mix of
quota,judgment and convenienceor accessibility.

The samplesproduced are still clearly not random as an element of subjective choice on the
part of the researcheror interviewer enters into the sampling practice becauseof the manner
in which it is conducted. Becauseit was decided to survey those
who currently use the city
centre the sample cannot therefore be used to generalise to the total population. Given that
there is a relatively finite capacity to city centre residential accommodation and that other
researchand the focus group which preceded the survey revealed that current city centre
users are the most likely to live in the there it was decided that such a bias was acceptable.
The quantitative researchin this study does not therefore rely heavily on statistical methods
becauseas Andreason (1988, p. 164) argues "... the researcher
should not apply to quota
studiesstatistical teststhat require the assumption of random selection. "
In order to achieve what Mutchnick and Berg (1996) describe as a `purpose sample', which
assuresthat certain characteristicsare representedthe interviewers therefore had to `qualify'
a potential respondent based on the demographic characteristics of gender and age. The
interviewers were given quotas to attempt to fulfil to in terms of selecting respondentsin the
three cities in order to be representativeof potential city centre residents (see Figure 9.1).
The total number of respondentswas derived from the time and expenseof conducting the
interviews whilst the sample quotas were calculated following interviews with two
developersof office to residential conversions based upon the profiles of people enquiring
about previously marketed city centre residential units. Interviewers were then instructed to
fill thesequotas in achieving the target number of 175 respondents,in each city, however,
as
such the selection of respondents is not a random one. To fill the quotas by arbitrary
selection would have been a time consuming one, however, successively more and more
observations were rejected as time progressed and quotas were filled. The interviewer
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therefore exercises more personal choice in selecting respondents as the interviews are
conducted. Barnett (1974, p. 103) argues that quota sampling "... can, and often does
produce very good results. The difficulty is that we have no proper basis for measuring
their propriety, since the sampling schemeis not truly probability based."

Target number of

Attribute:

respondents:

Total number of

175

interviews (per city)

(105/175)

Female respondents:

60%

Age group:

18-25

25%

(44/175)

26-40

50%

(87/175)

41-60

20%

(35/175)

5%

(9/175)

61+

Figure 9.1: Samplequota for selection of respondents.

The survey was restricted in size by both time and money. In each the survey cities, 175
of
structured on-street interviews were conducted over a two-day period in July 1998.
Interviewers were placed at two locations concurrently within the centre of the respective
cities over a two-day period in order to reduce potential location bias and to enable a
representativesample of city centre users. Similarly, to reduce any bias associatedwith the
time of day that the interviews were conducted, the interview periods were from 8.00am to
11.00am, 12.00pm to 3.00pm and 4.00pm to 8.00pm in order to expose the survey to as
many user types as feasibly possible.

Conducting the interview
The interview questionnaire contained a verbatim script for the interviewer to read in
interviewing which was designed to sound natural and conversational. Indeed, the entire
interview was included in the script from the initial introduction to the final remarks ("That
concludes the interview. We would like to thank your time and thoughts to this survey") and
also all transitional statements("Now we would like to turn from discussing your attitude
towards city centre living to consider your own requirements in terms of a home and
lifestyle. "). The following standardized introductory statement was prepared to attempt to
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put the respondentsat ease: "Hello, I'm ..., from the University of Nottingham (show letter
of explanation and identification). I'm carrying out a survey about attitudes towards city
centre living and I would be very grateful if you would answer a few questions. The
questionnaire is structured in to four parts: information about you; your attitude towards
city centre living; your housing and lifestyle requirements; and your views on some
illustration of housing developments. Any information which you provide will be kept
strictly confidential and only usedfor statistical purposes. "A standardisedinterview format
with the questions asked in the same way to each participant also helped to control the
stimuli so that the responseswould be comparable (see Babbie, 1998). In addition, Bell
(1993, p.94) claims that: "The advantage of a focussed interview is that the framework is
establishedbeforehand and so analysis is greatly simplified. "

Composition of respondents
The composition of the survey respondents was closely monitored and the sample in terms
of age, gender, marital status, dependants and current residential location is indicated in
Figure 9.2. Careful analysis of this data in relation to their
attitudes and preferencesenabled
detailed
a
analysis of the housing attitudes and aspirations of a selected cross-section of
people.

Overall the interviewers were reasonably successful in meeting the survey
quota targets,
however there were some slight discrepancies
within individual cities. The total gender
quota was met with a slight overshoot of female respondents in Nottingham compensating
for Wolverhampton being under target. The age profile quotas
were slightly off the targets
particularly with the 26-40 age group, which achieved 41 per cent as opposed to the target
quota of 50 per cent. This can probably be explained by the greater difficulty for
interviewers in quickly guessing the age of potential respondents that they approached.
Nevertheless,the survey sample is reasonablyclose to the ideal judgmental sample required
for the study. In addition, a good range of other personal characteristics were obtained in
terms of current marital status,number of children living at home, and the current residential
location of respondents. It is worth noting, however, that with only 8 per cent (45
respondents)of the total respondentsin the 61+ age group that the results from this cohort
arelikely to be too small to be meaningful.
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Nottingham

Portsmouth

Wolverhampton

Total

Quota
target

Sex:
Male

56 (3'_"

84 (49"-,,)

65

205 (39%)

40""

Female

119 (hý"1

91

110 (63".. (

320 (61"'/,>)

6000

Age:
18-25

36 (20")

50 (, y", -)

49 (29"(

135 (26",.»

,5 "(,

26-40

85 (49"6)

74 (42")

57 (33"O)

216(41%)

50°"

41-60

40 (23"i, )

39 (22'%,)

50 (2911.
o

129(25%)

20', o

61 +

14i¢,,. )

19i9"(

45(R",0)

5"

12(7)

Marital Status:
62 (35"o

46 (27",. )

61 35"o

169 (32"o)

Divorced

I1 (6"o

14 (R"-)

12 (7"o

37 (7'%))

Widowed

9 (5",. )

11 (6"O

0

20 (4'%o)

Single

Living with partner

211(12".,)

18(IO")

22(13°i

60(11'%)

Married

73 (4ý"ýýi

86 (-3,)",, )

811i4 5°,ýi

239 (46"so)

No children

80 (40"(

80 (4(,"o

78 (45°o

238 (46", ý)

One

20 (1 1". )

49 (2900)

48(27.

Two or more

51 (29')/,,)

23(13"o)

26(15"o

100(19')

Empty nesters

24 ( I4")

23 iI 3^)

23 13°(

70 (13"%,
)

9(5")

30(17')

2(I")

41(S'0)

24(I4'')

34(1(r)

26(15"')

84(16"o)

91(52",, )

54 (31"..1

95 (54",,)

240 (46", )

31 (I X'')

30 (17'')

29 (17'')

90 (17'x)

20(11",, )

27(16")

23(13'' (

70 (I3)/, )

Children:

)

117 (221144)

Current
residence:
City ('entre
Inner City
Suburb
Small Town
Village

Figure 9.2: The characteristicsof the 525 people in the survey groups.

On-Street Survey Analysis
The survey analysis for the on-street questionnaire is organised into four sections with the
first focussing on the general appeal of city centre living. The second section considers the
attractions and deterrents to living in the city centre whilst the third examines the dwellingtype preferencesand requirements of respondents.The final section analyses the reactions
of respondents to the prompt card images of a variety of city centre residential
developments.
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The Appeal of City Centre Living
Of the questions posed to the survey groups one of the most pertinent was whether they
would consider living in the city centre. Their willingness to live in this location is analysed
by different criteria such as city, gender, age, marital status, number of children and current
residential location in Figure 9.3. Some 27 per cent of all the respondents said that they
would be prepared to live in the city centre, however, this varied considerably depending
upon the respective city and the demographic characteristics of the respondents.The survey
group in Portsmouth indicated a much stronger affinity with city centre living, however, if
the higher number of existing city centre residents are discounted then the number
expressinga positive tendency is similar to that in Nottingham. Wolverhampton suffers by
comparison partly due the higher proportion of respondents in the older age groups,
however, the respondents also had a poorer perception of the quality of the physical
environment and perhaps more importantly referred to the stronger destination-pull of
neighbouring Birmingham.
Having a greaterproportion of male respondentsthan the other two cities also influences the
results from the Portsmouth group. Indeed, males were generally more disposed to the idea
of city centre living with 32 per cent compared to 24 per cent of females. In terms of age
profile, the findings accord with the literature review and reveal that those most willing to
consider this residential locational choice are those in the 18-to-25 age group. Similarly,
there is a strong indication from the survey that this lifestyle appeals to a considerable
number of single people and single divorcees especially those without children. In terms of
the influence of current residential choice it is clear that it is those currently living in the city
centre (100 per cent) and other urban areas(43 per cent) who indicate a clear willingness to
consider this residential location.

This accords with research in the United States by Nelson (1988) and Spain (1989) that
identifies previous location as a important determinant of the future choice of residence.
Nevertheless, Lang et al. (1997) identify many suburban dwellers showing an affinity for
cities and indeed this survey in the England indicates that 18 per cent of suburbanite
respondents are willing to consider living in the city centre. URBED et al. (1999, p.39)
describe this group as `urban persuadables' who while valuing "... what might be called the
suburban characteristics of peace and quiet, space, safety and greenery, they also miss
urban characteristics such as convenience,diversity, life and variety. "
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Willing to Consider
Centre Living
City:
Nottingham
Portsmouth
Wolverhampton
Sex:
Male
Female
Age:
18-25
26-40
41-60
61+
Marital Status:
Single
Divorced
Widowed
Living with partner
Married
Children:
No children
One
Two or more
Empty nesters
Current residence:
City Centre
Inner City
Suburb
Small Town
Village

City

29%
43%
16%
32%
24%
46%
24%
18%
5%
41%
50%
29%
32%
12%
41%
21%
10%
13%
100%
43%
18%
28%
10%

m

Figure9.3:The percentage
of differentcharacteristic
groupspreparedto considercity centreliving.

The demographic characteristics of those identifying the city centre as an attractive
residential location reinforce many of the findings of other United Kingdom and United
Statesresearch.Analysis of the demographic composition of those most likely to consider
city centre living reveals that all single divorcees of either sex in the 18-to-25 age group
were amenableto this lifestyle choice. Also 75 per cent of single female divorcees in the 26to-40 age group were attractedto the idea of living in the city centre. Single males in all age
categoriesand single females in the 18-to-25 age group were also particularly favourable to
city centre living as indicated in figure 9.4. Notably, a much smaller number of married
interviewees were interested in living in the city centre with many expressing the view that
this location was inappropriate for raising a family. However, a substantial number of those
living with a partner in the 18-to-25 age group and males living with a partner in the 26-to40 age group were willing to consider city centre living. The survey did, however, find little
evidence of empty-nestersand retirees expressing the urge to move into the city despite
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anecdotal evidence to the contrary from both the UK and America (El Nasser, 1996; Kelly.
1999b; Moulton, 2000). Over 50s tend to be more concerned with a convenient location than
something in the middle of nowhere (Kelly, 1998b).

'% Consider ('its
Centre Li%in;;

Age Group

Sex

Marital

18to 25

Female

Single
Divorced
Living with Partner

440,0
100°0
30

Male

Single
Divorced
Living with Partner

50° o
l00°0
4500

Female

Single
Living with Partner
Married
Divorced

2100
10,0
6°
75°

Male

Single
living with Partner
Married

47°
300o
31 "o

Female

Married
Divorced
Widowed

21%
29
33%

Male

Single
Married
\\'ul
ed

3%
9° °
25

26 to 40

41 to 60

61

female

Status

Figure 9.4: 1he composition of those willing to consider city centre lining by age, sex and marital status.

An earlier study by Goodman (1978) had identified that the demographic characteristics of
households moving into city and suburban locations did not differ significantly.

The results

of this survey and other research, however, suggest that the characteristics

of those

households showing an affinity with the city centre have become narrower in recent years.
This survey of three UK cities confirms popular speculation that it is the young and single
population that is the most amenable to living
Pollakowski and Edwards (1987 in Varady

in the city. Research by Kasarda (1985),

1990) and Spain (1989) confirm

a similar

situation in America with single people preferring to move into cities and married couples
especially those with children choosing the suburbs.

This research also accords with that of Varady (1990) that identities life cycle and
household composition as being important in determining preferences for residential
location and that the presenceof children is more important than marriage. Such information
on the characteristics of those most amenable to city centre living is invaluable to those
responsible for packaging, selling and promoting the product of urban residential
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development. Equally. knowledge of those groups on the margins of making this decision
enables targeted research to further understand and subsequently address some of the
negative factors or barriers that are inhibiting the decision to favour city centre living.

Attractions and Deterrents to City Centre Living
Despite numerous assumptions regarding the attractions and deterrents of city centre living
there has been little empirical research to date that has examined the relative importance of
the factors involved in people's decision-making regarding residential location. One of the
main objectives of this survey was to enable a better understanding of the `push and pull'
factors or the characteristics of cities that influence people's perceptions, attitudes and,
therefore, the level of demand for city centre accommodation.

Those respondents who were willing to consider living in the city centre were asked to rank
their top three attractions to city centre living

in order of importance to ascertain those

aspects which could be encouraged and promoted to potential city centre dwellers. The main
attractions indicated by the respondents offer encouragement to the sustainability
with proximity

debate

to the place of employment being the most important. The convenience of

public transport also featured in people's list of city centre attractions and both of these
issues are encouraging in terms of promoting the sustainable
city through reducing the need
for and use of private transport. The convenience and range of choices related to leisure and
social life also figure very heavily in the attraction of city centre living.

Attractions

123

Proximity to work
Convenience of shopping facilities
Convenience of leisure / entertainment facilities
The image of city centre living,
Proximity to nightlife (pubs/bars, clubs)
('onvenience of public transport
Choice of eating places restaurants

37%
18%
18%
14%
7%
6%
0"/0

8°0
17%
19°0
00-°
280o
17° 01%
11°0

8%
25%
171%%
4° 0
24%
20%

t he ranking of the attractions of cit, centre liv ing b} those vvfilling to consider such a Iitestyle.

Figure 9.

(I being the most important attraction)

Significantly,
proximity

the potential

to nightlife

24-hour

vibrancy

offered

by entertainment

facilities,

the

such as pubs, bars and clubs and the range of eating-places are

amongst the main pulls of the city. The convenience of shopping and retail facilities was
also seen as an important benefit associated with living in the city centre. It is interesting
given the recent upsurge in initiatives to stimulate and promote residential accommodation
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within cities that the image of the city living was also rated as important by those attracted
by this lifestyle. It is clear from the survey that there are two major features of the
attractions of city centre living.

first, the convenience of the location

activities such as work and secondly the proximity

for day-to-day

and choice of social and recreational

experiences. These results reflect similarities with the US situation where Varady (1990)
suggests that it is the diversity

to employment

and proximity

and retail facilities

that

primarily attract city dwellers.

Ascertaining the importance of those factors that are deterring potential city centre dwellers
is equally important. Accordingly,
consider city centre living

the 73 per cent of those interviewed

were asked to identify

who would not

and rank the deterrents in order of

importance. The majority of interviewees expressing this view were dissuaded from city
centre living primarily by the busyness and the noise associated with the location as well as
the perception of crime levels and personal safety. Other associated negative factors such as
the perceived level of pollution

and the amount of traffic

or congestion are also strong

deterrents associated with the city centre living (see Figure 9.6).

Deterrents
Noise
Too busy / pace of life
Prefer alternative location
('rime levels and personal safety
Pollution
traffic / congestion

1

2

25%

24'.,

21%

5°

20°b
5°u

18%
11%

3°u

1"'u

2I°l1

21°/u

5%

20%
2%
10°/o
3°,o
7"°
I°

14%
1110
22°

5%
4%

I ack of garden space

°

3

Lack of open space / high density
Lack of'parking provision

3%

Poor educational facilities

20U

2",

Pu

°

4°%
4%

Figure 9.6: The ranking of the deterrentsto city centre living by those unti filling to consider such a lifestyle.
(I being the most significant deterrent)

Many interviewees were also concerned about the density of cities especially with regard to
the lack of garden space and parking provision for urban dwellings as well as the lack of
public open space. Significantly,

many dismissed the idea of living

in the city not

necessarily because of negative associations with the city centre itself but because they had
a strong preferences for the alternatives of either rural or suburban living. It is these groups
which will

remain the most difficult

to persuade that city centre living

proposition

because of their unwillingness

is an attractive

to analyse the relative merits of alternative

locations. These results suggest that city centre living will not be appropriate or desirable for
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everyone, and indeed it is probably unlikely to be appropriate for many people throughout
their life cycle. Despite the lack of interest in city centre living amongst couples and
householdswith children the poor quality of schools appears to be a minor deterrent. This
result was surprising given that it is commonly accepted that the poor quality of state
Raffel,
education in cities is halting the return of families to these locations (Varady and
1995; Downs, 1997). Interestingly, research for the Countryside Commission (Murdoch,
1997) suggestedthat residential preferenceshave as much to do with the pull factors of the
countrysideas the `push' factors of urban decline.
Traditionally the city attracted a diverse population, however, recent city dwellers have
tended to have a narrow socio-economic profile. A major obstacle to creating a balanced
community in the city centre, however, is the fact that some of the deterrents to certain
groups - such as the pace of life and noise - can be related to the attractions of others
including those currently residing in the city centre. Indeed, in Are Cities Un-American?,
William Whyte (1993, p.40) observes this dichotomy of experiences, noting that

"... to

some the sirens at night are music - they like the heterogeneity,the contrasts, the mixture of
odd people." Enabling a better understanding of the forces that influence the choice of
location and the obstacles to attracting increasing numbers residents is essential if policy
and funding initiatives have the objective of increasing the total number and the mix of
residents in the city centre.

Dwelling-Type Preferencesand Requirements
Having identified the demographic characteristics of those most amenable to city centre
living and the attractions and deterrents it is important to develop an understanding of the
type of dwelling that these people are likely to demand. Indeed, if more people are to be
encouraged to make the city centre a positive residential choice it is important that
developers,house builders and policy makers have a clear understanding of the type of
product that different groups desire. As such, the survey group expressing a willingness to
live in the city centre was questioned about their residential-type preferences. Analysis of
these respondents' reveals that some 60 per cent would choose to rent accommodation
within the city centre with the remainder preferring to be owner-occupiers.

In terms of the morphological types of residential property, 45 per cent of thoseamenable to
a city centre lifestyle expresseda desire for living in a detached or semi-detachedhouse.
The choice of this kind of property would generally, however,
appear to be contradictory to
the desire to live in this location. Nevertheless, 19 per cent indicated a preference for a town
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house and 36 per cent for a flat or apartment in a building in multiple occupation. The
number expressing a preference for living in an apartment or townhouse equates to nearly
15 per cent of the total number of interviewees showing an affinity for living in the type of
residential accommodation that can feasibly be provided within most city centres.

Some notable differences can be identified when these dwelling-type preferences are
analysedagainst the demographic characteristics. There was an almost equal divide in the
preferencesof males between a house and an apartment, whereas, 71 per cent of females
preferred to live in a house. There were also substantial differences between different age
This
groups with 54 per cent of the 18-to-25 cohort preferring to live in flats or apartments.
preference was substantially reduced for the older age groups with only 20 per cent of the
26-to-40 and 30 per cent of the 41-to-60 age categoriesexpressing the same desire. Marital
status adds another interesting dimension to thesehousing preferences.The most significant
finding was the preference for apartment living in the city centre by single people in the 18to-25 age group and single divorcees of all ages. Half of all divorcees expressed the
preference for living in multiply occupied buildings and notably all of those male divorcees
interviewed indicated this choice. Interesting given that 26 per cent of male and 16 per cent
of female single-person households are divorced or separatedand that 45 per cent of all
single person households aged 45-54 are divorced (Hooper et al., 1998, p.24). Amongst
singles in the 18-to-25 group willing to be city centre dwellers there were 52 per cent
desiring a flat or apartment with 75 per cent of males with these characteristics expressing
this preference. As expected,married couples expresseda strong preference for a house with
83 per cent of those married and under 41 years indicating this choice. The main
considerations expressedby this group were the need for space and gardens particularly
when there were children within the household. The survey'sresults indicate that traditional
house types (especially detached and semi-detached) remain popular with respondents,
however, that a substantial minority of respondents consider apartments to be a desirable
dwelling type is encouraging within the context of the research,with its emphasis on city
centre living.

The actual location of a residential development within the city centre itself was seen as
being particularly important with 97 per cent requiring convenient access to convenience
shopping and 92 per cent stating the need for close proximity to public transport provision.
In terms of the accommodation requirementsthe interviewees amenableto city centre living
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were questioned about their needs in terms of the number of bedrooms, parking provision
and gardenspace(seeFigure 9.7).
Despite the considerablenumber of single interviewees prepared to live in the city centre,
interestingly only 10 per cent expresseda requirement for one bedroom. Indeed, 81 per cent
of potential city centre residents expresseda requirement for 2 or 3 bedrooms. This gives
some support to the view that smaller households do not necessarily expect smaller
residential units (Hooper et al., 1998). A garden or outdoor amenity spacewas desired by 78
per cent of potential city centre dwellers, however, many suggestedthat they would be
satisfied with a communal or shared facility. An encouraging factor in terms of promoting
the sustainability of city centre living was that 27 per cent had no requirement for parking
provision and only 19 per cent required two or more parking spaces.This result reflects the
fact that proximity to work and therefore reducedor no commuting is a key attraction of city
centre living.

Accommodation Requirements
Number of bedrooms:
1
10%
2
46%
3
35%
4
9%
Number of parking spaces:
0
27%
1
54%
2
17%
3
2%
Garden/amenity space:
72%
Locational Characteristics
Convenient accessto public
92%
transport:
Good accessto convenience 97%
shopping:

Figure 9.7: The accommodationand locational requirements of those willing to considercity centre living.

The Housing Attitudes Survey was commissioned in 1991 by the Department of the
Environment, to give an overview of the perceptions, needs and attitudes to their housing of
English householderswhatever their tenure. With respect to the dwelling type preferences
of
those respondents who anticipated a move at some point, ten times as many preferred
houses (83 per cent) as preferred flats (8 per cent). Analysis showedthat there was a marked
pattern of difference in preferencesby different household types. Preferencefor a flat starts
at 11 per cent, falls to 1 per cent as the family grows, and then climbs to 31 per cent among
single older people. (Department of the Environment, 1994c, p. 156). Interestingly, URBED
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(1994) note that the most common household today is a couple with no children (36 per
cent). The proportion willing to live in a flat was shown to be appreciably higher than the
proportion for whom it is a preference. Despite only 8 per cent preferring a flat, a further 28
per cent said that they would be willing to live in one. This figure together with 4 per cent
who expressed no preference indicated a total of 40 per cent willing to live in a flat.

Household type

Base:

One adult aged 16 - 59
Two adults aged 16 - 59
Small family
Large family
Large adult household
Two adults, one or both aged 60 +
One adult aged 60 -

268
413
501
163
296
183
128

651%
3 6%
26%
27°/
34°x
51%
70°.

Figure 9.9: Proportion v tiling to live in a flat by household type
(from Department of the Environment, 1994. p. 156).

Reaction to City Centre Developments
The interviewees in the on-street questionnaire who responded favourably to living
city centre were shown a prompt card with illustrations

in the

of four recent `anonymous' city

centre residential developments (see Figure 9.9). These included:

1. a new-build

apartment complex developed by a housing association as

market-rent units;

2. a converted late-nineteenth century department store with ground floor
retail units developed by a housing association as social rented and marketrent units;
3. a post-war office conversion of units for sale by a private developer which
retained an `office-feel' to its appearance;and
4.

a post-war office conversion of units for sale by a private developer which
was re-clad to create a contemporary image.

The interviewees were then asked whether they would consider living in each of these and
also what

they

liked

and disliked

about the

illustrated

residential

developments.

Significantly, given the focus of this research on the conversion of post-war offices, these
two developments were the least favoured and respondents by far preferred the conversion
of the more historic building (see Figure 9.10).
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1. Wa rehouse-tvne conversion

3. Post-war office conversion

2. Purnose-built

anartments

4. Post-war office conversion

a

m
FiPurc `). `): Prompt illustration, of cite centre residential de\elopment;

, hoýýn to interie\ýee,.
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1. NE, N'-Bt'ILD

APARTMENTS

C'on; idcr Ii%lilt-, in
de\elopment:

Yes = 40""o

No = 6OU

Like:
Modern appearance
Purpose built
Stylish design

Dislike:
Ugly appearance
Modern design
Non-residential look

20%
15%
8%

No character
Small windows

7%
6%

CENTURY

2. LATE-NINETEENTH
Consider lip insg,in

19%
9%
9%

CONVERSION

ties = 66%

1o=3400

development:
Like:
Period character
Old building
Large windows

0

47%
30%
8%

Dislike:
Old-fashioned
Unattractive
Shops beneath

9%
6%
4%

3. POST-WAR OFFICE CONVERSION (`office appearance')
('onside- living in

ties = 26%

No = 74"/u

(Ievelopment:

Like:
Modern design
Large windows

4. POST-WAR

OFFICE

('onsider living in
dcvelopment:

CONVERSION

11%
7"/%

('contemporary

Yes - 29'%
Like:
Modern appearance
Expensive look

a
Fit

Dislike:
Box-like design
Office appearance

24%
10"/%

Ugly
Modern appearance
No character

8%
S%
4%

appearance')
No = 71'%

25%
4%

Dislike:
Unattractive design
Non-residential look

24%
23%

No character
Too modern

10"/%
3%

'). 10: Itit en ie\%eesreactions to prompt illustrations.

Analysis of the responsesto these prompt illustrations can obviously only gauge peoples'
reactions to the external appearanceof developments isolated from any context, however,
they do reveal certain biases in terms of aestheticjudgements. The period character of the
converted late-nineteenthcentury building was clearly highly favoured and in terms of postwar office conversionssomething that is realistically unattainable. By contrast a modern or
contemporary appearanceappearsto draw a much more mixed responsewith almost equal
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number favouring and disliking such buildings. Other significant responsesincluded the
desire for buildings to have a `residential appearance'and a preference for large windows.

This survey offers encouragementto those advocating city living, indeed, they support the
view that there appears to be a significant number of people potentially attracted to these
types of schemes. The fact that a greater proportion of non-city centre residents would
consider a move into this location than city centre respondents that would consider a move
in the reverse can be seen as a positive discovery. There are clear indications from the
survey that young singles in the 18-to-25 age group, single divorcees,those with no children
and currently residing in urban areas are those currently most amenable to the idea of city
centre living.

Postal Survey of Residents Living in Conversions (Realised Demand)
A self-completion questionnaire survey of residents in existing office to residential
conversionswas carried out to explore whether those actually living in such an environment
experiencedthe concerns expressedin the `Attitudes to City Centre Living' on-street survey.
The self-responsequestionnaire survey was also implemented for a number of other key
reasons,including:

"

to examine the profile of residents living in post-war office conversions;

"

to understandtheir decision-making process; and

"

to analyse the reality of the attractions and deterrents to city centre living
identified in the on-streetquestionnaire survey.

As such, the survey enableda better understandingof the characteristicsof those who have
chosen to live in office to residential schemes and their reasons for choosing such
accommodation.

Methodology
Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias (1992, pp. 216-217) examine the

various advantagesand
disadvantagesof employing mail questionnaires as a
survey method. They identify the
advantagesas being: low cost; reduction in biasing error; greater anonymity; considered
answers and consultations; and accessibility. On the other hand, they suggest that the
disadvantagesof this research
method include: the requirement for simple questions; no
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opportunity for probing; no control over who fills out the questionnaire; and a low response
rate.
The postal questionnaire survey was chosen as a cost-effective method - in terms of time
and expense - of achieving a broad coverage of residents living in post-war office to
residential conversions as well as enabling respondents to complete the survey at a time
convenient to them. A better responserate was therefore anticipated than through personal
or telephone interviews (Creswell, 1994; Marsh, 1982). This technique did however mean
that extra care was needed in terms of design and layout. In addition, careful attention was
paid to developing clear, non-leading and useful questions, neverthelessit proved relatively
cheap when compared with the alternative of an interviewer-administered survey (Herzog,
1996).

The questionnaire was organised into four key sections (see questionnaire pro-forma in
Appendix I):

"

Yourself: personalprofile of the respondent;

"

The City Centre: attitudes towards the city centre from a residents
perspective;
The Location: characteristics of the specific location of the respondents

"

home; and

YourHome:detailsabouttheactualaccommodation.

"

180 questionnaires were sent to occupants in seven conversions in three UK cities
(Leicester, London and Portsmouth). The schemes were chosen to provide a range of
conversion types from social rented apartments to high-specification private conversions
and were identified from responsesto the questionnaire survey and interviews with local
planning authorities documentedin Chapter Seven. The selecteddevelopmentswere:

"

Beaumont House, 141 Granby Street, Leicester: a seven-storeyoffice block
converted into 29 units by Coventry Churches Housing Association (now
Touchstone Housing Association);

"

Avalon House, 2 Surrey Street /I

Commercial Road, Portsmouth:

conversion into 18 flats;
"

Royal Tower Lodge, East Smithfield, conversion into 41 units by Barratt
Homes;
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"

Bridge View Court, 19 Grange Road, Bermondsey: former Southwark
Council offices converted into 62 apartmentsby Barratt Homes;

"

Cathedral Lodge, 110-115 Aldersgate Street, London: converted into 49
flats by Barratt Homes;

"

St. Pauls Court, 128-148 Clapham Park Road, London: former Lambeth
Borough offices converted into 38 flats by Barratt Homes; and

"

Lexington Apartments, City Road, Islington: former Independent Building
converted into 88 flats for Metropolis.

The residents' questionnaire survey was sent on the 2nd and 3`d September 1998 with a
deadline of 7th October 1998. A covering letter, which included a brief outline of the
researchproject, was sent out with each questionnaire and a stamped addressedenvelope
was included to facilitate return (see sample letter in Appendix J). In addition, a prize of
£150 in gift vouchers was offered to the respondent randomly drawn from those who
returned completed questionnaires. Households who had not responded by 14`hOctober
1998 were sent another copy of the questionnaire and given a revised deadline of 4`h
November 1998 in order to improve the response rate. The first wave of questionnaire
surveys resulted in a response rate of 39.44 per cent (71 responses), however, by the
revised responsedeadline some 86 of the 180 questionnaires were returned representing a
responserate of 47.77 per cent.

Survey Analysis: ResidentsView of Office to Residential Conversions
The cohort was predominantly in the 18-to-40 age groups (90 per cent) with the majority of
householdsconsisting of either one or two persons (90 per cent). Figure 9.11 outlines the
personal and demographic characteristics of these residents of office to residential
conversions.Of the 86 respondents,44 per cent were owner-occupiers,29 per cent were in
private-rented accommodation and 27 per cent were living in social-rented apartments.
Many of the group were first-time buyers with only 25 per cent being owner-occupiers of
their previous home and another 25 per cent previously living with either family or friends.
Rather disappointingly in terms of office conversions attracting more people to live in city
centres some 65 per cent of the residents surveyed had moved from other city centre
locations (see Figure 9.12). Nevertheless, the net result of the conversion of commercial
buildings to residential use is an increasedresident population within city centres.
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PERSONAL DETAILS
Age

Sex

18-25

26-40

41-59

60+

33%

57%,

8%o

2%,

Female

Male

40%,

60%,
Married

Single

Marital Status

Living with
Partner

60180/4,22%I
4

'N'umber living

38%

in apartment

Employment

Managerial/

52%

8%.

2%

White collar

Skillediun-

Retired

Student

skilled manual

professional

61%,

10%,

90/4,111/4,911/1,

Figure 1).I 1: ('ompo; ition ot re. ident; in otlice to residential comer, ion,

It is apparent that a substantial proportion

A.

of questionnaire respondents are engaged in

white-collar employment, using the term in its broadest sense'. Although only 10 per cent
of respondents specifically indicated that they were white-collar workers (see Figure 9.1 1). a
further 61 per cent identified
professional capacity.

themselves as being employed in either a managerial or

Only 9 per cent of respondents indicated that they were engaged in

either skilled or unskilled

The second largest single employment
was 'retired' with a significant 9 of the 86

manual occupations.

category (after 'managerial / professional')

responses (I I per cent). It is unclear, however, what the employment backgrounds of these
respondents had been previously.

Single person households are clearly one of the most likely groups to inhabit the city centre,
indeed a survey of 170 households in Manchester City Centre indicated that 40 per cent
were single people and just over half were made up of two adults and only five had children.
The sample was evenly split between private owners and private renting and nearly two
thirds had all their adults in employment, predominantly in professional occupations with 43
per cent working in the city centre (Robson et al., 1998). Smith (1996, p. 57) argues that the
--so-called

'urban renaissance'

has been stimulated more by economic than cultural

forces. In the decision to rehabilitate an inner-city structure, one consumer preference tends
to stand out through

the others: the need to make a sound financial

investment in

That employment classifications are problematic, especially in an increasingly service orientated economy, is
reflected in the Office for National Statistic's decision, announced in 199R, to replace Social Class based on
Occupation with the National Statistics Socio-economic Classification. While both measures are based on
occupation, the latter emphasisesemployment conditions in recognition of the fact that service sector employees
is now seenas being outdated.
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purchasing a home. " He continues by emphasising that not all people choosing to move to
the centre may articulate this preference. it is fundamental, because few would make this
move if a financial loss were expected. In the US, Lang et al. (1997, p. 445) note that:
"Urban

Uptowners comprise the nation's second most affluent social group.. following

wealthy suburbanites. Urban Uptowners mainly work as executives and professionals in
business, finance, entertainment, and education. They have diverse ethnic and racial
backgrounds and are mostly young and childless.

PREVIOUS RESºDENTLV, INFORMATION
Dwelling Type

Location

Tenure

Detached

Semi-detached

Terraced

Apartment

17%

80%

7%,

68%.

(ity (entre

Suburh

Small lumn

Village

65"/,%

25"/, %

7%,

3%,

Owner Occupied

Private Rented

Social Rented

Living with
Family/Friends

25%,

47325%,

Age of PreNious

19801

195n-1v v

1915-1949

Pre-1914

Home

2 8%,

25%.

27%.

2 11°/,

Figure 9.12: Composition ofresidcnt;

in office to residential comersions (13)

It is interesting to note that a significant number of the respondents had previously lived in
similar accommodation, indeed, 68 per cent had moved from other apartments and 65 per
cent came from other city centre addresses (see Figure 9.12). This adds weight to Spain's
(1989) findings, which indicate that current residential location is a strong indication of
future decision-making. In the case of post-war office to residential conversions it appears
that existing city centre residents were more amenable to a pioneering property type in this
location. Some 19 per cent of the residents in these conversions were also first-time buyers
many of whom had previously lived with friends or family.

In terms of increasing the numbers living in city centres to promote a sustainable way of life
and reduce the need for private transport it is interesting to note that only 60 per cent of
those surveyed in office to residential conversions were car owners. Significantly,

33 per

cent lived within two miles and a further 37 per cent lived within five miles of their place of
work. Indeed, for 82 per cent the proximity of home to work was an attraction of city centre
living for those in office to residential conversions. As a consequence, some 25 per cent
walked to work and 58 per cent used public transport to reach their place of employment.
Interestingly, only 38 per cent considered good access to public transport to be an attraction
to living in the city centre.
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For the residents of office to residential conversionsthe main attraction was location rather
than any characteristics of the scheme itself. However, 47 per cent were attracted to the
developmentby the specification and accommodation of the apartment, whereas,30 per cent
felt that the modern appearanceof the building was an important factor in their choice of
home. Other important attractions of the city centre were the proximity to cultural and
entertainmentvenues,the cosmopolitan lifestyle, nightlife and the proximity to shops.

Many of the residents also experienced disadvantagesassociated with living in the city
centre and these make an interesting comparison with the findings of the on-street
questionnaire.Pollution proved a problem for 65 per cent, whilst 55 per cent of residents felt
that noise and the lack of open space were a disadvantage.40 per cent felt that congestion
and 20 per cent considered the lack of parking to be a problem. A few of the residents felt
that the lack of convenienceshopping was a disadvantageof living in the city centre whilst
others also noted a limited choice of residential accommodation. Significantly, in terms of
safety -a major concern of those in the `Attitudes to City Centre Living' survey some 73
living
in
per cent of those
the conversions felt safe at all times whilst the other 27 per cent
felt safeduring daylight hours.

Key Findings of Questionnaire Surveys
A summary of the key findings from the on-street and postal questionnaire
surveys are listed
below:

Who is likely to choose the city centre as a place to live?
"

slightly over a quarter of all those people interviewed stated that they
would consider living in the city centre (27 per cent);

"

males (32 per cent) were slightly more amenableto this residential location
than females (24 per cent);

"a

significant proportion of young people were willing to live in the city
centre (46 per cent of those in the 18-25 age group);

"a

considerable number of single people were likely to choose the city
centre as a place to live (41 per cent);

"

more people without children favour the city centre for their home
comparedto thosewith a family (41 per cent); and
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those currently living in urban areas are far more likely to choose the city

"

centre as a residential location than those currently living in other
locations.

Who is currently living in post-war office to residential conversions in the city centre?
"

the 18-25 (33 per cent) and 26-40 (57 per cent) age groups dominate
amongstthe residents of the developments selectedfor the survey;

"

some60 per cent of those living in the conversionswere single;

"

there was a 60:40 ratio of males to females; and

"

residents were predominantly employed in managerial and professional
roles (61 per cent).

What are the main attractions of city centre living?
the location with its proximity to work, shops and leisure/entertainment

"

activities was a key attraction amongst both potential and existing residents;
and
interestingly, the image of city living featured prominently amongst those in

"

the on-street survey.

Whatare themain deterrentsto city centreliving?
"

the noise and busynessof the city centre was the main factor in many people
expressingno desireto live in the city centre;

"

the positive attraction of alternative locations also deterred people from
considering the city centre;

"

concerns about crime and safety in the city centre were considered to be
important by those not currently living there, however, current city centre
residents generally felt safe in the city; and

"

problems with parking and congestion were two of the most important
disadvantagesidentified by those currently living in the city centre.

The surveys clearly reveal that there are some important differences between the
expectations of living in the city centre and the actual experiences of people currently
making this choice in terms of residential location. On the whole, however, there was a
surprising degreeof accordancebetween the two surveys, neverthelessit is important that
any misperceptions regarding city centre living are understood if policy-makers and
developersareto further increasethe demand for this type
of accommodation.
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Focus Group Surveys
Traditionally the mainstay of private sector marketing research, focus groups are not a new
researchmethod for social sciences,indeed they were used to examine the persuasivenessof
wartime propaganda(Merton and Kendall, 1946; Merton, 1987). Morgan (1988, pp. 9-10)
describes how: "As a form of qualitative research, focus groups are basically group
interviews, although not in the senseof an alternation between the researcher's questions
and the research participants responses.Instead the reliance is on interaction within the
group, basedon topics that are supplied by the researcher, who typically takes the role of 'a
moderator. " Within the context of this research,the focus group technique was selected as
an appropriate researchmethod, first in a developmental manner prior to the preparation of
the on-street questionnaire. Secondly, a focus group enabled further exploration of issues
that came up during the analysis of the on-street and postal questionnaire surveys within a
group context and to supplement both of these previous surveys. As such, they enabled the
observation of idea-sharing, perceptions and opinions amongst participants that would help
to explain how people form their attitudes towards city centre living. The focus group also
enables in-depth information including the background to an answer that cannot be
conveyed through a traditional questionnaire by probing and following up ideas to
investigatemotives and feelings (Bell, 1993; Krueger, 1994).

The main advantagefocus group offered was the opportunity to observe a large amount of
group interaction on a topic in a limited period of time and can give a greater insight into
why certain opinions are formed (Krueger, 1994). Indeed, as Morgan (1988, p. 12) notes:
"The hallmark of focus groups is the explicit use of the group interaction to produce data
and insights that would be less accessible without the interaction found in a group. " The
focus group can also bring out information that would not come out in response to the
researcher's preconceived questions, however, a disadvantage is that they are inevitably
unnatural settings. Nevertheless, the focus group can ensure that the researcher has as
complete a picture of participants' thinking as possible and to get closer to participants'
understandings of the research topic. As such, this research method proved useful in
investigating what participants think, but more importantly helped to uncover why
participants think as they do.

Methodology
The participantsfor the first focus group were chosenfrom responsesto a short advert
requestingfocus group participantsin The News -a Portsmouthlocal daily newspaper.
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Potential participants were asked to provide gender, age and details about their current
residential location. Six respondents were then chosen to give an equal mix of male and
female participants with two selected from each of the city centre, the inner city and the
suburbs. The key objectives of the focus group study were to discover people's perceptions
of and attitudes towards:

"

living in the city centre; and

"

city centre residential accommodation.

In selecting participants for the second focus group it was recognised that there would be
sample bias given that all invitees were selected from the residential questionnaire survey.
All participants therefore lived in an existing office conversion in Portsmouth and as such
the group was never going to be representativeof a large population. The key objective of
the focus group with residentswas:

"

to substantiate and clarify issues raised in the on-street survey
and postal questionnaireof residents.

It was decided to have moderate sized groups of 8 from systematically selected samplesto
provide some commonality or homogeneity to aid the group dynamics. The intention was
that this would facilitate participants talking to each other where wide gaps in social
background or lifestyle may have defeated this and led to an unproductive discussion.
Indeed, Morgan (1988, p.46) identifies "... the goal is homogeneity in background, not
homogeneityin attitudes. " Nevertheless,for the second group a mix in terms of gender, age
groups and other characteristics was sought and the responsesto the postal questionnaire
acted as a screeningsurvey and provided a brief profile of potential participants before the
final invitation to partake in the group in addition to providing some background
information for the focus group itself.

The first focus group was held on Thursday 14'x'May 1998 following responsesto the advert
placed in early April 1998. Potential participants for the second focus group - drawn from
the postal questionnaire survey respondents- were contacted by letter in January 1999. The
date for the second focus group was Wednesday 3`d February 1999 in Portsmouth (see
sample invitation letter in Appendix K). An incentive payment of £25 per participant was
offered for each group, which would last for one and a half hours. The length of sessionwas
set to one hour and fifteen minutes but participants told that it would run for one and a half
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hours to allow a cushion to avoid the disruption of early leavers. The sessions were held in a
privately hired room in a public library in Portsmouth and arranged to commence at 7.30pm.
Initially, ten invitations were sent prior to both groups, which resulted in seven and five
positive

responses, respectively.

A decision

was therefore made to send another six

invitations to residents in the Portsmouth conversion for the second group and this resulted
in three more acceptances. In the event, six actually materialised at the first group and seven
at the second group (see demographic composition of the groups in Figure 9.13).

FO('US GROUPS

Portsmouth
Group One

Group TNNo

May 1998

February 1999

No. of participants

67

Gender:

Male

3

3

Female

3

4

l8-25

2

-,

26-40

3

4

41-60

1

I

61!

0

Marital

Single

2

4

status:

Divorced

1

I

Married

I

Living with partner

2

2

Current

City ('entre

2

7

location:

Inner City

2

Suburb

2

Age:

Figure'). I ;: I)cnuographic composition of tiOcu; group participants.

The author moderated both focus groups. One of the benefits of a focus group over an
interview is that it reduces any excessive influence of the interviewer, nevertheless, the two
focus groups were designed to combine both high and low level moderator involvement.
The first was structured as a self-managed group and the data was then used to further
develop the on-street interview questionnaire. The second group was then more highly
moderated because their were particular dimensions of city centre living that needed to be
examined in more depth as a result of the earlier surveys. The level of moderator
involvement generally varied from a small role in the ongoing group discussion and attempt
to keep their comments as non-directive as possible in the first group to the second group
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where there was moderator control of both the set of topics that were discussed and the
dynamics of the group discussion. The low level enabled further exploratory research into
the topic where the participants' perspectives drove the session rather than a researcherimposed agenda. The second group with higher moderation meant that unproductive
discussion could be discontinued and that areas that had arisen in the earlier surveys could
be probed whilst ensuring that ensure that the desired set of topics was covered.Care had to
be taken, however, not to impose the researchersown sense of what was important or
interesting, in other words a balance between what Bellenger et al. (1976) term
understandingempathy and disciplined detachment.
With the exception of a few factual questions that neededto be asked of everyone, a list of
themes that neededto be covered were drawn up in the form of a topic guide rather than a
rigid set of questions worded beforehand (see Appendices L and M). These themes were
then developedas the focus group progressed.The nature of the open-endedquestions was
designed to enable participants "... to say what they think and do so with greater richness
and spontaneity." (Oppenheim, 1992, p.81). A few key questions - which could then serve
as `hangers' for a series of follow-up ideas - were developed,however, as a fall back in case
of `drying-up' or losing the `train of thought'. The essenceof the focus group structure was
to maintain the focus on either attitudes towards or experiencesof city centre living rather
than to explore too many topics. The questions and statementswere carefully constructed so
as to avoid potential "yes" or "no" answersthat would stifle discussion and the expansion of
thoughts and ideas. The questions were also organised into well-defined sections and
designed to be short, clear and comprehensible in order to avoid confusion or
misunderstandingon the part of the participants.

The focus groups were tape recorded in order to avoid the necessity to take notes and listen,
respond and stimulate the discussion. The tape also produced a more accurate and detailed
record of the event, including capturing all the nuances of sarcasm and humour. It also
enabled the event to be revisited and anything missed when live to be analysed after the
occasion.

Conducting the focus group
The group discussion began with each participant making an individual,
uninterrupted
himself
statementabout
or herself - as an icebreaker getting everyone to speak but also to
give moderator and participants some background information about everyone that could be
used to ask a question later. People were asked to take a couple of minutes to write down
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notes for their opening statementwhich reinforced their commitment to contributing them to
the group (Templeton, 1987). This also helped to deter `groupthink' (Janis, 1982) tendency for dissentersto suppresstheir disagreementsin favour of maintaining consensus
in the group by getting everyone on record with their different experiences and opinions
before a consensusemerges.After these opening introductions it was emphasised that an
objective of the group was to hear as many viewpoints as possible and as such the
participants were told that: "If your experienceis a little difference, then that is exactly what
I want to hear. " Emphasis was also put upon hearing about experiences, as not everyone
would be willing to state or defend an opinion but most would be prepared to recount
stories. Participants were also told that all experiences were equally important to the
researchand that: "I need to hear as many different things from you as time allows. There
aren 't right or wrong answers in this area. I'm here to learn from your experiences."
To generatesomemomentum, the groups were asked to respond to the following statement:
"The city centre provides an ideal residential environmentfor all young or single people ".
The intent of starting a structured group with a generalquestion was not to get a full answer,
but to set up an agenda of topics to be discussed within the limits of a flexible guide. So
after ten minutes of open discussion, an opportunity was created to introduce the first
substantivetopic on the guide: "One thing that I've heard several people mention is that the
city centre is not suited to many sections of society. I wonder what the rest of you have to
say about that? " The key to these interventions is the ability of the observer to control the
assemblyand to run the focus group sessionsby directing discussion without as Templeton
(1987, p.45) describes "...putting words into panellists' mouths." Following the discussion
that followed, therefore, an opportunity was taken to pick up on some of the key issues
raised, for example: "I recall that some of you mentioned something a little different earlier,
and I wonder how things like crime and safetyfit into the picture? "
One of the advantagesof this survey method is that themes often emerge that were not
anticipated by the interviewer (Valentine, 1997). As such, it was important to be alert and
quick-witted to pick up on ideas and thoughts that emerged and to follow them through and
also to listen for inconsistent comments and probe for understanding. Equally, were
someonehadn't really joined in or the samepeople had been dominating the speaking then a
question was directed at a particular individual. The self-managed group was concluded
with more specific questions, for example, "One thing that I am more specifically interested
in hearing about is whether there could be any changes to the city centre would alter your
attitudes?"
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To facilitate a final discussion at the end of the group sessions, stimulus material was
displayed in the form of two Al-size `story boards'. The first portrayed `favourable'
stereotypical images - such as a well-peopled pedestrianised shopping street, street cafe's,
an urban park and a modern entertainment complex - of an `anonymous city' whilst the
second contained `negative' images - such as congested roads, subways and a person
begging on the street - of urban life.

Focus Group Analysis
Tynan and Drayton (1988, p. 8) argue that the analysis of focus groups should involve
"... the seeking of patterns, relationships and ideas relating new-found with existing data,
seeking to construct, support or explode hypotheses." As such the analysis of the focus
groups took a systematic and structured approach through the coding and classifying of
responses.Various analysis guidelines advancedby Krueger (1994) were followed with the
processconsisting of consideration of the following:

"

identification of trends and patternsof responses;

"

words, tone and non-verbal comments;

"

internal inconsistency(especiallybetweenoriginal statementsand further
discussion);

"

frequencyand/or extensivenessof comments;

"

intensity of comments;

"

level of support for comments;and

"

specificity of comments.

The transcripts were coded as far as possible so that each participant's views could be
classified and grouped together to enable the quantification of the items discussed. The
following sections will analysethe views and opinions expressedin the focus groups and are
organisedinto:

"

advantages
of living in the city centre;

"

dis-advantagesof living in the city centre; and

"

views on city centre residential development.

These sections contain numerousquotes from the

groups in order to representstrong strands

of opinion that emerged and therefore represent more fully the in-depth nature of the
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discussions. As such, the analysis focuses on the key questions and the statements are
abridged for comprehensibility and readability however the meaning is accurately
represented.A summary of the general findings will then outline the key attitudes and
experiencesobservedin these groups.

Advantages of Living in the City Centre
The groups highlighted a number of perceived or experiencedbenefits associatedwith living
in the city centre. These tended to concentrateon issuesrelated to convenienceand lifestyle.
Indeed, the proximity of home to workplace, amenities and public transport featured
strongly in responses.

Facilities
Many participants referred to the benefit of having amenities and facilities - such as shops,
restaurantsand cinemas - close by. Indeed, it was a common consensusamongst both focus
groups including those who did not currently live in the city centre that the convenience of
amenitiessuch as entertainment,culture and shopping was a major positive factor associated
with living in the centre. Indeed,commentssuch as:
"1 like the.fact that I can get up in a morning pop into a shop and then fall
back into bed. "

"I have all thefacilities that I want on my doorstep. Like cinemas, the theatre
and restaurants."

"I haveaccessto hundredsof bars and clubs. "
It was commonly agreed that having all of these other activities in close proximity to homes
was a big selling point of city centre living where all amenities are within walking distance.
A number had also forgone their car after moving into the city centre partly becauseof the
difficulties in parking but also becauseof the wider availability of public transport and less
need to useone. One participant suggestedthat: "You do not have to be dependenton public
transport or the car. " Brief mention was also made to the closenessto public open spaces
such as parks that gavemany benefits of a garden without the worry of maintenance.

Proximity to work
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In addition, to closeness to facilities an equally important advantage of living in the city
centre appears to be the ability to avoid commuting with statements such as: "My reason for
living in the city centre is my job as I didn't want to commute any longer. " Others referred
to being able to walk to the office and being home in a few minutes which "... results in
more quality time and having time to enjoy the evenings. [and] ... also means that my lunch
hour becomes more useful and I can nip home to deal with things there or do some shopping
and drop it off at home".

Significantly,

most participants who lived in the city centre did

not use their car to travel to work and one who worked unsociable hours noted that:
"... because of my work pattern I need to go to work at times when public transport services
are poor and living in the city [centre] means that I can walk to work. "

Lifestyle
The whole concept of lifestyle, which certainly encompassesmany of the other highlighted
factors, associatedwith living in the city centre was actually raised by participants in the
groups. Indeed, one current city centre resident suggested that: "People are buying the
lifestyle rather than the location. " Another responded by arguing that: Aren 't the two
inseparable when considering city living?
Many of the other lifestyle comments that were made relate to the vitality and vibrancy of
the city centre much of which is portrayed in contemporary sit-corns such as Friends and
Frasier as well as being a key dimension of developersmarketing campaigns.

"It is that bar, restaurant and nightclub lifestyle that one associates with city
centre living. "
"With longer and longer working

hours, the city centre lifestyle is more

attractive. "

"The area is happening and I wanted to be part of the action at night you
...
canjust go out and you're in the middle of it. "
"My area is very trendy and living there carries a lot
of street cred. "
"I enjoy the hustle and bustle... "

"Onceyou've experiencedit you don't want to leave."
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Clearly for many of those who have `lived the life' there is no substitute for the buzz of
residing in the city centre, however, two of the non-city centre residents also subscribed to
these attractions but expressed a strong preference for being able to opt in and out when they
desired. One such participant suggested that he enjoyed "... nights out in the city but glad to
be able escape the intensity by hopping into a taxi and waking up in normality. " Clearly the
city centre does provide an inclusive environment for many - particularly the young - with
some wishing to be an integral part of the cities character whereas others venture into this
environment to absorb the lifestyle for shorter periods.

Crime
The choice of location within the city centre was particularly important to some of the
participants and some felt that there were parts of the city centre where they would have
concerns about personal safety and crime to their property or vehicles. Most current city
centre dwellers admitted to little anxiety in terms of safety and made coomentssuch as:
"I generally feel safe during the day and night walking to and from home. "
The residents from the first group who lived in the suburbs both expressedconcerns about
crime and safety in the city centre. When asked about the origins of these feelings it was
clear that they were not the result of personal or anecdotalexperiencesbut had been formed
as a result of media coverage.This resulted in an interesting debatebetween the participants
in which it was commonly agreed that most news coverage tended to relate to crimes
committed in what are consideredinner city areasrather than the city centre itself. It became
clear that perceptions of crime and particularly what the city centre actually consisted of
could be a problematic issue in persuading non-urban dwellers to move into dwellings in the
city centre.

Interestingly, one of the participants in the second group agreed that there might be some
safety issues in the city centre and that: "There are crime issues,however, theseseem to be
the sameeverywherethesedays evenin the suburbs. "

Civicpride
Encouragingly, most participants in the focus groups including those
who currently lived in
the inner city or suburbs claimed to be proud of their
city and noted the increased vitality
and environmental improvementsover recent years.It was
suggestedthat these factors were
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that:
encouraging more people to use the city and one city centre residents actually claimed
"It makes me feel good to be living in the City as all the changes are happening and I am
live. " This whole notion of talking up the
often telling my friends what a great place it is to
living and is
city is particularly important in dispelling any misconceptions about city centre
also important as part of city promotion with
sometimes forgotten ambassadors for the city.

existing

residents being important

yet

Transience
The Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions (2000c, p. 124) has claimed
that: "The labour market makes increasing demands on mobility that may require us to
benefit of city centre living
move more often. " The idea of transience was an unexpected
felt that living there gave them more
raised in the second focus group. Some of the group
flexibility in the job market and that this was aided by the high proportion of rented
for newcomers to a
accommodation in the city centre. This situation appears tailor-made
"It is easy to rent in the [city] centre and having
city, indeed one participant identified that:
building in a similar position and quickly
moved into the City I found many others in my
made newfriends. " It appearsthat many city centre dwellers are young professionals who
desire to be highly mobile in terms of their residential and employment lifestyle and that this
location and the accommodation available fits their needs. One participant expressed an
interesting view of living in the city centre related to transience: "Given the nature of city
be difficult
centre residents there will always be quite a high turnover of residents and it will
to develop a community spirit. ...1 actually like the anonymity and a feeling of privacy
becauseno one knows me."

Disadvantages of Living in the City Centre
There were a wide-range of disadvantages to living in the city centre experienced or
perceived by the participants, however, few with the exception of noise and the related
busynessand traffic solicited any consensusamongst the groups.

Safety
Safety and crime was one of the most contentious issues raised in the focus groups as
outlined in the previous section on crime. The almost heated debatethat centred on safety as
outlined above gives an indication of the significant difference in terms of perceptions and
actual experiences.It is clear that those living in the city centre appear to be relatively at
easein terms of safety, however, the fact that a significant number of non-city dwellers have
very negative perceptions related to these issues makes it worthy of listing as a strong
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disadvantageto city centre living. One suburban dweller in the first focus group actually
said "1 would only usethe city centre during the evening ifI was with friends and I certainly
wouldn 't leave my car there. " Interestingly those with experience of city living tried to
dispel this fear and to reassureher that this crime-ridden image was totally unjust and the
"... result of.fictional crime-related television programmes. " To encouragenew residents to
move into the city centre, however, theseperceptions will have to be addressedwhether this
is through public or private marketing campaignsor indirectly through the media.

Noise and congestion
Most current city centre residents did not really identify with the city as a noisy place rather
as a vibrant and lively one, making comments like: "I really enjoy living in the city centre
and I don 't think it 's very polluted and I don 't think its very noisy either. " One city centre
resident did however, admit that: "The amount of'trafc

can create problems with noise and

pollution. " Someof the participants commented that in the higher apartmentsstreet noise
was not a problem.

There was a consensusamongst current city centre residents that pubs or nightclubs in close
proximity to a residential building did create problems of noise and rowdy behaviour,
however, it was felt that wine bars and cafes or restaurants were compatible uses.
Interestingly, these same residents did "... like to be able to walk home after a night of
clubbing. "

Suitabilityfor families
It was generally agreedby both groups that the city centre was not a place for families to
live mainly because "... there is a lack of secureplay spacefor children and the schools are
poor. " Interestingly, one of the current city centre residents did suggest that she would
seriously consider continuing to live in the centre when she had children, however, another
claimed that: "When I settle down and think about having children I will move to a suburb
where the schools are good, my children will havefriends and I can have a garden. "
Significantly, one participant noted that his lease had a `no children'
clause and as such
those families who might wish to live in the centre were restricted in terms of their choice.
This could also lead to existing residents who may start a family being forced to
move to
other accommodationpossibly in a different location. It was also suggestedthat the narrow
spectrum of dwelling types provided in the city centre was leading to a narrow mix of
residentsin social, demographic and economic terms.
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Parking
Concern was expressedregarding the lack of off-street secureparking in the city centre with
multi-storey car parks generally considered too expensive and unsafe for residents to use.
The only on-street parking tended to be short-stay or difficult to find and it many felt that
"... there is not enoughprovision for residents only parking. " The poor availability of visitor
parking was also seen as a problem because "... when my friends come to stay the only
option for them is to park in the multi-storey car park and for long-stay parking this is very
expensive.

Significantly, two of the current city centre residents questioned whether the majority of
people who lived there actually neededa car and both found that public transport including
taxi's provided them with an excellent service and suggestedthat: "... given the cost of
keeping a car such as tax, insurance, parking together with the issue of crime... " meant that
on the occasionsthey neededone they tended to hire a car.

Amenities
Despite the general agreement that proximity to facilities was an asset of the city centre,
many residents did express difficulties in terms of convenience shopping. Most city centre
dwellers at the focus groups felt that food shopping was difficult when you live in the city
centre becausemost supermarketsare located in suburban locations and the common trend
is for people to shop by car, which worked against many of the advantages of the city
centre. One resident stated that: "Being near the shops is great, but it's difficult to do a
supermarket shop. " One interesting contemporary solution to this problem advocated by
one of the group was that "... internetfood shopping should emerge more strongly for those
living in the centre given the technology literate population. My friend in America lives in
the city centre and he has a regular delivery of groceries ordered through the web. "

Lack of Open Space
The lack of gardens or private open space was a commonly
referred to disadvantage
associatedwith living in the city, however, two participants suggestedthat balconies did
help to offset this. Interestingly, one participant thought that
not having to maintain a garden
was a positive factor (see Facilities).

Views on City Centre Residential Developments
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Most participants in the focus groups agreed that the external appearanceof a residential
conversion was consideredto be very important, particularly in terms of the image or status
attached to a particular development. There were different opinions, however, as to what
would constitute an appealing style of building. A few of the existing city centre residents
were looking for something that epitomised ".. modern, contemporary, chic... " whereas the
others especially those who lived in suburban locations aspired to a more traditional or
historic external appearance.Clearly, most cities can accommodate most tastes, however,
post-war offices tend to lend themselvesless to the latter appearance.

When asked specifically about the idea of living in a converted post-war office building
there were interestingor mixed reactions.Somewould not entertain the concept at all:
"Office buildings are the ugliest buildings in the city. "

`7 wouldn 't live in an eye-soreand they would look like council flats. "
Other participants could seethat there may be positive dimensions to such conversions:
"I would imagine the views across the city would be good and there would be
loads of light from big windows. "

Somealsotooka morephilosophicalview:
"... it would dependon how it wasfitted out. "

Clearly, post-war offices are an emotive subject to a certain degree influenced by prominent
figures such as HRH Prince Charles (1989) (see image obsolescencein Chapter Four). It
appears,however, that existing city centre residents are more amenable to pioneering types
of dwellings having already satisfied themselves that living in the city centre is a lifestyle
that suits them. Despite those with a less conservative taste in their choice of dwellings the
reaction to prompt panels clearly indicated that the conversion of large brick warehousetype structures was a popular favourite amongst the majority of participants. Such
conversions were associatedwith "character and quality" and from the group discussions
appearedto be a familiar model of urban living portrayed through film and television.
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In terms of the actual accommodation within the building, most participants felt that in
apartment developmentsthere would need to be some internal or external communal space.
Resident-only gyms or meeting rooms were seen as being a beneficial feature of an
apartment building so long as they are "... managed and maintained. " In terms of privacy,
participants who lived in a more recent residential conversion did comment that a common
problem was poor sound insulation between apartments.
Particularly those who lived outside of the city centre saw good security measuressuch as
CCTV and conciergesas being essentialif they were to consider moving into the city. Those
existing city centre residents also recognised the benefit of such precautions and one
suggestedthat "... having a camera door entry systemdoes give us peace of mind. " Many of
the views on security and safety issues related to the actual location of the building within
the city centre. Also related to location, the views from apartments were seen as being
important by those who lived in the city centre and many expresseda desire for views of
open spaces,greenery,water or attractive buildings.

Focus Group Findings
The group interviews were loosely structured to cover two broad areas of interest: first,
reactions to city living in general terms and, second,reactions to different types of converted
property. The topics covered therefore included the physical characteristics of buildings as
well as the character of the neighbourhoods in which they were located. From the two
groups,a number of common themesemerged. In summary, thesewere as follows:

"

The main advantagesof city centre living were its convenience,primarily
in terms of its proximity to work and various amenities such as shops,
pubs, restaurantsand entertainment facilities. Few environmental benefits
were mentioned by participants;

"

Paradoxically, one of the disadvantagesof city centre living was
seento be
its inconvenience. Despite the benefits of its proximity to
a wide range of
facilities outlined above it was agreed that supermarkets
are noticeably
lacking. It was felt that the lack of this facility could discourage
people
from moving into the city centre. Other disadvantages
emphasised the
negative aspects of the city centre environment. Levels of noise and
disturbance were seen by those not currently living in the
city centre as
being problematic and also suggestingthat the
city could be intimidating at
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night. Crime and the fear of crime were also seen as being of major
concernbut not by those currently living in the city centre;

While one of the benefits to be gained from city centre living is the reduced

"

need to travel by car, many participants felt that car-related issues were of
importance to them. Many wanted a car and therefore wanted parking
facilities provided. The use of multi-storey car parks in close proximity to
residential developments were not seen as being a reasonable solution to
the problem as they were considered unsafe and expensive. Similarly, onstreet car parking was considered to leave cars vulnerable to crime, and
was also seenas frequently being in short supply, in any case. In addition
to car parking spacesfor residents,there was a need expressedfor parking
spacesfor visitors;

There was little consensusoffered in terms of the desirability or otherwise

"

of green spacesand / or communal gardens. These were seen as being of
importance primarily if children were to be attracted to the city centres;

There was a general feeling, however, that city centres were not childfriendly environments. They were seen as being unsuitable locations in

"

which to raise a family and it was suggestedthat families with children
would be forced to relocate into more suitable areas. This perception was
accentuatedby evidence that no-children clauses were being included in
the leasesof certain developments;

"

Unfortunately for those who advocate a community atmosphere in
residential areas it appears that the transient nature of city centre living
may preclude this. Indeed,it appearsthat many householdswill be resident
in one particular city centre for only short periods of time due to changing
employmentor social situations;

"

In terms of the physical attributes of building conversions, interviewees
showed a preference for former industrial buildings over office blocks.
Some participants saw the latter as being too reminiscent
of the type of
high-rise tower blocks favoured by local
authorities during the 1960s.
Good soundproofing and security (such
as video cameras,entry phones and
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good lighting) were seen to be highly desirable, if not essential. Balconies
were also seento be desirable,making up in part for the lack of a garden.

Interestingly, given the findings of these focus groups, Lang et al. (1997, p.439) suggest
that: "Although many, if not most, suburbanites view the city with caution, a sizeable
minority of suburbanites show an affinity for cities. ... The presence of these suburban
urbanites allows cities to build on their comparative advantages over the suburbs, rather
than flattening

such distinctions to accommodate the tastes of the

most resistant

suburbanites." Those willing to consider living in the city centre are mostly distinct from
those currently making this choice, this is why they are not currently taking the decision to
live there. They are likely to insist on many changes to the accommodation and environment
currently offered and make demands such as for increased privacy and security standards
and better parking provision. Indeed, many "... identify culturally with cities but are
functionally inconvenienced by the daily problems of living in high density, such as having
to fight for a parking space." (Lang et al., 1997, p.464).
This research provides a greater insight into the push and pull factors that influence
perceptions and therefore determine the level of demand amongst different groups. The
level and type of demand for city centre or downtown housing will clearly vary from city to
city, as doesthe definition of the city centre itself. Indeed, city centres differ substantially in
terms of physical size and proportion of the urban area that they comprise, character,
composition of existing land uses, the health of the local economy, the amount of existing
residential accommodation and tradition of housing, as well as a multitude of other factors.
Each of these issuesrelate to the local context and will affect not only the relative demand
for city centre living but also the likelihood of developers creating the supply of new homes
and the overall physical capacity of the city to accommodatehousehold growth.

Methodological Problems
These findings were based upon the responsesof a small number of existing city centre
residents and a `mixed-location' selection at the two focus groups. While they were seenas
being indicative of the range of concerns people had with
regard to city centre living, they
are not seen as being conclusive in their own right, however, they did help to inform the
questionnaire surveysand to test some of the findings of these surveys further. As such, the
mixed method approach helped to ascertain the attitudes towards city centre living of a
wider cross section of the population although still concentrated on those more likely to
consider this residential choice.
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It should be borne in mid that these two focus groups cannot be said to form statistically
reliable or representativesamples. Indeed, many sections of the community would clearly
not consider participating in such focus groups. The findings of such qualitative research
therefore have to be treated with some degree of caution in their interpretation. In addition,
the influence of attitudes and decisions based upon them are not simple or direct, indeed
Crouch and Housden (1996, p.93) note that: "Strong personal or social influences may
causean individual not to act in accordance with his or her general attitude. "

Conclusions
City centre living will not be appropriate for everyone, and indeed is unlikely to be
appropriate for many people throughout their life cycle. Nevertheless, there is clearly a
niche market for this type of housing and it can provide a very attractive and convenient
form of living for many people at different stages of their lives. The conversion of office
buildings to residential use can be justified as a meansof contributing towards meeting the
increasing demandfor housing and providing a greaterchoice of dwelling type and location.
Given the dearth of existing supply of residential units in city centres, an increase in such
accommodationmight therefore help to meet a latent demand for city centre living.

The survey of attitudes and preferences to city centre living conducted as part of this
researchoffers encouragementto those advocating this concept and the view that there
appearsto be a substantial minority of people attracted to this residential location. All of
those respondents in the surveys expressing a willingness to live in the city centre will
clearly not make this choice when they next move home, however, given the right type of
product at the right price many will choose city centre homes. The surveysillustrate a clear
demand for such a lifestyle from a relatively narrow socio-economic profile, however, the
percentageof people willing to consider city centre living appearsto be far greater than that
indicated by many of the self-interest surveys discussed in Chapter Eight. It is evident,
however, that attracting groups such as families and the elderly to return to the city will
prove to be a difficult challenge at least until a critical mass of residents is established.
Cities must, nevertheless,be aware of demographic shifts and the increasing predominance
of non-traditional household types and the relative decline in the number of `two-parents
and two-children' families.

The surveysindicate that people's quality of life aspirations
are not necessarily anti-urban,
however, traditionally the public's perception has been that
such an environment is not
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conducive to offering a quality lifestyle and it is these attitudes that predominantly influence
the demand for residential accommodation. If an objective is to increase the residential
component in city centres then local authorities need to implement research programmes
that identify local household structures and the barriers and drivers in terms of the choice of
if
residential location within their respective region. Such information is equally important
they wish to avoid being caught off-guard by this emerging trend thereby leaving the
residential make-up of the city to market forces that are tending to favour affluent
professionalhouseholdsas opposed to a balanced socio-economic profile.
As the move back into city centres gains impetus there will be significant policy and
funding implications in terms of serving the needs of these new residents. The demand for
services such as hospitals, refuse collection, day care, education and other infrastructure
from certain groups will increase and as such it is essential that authorities are aware of the
demographic profile of these new settlers. Indeed, securing the viability of existing or
indeed new service provision may be one justification for cities to target a varied mix of
residentsor indeed under-representedgroups.
The impacts of public policies and funding regimes on crime, education, transport, social
exclusion, economic development and many others, will all affect the liveability of the city
and a number of these areas for concern are highlighted by the deterrents to city centre
living identified by the survey's respondents.Indeed, people cannot be forced to live and
invest in urban areasand SAVE (1998, p.7) argue that: "Instead it is necessary to create the
prosperous, vibrant, and sustainable communitieswhich will encourage them to do so. " The
urban environment will have to be revitalised to create the conditions and the type of
environment in which people will want to live and work thereby reversing public opinions
and market realities. In essence,what is needed is a confidence building process extolling
the virtues of city living and an urban lifestyle, which goes beyond purely marketing and
promoting the product and its location. If cities are to exploit the opportunity of this revived
interest in city centre living they need to adopt revitalisation strategiesthat reinforce, restore
or create new confidence in the city centre housing market. To achieve this goal it will be
necessaryto:

"

address the physical capacity of urban areas to accommodate household
growth;

"

ensure the economic viability of providing such accommodation;
createan appropriate quality of environment for residents; and
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0

encourage,createand then satisfy the demandfor city centre living.

URBED et al. (1999) suggest that sophisticated marketing campaigns are needed to help
persuadethose on the margins of choosing this residential location. Similarly, Lang et al.
(1997, p.438) advocate the adoption of target marketing strategiesas a policy tool and that:
"Given the right marketing approach, central-city housing can perhaps be packaged as a
commodity itself"'. If the initial aim of promoting this choice of location is to increase the
numbersof city centre residents rather than the mix then those most amenableto the concept
should be targeted in terms of promotion activity. Clearly the design and marketing of city
centre living is more likely to prove successful in the short-term if it is aimed specifically at
those already living in urban areas and groups such as the young, single and childless.
However, if a better balance in terms of the mix and social background of residents is
sought, then policies and strategies for the city centre need to address some of the many
deterrents to city living identified by the survey respondents. It must be recognised,
however, that many of these deterrents such as the busyness and pace of life are also
amongst the things that attract many others including existing residents of the city. It may,
therefore,be undesirable to addressall of the perceived deterrents to city living as this may
alienate existing residents or other potential city dwellers. In addition to carefully targeted
marketing and publicity it will be necessary to provide incentives to encourage and
stimulate city centre living from the perspective of both demandand supply.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusion: Re-populating the city
Conversionsare beginning to make an appreciable contribution to providing new homes in
many of our towns and cities, however, to accommodate all of the projected household
growth it will be necessary to exploit every opportunity available. This thesis has
concentrated on one option - the conversion of post war offices into residential use however, it is clear that it will only be possible to accommodatea small proportion of the
new householdsrequired in this way. Similarly, not all household growth will be able to be
accommodated within urban areas and there will continue to be some greenfield
development.The argumentsare therefore clearly not about absolutesbut about the balance
between the different solutions. Nevertheless, in the short term, adaptive re-use has a
particularly important role to play both in terms of meeting housing need and providing a
sustainableuse for existing resources.In addition, city centre living can act as the catalyst
for an urban renaissancein our towns and cities.
During the twentieth century, most UK cities lost their most economically active population
to the leafy suburbswith those who remained generally being the less affluent, the less well
educated,the unemployed and those unable to leave for other reasons.As a result the client
base of many city services, such as schools, public transport and local shops declined
thereby affecting their viability. By contrast, since the late-1990s there have been increasing
numbersof residentsmaking a positive choice to live in central locations and cities havehad
to reinvent themselvesas places for living. The benefits of further increasing the number of
people living in city centres can be seento be long-term and wide-ranging and accord with
the current sustainability debatethat promotes urban compaction and intensification.
City centre living will not be appropriate for everyone and it is unlikely to be appropriate for
many people throughout their life cycle. Nevertheless, it can provide a very attractive and
convenient form of living for many people at different stages of their lives and although
many people "... value what might be called the suburban characteristics of peace and
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quiet, space,safety and greenery, they also miss urban characteristics such as convenience,
diversity, life and variety. " (URBED et al. (1999, p.39).
Since the mid-1990s, the policy environment has become much more oriented towards city
centre living, however, it is debatable whether such policies initiated conversion activity or
are encouraging what is already happening. Indeed, during the late-1990s, developers and
property owners became increasingly aware of the technical and economic viability of
converting redundant office space into residential accommodation. While the idea of
converting buildings to residential use was not a recent one, the conversion of offices was a
relatively new phenomenon that was initially purely a commercial response to the glut of
office spacein the early 1990s.
At time of the surveys conducted for this thesis there had been relatively few planning
applications and completions of post-war office conversions relative to the interest that had
been generated,however, most of the buildings that had been converted were built pre-1970
and had become commercially obsolete. Initially, many property commentatorsand analysts
were writing off these post-war edifices as the most problematic part of the commercial
building stock, however, their design and specification often makes them technically highly
appropriate for conversion. Subsequently, there has been a significant growth of the
conversions market due to a number of factors including shifting consumer attitudes,
changing attitudes amongst local planning authorities as well as the demand for existing or
other potential uses of the building. Nevertheless, there has still been less conversion
activity to date outside of London becauseconditions have been less favourable.

Conversions cannot be abstractedout of the city and interestingly they offer an opportunity
to counterprevious mistakes through salvaging and improving the built form to - physically,
economically and socially - re-weave these buildings back into the fabric of the city. As
such, housing activity through office to residential conversion can act as a catalyst for urban
regeneration and revitalisation. Nevertheless, the conversion of obsolete offices into
residential use is not a panaceafor the oversupply of offices, the demand for housing or for
the problems of city centres. This chapter is organised into two main sections, the first
outlines the key findings of this research and the second, expounds a set of
recommendationsthat could maximise the conversion of obsolete offices into residential use
and further stimulate the demandfor city centre living.
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Key Findings
The key aim of the researchto be testedin this thesis was:

"

To identify

and evaluate the key barriers

and drivers to the office to

residential conversion process as a means to make recommendations
facilitating

on

the adaptive re-use of redundant post-war office space in city

centres.

This sectionwill summarisethe key findings of this researchthat addressthe above aim.

The Context
The context for city centre living has improved immeasurably since the mid-1990s in a
number of cities across England. A politically

driven but policy-led approach to

accommodatinga significant proportion of the projected need for new homes in this location
hascoincided with an increase in demand for such a lifestyle. This is partly due to changing
socio-economicand demographic characteristics that are influencing household profiles but
also the result of and a factor in the on-going urban renaissancebeing experiencedin many
of our towns and cities. The Government has been instrumental in creating a planning policy
environment that directs development onto brownfield sites and the conversion of existing
buildings as part of its strategies for creating a more sustainable environment. In addition,
despite some concerns regarding density, the pioneering residential projects in this repopulation of the city centre have begun to justify claims that there will be social,
environmental and economicbenefits to housing more people in cities.

The Opportunity
The changes in the market for residential accommodation in city centres coincided with a
glut of obsolete post-war offices in urban centres across England, hence the opportunity for
their adaptive re-use. Despite a number of booms and slump, the mid-to-late twentieth
century was the era of large-scaleoffice construction in many towns and cities. In the 1980s,
however, the nature of the demand for floor space began to change quite dramatically and
much of the older office stock became redundant in terms of contemporary requirements.
Increasingly post-war office buildings - that had the same problems of accommodating
modern technology as older office stock but without the character, allure or prestige filtered down through the hierarchy of available space.As such, a significant
quantity of the
poorestGrade 3 accommodationconsisted of obsolete post-war buildings.
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Owners of thesebuildings were left with few options in terms of maximising their returns
do so could wait in
once their original usewas no longer viable. Those with the resourcesto
hope that the market for such stock would recover or possibly refurbish the building in an
is
demolish and redevelop the site, however
attempt to re-let the space. Another option to
the amount of floor space likely to be achieved is likely to be significantly less than in the
original structure. The most favourable alternative is often therefore to explore the
favourable context for
possibility of the adaptive re-use of the building and given the current
buildings are being converted into residential
new homes in city centres many
accommodation.

ConversionProcess
Increasingly, developers including mainstream volume house builders and perhaps more
importantly investors are recognising the un-tapped demand for city centre living and the
potential for accommodating this demand through the adaptive re-use of existing buildings.
A few pioneering post-war office to residential conversion projects - mainly in London and
some by housing associations - helped to establish a market for such accommodation and
therefore reassuredlarger developers and investors. Very gradually this phenomenon has
begun to spread to other cities and urban centres throughout England as the demand for city
centre accommodationpermeatesacross the country.

Despitethe emergenceof office to residentialactivity there are a number of barriers and
driversthat are influencingfurthergrowth in this sectorof the market.Thesefactorscan be
organisedinto five categories:
physical or design-related;
locational;
financial or economic;
demand;and
legislative.

Each of these factors can affect most development projects, however, partly because of its
infancy, also because the nature of adaptive re-use is that there are more unknowns and
because it spans different property markets, the post-war office to residential conversion
process is especially sensitive to changes in any of these influences upon development
activity.
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Role of the Planning System
All office to residential projects are subjected to the planning process and therefore the
approachof the planning system in terms of strategic policy and development control can
have a fundamental impact upon the likelihood of conversions occurring. Positive planning
policies can not only stimulate and direct development activity but also securethe quality of
the end product. Since the early 1990s, the national Government has created a supportive
platform in terms of planning policy guidance for city centre living particularly through to
conversion of existing buildings as a key component of securing a more sustainable
environment. Nevertheless,partly due to its reactive nature and slowness in preparation, the
local developmentplan process is still creating many barriers to the successof conversion
activity. Many local authorities justify the fundamental obstacles that include parking and
density standards,employment-protection policies and affordable housing provision as a
meansof ensuring equity and residential amenity. The planning process can therefore have a
major impact not only upon the likelihood of conversion activity and its location but also
upon its success.

Local Planning Process
The survey of local planning authorities revealed that there are significant differences in
terms of the experience of city centre living and post-war office to residential conversions
acrossthe country and also in the way that different cities are approaching this opportunity.
Many authorities are not responding to the potential for new homes to be createdin this way
either because there is no perceived demand or because they have no desire to increase
residential accommodation in this location. Other cities are encouraging residential growth
but strictly controlling both its location and form through stringent development plan
policies. Nevertheless,some authorities are being more pro-active and are adopting a more
realistic and flexible approach - in line with government advice - when dealing with certain
development types such as proposals for conversionsin their city centre. At the time of the
survey and interviews with local authorities there had been little office to residential
conversion activity outside of London despite the large stock of post-war office space within
most urban centresin England. Nevertheless,many of the local authorities that respondedto
the survey were witnessing increased interest from owners and developers and therefore
expectedthe level of activity to increasein forthcoming years.

Understanding City Centre Living
No development activity would occur without an
effective demand for the product of
conversionsin city centres.The demand for city centre living is therefore the key barrier to
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the conversion process. Significantly, however, very little researchof substanceexisted that
could establish either the level or the nature of the demand for providing new homes in this
manner and in this location. The profile of households had apparently become increasingly
favourable with the rapid growth single-person households, however, existing research into
their attitudes towards city centre living was either biased by self-interest groups, anecdotal
or lacking in depth. Most of this researchpointed a small minority of households being
interested in living in apartments in the centre of cities or urban areas. As such, it was
commonly thought that only a small proportion of young, single professional people would
consider such residential accommodation.

Demandfor City CentreLiving
A number of surveys conducted as part of this research clearly indicate that city centre
living is not likely to be acceptable to everyone and especially not for many people
throughout their life cycle. There is however, clearly a niche market that is currently being
under-exploited in many town and cities across England. City centre living can provide a
convenient and attractive lifestyle for a substantial minority of the population across a range
of household types. The survey did confirm that a significant proportion of the demand is
likely to come from young, single professional households, however, interestingly a number
of other household profiles such as divorcees, empty-nesters and others without children
expressedan interest in living in this location. The market has still to recognisemuch of this
potential demand and is currently only servicing the most prolific sectors, however, there is
clearly a demand from a number of other niche groups that has yet to be tapped into by
developers.

Local authorities have an important role to play in addressing many of the factors that are
currently dissuading many of these other groups to making the decision to move into the
city. If cities wish to achieve a socio-economic and demographic balance amongst city
centre residents they will also need to introduce measure that help to control the type of
accommodation being provide and to help ensure that a wide variety of people making a
positive choice to live in this location. Greater attention therefore needs to be paid to
understanding not just the attractions of living in the city centre but also the deterrents
identified by respondents. Nevertheless, cities need to be aware of the desires and
requirementsof current city centre residents in order that any measuresto make cities more
attractive to others do not lead to the displacement of existing residents. Indeed, the pace of
life, the `hustle and bustle' and the anonymity of the city are
what attracted many existing
residents.
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Recommendations: Facilitating the processes
This thesis firmly supports the concept of creating sustainable cities through centralisation
development and is written with the
and containment rather than dispersal and low-density
be important. The chance to
view that cities and in particular, their centres will continue to
be grasped through the cocreate a more sustainable city through adaptive re-use can
both local and national level together with a
ordination of a whole range of measures at
liveability of the city centre. One
programme of related initiatives that can all affect the
for residential use,however, this process is
solution is the adaptive re-useof obsolete offices
interrelated factors. Indeed there is a huge
complex and clearly depends on a number of
difference between the unconstrainedcapacity and the capacity likely to be brought forward
by the market within the current policy and market context. Given the premise that such
be
conversionsare desirable the following recommendationswill address:what actions can
takento reconcile any mismatch between supply and demand?
The detailed thesis objective outlined in Chapter Two have been examined in Chapters
Three through to Nine by means of empirical researchand this section therefore attempts to
addressthe final detailed researchobjective of this thesis:
To make recommendations that will influence both the supply- and
demand-side of the development process in order to facilitate

the

conversion of obsolete office stock to residential use and to propose
measures that could be taken to remove or lessen the impact of the
barriers identified

Stimulating the Supply of Office Conversions
This section will identify potential initiatives for unblocking supply-side constraints on the
developmentpotential of office to residential conversions in order to stimulate developers'
interest in the available opportunities. The market is clearly the key to unlocking capacity
and any policy that tries to work against the market is destined to fail, or at least to have
limited impact. For investment to occur within a particular area, there must be a commercial
rationale for that investment and incentives and other public actions may frequently be an
important factor or component of that desire to invest. Effective stimulation of the supply of
office conversions will therefore have to be at government level, either national or local.
Government intervention in urban areas is justified where market failure is wasting scarce
resourcesand any initiative fall into line with significant policy objectives.
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There are two main categories of initiatives through which the public sector can have an
impact upon the supply-side of new homes within conversions and/or the city centre. The
Government and local authorities can encourage such developments through the planning
system and also through a range of incentives (fiscal or otherwise) to render conversion a
more economically attractive option. It is important that the more efficient use of existing
buildings should be a central element of policies affecting urban areas and that the
opportunities offered by the current glut of obsolete office buildings are not left to the ad
hoc whims of the market. In addition, there are times and places when the public sector may
have to lead the risk-averseprivate sector. The following sections are therefore organised
into planning-related and fiscal-related recommendations that could stimulate the
conversionprocess.

Planning-related drivers
The planning system and local authorities are important in helping to bring forward
developmentsthat might not otherwise come to fruition by the development industry alone.

Approach:

Strategic and local planning authorities must open a
constructive and informed debate with the property industry, to explore the

"

problems and very real opportunities that have emerged. Planners need to
be more positive and pro-active in encouraging conversions and must use
all the mechanisms at their disposal. The survey of local planning
authorities revealed that many authorities are indeed adopting a flexible
approach, however, there is still a need for them to take the lead in
mapping the future for their towns and cities.
"

Increased levels of certainty for developers in terms of the way local
planning authorities deal with and respond to applications and suggestions
of conversion schemes - not just within authorities but also between
different authorities - would significantly enhance the prospects of
development activity.

"

Strategy; The majority of planning authorities have responded
very
flexibly to the phenomenon of office to residential
conversions even
though these pressuresemerged after their development plans were drafted
and often adopted. Nevertheless, future development plans should be
written to increasecertainty and improve implementation without lessening
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responsiveness.In addition, plans should include policies requiring regular
re-appraisalof under-utilised and vacant commercial space in the light of
overall sustainability.
Local planning authorities should be encouraged to adopt a positive

"

approachtowards identifying empty buildings with a view to bringing them
back into use. Local authorities need to become increasingly aware of the
opportunities for conversion within their areas. Authorities should
therefore be required to develop, maintain and monitor comprehensive
empty property strategiesthat can serve as an inventory and early warning
systemas part of their requirement to prepare urban capacity studies.These
databasesdetailing the attributes of buildings available for re-use should be
publicly available and as such they would be an important resource for
potential developersin enabling conversions. The databasecould play an
important facilitating role in publicising the qualities and opportunities of
buildings, pairing building owners with developers and in giving an
indication of the appropriateness and potential capacity of conversion
activity.

Policy: Some cities such as New York and Toronto introduced a successful

"

variable use class in the mid-1990s that allowed owners of buildings in
inner-city fringe locations to switch between residential and work-related
uses, without the need for planning consent. This approach could be
adopted in selected towns and cities in the UK or parts of city centres
where local planning authorities wish to stimulate development by offering
owners and developersthe flexibility to adapt to market situations. Such a
policy is clearly fraught with potential pitfalls such as the lack of control
over the quantity of floor space in these use types and the possibility that
either employment or residential uses may be displaced. In addition, it
would prove difficult for authorities to have any control over amenity for
either existing or new occupiers.
"

Inertia in the planning systemcreatedby the hope often amongst planning
committee members- that the previous employment use may still be viable
in the future needsto addressedwhere it is unrealistic. As such, authorities
could introduce their own tests as to the viability of buildings previously
occupied by employment-generatinguses.
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Local authority imposed standards - such as car parking, housing density
and amenity - could be more explicit in relation to conversions. Many

"

authorities currently adopt a flexible approach in terms of applying such
standards,however, this still leavesan element of uncertainty on the part of
the developer.

Implementation: The nature of development control in the conversion

"

process varies greatly, as does the effectiveness of the actual control
measures. Developers have been more reluctant to fight their cause in
places in which control is more severe. Local planning authorities should
therefore develop a clear strategy for handling conversion activity based on
greater use of detailed supplementary planning guidance promoting
adaptive re-use in specific locations, building types or to create particular
types of accommodation.
Currently it is very difficult for developers to predict what local planning

"

authorities will try to secure in terms of planning gain. Local authorities
should be required to take a corporate view as to what they expect to be
provided in terms of planning gain whether it be for affordable housing,
transport infrastructure or environmental improvements. Any contributions
or other expectations could then be included in development plans as
specific, identifiable and quantifiable requirements. Developers would then
have a clearer understandingof the amounts that they might be expected to
contribute and for what purpose. Even more beneficial for developers
would be the rolling up all contributions into a single, predictable and
auditable figure that can be calculated in advance.
Greater use of compulsory purchase order powers would assist in making

"

more buildings available for adaptive re-use by facilitating site assembly.
Local authorities or another government agency could be given greater
powers to enable such an initiative stimulating the conversion of obsolete
buildings for new homes. With their current remit it would be difficult for
the Regional Development Agencies to fulfil this role as they have an
overriding interest in job creation which potentially conflicts with the
creation of homes in former employment generatingbuildings.

"

Public realm investment:Public sectorinvestmentin thepublic realmand
transport infrastructurein urban areas can strongly assist in boosting
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developer confidence. Indeed, environmental improvements are often
crucial in bringing forward sustainedinvestment from the private sector.
Legibility and transparency: It is essential that the roles of the plethora of

"

agencies, authorities, Government offices, regional conferences, regional
chambers and many other quasi bodies involved in urban regeneration are
clarified in relation to housing and planning policies. Developers currently
have little knowledge regarding the remit of these organisations and the
assistancethat they can provide despite the fact that their objectives are
often mutually complimentary.

"

Information provision: The current structure of organisations alluded to
above needs to be streamlined in order to provide better information for
building owners and developers regarding demand and supply, funding
routes, and the barriers or drivers of adaptive re-use. Multi-agency
partnerships or single point of reference could also help to tackle the range
of problems and perhapsmore importantly to assemblesufficient resources
to facilitate conversion activity. Better availability of data that the financial
community can understandand use to evaluate projects - particularly those
with a mixed use element - would also encourage investors to participate
more willingly in adaptive re-use. Currently, mixed-use adds a layer of
complexity that many funders and investors still find difficult to evaluate
and as such increaseduncertainty raises the risk and required returns for
investors and lenders.

In addition to the encouragement of conversion activity through planning guidance and
policies it will be necessaryfor other measures to stimulate this type of activity. Indeed,
financial incentives will often be needed to supplement the planning system. The taxation
system can be used proactively to incentivise investment in particular urban areas whilst
deterring development in other competing locations. Indeed, financial incentives, taxes or
subsidiescould supplementthe planning process to steer new development.

Fiscal measuresand drivers
Several options have been put forward, including reductions in small business rates for
owners bringing forwards parts of buildings for conversion, rating holidays for converted
stock or mirroring the concept of Health or Education Action Zones through the application
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of special tax incentives in defined geographical areas in conjunction with the extension of
supplementaryplanning guidance.
Taxation can be more effective than subsidies in promoting rather than stifling conversion
developmentopportunities.

Taxation: The 100 per cent capital allowance in the form of tax relief

"

available to certain development types could be broadened to include other
buildings such as post-war offices. Currently, this tax relief has so many
criteria that it precludes many buildings - particularly post-war offices such as those constructed since 1980; those over five storeys; and any
originally built for purposesother than residential.
"

There is a need to harmonise VAT processon conversionsand new-build.

"

The attitude of owners is one of the key barriers to conversion activity with
recalcitrant property owners deliberately holding vacant property. Building
owners need to be encouragedto re-appraise the value of buildings on the
basis that they no longer have a future in commercial use. One option
would be to introduce a local tax that adds significantly to building-holding
costs for landowners. A vacant land or building-holding tax would help to
overcome the problem of hope value and coerce owners into making their
calculations on the buildings future based on its current use value rather
than its previous highest use value. Withdrawing the 50 per cent property
uniform business rate relief for vacant buildings and 100 per cent relief for
uninhabitable buildings - particularly were the lack of occupancy is due to
speculative reasons - will also assist in bringing opportunities into the
development pipeline. In such circumstances a local authority ought to
have the right to levy a higher tax because of the negative impact that the
state of empty properties has upon the neighbouring environment.
"

For developers, a combination of corporation tax deferment on building
acquisition and stamp duty relief could reduce the development costs of
conversions significantly. To assist with measures to reduce vacant
building-holding corporation tax could also be imposed
at an everincreasing rate on owners whose offices had gone
over a defined number of
years without attracting a tenant.

"

Developers currently pay stamp duty on the purchase

of land and buildings

(1 to 3.5 per cent of purchase price). Although
stamp duty and the cost of
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land qualify as allowable deductions against income received in calculating
annual tax liability the removal or reduction of stamp duty on property
financial feasibility
acquisitions within designatedareaswould enhancethe
of building conversion.
Public funding mechanisms: a public subsidy can help to bridge the gap
between cost and value to make a conversion viable. The increasing impact

"

of EU legislation in the UK has reduced the possibilities of using public
funds to subsidisedevelopment. In any case,gap funding would have to be
justified on the basis that the project would result in a social or community
benefit, for example, by increasing the vitality

of the city centre.

Nevertheless, gap funding has been extremely beneficial in stimulating
conversion activity and it could be more effective if it is tapered so that as
there becomesa proven market for office-to-residential conversions within
an area - thereby reducing the risk to developers - the amount of subsidy
could be reduced.
"

In terms of conversion activity, housing association grants are difficult to
secure for the re-use of existing buildings for social housing in England
because of the low-cost criteria governing financial support for social
housing. Increasingly, it is becoming difficult for social housing providers
to compete with private sector developers in city centre and unless grant
constraints are relaxed then a variety of tenure types and levels of
affordability may not exist in theselocations.

Stimulating the Demandfor City Centre Living
Despite the numerous measuresthat could be introduced to ensure a supply of buildings
with the potential to be adaptively re-used for new homes in city centres,what is equally - if
not more - important is an effective demand for such accommodation.Indeed, ultimately the
markets demand for the product of conversion activity and city centre living will determine
its successand as such the housing market will determine whether an owner or developer
will consider carrying out a conversion. To achieve the objective of increasing the number
of residents in city centresit is therefore partly about the physical capacity of urban areasto
accommodatehousehold growth but much more about attitudes to cities and a willingness to
reversetrends.
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Quality of life: To encouragepeople to remain and move back into urban

"

areas, particularly the centres of our major cities and conurbations, by
making them places which offer a good quality of life. If the potential of
obsolete buildings is to be seized through adaptive re-use then there is a
need for a more supportive environment for city centre living. It is also
important for cities to retain existing residents and to do so they need to
develop a better understanding of how to accommodate their urban
lifestyles.
Attracting increasing numbers of residents in the city centre - especially
from those groups currently under-represented- will require public sector

"

investment in terms of environmental improvements, safety measuresand
upgrading infrastructure provision. This will also help to build confidence
in the city centre as a residential location, something that is clearly
necessaryin a number of towns and cities acrossthe UK.
Investment is needed in facilities and amenities to create an attractive

"

urban environment with employment opportunities and good quality
services. Social issues like education are essential if couples are to remain
when they have children and if a true cross-section of people is to be
attracted to city centres. Indeed, policies must ensure that the aspirations of
those on all income scalesare met in order to diversify tenure within cities
and to ensurethat a good range of housing is provided.

"

Persuasion: Incentives to live in the city centre can include measuresthat
make living elsewhereless convenient for those who regularly use the city.
Such approachesare likely to be less effective and palatable than those that
attract residents,however, initiatives such as workplace parking levies and
higher car-parking charges for commuters and shoppers would make city
centre living more convenient and relatively less expensive than the
alternatives. Such approaches could have a negative impact upon the
vitality and viability of the city centre environment however as users and
investorsmay search for alternative locations.

"

Reducing the relative cost of city centre living: Government
policies are
important variables to consider demand
as
can be influenced by taxes and
subsidies. Discounted rates or exemption from stamp duty for designated
-
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areas or types of home - will help to stimulate demand relative to
competing residential units.
Mortgage interest tax relief was a major form of general subsidy to house-

"

buyers that was motivated in part by the government's aim of promoting
home ownership. This has been revoked in recent years, however, carefully
targeted mortgage-relatedtax relief would provide an incentive to live in
designatedareasor property types.
Local property taxes such as the Council Tax - intended to finance local
authorities and the local public services they provide - are levied on some

"

measure of the value or quantity of housing, and can therefore, have a
strong effect on the housing market. Obviously, any changesin these taxes
will impact upon the housing market, either generally or in relation to other
areas,tenure or types of housing. Differential levels of council tax could be
usedto encouragepeople to move to or stay in the city centre.

"

Promotion:

Local authorities could enhance the opportunities for

residential conversions by promoting areas within city centres as
residential quarters through place marketing and image reconstruction.
Public relations exercises that inform and involve a wide cross-section of
community through exhibitions and media coverage could help to build
public confidence in city centre living. Creating a higher profile - locally
and nationally - will help to create and project new and realistic images of
city centre living.

The Future: City Centre Living and Conversion Activity
The government - both national and local - must fully embrace the opportunities offered by
the existing built environment to create a better, more sustainable future. There is no simple
formula for either increasing the resident population of city centres or the successful
conversion of post-war office buildings into residential use, indeed, they both depend upon
the positive outcome of a wide range of economic, environmental, political, social and
technical variables. If any one of thesevariables fails then in all likelihood it will jeopardise
these objectives. Although opportunities can be identified, the potential of office
conversions to contribute to the provision of new homes in city centres is currently still
under-exploited. The recommendationsabove attempt to address why the opportunities are
not being taken up. Most of these initiatives will involve either local or national government
intervention in urban areas, which is justified where market failures
are wasting scarce
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resources.To change attitudes will take time so that it is important to consider a range of
incentives to promote urban development alongside planning and fiscal measures and as
such a complex range of policy approachesis required.
The built environment can be viewed in terms of a hierarchy of levels according to the ease
be less
with which they can be adapted.Higher levels - such as urban infrastructure - tend to
flexible and need to have the capacity to support flexibility in the lower levels, such as the
buildings and their uses. To a large degree, the phenomenon of office to residential
conversion examinedin this thesis raisesthe following related issues:

"

at what scale is it most sustainable to plug built forms into pre-existing city
structures?

"

is it at the level of `plugging' a new home into an existing building?

"

or should that building be demolished and a new one `plugged' into the
city structure?

There are clearly important implications identified in this thesis for the design of new
buildings, which along with transportation and communications infrastructure need to be
adaptableand flexible in order to maximise their ability to accommodatedifferent uses and
roles in the future. Indeed,the issue of flexibility has become increasingly important, as the
difficulty of converting obsolete structures has been recognised. The potential impact of
obsolescencecan be minimised at its sourceby ensuring that buildings are flexible, thereby
reducing the future risk of a major reduction in the market value of a building. As such, new
buildings should have the potential to enable maintenance, change, adaptation and
refurbishment to be carried out economically over a building's lifetime. Plans for new large
office buildings in potential residential areas should therefore demonstrate their robustness
and ability for economic adaptation or capacity to change to other usesin the future.
Overall, this research concludes that the structural oversupply of office buildings in city
centresprovides an opportunity to make a significant contribution to housing stock over the
period of the current housing projections without jeopardising the office market sector.
Indeed, the drive for commercial efficiency together with the need to respond to social and
environmental objectives suggeststhat redundant floor space should be a thing of the past.
The peculiarities of each office to residential conversion, however, render each development
unique and as such there is no blueprint for successand an approach that works in one
location may well not be suitable in another. Nevertheless,
such is the current strength of
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residential demand even in many provincial city centres, that even when the office market
improves,the likelihood is that many commercial buildings coming onto the market will be
considered for residential conversion. Indeed, developers are increasingly searching for
suitable buildings in new areassuch as suburbanoffice centres and radial routes into cities.
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APPENDIX A:
Copy of letter to developer confirming semi-structured interview

fax
To

Ray Stradling

No.of pages Cover +4

Company

Barratt (East London)

Date

28 May 1998

Faxnumber 0181 519 5536
From

Tim Heath

Directline

0115 9514887

Institute of Urban Planning
School of the
Built Environment
University of Nottingham
University Park
Nottingham
NG7 2RD

E-mail

tim. heath @nottingham. ac.uk

Faxnumber 0115 951 3159
Subject

Discussion re: post-war office conversions

Dear Ray,

Furtherto our telephoneconversationof 26 May 1998,1 have enclosed a list of
questions which I would like to form the basis for our proposed meeting. I hope this
enableyou to gather any appropriateinformation. As I explained during our
conversation, I am working towards a PhD which will explore the potential and any
barriers and drivers to the conversion processto residential use with particular
emphasison post-war office buildings.
Once again I would like to expressmy thanks to you for agreeing to a meeting and I
will telephoneyou again early next week to arrange a convenient time.

Regards

Tim Heath
Lecturer

APPENDIX B:
Copy of topic guide for developer semi-structured interviews
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Department of Urban Planning

RESETTLING CITIES: THE RE-USE OF POST-WAR OFFICE BUILDINGS
AS RESIDENTIAL ACCOMMODATION
SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS:

PRIVATE DEVELOPER

COMPANY:

CONTACT NAME:

ADDRESS:

POSITION:

TELEPHONE:
DATE OF INTERVIEW:

T.P. Heath
Departmentof UrbanPlanning,UniversityPark,Nottingham,NG7 2RD.

3I

STRUCTUREOF QUESTIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

EXPERIENCEOF COMPANYIN OFFICECONVERSIONS.
BUILDING/ SITE IDENTIFICATION.
CHARACTERISTICSOF SUITABLEBUILDINGS.
FUNDING.
OBTAININGPERMISSIONS.
CHARACTERISTICSOF THE CONVERSION.
SALES AND MARKETING.
PURCHASERSCHARACTERISTICS
SPECIFICPROJECTS.
GENERAL DISCUSSION.

0

EXPERIENCEOF COMPANYIN OFFICECONVERSIONS.

1

Why is the company interested in converting post world war II office buildings into
residential units?

1.1 How many conversionsof post world war It offices buildingsto residentialuse has the
companybeen involvedin?

1.2 Whatare the size of these schemesin sq. Metresor sq. feet, and how many units will
be created?

1.3Whereare their locations?

T.P. Heath
Departmentof UrbanPlanning,University Park,Nottingham,NG7 2RD.

j 3'"

1.4 Has the company been interested in any other post world war II office buildings?

1.5 If yes why haven'tthese schemescome to fruition?

BUILDING/ SITE IDENTIFICATION.

2 What do you look for in a building suitable for conversion?

2.1 How do you identifysuitablebuildings?

CHARACTERISTICSOF SUITABLEBUILDINGS.

3 Whatis the buildingssize, in terms of numberof floors and floor area?

3.1 What are the floor to floor heights

T.P. Heath
Departmentof UrbanPlanning,UniversityPark,Nottingham,NG7 2RD.

'Z26

3.2 what are the floor to ceiling heights?

3.3 What is the depth of the building?

3.4 What cladding or fenestration is used?

3.5 what kind of vertical circulation does the building have, stairs or lifts?

3.6 What kind of service provision is catered for in the building, gas water, drainage?

USE

3.7 Do you look for completelyvacantbuildingsfor conversion?

3.8 Are formsof mixed uses with the completedbuildingacceptable?

T.P. Heath
Departmentof UrbanPlanning,University Park,Nottingham,NG7 2RD.

J

LOCATION
3.9 Do you consider a buildings proximity to facilities?

3.10 Do any of the surrounding areas have specific characteristics?

3.11 Is the provisionof parkinga consideration in terms of location:on-site potential,
localoff-streetand local on-street?

FUNDING

4 Whichsourcesof funding have provedmost appropriatefor such conversions?

4.1 Whattypes of funding have provedmost appropriatefor such conversions?

4.2 Howdo you carry out your initialfeasibilityfor the project?

T.P. Heath
Departmentof UrbanPlanning,University Park,Nottingham,NG7 2RD.

APPENDIX C:
Copy of letter requesting LPA participation in survey
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Our reference

Your reference

Direct line/email

0115 951 4887
tim. heath@nottingham.ac.uk
School of the
Built Environment

Zbig Blonski,
University Park

Senior Planning Officer
Planning Services
Wandsworth Council
The Town Hall
Wandsworth High Street
London SW18 2PU

Nottingham
NG7 2RD
Tel: +44 (0) 115 951 3134
Fax: +44 (0) 115 951 3159
www. nottinghani. ac.uk/sbe

15 February1998

Dear Zbig,
Re: Questionnaire survey of office to residential conversions
Further to our telephone conversation of 7th January I am enclosing the copy of the
questionnairesurvey as discussed.As I explained during our conversation, I am working
towards a PhD exploring the incidence and potential of post-war office to residential
conversions. As part of this process this questionnaire - which is being sent to 71 urban
local planning authorities - is intended to examine the role and experiences of such
conversionsamongst LPAs.
Once again many thanks for agreeingto take part in the survey and I would be grateful if
you could return the questionnaire in the pre-paid envelope by 6`h February. I will of
course be more than happy to make the results available to anyone participating in the
survey.

Kind regards

Tim Heath
THEOVOEN'0ANAAOf
fON EMTEAONIN
MINNATIMA
TRAM
1001

Professor SB Riffat BSc MSc DPhil DSc CEng MiMechE MCIBSE MinstE
Headof the Schoolof the Built Environment,Director of the Institute Building Technology
of
Professor AP Fawcett BA (Arch) (Manc) RIBA ARIAI FRSA (Hon) ARUA
Professor
of Architecture,Director of the Instituteof Architecture
Dr Taner Oc BArch MCP(METU)
MA(Chicago) PhD (Penn) TMO
Director of the Instituteof Urban Planning
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APPENDIX D:
Copy of pro-forma for LPA postal questionnaire survey
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RESETTLING CITIES: THE RE-USE OF POST-WAR OFFICE BUILDINGS
AS RESIDENTIAL ACCOMMODATION
Contact Name:

Local Authority:

Section A: City Centre Living
1a) Is therepressurewithin your city/ town centrefor the provision of residentialaccommodation?
II

Yes

b)

No

N/A

Is this pressure:
i) Supply-led?

II

I

ii) Demand-led?

iii) Both?

2a)Doesyour LocalAuthority haveplanningpolicies,which encouragecity / town centreliving?

I

Yes
b)

No

If yespleaseenclosea copyof the policies.

3a)As a LocalAuthority areyou encouragingliving in the city / town throughoffice conversions?

I Yes
b)

l____J

No

If yesPleasegive details:

T.P. Heath

Department
UniversityPark,Nottingham,
of UrbanPlanning,
NG72RD.
Tel. 0115 9514887

Section B: Policies
I a) Pleasegive details of your Local Authority's most recent Local Plan / Unitary Development Plan
and any supplementaryguidancerelating to residential conversions.
Date of Publishing

Title of Document

ds

2a)Do anyof your planningpolicies favourthe conversionof vacantpost World War II offices into
residentialunits?

I
b)

I

Yes

No

If yes,pleaseenclosea copyof the policies

3a) Does your Local Authority have minimum / maximum housing density standards,which could
affect conversions?
U
1_.

b)

ý

No

Yes

Pleasegive detailsof thesestandards?

4a)Within your Local Authority aretherespecificcar parkingstandardswhich would applyif
conversionto residentialusetook place?

CI

A

Yes

No

Pleasegive detailsof thesestandards?

T.P. Heath

Department
UniversityPark,Nottingham,
of UrbanPl
NG72RD.
,
Tel. 0115
9514887

5a) Does your local authority invoke employment protection policies that could affect the likelihood
of office to residential conversions?
II

Yes
b)

No

Pleasegive details of these policies?

5a) Would the conversion of office buildings in the town/city centre be affected by any affordable
housing policy?
0

ý
b)

I

Yes

No

Pleasegive detailsof thesepolicies?

SectionC: Office to ResidentialConversions
1a)Are thereanypost World War II office buildingswithin your city/ town centre?
l,

b)

ý

No

Yes

N/A

If yes,approximately
howmany?
5 to10

<5

Il to 25

26 to 50

N/A

>50

2a)Are anyof thesebuildings completelyvacantat the presenttime?
I

Yes

b)

No

If yes,how many?
<5

5 to10

>10

N/A

N/A

T.P. Heath

Department
UniversityPark,Nottingham,
of UrbanPlanning,
NG72RD.
Tel. 0115 9514887

3a) Do any of thesebuildings have less than a 50% occupancy rate?

U
bý

Cý

Yes

No

If yes, how many?
<5

5 to 10

N/A

>10

N/A

4a) Has your Local Authority received any planning applications for the conversion of post World
War II office buildings into residential use,within the last 5 years?

Yes

b)

-1

1

No

N/A

If any applications have been received,how many fall into the following category, including
both units createdand proposed?

Developers
Name

Name of
Site

Applications
(Current)

Permissions
(Granted)

Conversions
(Completed)

Market
Price

Affordable
Housing

Example
GatewayBuilders Smith Street

Number
of
Units
A
ox

25

Nottingham

-1-

T.P. Heath

Department
UniversityPark,Nottingham,
of UrbanPlanning,
NG72RD.
Tel. 0115 9514887

5a) Have any housing associationsshown interest in office to residential conversions within your
area?
Eli

b)

ý

Yes

No

I

-I

N/A

Pleaselist any associations:

Nameof Housingassociation(s)

6a) Are there any initiatives for office to residential conversion operating in your city /town?
Yes

b)

I

No

N/A

If initiatives are available, are they privately or publicly orchestrated?

InitiativesTitle

public?

private?

7) Do youknow of anyusefuladdresses/
contactsregardingtown/ city centreoffice conversionto
residentialus, pleaselist below.

8) Whatdo you feel arethe main barriersto convertingoffices for residentialuse?

Manythanksfor your time in completingthis questionnaire.
The analysisof this questionnairesurvey will be made available
upon request from any
contributingauthorities.

T.P. Heath
Departmentof UrbanPlanning,UniversityPark,Nottingham,NG7 2RD.
Tel. 0115 951 4887

APPENDIX E:
Copy of letter to LPA confirming semi-structured interview

fax
To

Donald Hanclies

No. of pages

Company Southwark Borough Council Date

I

9 June 1998

Faxnumber 0171 525432
From

Tim Heath
Lecturer

Direct
line

0115 951 4887

Institute of Urban Planning
School of the

BuiltEnvironment
University of Nottingham
University Park
Nottingham
NG7 2RD

E-mail

tim. heath@nottingham.ac.uk

Faxnumber 0115 951 3159
Subject

Conversion of Office Buildings

Dear Donald Hanclies
Further my researchassistantsconversation with you of 9thJune, I have enclosed a list
of questions which I would like to form the basis for our proposed meeting. I hope
this enablesyou to gather any appropriate information. As was explained earlier, I am
working towards a PhD which will explore the potential and any barriers and drivers
to the conversion process to residential use with particular emphasis on post- war
office buildings.
Once again I would like to expressmy thanks to you for agreeing to a meeting.
Many thanks

Tim Heath
Lecturer

APPENDIX F:
Copy of topic guide for LPA semi-structured interviews
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Department of Urban Planning

RESETTLING CITIES: THE RE-USE OF POST-WAR OFFICE BUILDINGS
AS RESIDENTIAL ACCOMMODATION
SEMI-STRUCTURED

INTERVIEWS:

LOCAL

AUTHORITY

LOCAL AUTHORITY:

CONTACT NAME:

ADDRESS:

POSITION:

TELEPHONE:

DATE OF INTERVIEW:

STRUCTUREOF QUESTIONS:
1. POLICY

2. DEVELOPMENTCONTROL
3. GENERALQUESTIONS
POLICY

1. Currentdevelopmentplan/ Local plan /UDP title:
-Dateof plan
-Is a new plan imminent,if so what stage is it at?
1.1To what extent do policies encouragethe supply of residentialaccommodationwithin
the city/ town centre?
1.2 Are specific types of residential accommodation encouraged?
1.3 Are office conversions encouraged?

1.4 Wouldyou see any benefitsof incorporatingsuch policies?
1.5 Do you see any problemsin incorporatingsuch policies?
1.6 Doyou have housingdensitystandards?
1.7Are theseflexible/projectspecific?
1.8 Doyou have any car parkingstandards?
1.9Are they flexible/site specific?
1.10Do you have any affordablehousingpoliciesthat would affect conversions?

T.P. Heath
Departmentof Urban Planning, University Park, Nottingham, NG7 2RD.

la
L,
ý

1.11 Do you have any supplementary guidance related to residential development within
the city /town centre?

1.12 Doesthis relateto affect conversions?
DEVELOPMENTCONTROL

2. Has the Local Authoritydealt with applicationsfor the conversionof offices to residential
use?
2.1 What have beenthe particularplanningproblemsassociatedwith such applications?
0

2.2 Howmany schemes
2.3 Haveany been refusedplanningpermission,why?
2.4 Examplesof successfulschemes:
Name of Building
Address

Developer
Consultant/Agent
Size:
-sq. metres
-Numberof units
Tenure:
-Privatesale
- Privaterent
-Affordablehousing
GENERALQUESTIONS

3. What do you feel are the main factors encouragingoffice conversionswithin your town
/city?
3.1What do you feel are the main barriersto such conversions?
3.2 How could policy or its implementationbe changedto improve opportunitiesfor such
schemes?
3.3 Do you knowof any further useful relevantcontactswithin the city?

T.P. Heath
Department of Urban Planning, University Park, Nottingham, NG7 2RD.

APPENDIX G:
Copy of pro-forma for on-street interview questionnaire

University of Nottingham
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Department of Urban.Planning

RESETTLINGCITIES: THE RE-USE OF POST-WAROFFICE BUILDINGS
AS RESIDENTIALACCOMMODATION
ATTITUDES TO CITY CENTRE LIVING

(On street Interviews)

Interviews are structured Into four sections:
1. Personal (personal details and current residential information);
2. Attitude to City Centre Living;
3. Housing/Lifestyle Requirements;
4. Reaction to Prompt Cards.
45

Location of the Interview:

F

Portsmouth

Nottingham
Day

Date of the Interview:

F-I

71July 1998

Wolverhampton

1. PERSONAL

A. Personal Details:
Age of respondent: I]
Sex:

QM

MaritalStatus:

QS

Numberof Children:

I

18 to 25

I 26 to 40
171F

ED

41 to 59

r--1

M

F-1

D

71 W

F-I

3

F-I

0
0

0

2

I

EI

B. Current Residential Information:
CurrentResidentialType:

E
0

CurrentResidential
Location:

CurrentTenure:

0
F-

Detached

0

Semi-detached

Bungalow

[-]

Flat/Apartment

City Centre

I

SmallTown

0

F- Owner Occupier
171Social Rented

Lengthof Time in this Home:

F-1

Inner'City

I

0

0 to 2yrs

F--ý5 to 10yrs

F7
I

I

Private Rented
Livingwith family/friends

I
01

2 to 5yrs
0yrs+

4

Terraced

Village
I

60+

Suburb

2. ATTITUDE TO CITY CENTRE LIVING
Would you consider living in the City Centre?

YES
What attracts you to city centre
living?
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Proximity to work
Convenienceof public transport
Convenienceof leisure/entertainment
Proximityto nightlife (pubs/clubs)
Choice of eating places/restaurants
Convenienceof shopping facilities
The image of city centre living

"

[Others)

Rank
1-3

REQUIREMENTS:
3. HOUSING/LIFESTYLE
What type of home would you prefer?

House

Flat/Apartment

0123

Garden:

YN

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Personal safety
Crime levels
Pollution
Noise
Lack of convenience shopping
Poor educational facilities
Lack of choice of accommodation
Lack of parking provision

"
"

Lack of gardenspace
[Others)

Convenientaccessto public transport:
YN
Accessto convenienceshopping:
YN
Wouldyou consideran apartmentwithin a
convertedbuilding?

Rank
1-3

If any of your personalcircumstances
changedwould you considerliving
in the city centre?
YES

What requirementsdo you have?
123
Bedrooms:
Parking:

NO
What puts you off city centre
living?

NO

Details:
.
0

YES

NO

If any of characteristics of the city centre
changed would you consider living
there?

Howmuch would you be prepared/ableto
pay?
Rent(pw):

LBuy:

<£5dk

YES

<£75 £75 to £100 £100 to £130 £150+
£50 to £100k £100 to £150k

£150k+

Details:
.

NO

4. PROMPT CARDS
Would you consider living in any of the following?

1. new-build apartment:
Like:

Y

2. warehouse-type conversion:

Y

Dislike:

Like:

Y

4.

Y

Like:

N

Dislike:

3. post-war office conversion A:
Like:

ost-war office conversion B:

N

N
Dislike:

N
Dislike:

APPENDIX H:
Copy of University letter confirming identity
of on-street interviewers

Our reference

Your reference
Direct line/email

0115 951 4887
tim. heath@nottingham.ac.uk
School of the
Built Environment
University Park
Nottingham
NG7 2RD

1 July 1998

Tel: +44 (0) 115 951 3134
Fax: +44 (0) 115 951 3159
www. nottingharn. ac, uk/sbe

Dear QuestionnaireRespondent,
Questionnaire Survey: Resettling Cities: The Re-Use of Post-War Office Buildings
as Residential Accommodation

Many thanks for agreeingto take part in this questionnairesurvey which is being
undertakenasan importantpart of my PhD research.
The survey is intended to further develop our understandingof the potential for
increasingthe numberof peopleliving in our city centres.
The interviewer is a registered student within the Department of Urban Planning at the
University of Nottingham and they will show you their student identification card to
confirm this.

Onceagain,your time andopinionsaremost appreciated.
Kind regards

Tim Heath
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Professorof Architecture,Director of the Instituteof Architecture
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APPENDIX 1:
Copy of pro-forma for postal questionnaire survey
of residents in post-war office conversions

University of Nottingham

t

School of the Built Environment

1-

RESETTLING CITIES: THE RE-USE OF POST-WAR OFFICE BUILDINGS
AS RESIDENTIAL ACCOMMODATION
A
THIS QUESTIONNAIRE
IS STRUCTUREDINTO FOURSECTIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

YOURSELF
THE CITY CENTRE
THE LOCATION
YOUR HOME

1. YOURSELF
1.1

Personal Details (optional)

1.1.1

Ij

Male

Female

I

Please tick the most appropriate box

1.1.2 What is your age?

Q Under20

Q 20-29

Q

Q 40-49 Q 50-59

30-39

Q 60+

Please tick the most appropriate box

1.1.3 What is your maritalstatus?
Q

Q Married Q

Single

Livingwith partner Died

1.1.4a Do you have any children?

I

i

WQved

Yes

1.1.4b If yes do they live with you at this address? I
1.1.5 Howmany people live at this address?

IYes

L

No

ýý

No

I

1.1.6.What is your employmentstatus?
Q
Q

Professional Management
Retired

Q
Q

White collar

Q

Student

Q

Blue collar
Home maker

Q

Unskilled/manual

QJnemployed

Tim Heath
School of the Built Environment. University of Nottingham. University Park.
Nottingham NG7 2RD
.
Tel 01Is 9515151

1.2

Current residence

1.2.1

How long have you lived in you current home?

0

Years

II

Months

1.2.2 What is your current tenure?
Rented accommodation

TI

Owneroccupier

F

I

I Other (please specify)

Please tick the most appropriate box

1.3

Previous residence

1.3.1 Where did you live previously?
I

I

I Othercity centre location
IVillage

I

I
I Suburbs
IOther, please specify:

I

Small town

Pleasetickthe mostappropriatebox

1.3.2 What type of propertydid you live in previously?
[]

Flat/Apartment

Terracedhouse

LJ Semi-detached Q Detachedhouse

Please tick the most appropriate box

1.3.3 What was the approximateage of your previoushome?
II

1980+

1950-1979

Ti

Pleasetick the most afro

II

1915- 1949

II

Pre - 1914

riate box

1.3.4Whatwas the tenure of you previoushome?
I

IOwneroccupier

0

II

Private-rented

Livingwith family and friends

II

Social-rentedaccommodation

I

I Other (pleasespecify)

Please tick the most appropriate box

Tim Heath
Schoolof the Built Environment.Universityof Nottingham UniversityPark. NottinghamNG7 21W
.
Tel 0115 9515151 .

Q

1.4

Travel

1.4.1 Are you a car owner?

Yes

0

No

II

1.4.2 How far do you live from your place of employment?
1-2 miles

I Less than 1 mile I
Iover 5 miles

I
I

Cý

2-3 miles

0

3-5miles

II

Train

a

Pleasetick the mostappropnatebox

1.4.3 Howdo you regularlytravel to work?

0
I

Walk

ý

IUnderground

Cycle

ý

IBus

I

Car (Driver)
Car (passenger)

Please tick the most appropriate box

2. THE CITY CENTRE
2.1

What attractedyou to live in the city centre?

[I

Proximityto work

INightlife
ý

ý

I

Proximityto shops

L11
ý

Access to public transport

Cosmopolitan lifestyle

Proximityto cultural/ entertainmentvenues

11

Others (please specify)

Please tick any of the above

2.2

Do you find any disadvantagesassociatedwith living in the city centre?

L-

Lack of parking

L-

Pollution

Ti

Congestion

ý

Noise

Poor educationalfacilities
11111

-I

CrJ Lackof convenienceshopping
LrJ

I1

Lack of open space

Lack of housingchoice

Others(pleasespecify)

Pleasetick any of the above

Tim Heath
Schoolof theBuilt Environment.Universityof Nottingham.UniversityPark. NottinghamNG7
.
21W
Tel 01159515151

2.3.1

How safe do you feel living in the city centre?
time

II feel safe all the
II feel safe duringdaylighthours
Sam
6pm (Office Hours)
II feel safe between and
II feel safe less than any of the above

I
I
I

I

Please tick any of the above

2.3.2a Do you think you would feel safer living in a different location?
Yes

0

1

No

C1

Suburbs

2.3.2b if yes, please specify where:
I

IOther city centre location
IVillage

I

ý

Small Town

ICountryside

3 LOCATION
3.1

Do you considerthere to be a noise problemwhere you live?

I

Yes

No

I

If yes pleasestate the source(s)of the noise

3.2

Is theregood provisionof public transportwithin easy walkingdistance of your
home?

C 1Yes

I

I No

3.3

Is car parkingdifficult in the area you live?

II

Yes

3.4

Do you considerthere to be adequateprovisionof the following in the area you live?

II

Restaurants

Q

No

Cafes/ bars/ pubs

L1

Nightclubs

Tim Heath
.Schoolof the Built Environment.Universityof Nottingham. UniversityPark. NottinghamNG7 2RD
Tel 01159515151

Convenience shopping

Li

Open space

I

4 YOUR HOME
4.1

What attracted you to the development that you live in?

ý

It's modernappearance

I
I
0

1Thefacilitieswithin the development

I

0
IThe specificationof the apartment
IThe accommodation within the apartment II

Its location
Other (pleasespecify)

Please tick any of the above

4.2

Please give three words that you feel describe the external appearance/ image of
the development you live in.
1.
2.
3.

4.3a

What level of parking provision do you personally have on site?

ý

No parking

I

4.3b

Do you feel that this is adequate?

II

Yes

4.4a

What securityprovisionis providedwithinthe development?

I

24hr concierge/porter

ý

Part-timeconcierge/porter

I

Door security

I

Video surveillance

II

Other(pleasespecify)

4.4b

Do you feel that this is adequate?

II

Yes

IOne space

I

ITwo spaces I

More than 2 spaces

No

I

LI

No

Many thanks for completing the questionnaire. Your answers will be treated with the
strictestconfidence. Shouldyou whichto be entered into the prize draw, please enter your
nameand addressbelow:

Tim Heult
Built Environment.Universityof Nottingham. Universitypark. Nottingham
.Schoolof the
NG7 21W
Tel 01159515151

Name:
Address:

These details will be separated from your answers immediately upon receipt to maintain
anonymity.

Tim Heath
School of the Built Environment. University of Nottingham University Park. Nottingham NG7 2RD
.
.
Tel 0115 9515151

APPENDIX J:

Copy of letter to request participation in postal questionnaire
survey of residents in post-war office conversions

Our reference

Your reference
Direct line/email

01 15 951 4887
tim. heath@nottingham.ac.uk
School of the
Built Environment

The Occupier,
Flat 27,
Bridge View Court
19 Grange Raad
Bermondsey
London SEI 3BT

University

Park

Nottingham
NG7 2RD
Tel: +44 (0) 115 951 3134
Fax: +44 (0) 115 951 3159
www. nottingham. ac.uk/sbe

2 September1998

Dearoccupier,
QuestionnaireSurvey: ResettlingCities: The Re-Useof Post-War Office Buildings
asResidential Accommodation
My nameis Tim HeathandI am workingtowardsa PhD at the Univeristy of Nottingham.
My research involves an examination of the potential for accommodatingmore
householdswithin city centresthrough the conversionof vacant office buildings. An
important component of this research involves gaining an understanding of the
experiencesof residentis of such schemesand as such I am conducting a postal
questionnairesurveyof peopleliving in convertedoffice buildings.
I have therefore included a questionnaire which I would be extremely pleased if you
could spare a few minutes to complete. The questionnaire is intended to be anonymous,
however, there will be a prize draw for £150 of Marks and Spencer gift vouchers for
those that wish to be entered. To maintain anonymity name and address details can be
added to the detatchablesheet at the end of the questionnaire and these will be separated
from the responsesupon receipt.
Many thanks in anticipation of your response and I would be very grateful if you could
return the questionnairein the pre-paid envelopeby 7thOctober.

Kind regards
Till aYIUYt AMI/1
IOI IIITIIIIIM
MTMIMTIOIUI TI1OI
ml

Tim Heath

Professor SB Riffat BSc MSc DPhil DSc CEng MlMechE MCIBSE MinstE
Headof the School of the Built Environment,Director of the Institute of Building Technology
Professor AP Fawcett BA (Arch) (Manc) RIBA ARIAI FRSA (Hon) ARUA
Professorof Architecture,Director of the Instituteof Architecture

Dr Taner Oc BArch MCP(METU) MA(Chicago) PhD (Penn) TMO
Directorof the Instituteof UrbanPlanning
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APPENDIX K:
Copy of letter to invite focus group participants

Our reference

Your reference
Direct line/email

0115 951 4887
tim. heath@nottingham.ac.uk
School of the
Built Environment

Michael Saunders,
9 Avalon House,
Surrey Street,
Portsmouth POI 1JT

University

Park

Nottingham
NG7 2RD
Tel: +44 (0) 115 951 3134
Fax: +44 (0) 115 951 3159
www. nottinghani. ac. uk/sbe

7thJanuary1999

DearMichael,
Research Project: Resettling Cities: The Re-Use of Post-War Office Buildings as
Residential Accommodation

I would like to take this opportunityto thankyou for kindly completingthe questionnaire
that I sentto you last September.The resultsof that surbveywill form an important part
of my PhD at the Univeristy of Nottingham.
I am writing to you againto ask if you would be preparedto take part in a small group
discussion(I expect there to be eight residents)which I am proposing to chair in
Portsmouth at 7.30pm on Wednesday3rd February 1999. This will give me the
opportunityto furtherunderstandsomeof the issuesthat were raisedin the questionnaire
I am able to offer an incentivepaymentof £25 for thosewho partakein this
responses.
sessionwhich would last for oneanda half hours.
Many thanksin anticipationof your responseandI would be very grateful if you could let
meknow if you arewilling to partakein this groupdiscussionby Monday 18thJanuary.
Kind regards

Tim Heath
ME

9v
iW

111N.

in's

AWARDS

iMTIMMIII
AVORU

MADE

=001

Prbfessor SB Riffat BSc MSc DPhil DSc CEng MlMechE MCIBSE MlnstE
Head of the Schoolof the Built Environment,Director of the Institute of Building Technology
Professor AP Fawcett BA (Arch) (Manc) RIBA ARIAI FRSA (Hon) ARUA
Professor
of Architecture,Director of the Institute of Architecture

Dr Taner Oc BArch MCP(METU) MA(Chicago) PhD (Penn)TMO
Directorof theInstituteof UrbanPlanning
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APPENDIX L:
Copy of focus group topic guide regarding
attitudes to city centre living

Topic Guide for Focus Group (A):
to examine attitudes and perceptions of city centre living
ResearchObjective:

The key objectives of this focus group study are to discover and understand people's
attitudes towards and perceptions of:

"

city centre living; and

"

city centre residential accommodation.
0

Timeallowed:onehour andfifteen minutes(maximum 15 minutesoverrun).
Introduction (5 minutes)
" Welcome;
"
"

About the study (explain the project and background);
No `right' or `wrong' answers;

"
"

Taperecording;
Confidentiality.
Any questions before we start?

2.

Background (15 minutes including 5 minutes preparation period)
(Participants issuedwith paper and pen)
" Christian name; Age, Marital status; Type of Employment; Location of
employment.
Location of current home; How long lived at current home; Tenure.
Reasonsfor moving to/choosing current home.

"
"

"3

best/worstthingsaboutliving in thecity centre.

Discussionstatement:
Thecity centreprovides an ideal residentialenvironment
for all young or singlepeople"
"If your experience is a little difference, then that is exactly what I want to hear. "
"1 need to hear as many different things from you as time allows. There aren't right or
wrong answers in this area. I'm here to learn from your experiences."

3.

Attitudes towards living in the city centre (25 minutes)
What do you feel are themain attractionsof city centreliving?
What do you feel are themain deterrentsto city centreliving?
What factorswould needto changefor you to considerliving in the city centre?
Jlo

Dwelling attributes/lifestyle requirements (15 minutes)

4.

What are the key factors other than cost (£) that inform your choice of home?
" Location;
" Spacerequirements;
" Other.
What physical attributes, facilities or services do you look for in a home?

Next home (5 minutes)

5.
"

Where do you aspire to live? Ideally/realistically?

"

If you wereto movein thenearfuture would you considerliving in the city centre
(which otherlocations)?
What typeof propertywould you like to moveto?
Would you considerliving in an apartment?

"
"

6.

Concluding thoughts (10minutes)
`Story boards'
" `favourable city'; and
" `negative city'.

(THANK PARTICIPANTSAND HAND ROUND INCENTIVES)

APPENDIX M:
Copy of focus group topic guide with residents
of city centre conversions

Topic Guide for Focus Group (B):
residents of post-war office conversions
Research Objective:

The key objectives of this focus group study are to discover and understand residents'
experiencesof:
"

living in the city centre; and

"

city centre residential accommodation.

Time allowed: one hour and fifteen minutes (maximum 15 minutes overrun).

Introduction (5 minutes)
" Welcome;

About the study (explain the project and background);
No `right' or `wrong' answers;
Tape recording;
Confidentiality.

"
"
"
"

Any questions before we start?
2.

Background (15 minutes including 5 minutes preparation period)
(Participants issued with paper and pen)
" Christian name; Age, Marital status; Type of Employment; Location of
employment.

"

How long lived at currenthome;Tenure.

" Reasonsfor movingto/choosingcurrenthome.
"3 best/worstthingsaboutliving in the city centre.
Discussion statement:

"The city centreprovidesan ideal residentialenvironmentfor all young or singlepeople"
"If your experience is a little difference, then that is exactly what I want to hear. "
"I need to hear as many different things from you as time allows. There aren't right or
wrong answers in this area. I'm here to learn from your experiences."

3.
"
"
"
3.1

Aspects of city centre living (10 minutes)
What is theareayou live in like?
What is theidentity of the city centre?
Are theresignsthat it is changing?
Convenience:Proximity to shops,amenities,employment,etc.? (5 minutes)

"

Is proximity to shops a positive feature of the city centre? What type of shops?Do
you need to go out of the city centre for your major household shopping?

"

Are leisure and entertainment facilities easily accessible? Restaurants? Cinemas?
Theatres? Pubs?How often do you use these?

Does living in the city enable easeof accessto your employment? Is it an
advantageto live close to your work? How do you travel to work?

"

Is useof public transport convenient? Are you less reliant on a private car because
you live in the centre?
"

Do you think there are areas of quality open space close by in the centre? Do you or
would you take advantageof these? Are they important to your choice of where to
live?

"

Whatis the atmosphere
of the city centrelike? Doesthis changeat different timesof the day
andat weekends?In whatways?

General atmosphereof city centre? (5minutes)

3.2

Socialenvironment of city centre? (10 minutes)
Is therea senseof communityin the city centre?

3.3
"
"

How would you describe other residents within your building? Within the city
centre?

"

What other land uses are prevalent in you area of the city centre? Do any of these
create problems?

"

Do you think the city centreis a safeplaceto live? Do you feel that therisks of
crime anygreaterthanoutsideof the city centre?

3.4
"
"

"
"

Living in an Office Conversion (10 minutes)
Why did you chooseyour current home?
What arethequalitiesof thebuilding?

"

What are the qualities of the apartment?

"
"

Where do you aspire to live? Ideally/realistically?
If you were to move in the near future would you stay in the city
centre or consider
other locations?

"
"

Whattype of propertywould you like to moveto?
Would you considera convertedapartmentagain?

4.

5.

6.

Physical environment of city centre? (5 minutes)
How do you feel about the physical environment the
of
city centre?
What is the traffic situation like in the city
centre? How does this impact upon city
centre living? What is the situation regarding car parking?

Next home (10 minutes)

Concluding thoughts (5 minutes)
`Storyboards'
" `favourablecity'; and
" `negativecity'.

(THANK PARTICIPANTS AND HAND ROUND INCENTIVES)
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